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abstract

This work aims to lay out a new understanding of the indigenous societies of Spanish

America while advancing a clearer and more nuanced notion of preindustrial urbanism

for the Western Hemisphere. It focuses on the social geography, labor conditions, and

demographic structures of the population defined by Spanish law as “tributary”—the

officially recognized Indian—as it shows up in a massive census-like document: an

eight-volume matrícula or tribute roll prepared in 1800 for the municipality of San

Juan Tenochtitlan.

The main “story” the dissertation tells is that of thousands of Indian men,

women, and children who do not look like Indians; that is, that deviate from the histo-

riographical canon about the indigenous peoples of Mesoamerica. The Indians of San

Juan Tenochtitlan were engaged in artisan activities and proletarian labor, held Spanish

surnames, were fluent in Spanish and lived in families significantly smaller than their

counterparts in the countryside, while large numbers of them were almost certainly

recent immigrants to the city. And yet, nearly half of them continued to belong to in-

termediary entities at once territorial jurisdictions and corporate units known as bar-
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rios. The dissertation’s main character, barrio is usually translated as “neighbor-

hood”—incorrectly, for the word exaggerates the institution’s geographic dimension,

obscuring its social and spatial mobility as well as its architectural and cultural cos-

mopolitanism. A central contention of the work, then, is that Mexico City’s barrios

were not only districts or wards but mainly urban “hosts” of historical communities.

Since the Indians of San Juan Tenochtitlan cannot be disregarded as “fake” or ac-

culturated ones, or mestizos-in-the-making, the dissertation concludes that the canoni-

cal image of the Indians of Mesoamerica has to be substantially revised, as to include

features—such as mobility, urbanism, adaptability, cosmopolitanism—that until not so

long ago were considered merely idiosyncratic or accidental. The central proposition

of this work, in other words, is that Mexico City’s indigenous inhabitants, rather than

an exception to the rule, ought to be considered the most radical instance of the sup-

pleness and resilience that characterized indigenous cultures as a whole under Spanish

rule.
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par a Migu el  Ángel

Gra nados Chapa
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Two Formal Notes

1. Not by chance, the main typeface employed to set this dissertation was originally de-

signed by Giambattista Bodoni, the Piedmontese typographer and printer born in 1740

who died in 1813. Among the “people of the book,” no other typeface embodies neo-

classicism better than the sharp, bold, vertical strokes of the Bodoni. Since this work

deals with the neoclassic moment, it was inevitable to wrap it with the iconic typo-

graphic face of the late eighteenth century. It looks much better this way. And I am a

devout of Marshall McLuhan, after all. (The sans-serif typeface was in turn designed by

Paul Renner, the Prussian typographer, in the 1920s; it is rightfully called Futura.)

2. Throughout this work, I have tried to follow the Chicago Manual of Style in all but

one respect. To indicate the place of edition in the notes and bibliography, I have used

“Mexico” instead of “Mexico City,” which is the form the venerable vade mecum estab-

lishes, for two reasons: on the one hand, because it is redundant to add a generic noun

in a slot where only places (towns and cities, not countries) are intended to appear;

and, on the other, because I have yet to see a note or bibliographic entry using “New

York City” rather than “New York” as a place of edition.
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int rodu ction

Twenty Seven Thousand, One Hundred and Eight

Fiction and the Research Experience

nce upon a time, in a city distant in time though not so distant in space, there

was a man who made his living making hats. A simple man. Just an artisan: poor,

recently married and with children. Even his name was simple and ordinary. Mariano

for the Virgin Mary, the patroness of the kingdom; Francisco for Saint Francis of As-

sisi, the emblem of the first missionaries. His neighbors knew him well enough, just as

they had known his parents. After all, his church was only two blocks away from the

church where he had been baptized, forty-, fifty-something years earlier. His father had

been a butcher. And yet Mariano Francisco, the son of José Morales and María Teresa

Corona, called himself a hatter. Not that he was mad, though. He was rather a melan-

choly man. As he aged, his lungs had begun to fail him. One day he spat blood. Then

more blood. For six years he spat blood. Over time the bleeding became more intense.

His stomach suffered as well. At some point it began to melt—literally. He stopped

working. His wife became the family’s sole breadwinner. Thus was the life of Mariano

Francisco Morales on the eve of 27 November 1794.

O
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Stopped on the street by a police squad trained to decipher people’s selves by

their physical features, Mariano Francisco Morales was unable to produce the small

certificate he, like everyone of his sort, had been ordered to carry at all times. A tiny

piece of paper, printed and with blanks to be filled with his name and the amount of

money he owed to the king. His tribute to the king. He tried to explain. The inspectors

did not feel forgiving that day. They took him to a small office within a labyrinthian

building at the city’s center, no more than an entresol packed with reams of paper and a

small desk, in front of which a clerk searched for his name in a list of people just like

him—especially among those who attended the same church, lived in its vicinity or,

more generally, belonged to that community—a community known as the barrio of Tlax-

coac. Two things came out from the search: first, he was indeed a member of the barrio;

second, he had never paid the levy. Another functionary made some calculations and set

the price of his freedom. So the first clerk gave an order and the inspectors took him

out of the building, walked him to a bakery halfway between his church and the city’s

center, on a street named after a bridge which in turn had been named by the thief cru-

cified next to Jesus of Nazareth—the good one, of course. There Mariano Francisco

Morales was supposed to work until the ninety-four reales of his debt were paid off. He,

the hatter, had been sentenced to bake bread. Upset, feeling a little bit rebellious, he

sent word to his wife. Three days later a doctor walked into the bakery, to validate the

state of his health. This man is close to developing tuberculosis, he wrote; and he has

diarrhea. Armed with such a certificate, his wife went back to the building, to the im-

mense building at the city’s center, to plead mercy. In an office directly dependent on

the viceroy, the personal representative of the distant king, a scribe wrote down her

statement—for she was illiterate. My name is Mariana Flores. Mi husband is sick. He is
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old. He cannot pay. Please relieve him. She left the doctor’s notification there as well.

On 6 December 1794, someone took both documents to the tribute office. The slow

machinery of the empire was beginning to move.

First there was a question of trust: the chief tributary officer did not know the

doctor and decided not to accept the certificate as proof of Mariano Francisco Morales’

inability to pay. Not knowing Greek, he could not grasp the seriousness of the phtysis

the sick man was falling in. He could only see a digestive condition—and diarrhea had

never been enough an excuse to defraud the king. He was, however, a diligent function-

ary, disdainful of the people he was in charge of but not a greedy character. So he chose

to verify Mariano Francisco Morales’ age. Old men, after all, did not have to pay. Yet

the year was coming to an end. Christmas came, then new year’s eve, then epiphany. On

13 January 1795 at last, the parish priest at the church of San Miguel was asked to go

through the baptismal records from half a century earlier. A priest’s aid looked first in

the book of 1743. Then a year before. Then a year after. He could not find anything.

Maybe Mariano Francisco Morales got confused, the chief tributary office reasoned,

remembering that a lot of things had changed in the city’s parishes in the last twenty-

five years. What can we do, your Excellency? Ask the head of the fiscal office; he

should give you the answer. Witnesses could be used in lieu of the birth certificate. It is

a good idea, replied the viceroy, as he awaited the arrival of spring in the town of San

Agustín de las Cuevas. Spring indeed. More than once during the winter, Mariana Flo-

res had approached the chief tributary officer for news about her husband’s trial, re-

porting that his illness was getting worse and worse—and nothing had happened. An-

other month would pass before something actually took place.

On 22 April 1795, Mariano Francisco Morales was taken back to the office, where
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he met the chief tributary officer for the first time. His deportment betrayed him: he

must be an Indian. But he is no fifty-two year-old as he pretends. He should be between

forty and forty-six. He is actually between forty and forty-two, a Spanish neighbor,

summoned the day after, contradicted. It does not matter. An Indian he is, and clearly

under fifty. He must pay. Send him back to the bakery. Wait a second. Better send him

to that bakery on the street of the slaughterhouse; it is closer to his barrio. Mariana

Flores was notified soon thereafter. Within a month, she had found a second doctor,

who again certified that Mariano Francisco Morales had both a lung condition and an

intestinal disease. Once again, the certificate was rejected. And then, on 7 July 1795,

the tributary office received another piece of paper. For the first time a statement by

Mariano Francisco Morales himself. I am a tributary Indian from the barrio of Tlax-

coac, but I cannot pay. I have been imprisoned for more than six months. I am sick.

They do not even feed me at the bakery. I have been living off my wife’s work. (Then he

signed it: “I do not know how to sign.”) Only then did the chief tributary officer notice

that Mariano Francisco Morales had been unable to work at the bakery. Perhaps the

only thing to do at this point is send him to the Indian Hospital. If he does not die

there, we can always force him to pay afterward. Fair enough, replied the viceroy. Send

him to the hospital. It was 14 August 1795.

What followed, rather than a bureaucratic resolution, resembles a Deus ex ma-

china: before reaching the hospital, an anonymous donor put four hundred reales at the

tribute office to help as many indigenous debtors as possible. Nearly a quarter of that

sum was assigned to Mariano Francisco Morales. After three days he was released. Back

to his wife and his barrio, to his hats and the tuberculosis that would kill him. Five

years later, when a new list of tributaries of Tlaxcoac was compiled, no one could tell
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what had happened to him. Was he dead already? Had he moved out? His name was not

included in the register of 1800. That is the only certainty we have. Thus ended the

ordinary life of Mariano Francisco Morales. His story and that of his companions, the

other members of Tlaxcoac and their brethren all over the city, will be told in the pages

to follow—the story of the barrios and indigenous tributaries from Mexico City at the

end of the eighteenth century.1

e

No, there ought to be no story in this history. No plot, no argument—no set of charac-

ters looking for their role within a narrative nor polyphonic anecdotes searching for

their place onto a mural. Even the web of concepts that usually replaces action, that

poeticizes emptiness, ought to be absent from this history. It must be so because these

pages want indeed to be history and not one of those literary exercises that, until now,

have passed as the discipline’s real objective and trademark—the detailed, nitty-gritty,

comprehensive monograph. And not only because since Hayden White and his post-

structural gurus the very possibility of “writing history” has become a sour oxymoron,

the kind of naive, positivist aspiration that only deserves a cynical smile as response. If

telling a story or analyzing a historical problem are just two modes of the old, en-

trenched mania of narrativizing the human condition, of making sense out of an inco-

herent pool of raw materials, then the practice of history should no longer result in

narratives nor in portraits. Perhaps it can only produce experiences: another example

1. The sources for this tale are at the Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter, agn),

Tributos, vol. 53, exp. 6.
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of the postmodern solipsism in vogue or a footnote in an imaginary anthropology of

research—although, hopefully, an exercise in intuitive and tangible scholarship as well.2

An experience, then—at least in principle. Thus a large hall, no longer somber

and oppressive but still cold and unwelcoming. Red bricks and white plaster walls,

plastic domes in the distant ceiling. Eight or nine wooden tables, austere and too high

for the uncomfortable wooden chairs surrounding them. There are police officers eve

rywhere, interspersed with the subtle noises produced by working clerks and idle re-

searchers. Built to house a prison, pristine expression of Benthamite dreams turned

into modern nightmares, the building now hosts the most important archive in the

country—and the police is still  in charge of the gates. On any given day in August, Eng-

lish is the lingua franca of locals and visitors, aspiring scholars and well-known authors

alike. On any given day in November, paid paleographers and sluggish doctoral stu-

dents take the fore, conceal a nap, grumble at five if the work has not been done—it is

now time to leave, the clerk says. Throughout the seasons, yet less and less every year,

groups of rural folk, overwhelmed by the building and the police officers but stubborn

nonetheless, look for “official” proofs to fight a neighbor or to defend a plot. One day,

2. Hayden White’s analysis of the scientific, non-narrative pretensions of the discipline is

to be found in “The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality,” and “The Question of

Narrative in Contemporary Historical Theory,” both in Hayden White, The Content of the Form:

Narrative Discourse and Historical Representation (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,

1987), 1-25 and 26-57 respectively. But see also his Metahistory: The Historical Imagination in

Nineteenth-Century Europe (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973), chap. 1. I am well

aware that my reading of White is a bit paranoid, and—worse yet—my knowledge of the work of

Paul Ricoeur is largely vicarious, but I am ready to see the “textual” approach to the theory of

history as an attack on the discipline since I do perceive a tendency to belittle the analytical ca-

pabilities of history wrapped in the emphasis on its formal qualities.
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a huge political conference, intended to solve all the country’s rural problems, expels

all people-without-a-tie out of the building for a month. Another day, the cafeteria is

closed down, never to reopen—a new administration is taking over, we are told. And day

after day, between the subway stop and the black palace of other times, a park crowded

with clochards, a stinky canal, the weight of a laptop computer, the agonizing march of

the calendar. Five or six hours per day, two or three cigarettes every shift and a sip of

bad coffee; a pack of peanuts on the way out, a strawberry shake on the way in, the te-

dious work of reading, deciphering, typing. This is the age of mechanic reproduction,

no doubt.

Experience, above all, is eight large volumes, bound with elegance, soaked with

the ineffable smell of preindustrial ink, paper made out of rags, crystallized sweat of

bureaucrats and scholars—and insecticide. In them it is almost possible to discern the

echo of an old quill, the rustling sound of fibers absorbing the dark liquid—they can

even be sensed with the fingertips, as gloves have yet to be mandatory in these prem-

ises. The texture of the paper would deserve a treatise on its own, for its solid quality,

its humid perfume, its round consistency, instantly debunks the edifice of evolutionism

and progress—so regular in its irregularities it is, so distant from the thin paper this

dissertation will be printed on (if ever, since nowadays pages like this one exist only as

portable-document-format files). So does the calfskin employed for the binding,

smooth and imperfect, flexible and rugged at the same time, as if something from the

ethos of an ancient craft—the tanner’s trade—were still palpitating underneath. I might

want to call these eight volumes “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800,”

following the author of the archive’s catalogue, who in turn chose to name them after

the manuscript label on the volumes’ covers. Something urges me, though, not to for-
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get that they are nothing but eight bundles of smashed fibers and liquefied ores,

wrapped in the skin of a dead mammal transformed by acids and buried—with honors,

no doubt—in the sacred ground of the republic’s arch of alliance, the catacomb hosting

the most precious and the most infamous commandments of the land.

This, however, is not a treasure. Once the gutter cedes, and the vertical, parallel

lines at the margins are exposed, every volume begins to manifest its silent, dull fea-

tures as a bureaucratic instrument. A few horizontal lines, also at the margins, intersect

the columns, forming a small grid toward the page’s borders, where cryptic capital let

-

ters above and preposterous figures at the bottom proclaim the countable nature of the

Figure 0.1 — “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800.” Archivo General de
la Nación, Mexico, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 1v-2.
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document. Initials and totals are linked by a sparse parade of other numbers pouring

down from the upper edge to an arithmetic epiphany which is the device’s actual raison

d’être. The central space, a page within the page, is in turn a neat rectangle whose

shape seems to replicate the classic rules of layout design—lines of text are never too

long as to force the reader to move her head, for example—thus hinting at the presence

of another, more respected trade in the making of the document. Book design was not

yet properly a trade at the time the volumes were made, but its practitioners were al-

ready informed by the visual culture of the age. A designed manuscript is indeed a cu-

rious presence in the archive, at least according to certain documentary taxonomies

that only distinguish public from private papers. The layout, moreover, functions as a

nice reminder that archival material tends to occupy an interstitial zone of private yet

public, unique yet standardized administrative devices: because its shape comes from a

piece of stationary printed by the Spanish crown a decade earlier, as the corollary of a

highly detailed regulation, and it appears repeated, employed as a model, in a number

of other documents in another section in the archive.3

What is truly unique about the eight volumes, at any rate, are the names that oc-

cupy the inner page, small clusters of names wrapped by blank spaces and a subtle in-

dentation which form French-style paragraphs. First and family names. Simple names,

almost generic in a land infused with Catholic devotion, as well as elaborate names,

taken from certain saints in particular or from a generous archbishop of a previous

generation. Names of musical overtones and names of deaf concretion. Names that were

3. “Real provisión acordada para la nueva cuenta y visita personal de los naturales y demás

tributarios de [la parcialidad de Santiago de esta corte],” Mexico City, 23 August 1785, agn,

Tributos, vol. 26, exp. 2, fol. (23). (Folio numbers within parenthesis are meant to indicate the

volume’s foliation, generally in pencil and made by the archive’s staff.)
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probably surnames in the making. Short names and long names. Old names, remnants

of a previous (langu)age, and names of recent manufacture. Names pointing toward

distant lands. Names deriving from specific labor activities. Names and more names.

Indeed, twenty-seven thousand, one hundred and eight of them. And not only names:

an occupational label here and there; hints of family arrangements almost everywhere;

the age of all youths; that of very few elders; sometimes an address, especially in the

last volumes— and, throughout, a four-fold mode of indexing: under a “neighborhood”

name, a village’s banner, the title of a “royal factory” or a trade’s denomination.

Names, moreover, purportedly identifying real people, concrete and irreplaceable,

solid and evanescent—people whose relationship with the paper and ink of these pages,

with these eight volumes and the bureaucratic enterprise underpinning them is, how

ever, far from certain. Only their nominal reality, this written expression, is unques-

tionable. Everything else, from the meaning the names might have had for the lives of

those real people to the circumstances in which the names were registered, has to be

inferred. Other documents—mainly bureaucratic correspondence wherein a particular

name is repeated, sometimes a birth certificate—certainly suggest that all these names

were in fact attached to real people and, more important, that the document as a whole

is the physical expression of a social happening, the record of a series of actions in-

volving real people captured by ink on paper. And yet, nothing of the reality outside the

document can be positively proven. Worse yet: the reality of the link between names

and the individuals bearing them is one of those axioms, the most effective, natural-

ized, and hence problematic, upon which most exercises of thinking about the past are

built. They must refer to real people—or the most fantastic, Borgesian literary con-

struction would be a pale, childish exercise compared to the delirious workings of
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those scribes who wasted their hands and eyes in the writing of this collection of char-

acters.

e

In one way or another, it seems obvious that, without the document, “constructing” the

urban Indian in late colonial Mesoamerica would have been an impossible objective; in

fact, it is tempting to see the document as the invention itself, the very mechanism for

molding  the indigenous population of New Spain’s capital into a diverse yet coherently

organized pool of tributaries. (I write “molding” in italics, however, as I try not to for-

get that transformative practices cannot avoid the constraints imposed on them by the

raw materials they employ—either vegetables in a chef’s working table or Indians in the

Bourbon managerial desks.) Documents of the type the Spanish crown received, pro-

duced and held in the late eighteenth century may indeed be one of the prime instru-

ments the emerging modern state used to express its might, irreplaceable tokens of its

bureaucratic nature and unavoidable evidence of its success in making the world’s im-

age as significant as its referent—but they are, undoubtedly, not only that. Underneath

their instrumental character and purpose, and therefore disrupting (even if only

slightly) the logic that make them both the epitome and the condition sine qua non a

modern, rational administration can exist, these documents are also social constructs

themselves, material devices with a particular, un-replicable history behind them,

unique instances of the coalescing of larger, almost tectonic forces. In short, they are a

form of human crystal—though not always humane—wherein some social relations and

cultural habits come to be frozen and thus captured, in a manner not dissimilar to the
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yellowish magma that has trapped prehistoric insects from Jutland’s swamps to Chia-

pas’ marshlands.

If the reality of the Bourbon imperial state expressed itself through the docu-

ment, it is no less certain—though much more problematic—that its character as a con-

duit of modernity was also the result of humbler actions, neutral in appearance, trivial

in their dimension, performed by junior clerks, anonymous scribes and irrelevant sub-

jects, engaged in a number of seemingly absurd and convoluted legal skirmishes and

social confrontations triggered by the hopes (or the needs) of modernizing one of the

oldest colonial institutions in New Spain—the institution of tribute. There is no irony

in this—idols do have feet of clay. (Contrary to Daniel’s expectations, however, their

foundations’ baseness is not always, and not necessarily, a sign of weakness or vulner-

ability; it may also be a token of suppleness and inclusiveness.) In fact, those ac-

tions—the smell of that clay—may be sensed through most of the documents produced

by the viceregal administration itself, and even in documents intended to function only

as memoranda, since the bureaucratic will, both in its Habsburg form and in the “hy-

brid” manner advanced by the Bourbon reformers, had to consider at all times the pos-

sible reactions of subordinates and subjects to be minimally effective. This is not to say,

however, that mundane administrative documents such as the tribute roll of San Juan

Tenochtitlan could be truly considered windows to peer at the foreign country the past

is. Just as amber does, documents seize what they can, not what they should, and much

less what the observer (and the eventual reader) might like to find trapped within their

fibers. Windows, moreover, must be translucent—neat holes in a wall or fictitious ones

made out of loose, glittering colloids—and that is obviously not the case regarding the

matrícula. More shutters than window panes or glass screens, documents deflect light
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rather than absorb it, concealing what lies beyond it as much as they preserve what re-

mains within, proclaiming in this manner that synecdoche is as much the prime tool of

historical reasoning as it is the ultimate resource of desperate lovers—but at the same

time, alas, reaffirming the impossibility of fully retrieving the temps perdu. If they have

any advantage over windows it is because concealment elicits curiosity in a degree full

exposure could not—and thus, sometimes, the tarnished veneer of a closed shutter

turns to be more attractive than a white veranda under the tropical breeze.

Despite the fragile claim of reality underpinning the document, then, there is

something palpable and concrete in its falsehood that somehow defies both the disci-

pline’s old epistemic tenets and the words of their recent challengers. The eight-

volume protagonist of this dissertation might not be a window to a distant world long

ago vanished, but its physical reality, its tangible dimension, speaks loudly against the

pretension of considering all documents merely as discourses or texts, radically re-

moved and independent from the realm of senses and thus floating freely in the pri-

mordial ether. The reality contained in these eight volumes might be fictitious or un-

attainable, as the new nominalism embraced by Hayden White and others proclaims,

but their own physical reality demands to be acknowledged as concrete ingredients of

lives otherwise opaque and largely unknowable. Not because the experience of the

scribes and functionaries involved in their making, or that of the bodies presumably

contained within the names, could be fully grasped through the document, but because

both the real hands of the writers and the nominal masks of the ghosts they aimed to

capture are tangible instances of their lives, physical instants of their quotidian wan-

derings—as trivial and yet as significant as their cosmic beliefs, cooking habits and

dwelling structures.
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Some people would argue that even in this sense a document such as the “Ma-

trícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800,” is unable to reflect the reality of

Mexico City’s barrios and indigenous inhabitants toward the end of the eighteenth

century. How could it be if administrative documents are not intended to convey peo-

ple’s inner thoughts but just petty, mundane affairs and businesses? How could it be,

moreover, if most of the people who showed up in the documents, aside from the Span-

ish functionaries, were illiterate? The fact that the document in question is no more

than a long list of names, wholly deprived of narrative content, would certainly appear

as the ultimate proof of its uselessness. One might then conclude that written docu-

ments, especially if written in an imperial language to participate in a bureaucratic op-

eration, convey nothing but the cultural norms and political expectations of the pow

erful and, therefore, that anything belonging to the “subaltern” that is transmitted

through this kind of instrument cannot but reflect what the hegemonic worldview could

accept, in ways inevitably twisted and prejudiced, as its appropriate portrait.4 Armed

with same logic, furthermore, one could go on to discredit the panoply of epistemic,

methodological and technical resources cultivated by historians since time immemo-

rial—from Herodotus’ juxtaposition of sources to Leopold von Ranke’s mining into a

Weltanschauung to Walter Benjamin’s reversed reading of history to Carlo Ginzburg’s

paradigma indiziario et cetera et cetera—since most of them, in effect, and despite

their ostensible differences, rely on the same logocentric premise that post-modern

4. The model for this caricature is the once famous article by Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak,

“Can the Subaltern Speak?,” in Marxism and the Interpretation of Culture, ed. with an intro-

duction by Cary Nelson and Lawrence Grossberg (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1988),

271-313.
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epistemologies, pretending to denounce, have in fact enshrined and reified.5 They all

work from within the text; they all operate inside a textual domain even if in the end

their objective is to go beyond its limits. Therefore, if a text is an all-encompassing,

pervasive, nearly omnipotent domain of discourse, the argument would continue, eve

rything contained within, including all its cacophonies, contradictions and accrued

features (exactly the type of elements most praised by historians of the marginal and

unusual), must participate of its nature, thus rendering the very aspiration of reading

between the lines simply unattainable6

e

Rejecting the solipsistic implications of the new nominalism, then, requires more than

a critical, careful and “down-to-earth” reading of the past’s evidence—it calls for an

5. See Bryan D. Palmer, Descent into Discourse: The Reification of Language and the

Writing of Social History (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1990).

6. The idea that there is no outside-the-text, or that everything within a text is per force

textual was most famously—and to a lot of people, annoyingly—formulated by Jacques Derrida,

De la gramatologie (Paris: Éditions de Minuit, 1967), 227: “Et pourtant, si la lecture ne doit pas

se contenter de redoubler le texte, elle ne peut légitimement transgresser le text vers autre

chose que lui, vers un référent (réalité métaphysique, historique, pyscho-biographique, etc.) ou

vers un signifié hors texte dont le contennu pourrait avoir lieu, aurait pu avoir lieu hors de la

langue, c’est-à-dire, au sens que nous donnons ici à ce mot, hors de l’écriture en general. C’est

pourquoi les considérations méthologiques que nous risquons ici sur un exemple sont étroite-

ment dépendantes des propositions générales que nous avons élaborées plus haut, quant à

l’absence de référent ou du signifié transcendental. Il n’y a pas de hors-texte.” In English, the

last sentence, italicized in the original, was originally translated as “There is nothing outside the

text”; see Jacques Derrida, Of Narratology, trans. with a fwd. by Gayatri Chakravorti Spivak

(Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1976), 158.
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epistemic operation capable of bypassing the textual realm and, in so doing, able to

offer a qualitatively different appraisal of both its features and contents. What is

needed is—so to speak—an external proof, a validating mechanism independent from

the discursive realm although not necessarily unrelated to it, to corroborate from with-

out the “reading” a historian is likely to make if working from within the multi-secular

tradition of textual criticism. What is needed, in other words, is a non-narrative under-

standing of documentation: a material, non-discursive perception of the text, nearly

mute and thus eloquent in its own terms. Of course, such a mechanism could only be a

foundation, never a substitute, for those historiographical techniques—that is, estab-

lishing the motives and perspective of a document’s author, dissecting a document’s

rhetorical conventions, distilling incidental data from the maze of consciousness-

tainted information, or inferring from the actions described in a document, both ex-

plicitly and implicitly, the cultural makeup of their performers, to name just a few—that

have proved to be the most efficient ones for unearthing some remnants of the past

from “biased” and skewed documents.

It might well be the case that wandering through a city’s streets or through plots

and roads in the countryside—in other words, equating Benjamin’s intuition regarding

the flâneur  with the venerable archeological technique of surface exploration—is to be

the most appropriate activity for urban historians and historians of agriculture and ru-

ral societies trying to anchor their documentary work on non-documentary soil.7 More

7. On the flâneur, see Walter Benjamin, “Paris, Capital of the Nineteenth Century,”

(1937); a recent edition of it may be found in Walter Benjamin, The Writer of Modern Life: Es-

says on Charles Baudelaire, ed. Michael W. Jennings, trans. Howard Eiland, Edmund Jephcott,

Rodney Livingston and Harry Zohn, (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 2006), 30-45. See also
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generally, it might well be the case that properly conceptualized—that is, conceptual-

ized so as to allow both the ruptures and continuities of the past to find their space

within the notion and, more important, to limit, categorically, the linear assumptions of

genealogy, heritage and destiny—“down-streaming” or identifying features, habits and

ideas from the past into the historian’s present could not be a mere exercise in anach

ronism or melancholy anymore, and not only an inverted version of what some ethnog-

raphers do when reading old papers aiming to understand contemporary practices, but

in fact an attainable and sustainable way of escaping from documents’ tyranny. It might

be. Obviously enough, however, at this point in life I am not in the position to argue

further for, to say nothing of actually doing, this sort of reverse ethnography—centered

both on the examination of old artifacts as they shape contemporary practices and on

participant observation of contemporary subjects as they deal with ancient ideas and

habits—as an alternative way out from the discipline’s epistemological dilemmas felici-

tously exhilarated by the postmodern approach.8

Instead, in this work I will try something simpler and less ambitious—something,

nevertheless, practiced with great success by previous generations of historians, par-

ticularly in the middle decades of the twentieth century. Theirs is probably not the most

fashionable approach to the past these days, as the discipline has generally turned its

back away from social analysis based on quantification. With the exception of popula-

tion historians and, above all, economic historians—who, paradoxically, have taken

                                                                   

Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin

McLaughlin (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 2002).

8. A rather sophisticated example of how to combine ethnographic and historiographical

techniques is Thomas A. Abercrombie, Pathways of Memory and Power: Ethnography and His-

tory among an Andean People (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998).
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quantitative analysis to a point of mathematical complexity beyond most people’s grasp

(or mine, at any rate)—the discipline as a whole seems to have decided that storytelling

was not a deceptive, simplistic device after all, but actually the best, the most mean-

ingful reconstructive technique available to us. Conversely, and perhaps because this

deep methodological shift has taken place in tandem with the return of the political, the

“culturization” of everything and, in the United States, the crisis of the academic pub-

lishing industry, it seems to me that the rebirth of narrative history has been detri-

mental to the discipline’s explanatory power. Storytelling, no doubt, is closer to the

human experience of time and space. Precisely because of this epistemic affinity, how

ever, it tends to be fragmentary and partial, incomplete and deterministic in ways un-

known to quantitative history. Even at its most polyphonic, when it approaches novel-

istic heights, storytelling cannot avoid being about individuals or individual objects,

ideas and the like, and it is then almost inevitable for the individual experience to come

across as an absolute phenomenon.

On the contrary, quantification tends to relativize the human condition—to make

it more human, in a sense—by uncovering what individuals share and how they share it.

At the very at least, quantification is poorly equipped to deal with the picturesque and

the idiosyncratic, those two faces of banality in history. (It is true, nonetheless, that

quantification could very easily fall into the opposite extreme—that of generaliza-

tion—and the arrogance usually associated with the illusion of omniscience.) Anyhow:

because it works by accumulating individual case after individual case, quantification

could be also a way to pull back the discipline from the nominalist dead-end, as it is

unlikely that every single name contained in a document like the “Matrícula de San

Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800” could be said to represent a “story” with no rela-
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tionship whatsoever with the world outside. And since this is not a work on the Spanish

monarchy fiscal policy in the New World but about its subjects, I think that by concen-

trating on the document’s non-central features—a document whose “textual’ features

are rather limited, anyway—this work will be unencumbered enough from its conscious,

explicit purposes. That is why, rather than focusing on narratives or individual lives, in

this work I will deal mostly with the names inscribed on the document’s pages—names

used to identify men and women, toponyms that alluded to the communities they be-

longed, nouns that described their economic activities, words (and metonymies) that

revealed their family relations—in principle as if they were just ciphers, but aiming

nonetheless to find in the patterns they form something unique about the indigenous

dwellers of Mexico City.

And yet, quantification in this case is only a non-visual mechanism to depict a

geographic reality: it is an exercise on mapping indigenous Mexico City without the

cartographer’s tools. So this dissertation aspires to work as an aerial photo does: as an

image of a place taken from such an altitude that certain features of it, which are inevi-

tably hidden to an observer on the ground, become apparent and, paradoxically, almost

tangible. This work thus wants to be a mental map of a city that is no longer—a city of

Indians very similar to Mariano Francisco Morales living in places very similar to Tlax-

coac. e
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cha pter o ne

Vanishing Frontiers?

The Bureaucrats, the City, i ts Republics  and their Subjects

iego García Conde was a soldier and an engineer—an adventurer of sorts who

crossed an ocean, fought a war and founded a school. Born in Spain in 1760, he

was trained as a military engineer and in his twenties moved to the New World, to pro-

tect the vast transoceanic empire the Bourbon dynasty had inherited at the beginning of

the century. A couple of decades later, when the wars for independence broke out, he

loyally lined up with the imperial forces against the rebels, serving mostly in the prov

inces of Michoacán and Durango—yet, like most of New Spain’s army officers, shifted

sides in 1821 and became a champion of Mexican independence. A year after the crea-

tion of the Mexican empire, García Conde established the first military academy in the

new country and died soon after, also in 1822. His stamina and courage, though, to say

nothing of his commanding skills, were not his most attractive features. It was his

hands—or rather the control he was able to exert over his phalanxes. With a precision

and stubbornness typical of the Enlightenment, and both empowered and corseted by

Euclid’s geometry, his hands translated volumes and colors into lines and shapes, con-

D
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structing two-dimensional allegories of worlds millions of people had experienced and

yet no one had ever seen in toto. Between the 1780s and the 1810s, García Conde pro-

duced some of the most precise and beautiful maps ever made in New Spain. As a map

maker, he was less a conveyer than a creator, and in a sense—like everybody else of his

sort—he was an illusionist. On paper and with a pencil, and just by the sheer effort of

his Thenar muscles, he created a flattering though heretical illusion for the observer’s

gaze: the illusion to be seated on yhvh’s omniscient chair.

Turn the page, then; do not let these letters distract you from the mirage, and

look at Figure 1.1. This is the world as it is: the “noblest” city of Mexico, capital of the

viceroyalty of New Spain, around the year 1793 of the common era.1 While not this

work’s main character, the city imagined by Diego García Conde is at least the

ether—frame, nurturing substance, cultural horizon—to which everything in these

pages relates to. And it is their carte de visite as well.

Cit y of C ities

Colonial Mexico City did have a place under the sun—at 19° 24’ north latitude, 99° 12’

west longitude to be precise. It happened to be located, moreover, on the same site

where the Colhua Mexica had established their polity in the early thirteenth century: a

series of natural and artificial islets on the western portion of marshy Texcoco lake.

1. Well, not exactly. It is actually a colored version of the engraving made by Miguel Con-

stanzó in 1807 after García Conde’s original that today decorates the lobby of the Centro de

Estudios de Historia de México Carso, formerly known as Condumex, in Chimalistac, Mexico

City. (But, you know, not even illusions are perfect.)
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Figure 1.1 - Diego García Conde, “Plano general de la ciudad de México” (1793).
Centro de Estudios de Historia de México Carso, Mexico City.
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The site had been known as Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and for a time was the main city of

the Aztec triple alliance—or the “Aztec empire’s capital,” to use an inaccurate truism.

Insofar as it was a creature of the ancien régime, however, colonial Mexico City was not

a physical entity; it was a composite of social groups, a set of institutions, an aggregate

of symbolic and productive practices. It was the Spaniards’ civitas, the political corpo-

ration established in Coyoacán in 1522 to represent and, literally, to embody the con-

querors’ rights and aims.2 It was the Real Audiencia’s and Consulado’s seats, the Arch

bishopric see, the Viceroy’s court—the locus from which the Spanish crown exercised

its dominion over portions or the whole of New Spain, and even over places such as the

Philippines, Cuba, and West Florida. (Concretely, both the Audiencia and the viceroy

were the first instances of authority within an imagined five-league wide circle, and the

archbishop was the curate of the Spanish parish. The ayuntamiento or municipal coun-

cil was mostly responsible for regulating the economic life within the city, though in

times of crisis, as in the mid sixteenth century or the early nineteenth century, it as-

sumed its political role fully. The Consulado, in turn, was the supreme mercantile

authority, both a guild and a regulatory body, until late in the eighteenth century, when

2. On the “Mediterranean” notion of the city as a legal, political act—as opposed to the

“economic” foundations of the Northern European city—see Richard M. Morse, “Latin American

Cities: Aspects of Function and Structure,” Comparative Studies in Society and History 4: 4

(1962): 473-479, and “Introducción a la historia urbana de Hispanoamérica,” in Estudios sobre

la ciudad iberoamericana, ed. Francisco de Solano (Madrid: Consejo Superior de Investiga-

ciones Científicas-Instituto Gonzalo Fernández de Oviedo, 1975), 10-53. See also Richard L.

Kagan with Fernando Marías, Urban Images of the Hispanic World, 1493-1793 (New Haven: Yale

University Press, 2000). For an useful overview of colonial urbanism see Jay Kinsbruner, The

Colonial Spanish-American City: Urban Life in the Age of Atlantic Capitalism (Austin: University

of Texas Press, 2005).
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similar institutions were set in Veracruz and Guadalajara.) It was the largest European

settlement in Mesoamerica and one of the most populous African spots within New

Spain; by the late eighteenth century, moreover, it was the largest human concentration

in the Americas as well. It was a pivotal node within the Spanish transoceanic mercan-

tile network—the watershed of a vast system linking the Iberian peninsula to the Philip-

pine archipelago, as was well as (no pun intended) the crucible through which all the

silver mined in New Spain, by the end of the eighteenth century the world’s leading

producer, became incorporated into the European world- economy. And it was also an

indigenous “city,” the most populated and wealthiest of New Spain, inhabited by the

descendants of the vanquished Colhua Mexica, by other Nahuas from the valley of

Mexico, and by Zapotecs, Mixtecs and Otomis among other Mesoamerican peoples.

Needless to say, each of these groups lived the city differently and each of these

powers influenced the urban space according to their distinct aims and capabilities.

The blocks around the main plaza were organized by an iron grid known as the traza—a

series of parallel, elongated plots (seven or eight from east to west, eleven or twelve

from south to north) anchored by a central plaza—calculated by Alonso García Bravo in

the 1520s and built, almost entirely, during the long sixteenth century.3 An hypotheti-

3. On the rationale for building the Spanish city, see Hernán Cortés to Carlos I, Teno-

chtitlan in New Spain, 15 October 1524, otherwise known as his “third letter,” as it appear in

Hernán Cortés, Letters from Mexico, trans., ed., and with an introduction by Anthony Padgen,

with an introductory essay by J. H. Elliot (New Haven, Conn.: Yale Nota Bene, [1971] 2001),

270: “I therefore discussed where we might found another colony by the lakes; for the peace and

security of all these parts required such a town; and considering that Tenochtitlan itself had once

been so renowned and of such importance, we decided to settle in it and also to rebuilt it, for it

was completely destroyed.” On García Bravo see Manuel Toussaint, “Introducción,” in Informa-

ción de méritos y servicios de Alonso García Bravo, ed. Manuel Toussaint (Mexico: Universidad
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cal reconstruction of its emplacement—made at the beginning of the twentieth cen-

tury—may be seen in Figure 1.2. The city, then, was intended to have the shape of a

perfect square, just as the ancient Roman military camps were said to have had, though

some of the major mendicant monasteries—the Franciscan, the Mercedarian, and the

Dominican in particular—exerted a centrifugal pull towards the west, southeast, and

                                                                   
Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas], 1956), 7-21. See also Ana

Rita Valero de García Lascuráin, Solares y conquistadores: Orígenes de la propiedad en la ci-

udad de México (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1991); and Lucía Mier y

Terán Rocha, La primera traza de la ciudad de México, 1524-1535 (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura

Económica-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, 2005).

Figure 1.2 — “Traza de la ciudad
de México hecha por Alonso
García Bravo, 1521-1522.” Taken
from José R. Benítez, Alonso

García Bravo, planeador de la
ciudad de México y su primer

director de obras públicas
(Mexico: Compañía de Fomento
y Urbanización, 1933), 17.
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north, somewhat unbalancing the sober renaissance design. Linking the city to the

mainland there were three major causeways built upon the same number of pre-

Hispanic facilities—roads upon embankments designed to regulate the waters’ flows in

the western portion of the lake. The bulk of the stone and brick architecture, almost all

the churches, the headquarters of the Spanish administration, and of course the resi-

dences of the wealthiest merchants and officials were located within the grid. In theory,

only Spaniards and their descendants, later to be known (mostly by historians) as

criollos, were to live within its limits. Yet it is important to realize that ever since the

sixteenth century the Spanish city contained hundreds if not thousands of Colhua

Mexica and African servants, and that by the end of the colonial period at least half of

the traza dwellers were of non-European descent or were poor “Spaniards”— a mélange

of peoples engaged in a wide variety of economic activities, from domestic service to

craftwork to administrative work.4 Throughout the colonial period—until the early

nineteenth century—this area covered no more than fifteen square kilometers; that is to

say, between half and two thirds of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s built environment around

1519.

Beyond the traza, adobe constructions prevailed. The only exception was the

central area of Santiago Tlatelolco, Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s satellite city, whose center

4. See Manuel Sánchez de Carmona, Traza y plaza de la ciudad de México en el siglo XVI

(Mexico: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Azcapotzalco]-Tilde, 1989). On the

social geography of colonial—and early national—Mexico City see Alejandra Moreno Toscano,

“Un ensayo de historia urbana,” in Ciudad de México: Ensayo de construcción de una historia,

ed. Alejandra. Moreno Toscano (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1978),

12-17. See also Frederick John Shaw Jr., “Poverty and Politics in Mexico City, 1824-1854” (Ph.D.

diss., University of Florida, 1975), 14-15.
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was dominated by a Franciscan monastery—seat of Bernardino de Sahagún’s “school”

—and even more by the marketplace that had amazed the Spanish soldiers in the early

sixteenth century. But even there finding the massive architecture of the inner city was

difficult. Buildings with more than one story were scarce, few of the “palaces” that

dominated the Spanish city block after block could be found there, and large tracts of

land were unoccupied or had agricultural use. In fact, it has been estimated that in the

eighteenth century nearly half of all the maize consumed in the city was produced in

orchards, miniature plots, ranches and other small estates in or in the immediate vicin-

ity of the city.5 Only in the last third of the eighteenth century, with the construction of

the new paseos or promenades of Bucareli in the southwest, Azanza in the south and

Revillagigedo alongside the Viga canal, did the outer city benefit, or so the intention

was, from neoclassic urban planning. For most of the colonial period, though, streets

in the indigenous city were sinuous, swampy, and without regular pavements—more

than the “inner” ones—and tended to dissolve into the maze of rural paths and irriga-

tion canals. In fact, a number of waterways were still in use by the late eighteenth cen-

tury. As for the rest, even those that had been transformed into waste deposits have left

their imprint in most regions outside the traza, with a certain propensity to concen-

trate on the built environment’s southeastern quarter. (Within the Spanish city, the

only main canal still in use linked the markets of San Juan and El Volador with the piers

of La Merced and, from there, all the way down to Xochimilco lake in the southern val-

ley.) The majority of its population was Indian and most of the unskilled, illiterate,

5. Enrique Florescano, Precios del maíz y crisis agrícolas en México, 1709-1810: Ensayo so-

bre el movimiento de los precios y sus consecuencias económicas y sociales (Mexico: El Colegio

de México[Centro de Estudios Históricos], [1969] 1986), 172. On the significance of household

production for the maize market, see ibid., 19 and ff.
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poor workers, Mesoamerican, African, or European by origin, lived there. Seen from

the city’s center, it would seem that beyond the traza there was only dust, Indians, and

ephemeral constructions. Maps and narratives tend to exaggerate the differences be-

tween the Spanish and the indigenous cities, for the “real,” perceivable city, was mostly

within the traza, but it is true that, overall, urbanization was less compact outside the

renaissance grid. Most of the population, however, lived outside the traza and conse-

quently was invisible to almost all observers.6 It is possible, then, that some of the

spaces that appear empty in a map like Ignacio Castera’s from 1776-1778 ought to be

interpreted as effectively occupied; see Figure 1.3.

The divide between both “cities,” however, was less physical than social and po-

litical. At least it was never physically impermeable, if only because a physical barrier

was never constructed between them; in fact, only early on, in 1546, the possibility of

erecting a wall and a moat was seriously considered—to no effect. Thus, one could cross

the “border” just by walking from one sidewalk to the one in front. In this sense, like

most New World’s cities, Mexico City departed from the European tradition of fencing

off the urban fabric in order to mark and reinforce political jurisdictions between

6. See Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread

of Nationalism, rev. ed. (London: Verso, [1983] 1991), 170-178; and J. B. Harley, “Deconstruct-

ing the Map,” Cartographica 26: 2 (1989), 1-20—which has been republished in his The New

Nature of Maps: Essays in the History of Cartography, ed. Paul Laxton, intro. by J. H. Andrews

(Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2001), chap. 5. Mexico City colonial maps tend to

leave unregistered the areas around the traza because there were few massive buildings and the

streets did not have a regular design. The problem, of course, is that we know that some of those

areas were actually occupied. For that reason the comparison between the size of Mexico-

Tenochtitlan and Mexico City is particularly problematic, because large areas urbanized before

the conquest—most of the south and the southeast—appear “empty” of urban life in all colonial

and nineteenth century maps, as though the urban settlement had contracted.
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 city and countryside. Ethnicity, wealth, and status were far more important than simple

geographic location, although the signs and social consequences of geography were

never irrelevant. Since the sixteenth century, for example, the Spanish city council

owned some buildings beyond the traza, but it seems that it was not in contradiction

with the urban division into two spheres: the city gates, established to control imports

of Spanish goods and one of the major income sources of the corporation, were located

Figure 1.3 - Ignacio Castera, “Plano de la ciudad de México” (1776-1778).
Hispanic Society of America, New York City.
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in Indian “territory.” Conversely, some institutions crucial for the indigenous popula-

tion, like the Juzgado General de Naturales, the so-called Indian High Court, were lo-

cated within the viceregal compound facing the Spanish city’s main square. If there was

no permanent jurisdictional conflict between the Spanish city council and the indige-

nous city it was because both entities recognized the ayuntamiento’s right to operate

outside its borders for some purposes—though, as will be clear shortly, only for some.

Most Indians living in Mexico City were subjects of the repúblicas de indios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco regardless of their actual domicile. In a

number of ways, these two bodies must be considered the urban version of the most

conspicuous indigenous institution of colonial New Spain: the pueblo de indios, or

indigenous municipality, with its economic twin, the comunidad. As their Nahuatl

“surnames” attest, San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco were considered

permutations of the two Colhua Mexica polities, and thus it was presumed that their

subjects were direct descendants of the pre-Hispanic peoples responsible for the con-

struction of the amphibious city.7 Nevertheless, the indigenous republics—also known

as parcialidades (from the Spanish noun for “part”)—ruled over Indians living within

the traza for tribute collection purposes too; hence in the “Matrícula de San Juan

[Tenochtitlan], año de  1800” tributaries were divided in those dwelling in the republi-

can “territory” and those engaged in artisan activities and presumably living within the

Spanish city, as though the limits between both cities, although expressed in physical,

architectural terms, were mainly legal and fiscal. To complicate matters further, San

7. See Charles Gibson, The Aztecs under Spanish Rule, 1519-1810 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford

University Press, 1964), chap. 10; and María Isabel Estrada Torres, “San Juan Tenochtitlan and

Santiago Tlatelolco: Las dos comunidades indígenas de la ciudad de México, 1521-1700” (M.A.

thesis, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Unidad Iztapalapa, 2000).
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Juan Tenochtitlan also had a list of pardos, people of African descendent, subject to a

different form of tribute and thus considered non-Indians. The political status of Mix-

tecs, Zapotecs and other peoples from Oaxaca living permanently in the city remains

somewhat unclear, because there is no indication that the Colhua Mexica parcialdades

included them among their subjects. Their presence in the city, however, was recog-

nized and, in a sense, legitimized by the Spanish authorities, since there was a religious

doctrina or mendicant-controlled parish for them, at least during the first two centu-

ries of Spanish rule. Finally, there were thousands of individuals legally and, presuma-

bly, ethnically, “Indian,” who nevertheless lived in the city with no known institutional

adscription, or were still attached—both politically and fiscally—to other indigenous

municipalities.

Although it is reasonable to consider the parcialidades just as the Mexico City

version of the rural pueblos de indios, there are elements that made the social and po-

litical life of Mexico City’s Indians unique.8 First of all, the capital of New Spain had

not one but two indigenous republics. Such an arrangement was not the typical institu-

tional framework in New Spain, though it was not absolutely exceptional either: the

survival of double- and even quadruple-headed polities is well known in regions as

close to the city such as Chalco and Xochimilco, and even sixteenth-century congrega

-

ciones such as Tlanepantla preserved the “modular” tendency of pre-Hispanic political

culture. In general, however, divisions tended to occur within one single political en-

8. And yet, Indian officials of Santiago Tlatelolco even wore “traditional” uniforms, just

like some of their rural peers; see Dorothy Tanck de Estrada, Pueblos de indios y educación en el

México colonial, 1750-1821 (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios Históricos],

1999), 45. For an excellent overview of the republics structure and their eighteenth century

transformation, see ibid., 31-74.
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tity, whereas the Colhua Mexicas of Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco maintained an almost

absolute separation—exception made of the Spanish official in charge of managing their

holdings. That departed from a pattern of “consolidation” observable in other major

indigenous polities—with rotating governors as in Tlaxcala and Chalco—that were

united at the top of the institutional pyramid even though they were composite polities.

It is noticeable, in this regard, that the Mexico City republics did not hold the title of

“city,” a denomination granted to only nine New Spain’s indigenous settlements.

(Since all Indian cities—Cholula, Huejotzingo, Lerma, Pátzcuaro, Tehuacán, Tepeaca,

Texcoco, Tlaxcala, and Xochimilco—had been altepeme or indigenous polities allied in

some way or another to the Spanish in the early sixteenth century, before, during and

after the conquest, the reasons for Tenochtitlan-Tlatelolco’s lack of similar status seem

pretty obvious: the fortunes of war seem to have determined who and who did not could

access to the level of “citizen” in the literal sense.)9 The divide between both polities,

moreover, was a remnant of a pre-Hispanic arrangement, for Mexico-Tlatelolco had

been founded in the late thirteenth century by Colhua Mexica clans or calpultin that

felt the original distribution of land and power in Mexico-Tenochtitlan was unfair and

left the city. (A few decades later, the people of Mexico-Tenochtitlan managed to sub-

9. The list of Indian cities comes from Dorothy Tanck de Estrada, “Gobiernos indios den-

tro de ciudades y villas: Un acercamiento geográfico,” paper presented at the seminar Los indios

y las ciudades de la Nueva España, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de

Investigaciones Históricas], Mexico City, 30 November 2007. Lerma’s status as a city is con-

firmed by José Antonio de Villaseñor y Sánchez, Teatro americano: Descripción general de los

reinos, y provincias de la Nueva España, y sus jurisdicciones (Mexico: Imprenta de la Viuda de

D. Joseph Bernardo de Hogal, 1746), 1: 28. In ibid., however, Villaseñor, named both Texcoco

and Xochimilco “ciudades de indios,” and explitely excluded Lerma from that group.
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due their northern cousins and Mexico-Tlatelolco became a subordinate unit within a

single Colhua Mexica polity.)

Just as the survival of Tlatelolco and Tenochtitlan as separate corporate bodies

indicates a continuity between the Colhua Mexica period and that of the Spanish

Hapsburgs, the lack of “popular” participation in the republican government (the fact

that few commoners had access to higher posts within the republic) also suggests that

the siege of 1521—when the pre-Hispanic city was practically destroyed by an army of

Acolhuas, Xochimilcas, Chalcas, Huejotzincas, Tlaxcalans and Spaniards led by Hernán

Cortés—was not as catastrophic an event as one might think of. Or, rather, that Mexico

City has experienced a persistent disconnection between the physical and the institu-

tional levels since at least the early sixteenth century. For instance, San Juan Teno-

chtitlan was one of the most plutocratic indigenous polities in New Spain, at least dur-

ing the late colonial period: thus in 1724, only four hundred tributaries participated in

the election of the cabildo  or municipal council, at a time when the polity’s total tribu-

tary population was between 7 636 and 8 400 people.10 Less commoner participation

in republican politics certainly implied the survival of the old ruling class—and the

history of the pre-Hispanic elites in colonial Oaxaca, Tlaxcala, Michoacán and Yucatan

do indicate that such an event was fairly common in Mesoamerica.11 But what happened

10. Gibson, Aztecs, 177. The population figures are taken from ibid., 142-143, table 10.

They correspond to 1692 and 1742. In 1669, political participation in San Juan Tenochtitlan was

even less numerous: only 129 tributaries participated in the elections—see ibid., 178-179. For a

comparison with some rural republics, see Tanck, Pueblos de indios, 36.

11. See William B. Taylor, Landlord and Peasant in Colonial Oaxaca (Stanford, Cal.:

Stanford University Press, 1972); Charles Gibson, Tlaxcala in the Sixteenth Century (New Ha-

ven: Yale University Press, 1952); Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, Los tarascos y el imperio español,

1600-1740 (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones
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in Mexico City is a bit more complicated. For though it is true that Moctezuma’s line-

age managed to establish itself as the ruling family in San Juan Tenochtitlan after the

war of 1519-1521, during the later part of the century it suffered the effects of a com-

bined challenge that eventually displaced it from the republic’s political fore—yet with-

out altering the oligarchic character of the polity. On the one hand, because the close

relationship between the Colhua Mexica nobility and the new Spanish oligarchy opened

for the former unexpected ways of social advancement—as epitomized by Isabel de

Moctezuma, an indigenous “princess” (actually a daughter of the last Colhua Mexica

hueytlatoani or head ruler) who joined the ranks of the Spanish lesser nobility and be-

came a powerful, Indian-rich encomendera or pseudo-feudal lord.12 On the other hand,

and contradictorily, because the “civilizing” enterprise launched by the Spanish mon-

archy through the mendicant orders (the Franciscans in particular) reconfigured the

structure of the Colhua Mexica oligarchy by elevating minor lineages to more promi-

nent positions and even commoner families which, up to that point, had not been con-

sidered part of the tlatoque or lords. The case of Antonio Valeriano is exemplary in this

regard: though probably of noble origin (but certainly not a member of Moctezuma’s

lineage), Antonio Valeriano “rose in society” as a result not of his family connections,

or only derivatively, but because he was one of the closest collaborators of Bernardino

de Sahagún’s monumental proto-ethnographic work. The leading intellectual of his

generation—tradition has him as the author of the Nican Mopohua, the primordial ac-

                                                                   
Históricas]-Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo, 2004); Nancy M. Farriss, Maya

Society under Colonial Rule: The Collective Enterprise of Survival (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

sity Press, 1984).

12. Donald E. Chipman, Moctezuma’s Children: Aztec Royalty under Spanish Rule, 1520-

1700 (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2005).
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count of the Guadalupe apparitions—he was also gobernador or chief [executive] officer

of San Juan Tenochtitlan in the last decades of the sixteenth century.13

Proximity to the Spanish realm—both socially and physically—had two further im-

plications for the rulers of San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco. Again

pointing towards diverging ends, one had the potential to compromise the very exis-

tence of the Colhua Mexica polity, while the other had the effect of assuring its sur-

vival. On the one hand, as in many other regions, and despite the ethnic prejudice un-

derpinning the colonial experience as a whole, Indian offices were frequently sought

after by Spaniards who, prejudiced or not, understood the potential for self-enrichment

and self-promotion that ruling as an Indian over indigenous peoples had. And thus,

once and again, Spanish interlopers attempted or actually succeeded in usurping pub-

lic, political positions reserved to the so-called naturales—like that Juan Pérez de

Monterrey who was elected San Juan Tenochtitlan gobernador in the early years of the

seventeenth century.14 On the other hand, the concentration of colonial power in

Mexico City had the effect of facilitating the intermediary role of the Colhua Mexica

elite and thus helping to preserve its social usefulness. The fact that most institutions

intended to provide New Spain’s Indians with opportunities for pursuing academic and

religious careers, and also for repairing their health and obtaining justice, were located

in Mexico City—the Jesuit college of San Gregorio, the Corpus Christi nunnery, the

Hospital General de Naturales, and the Indian High Court—meant that they were in-

evitably dominated by Nahuas from the city and the valley of Mexico. Contrary to most

13. Gibson, Aztecs, 169-170; David Brading, The First America: The Spanish Monarchy,

Creole Patriots and the Liberal State, 1492-1867 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991),

chap. 16.

14. Gibson, Aztecs, 177.
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Mesoamerican republics, for instance, the rulers of San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago

Tlatelolco did not have to plan and fund the trips, always fraught and expensive, to the

Juzgado General de Naturales, as traveling from the municipal headquarters to the

main square was a question of minutes, not weeks or months.15 (So costly and organi-

zationally demanding was the relationship between the Indians and the Court that some

republics, like Chalco, owned houses in Mexico City for their traveling officials while

engaged in judicial disputes at the Court. Other, less wealthy, republics had to invest in

taverns and inns, increasing in this manner the “cost” of litigation). The Mexico City

republics, finally, were among the first indigenous municipalities to stop employing

translators to conduct their businesses—another significant expenditure for most—as

Nahuatl ceased to be indigenous Mexico City’s main language by the beginning of the

eighteenth century.16

In any case, the greatest paradox of indigenous Mexico City vis-à-vis indigenous

Mesoamerica, and where its history differed most from that of the rest of the Indian

15. Yet it seems that most of the Juzgado General de Naturales documents came from other

regions, noticeably from Oaxaca and Southern Puebla; see Woodrow Borah, Justice by Insur-

ance: The General Indian Court and the Legal Aides of the Half-Real (Berkeley: University of

California Press, 1983), 129-222. For one case that illustrates the extent to which the Hospital

General de Naturales was truly a “local” institution, at least in 1628, see ibid., 145-146. San Gre-

gorio’s propensity to accept mainly Nahuas from the valley of Mexico has been noted by Antonio

Escobar Ohmstede, “El Colegio de San Gregorio: Una institución para la educación de

indígenas en la primera mitad del siglo xix,” in Indios, peones, hacendados y maestros: Viejos

actores para un México nuevo (1821-1943), ed. Lucía Martínez (Mexico: Universidad Pedagógica

Nacional, 1994), 1: 57-71. On Corpus Christi, see Ann Miriam Gallaguer, “The Indian Nuns of

Mexico City Monasterio of Corpus Christi: 1724-1821,” in Latin American Women: Historical

Perspectives, ed. Asunción Lavrín, (Westport, Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1978), 150-172.

16. Susan Kellogg, Law and the Transformation of Aztec Culture, 1500-1700 (Norman: Uni-

versity of Oklahoma Press, 1995).
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municipalities, was its spatial structure. Indeed, in terms of spatial form and function,

both San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco could hardly be considered Indian

settlements at all. To begin with, because coexistence with an European city—and the

so-called “city of palaces” in particular—made physical, cultural, political independ-

ence simply impossible. More important was the fact that, contrary to the experience of

most Indian villages, towns, and cities in Mesoamerica, particularly in the core of pre-

Hispanic occupation, indigenous Mexico City did not acquire its physical form as a

result of the “congregating” policy the Spanish monarchy engaged in during the last

third of the sixteenth century (mostly the 1560s and 1570s), and again during the early

decades of the seventeenth century. That is to say, it was not redesigned and reorgan-

ized according to the renaissance principles of urban planning that nowadays pass as

one of the most significant, and lasting, impositions of the Spanish conquest. Oddly, in

Mexico City the marker of colonial urbanization was not the iron-grid but its ab-

sence—oddly but unsurprising, given the importance the grid had as a civilizing device,

which in turn made it inevitable for the Spanish to use it in their symbolic, timeless

brawl with Mexico-Tenochtitlan. By imposing the grid on the pre-Hispanic city’s core

but not upon the whole of the built environment, the Spanish measured themselves not

against the pyramids’ builders but against their beneficiaries, the likes of Ahuizotl and

Moctezuma, as carriers, or producers, of “civilization”—leaving the commoners and

lesser nobles who survived the collapse of the triple alliance on their own.17 Only at

17. On the general pattern of urbanization after the conquest, see Marcelo Ramírez and

Federico Fernández Christlieb, “La policía de los indios y la urbanización del altepetl,” in Ter-

ritorialidad y paisaje en el altepetl del siglo XVI, ed. Federico Fernández Chritslieb and Ángel

Julián García Zambrano (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-Universidad Nacional Autónoma

de México [Instituto de Geografía], 2006), 114-167.
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Santiago Tlatelolco’s center, and to a lesser extent in the vicinity of the convent of San

Juan de la Penitencia on the city’s southwestern quarter, could the other crucial feature

of Spanish American urban culture be found: a central square serving as a marketplace,

surrounded by religious and secular sites of power (churches and administrative build-

ings). And even there the lack of “order” in the neighboring streets and the disruptive,

divisive effect the Spanish grid had on both regions in terms of circulation and spatial

hierarchy compromised their viability as focal, structuring points within the urban fab-

ric. Indicative of such an effect is the way marketplace, church and public premises re-

late to each other at the “core” of San Juan Tenochtitlan, as can be observed in Map

1.1: while the main square in the southwestern quarter (covered in the map by a num-

Map 1.1 — The Square
and Tecpan of San Juan

Tenochtitlan. Extracted
from García Conde,

“Plano general” (1793).
Mapoteca Manuel

Orozco y Berra,
Mexico City.
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ber eight indicating the police ward) was indeed enclosed by the San Juan de la Penin-

tencia con  vent to the west (marked e) and the parish church of Señor San José to the

north (marked a), the republican tecpan or casas de comunidad—the headquarters of

the meridian parcialdad—were located father away, one or two long blocks to the south-

southeast, and facing the street that marked the traza’s western edge (the building

marked with a lower-case d). An open space adjacent to the tecpan, moreover, was lim-

ited on the other side—its northern side, that is—by a pulque tavern, the pulquería of

Tumbaburros, which was owned by the republic and was one of its most important as-

sets.

It is hard to tell why indigenous Mexico City developed in this “organic” way. The

crux of the problem, of course, is that information on the urban structure of Mexico-

Tenochtitlan is still scarce and fragmentary, and limited for the most part to the main-

religious precinct at the city’s center—the so-called Templo Mayor and its environs

Even there, moreover, important questions remain to be answered: for example,

whether the marketplace of Tenochtitlan was located in the same space that later on

would be occupied by the Spanish central square, and whether the city’s focal point was

slightly displaced towards the southwest after the Spanish re-occupation of the site in

the 1520s. As for the geometric regularity of the system of canals, artificial plots, and

roads linking the five primeval islets of Nonoalco, Tlatelolco, Tenochtitlan, Tultenco,

and Mixuca, what is known is less than what has been speculated about—partially as a

result of the very siege of 1521 but also because, as in the case of a major reconstruction

attempted by Leopoldo Batres in the 1890s, ideological interests have tainted the car-

tographic-archaeological imagination in powerful ways. It seems likely, nevertheless,

that both Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco did have some kind of spatially patterned struc-
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Figure 1.4 — Leopoldo Batres, “Plano de la ciudad de Tenochtitlan en el
año de 1519” (1892). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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ture, though it probably looked less like Batres’ magnificent map (Figure 1.4) than

Manuel Carrera Stampa’s somewhat messy reconstruction (Figure 1.5), insofar as the

city’s main feature was not the centripetal force of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s ceremonial

precinct but the centrifugal tension resulting from the “pulling away” of the islets of

Nonoalco on the northwest and Tultenco and Mixuca on the southeast, and thus with a

Figure 1.5 — Manuel Carrera Stampa, “Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Reconstrucción
esquemática, 1325-1519” (1949). Taken from Planos de la ciudad de México, 57.
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history of growth and expansion obviously at odds with the hieratic, géometrisant  image

offered both by the Colhua Mexica myths of origin and by the Nuremberg map of 1524,

the first European visual representation of the city.18 It could then be argued that the

fundamental components of its spatial structure remained pretty much unchanged

throughout the colonial period, although the pre-Hispanic built environment suffered

from an “involution” of sorts after the Spanish conquest—if nothing else because the

imposition of the renaissance grid disrupted the previous overarching arrangement. In

this regard, it is important to remember that Mexico City’s built environment did not

significantly expand until the mid-nineteenth century, when the first colonia or neigh-

borhood beyond the ancient limits of Mexico-Tenochtitlan—what is today the eastern

portion of colonia Juárez—was surveyed and developed. The only exception was the

construction of a series of private buildings alongside the Tacuba causeway on the

west-northwest, though in a sense that only meant “engrossing” the old thoroughfare

beyond the monastery of San Fernando.

Whatever the degree of geometric regularity the pre-Hispanic city had as a

whole, it did not mechanically translate into a rigid pattern of identical, parallel blocks

divided by roads and canals extending regularly toward the horizon—or, to be precise,

to the lake’s shores. At street level, that is, Mexico-Tenochtitlan was almost certainly

not a “planned” city but an alluvial, historical aggregation of dwelling compounds and

public facilities, the product as it were of a construction technology known in Nahuatl

as chinampa—the infamous “floating gardens” of certain tourist guides. The fact that

18. See Rudolf van Zantwijk, The Aztec Arrangement: The Social History of Pre-Spanish

Mexico, fwd. Miguel León Portilla (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, [1977] 1985). See

also Barbara E. Mundy, “Mapping the Aztec Capital: The 1524 Nuremberg Map of Tenochtitlan,

Its Sources and Meanings,” Imago Mundi 50 (1998): 11-33.
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the original settlements had been established only in some of the islets—a first Colhua

Mexica village in Tultenco, a Tepanec one almost surely in Tlatelolco, and both before

the “official” foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan—should be of course enough reason

to doubt the neat, triumphalist accounts offered by chroniclers and codex painters

alike. But the way the artificial plots were actually built—piling up layers of vegetation,

mud and sown land with the help of palm frames that later on would be anchored by

trees—makes it evident that reclaiming farmland and public space from the lake was not

just arduous but minutely piecemeal, and thus unlikely to develop along precise geo-

metric lines. In fact, twenty-first century evidence from the artificial plots’ layout in

Figure 1.6 — Chinampas in Xochimilco, D.F. (2008). Aerial photo: Google Earth.
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regions within the valley of Mexico such as Xochimilco and Tlahuac, where chinampas

are still in place, confirms that Mesoamerican artificial plots grew, and grow, in rather

irregular ways—as may be seen in Figure 1.6. (Obviously, this is hardly surprising: ru-

ral geometry is contextual and contingent, not produced on desks and with rulers but

on the ground.) The analysis of some pre-Hispanic and early colonial material by Ed-

ward Calnek, moreover, has revealed, first, that individual plots in the peripheral areas

of Tenochtitlan and Tlatelolco were hardly reducible to “blocks”—as open spaces in

between buildings, yet within a single compound, were far more common than in the

European tradition; and second, and more important, that inheritance rules and politi-

cal necessity worked together to fragment property over time, thus creating a more

malleable, flexible, or simply messy space—the maze of lanes, alleys, plazuelas, or-

chards, and open yards characteristic of the indigenous city.19

19. See Edward E. Calnek, “The Internal Structure of Cities in America Pre-Columbian

Cities [sic]: The Case of Tenochtitlan,” in Richard P. Shaedel et al., Urbanización y proceso

social en América (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1972), 347-358; “Conjunto urbano y

patrón residencial en Tenochtitlan,” in Ensayos sobre el desarrollo urbano de México, ed. Ed-

ward E. Calnek, Woodrow Borah, Alejandra Moreno Toscano, Keith Davies and Luis Unikel

(Mexico: Secretaría de Educación Pública, 1974), 5-65; and “The Internal Structure of Teno-

chtitlan,” in The Valley of Mexico: Studies in Pre-Hispanic Ecology and Society, ed. Eric R. Wolf

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1976), 287-302. For a general discussion on the

structure of Nahua households during the colonial period, regularly open spaces with scattered

constructions inhabited by extended families, see James Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Con-

quest: A Social and Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth Through Eight-

eenth Centuries (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1992), chap. 3. Looking at the few

surviving early colonial maps of indigenous Mexico City, my interpretation of Mexico-

Tenochtitlan’s layout might appear bizarre if not wholly absurd; in particular, because both the

plano en papel de maguey or “maguey paper map” at the Biblioteca Nacional de México and the

map at the Bienecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library, Yale University, do depict orthogonal

plots that scholars as eminent as Justino Fernández, Federico Gómez de Orozco and Pablo Es-
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At any rate, the lack of physical regularity at the street level did not mean that

Mexico-Tenochtitlan was socially disorganized, a chaotic altepetl with no spatial differ-

entiation—far from it. As the myths of origin wanted it to be the embodiment of the uni-

                                                                   
calante have characterized as accurate renderings of the urban landscape—see Justino

Fernández, “Estudio de localización,” and Federico Gómez de Orozco, “Estudio histórico y

bibliográfico,” in Manuel Toussaint, Federico Gómez de Orozco and Justino Fernández, Planos

de la ciudad de México, siglos XVI y XVII: Estudio histórico, urbanístico y bibliográfico (Mexico:

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas]-

Departamento del Distrito Federal, 1938), 55-74 and 75-84; Pablo Escalante and Saeko Yanagui-

sawa, “The Story Within the Beinecke Map,” paper presented at the symposium Mapping the

Worlds of Sixteenth Century Mexico, New Haven, Conn., 16 September, 2006. At the risk of

being more papist than the pope (in the sense of trying to be more of an art historian than

Gómez de Orozco, Fernández and Escalante), it seems to me that at least certain elements

within both documents should be interpreted as allegorical devices, and hence abstract works of

political art: first because sixteenth-century cartography cannot be understood as twenty-first

century cartography is (as a visual, two-dimensional translation of geography, that is) given the

representational techniques available at the time; second, because it is well known that indige-

nous cartography, pre-Hispanic and colonial alike, often established a highly abstract relation-

ship between the reality on the ground and its visual representation (in other words, that realis-

tic figuration was no the prime mode of expression in Mesoamerican visual culture); and third

because both maps were employed in, and presumably were drawn to serve for, judicial argu-

ments, and therefore—precisely because of their instrumentality—they are linked to títulos pri-

mordiales or “primordial titles,” the mesmerizing genre of indigenous cartography, indeed a

visual litigation tool, which were often blatant about their fictional, argumentative character; see

Serge Gruzinski, La colonisation de l’imaginaire: Societés indigenes et occidentalisation dans le

Mexique espagnol, XVIe-XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Gallimard, 1988). In any case, I would not go as far

as to treat early colonial maps as merely discursive artifacts, useless to identify particular spaces.

My point is just that the very nature of indigenous cartography should discourage the observer

from considering everything within the maps as an accurate depiction of reality. My sense, actu-

ally, is that plots and chinampas as-rendered-in-the-maps might have functioned more like

glyphs or glyph-like elements; that is, like standardized, abstract signs, useful to identify certain

features on the map though the precise shape of them remained to be established on the ground.
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verse, the very mirror image of Aztlan and thus the fulfillment of a circular prophecy,

the city was structured in four parts that somewhat—with a twist, that is—replicated the

quarters in which the Mesoamerican cosmos was divided. Contrary to the cosmic map,

however, whose axes were diagonal in order to produce neat rhumbs—east, south, west

and north, “ruled” respectively by Xipe Totec, Huitzilopochtli, Quetzalcoatl, and Tez-

catlipoca—Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s actual axes run from south to north and from west to

east (or the other way around), producing realms that from a cosmological point of view

must have been hybrid ones, which at the very least tilted the whole arrangement a little

bit.20 That is probably why the quadrants’ names did not allude to the numen each

rhumb was associated with in the myths, but rather to mere environmental characteris

The northeast was thus just an atzacoalco or “place of herons,” the northwest a cue-

popan or “place where the flowers bloom,” the southwest a moyotlan or a “place of

mosquitoes,” and the southeast a zoquipan or a “muddy place.” Actually, only the-

ceremonial precinct at the city’s center could have been identified as the cosmic tree

that bridged the human realm to the underworld and the upper “heaven”—but that only

for its location. Known in Nahuatl as campan, each quadrant was in turn subdivided

into five parts—perhaps telescoping the geometric disposition of the city as a whole, so

as to produce four micro domains articulated by a central “tree”—where the twenty

calpultin (sing. calpulli) or kin groups composing the Colhua-Mexica were supposed to

dwell.21 Over time, as the cosmic arrangement became enmeshed in the reality of an

20. See John M. Ingham, “Human Sacrifice at Tenochtitlan,” Comparative Studies in Soci-

ety and History 26: 3 (1984): 379-400; Davíd Carrasco, City of Sacrifice: The Aztec Empire ad

the Role of Violence in Civilization (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999), 36-46.

21. The issue is further complicated by the fact that, according to the “official” history of

Mexico-Tenochtitlan, the Colhua-Mexica tribe had been composed by seven calpultin at the time
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“imperial” and increasingly polarized polity, the calpultin’s locales came also to be

known as tlaxillacaltin (sing. tlaxillacalli), a noun for which the English translation

should be “wards” rather than “neighborhoods,” as it seems likely that it referred pri-

marily to the territorial—and fiscal and political—dimension of the communities and not

to their kin-based, social aspect. And probably for the same reason—if not because the

whole design was just an ex post facto ideological device—such a balanced, modular

social structure could not cope with the rapid expansion of the city during the fifteenth

century. On the eve of the Spanish conquest, the twenty primeval calpultin had become

some eighty different bodies, whereas Tlatelolco—which was never conceived of as an

integral part of the city despite its physical integration into the built environment—had

become a fifth campan in all but name. (Tlatelolco, for its part, was probably composed

by twenty-seven calpultin, or divided into such a number of tlaxillacaltin.)22

Whether fully territorialized or not—a point that has elicited a good deal of dis-

cussion among scholars of pre-Hispanic societies—the calpultin had characteristics that

force the observer to describe them, rather than as mere districts or wards, indeed as

“communities” in the sociological, if not anthropological, sense of the word.23 Thus

                                                                   
of foundation; see Van Zantwijk, Aztec Arrangement, chap. 4, where the Dutch scholar inter-

preted the Codex Ramírez to make sense of the oddity that the city was divided in four parts even

though its original components were seven.

22. See Alfonso Caso, Los barrios antiguos de Tenochtitlan y Tlatelolco, offprint of an ar-

ticle published on the Memorias de la Academia Mexicana de la Historia, xv: 1 (Mexico: Acade-

mia Mexicana de la Historia, 1956), 7-62; Calnek, “Conjunto urbano,” passim; and José Luis de

Rojas, México-Tenochtitlan: Economía y sociedad en el siglo XVI (Mexico: El Colegio de

Michoacán-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1986), 36-39.

23. Pablo Escalante Gonzalbo, “La polémica sobre la organización de las comunidades de

productores”, Nueva Antropología 38 (1990): 147-162. In his Nahuatl-Spanish dictionary, the

Franciscan monk Alonso de Molina rendered calpulli as “casa o sala grande. [B]arrio”; see
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land—both urban soil and agricultural plots located beyond the built environment—was

collectively owned. Thus elders functioned as a group in charge of advising the ruler if

not of ruling themselves over the collectivity. Thus each calpulli was associated with a

particular deity, to whom the local temple was dedicated. Thus each calpulli was fur-

nished with a school and their adult male members integrated discrete military units

within the Aztec “army.” Thus calpulli members imagined themselves as the descen-

dants of a common ancestor, making it easier to justify the tendency among calpultin

toward endogamy. Thus urban calpultin in particular tended to develop labor speciali-

zation—as exemplified by the fact that the “guilds” of merchants and feather-workers in

Mexico-Tenochtitlan were almost invariably described as calpultin.24 It is little wonder,

then, that in the city, as was generally the case throughout the Mexican highlands, the

institutional transformations brought in by the Spanish monarchy in the early-sixteenth

century were considerably less traumatic and disruptive than a robust body of anti-

colonial literature has insisted on depicting—which is not to say, of course, that the

human cost of conquest and colonization should be dismissed. For the modular, de-

centralizing logic underpinning the institutional architecture of post-Classic

Mesoamerica, in the countryside as well as in the cities, easily—one is even tempted to

say, though risking simplification: seamlessly—matched the principles of hierarchical

compartmentalization that informed the Habsburg political culture, an institutional

repertoire which is best summarized by the Habsburg understanding of society as a

                                                                   
Alonso de Molina, Vocabulario en lengua castellana y mexicana y mexicana y castellana, fac-

simile ed., introduction by Miguel León Portilla (Mexico: Porrúa, [1571] 1970), 1: 18v.

24. Calnek, “Internal Structure,” 353-354; Víctor M. Castillo, Estructura económica de la

sociedad mexica: Según las fuentes documentales (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de

México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1972), 72-74, 105-110.
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“body of bodies,” abstractly defined and only territorially expressed. That is why the

survival of Colhua Mexica communities in the cosmopolitan context of Mexico City was

probably never a simple consequence of physical segregation, and it is even possible

that the endurance of Nahuatl—the language of the Colhua Mexica and the lingua franca

of central Mesoamerica both before and after the Spanish conquest—played only a sec-

ondary role in cementing the structures and identities of the indigenous city.25 If the

geographic divide between the Spanish city and the parcialdades allowed the Colhua

Mexicas to survive, then, it was because the urban structure as a whole was imagined as

an aggregate of overlapping social and political bodies. In a sense, the visible border

between stone and adobe, between “designed” and “natural” streets, was not the basis

but the corollary of such social architecture.

The  Limit s to Mes tizaje

Visitors to Alexander von Humboldt’s massive Essai politique sur le royaume de la

Nouvelle-Espagne—the ultimate expression of the Enlightenment in relation to New

Spain—could get the impression that “survival” is not the right term to describe the

indigenous inhabitants of Mexico City at the turn of the eighteenth century: in summa-

25. Of course, this is exactly the opposite argument of Susan Kellogg’s remarkable book. I

think, however, that her concern with Nahuatl is somewhat in contradiction with her own posi-

tion in general, because if the Colhua Mexica were able to reframe the Spanish concepts in their

own terms, the adoption of Spanish as their primary language could not necessarily mean the

suppression of a distinctively Mexica identity and therefore a concrete, pragmatic way to act and

participate in society.
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rizing the quantitative data produced by two generations of Bourbon savants and bu-

reaucrats, in effect, the German scholar left no doubt about the “western” character of

a city in which only less than a quarter of its dwellers were considered Indians while it

was the largest concentration of Spaniards—both American and European—in the New

World.26 Likewise, anyone who has ever strolled through the pages of Charles Gibson’s

The Aztecs Under Spanish Rule could reach the conclusion that stressing the reality of

the indigenous city is off-target altogether—one of those melodramatic claims disserta-

tion writers make when trying to justify their endeavors—since the U.S. historian de-

voted to “the city” just one, and the last, chapter of his monumental work, and

throughout it is impossible not to sense the cultural, economic, political decadence of

a major polity as it became the outskirts of Mexico City. (Gibson’s stature, actually, is

not due to his work about the city; what mattered—and still  matters—in The Aztecs was

his tenacity in reconstructing the political economy of the central highlands without

forgetting that history is all about details.) If the parcialidades were less and less

prominent in the urban landscape, and if Indians amounted to only 24.1 percent of the

urban population, it could appear that the indigenous city was a fading reality, a rem-

nant of a past that by the end of the eighteenth century had been irrevocably overshad-

owed by the vibrancy and wealth of European settlement—at which heart, moreover, the

Mexican nationality was palpitating already.27

26. Alexander von Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain: With Physical

Sections and Maps Founded on Astronomical Observations and Trigonometrical and Barometri-

cal Measurements, trans. John Black (New York: AMS, [1811] 1970), 2: 82.

27. See Esteban Sánchez de Tagle, “La relectura de la traza urbana americana en el siglo

de las luces,” Entorno Urbano iii: 5-6 (1997): 65-74. Even Gibson assumed the decline of Culhua

Mexica culture by the end of the colonial period.
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As though influenced by the racial ideology carved after the revolution of 1910-

1917, actually, most historians of Mexico City have implicitly assumed that the rise of

mestizaje or miscegenation is the essential feature of urban life during the colonial pe-

riod, and thus that the history of the indigenous city should be understood as the proc-

ess by means of which the retreating tide of the ethnic past made room, quite literally,

for the emergence of the modern city of mixtures, combinations and reconfigura-

tions—in other words, the architectural embodiment of the Mexican melting pot. In that

sense, Edmundo O’Gorman’s article on the “urban distribution” of colonial Mexico

City may well be considered not just a seminal historiographical piece but indeed as

epitomizing the point of view according to which the separation of the realm in two

republics was rapidly—and more: inevitably—disrupted by the meddling of Spanish

practices in the indigenous cultures of Mesoamerica; and the other way around as well,

as to produce the “mongrel race” U.S. imperialists would encounter, and denounce as

unworthy of California’s ownership, in the mid-nineteenth century.28 O’Gorman, it is

true, was less interested in demonstrating the increasing inoperativeness of the segre-

gationist project during the colonial period than in revealing its ideological underpin-

28. Edmundo O’Gorman, “Reflexiones sobre la distribución urbana colonial de la ciudad

de México,” in Edmundo O’Gorman, Seis estudios históricos de tema mexicano (Xalapa: Univer-

sidad Veracruzana, 1960), 11-40. It was originally presented in 1938, at the XVI International

Conference on Planning and Habitation. Most recently, the argument has been made by María

Isabel Estrada Torres, “Fronteras imaginarias en la ciudad de México: Parcialidades indígenas y

traza española en el siglo xviii,” in Las ciudades y sus estructuras: Población, espacio y culura,

siglos XVIII y XIX, ed. Sonia Pérez Toledo, René Elizalde Salazar and Luis Pérez Cruz (Mexico:

Universidad Autónoma de Tlaxcala-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa],

1999), 93-108. On the way Mexico was represented in nineteenth-century U.S. culture, see Rob-

ert Johannsen, To the Halls of the Montezumas: The Mexican War in the American Imagination

(New York: Oxford University Press, 1985).
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nings—the pious, paternalistic attempt to embrace, domesticate and later incorporate

the savages into a thus renovated Christendom. His interpretation being deeply, bril-

liantly Hegelian, in any case, the inevitability of the ethnic divide’s collapse was con-

tained in the very premise of his analysis: for O’Gorman, in other words, keeping Indi-

ans and Spaniards apart was rendered impossible by the very existence of a

segregationist scheme intended to “civilize,” not to marginalize, the indigenous

population of the city. (This “transitional” aspect, by the way, should prevent readers

imbibed in the Anglo-American understanding of race from considering Spanish

American segregationism a frontrunner of Jim Crow laws in the United States, since

the purpose of the latter was not to integrate the former slave population into the body

politic but precisely to prevent the social and political enfranchisement of southern

blacks.)

It would be too easy to accuse O’Gorman of that pecado nefando teleology is

among historians—easy and naive, actually, since interpreting particular events in terms

of larger and more meaningful analytical frameworks, as instances of abstract develop-

ments (spiritual or otherwise) that only express themselves fully in the future, still lies

at the discipline’s core. The point is that any retrospective approach to the history of

Mexico City is bound to emphasize the somewhat chaotic mingling of ethnicities and

cultural practices in the city because of the central role mestizaje—both as an ideology

and as praxis—played in Mexican culture during the twentieth century, but also, and

perhaps more substantially, because drawing a genetic link between colonial forms of

urban segregation and the hierarchical order imposed by capitalism from the nine-

teenth century onwards has been a taxing endeavor for scholars. At any rate,

O’Gorman’s point of view became common sense in the following decades—if it was not
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already in the 1930s—and has functioned ever since as an axiom rather than an hypothe-

sis within the literature of colonial Mexico City; in one way or another, one may sense

its influence in momentous works as different in scope and ambition as Irving Leon-

ard’s cultural history of the baroque city from the 1950s, Jonathan Israel’s precise re-

construction of seventeenth-century social structures and political life from the 1970s,

and even Serge Gruzinski’s general narrative—a brilliant historiographical piece, both

conceptually and stylistically—from the 1990s.29 For all of them, what seemed to have

distinguished the early history of Mexico City, particularly when compared to the rest

of the viceroyalty, was the melting of repertoires, the overlapping of practices, the slow,

conflictive apprenticeship of European mores and Mesoamerican tastes in ways that

defied and undermined the rigid compartments of the renaissance order; as the Ger-

man saying from the middle ages would have it, for them too the city air had been in-

deed a (corrosively) liberating force.30

Exemplar of this tendency is Douglas Cope’s monograph about the most signifi-

cant episode of popular violence in the city’s history: the “riots” of June 1692, during

which the viceregal and municipal palaces, as well as the market stalls in the main

square, were sacked and burned by crowds of Indians, poor Spaniards and individuals

of “imprecise” ethnic adscription. For Cope, the prominent role played by the lat-

29. Irving A. Leonard, Baroque Times in Old Mexico (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan

Press, 1959); Jonathan I. Israel, Race, Class, and Politics in Colonial Mexico, 1610-1670 (London:

Oxford University Press, 1975); Serge Gruzinski, Histoire de Mexico (Paris: Fayard, 1996).

30. In the original, the adage is “Die Stadtluft macht frei.” I am grateful to Erick Langer

for explaining it for me. With the pre-Hispanic city in mind, Inga Clendinnen, Aztecs: An Inter-

pretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1991] 1995), 40, has characterized the idea

that city air makes free as an “obstinate notion.”
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ter—both numerically and as “organizers”—made it impossible to characterize the up-

rising as an indigenous movement akin to the multitude of rebellions that took place in

New Spain’s countryside, but rather as a critical moment in the formation of the same

“plebeian” class, the crucible of African, Mesoamerican and European social ores that

would dominate Mexico City popular culture during the following three centuries—the

eighteenth-century castas, the nineteenth-century léperos, the twentieth-century na-

cos, the pervasive pelados and prietos of middle-class prejudiced speech. In other

words, the noticeable feature of the rebellion, its distinctive mark, was the presence of

multi-ethnic social networks that in turn were the result of the rebels’ common experi-

ence as unskilled workers, petty artisans, consumers and, to a lesser extent, as dwellers

of the city’s outskirts, for whom the obsessive concern with “blood” purity of the

Spanish legal culture was a dead letter. By the end of the seventeenth century, there-

fore, the axis structuring the fundamental cleavage within the city was shifting from the

“vertical” ethnic arrangement of the early Habsburg period toward a more “horizontal”

one that obviously resembles the class divide of the industrial revolution.31 Small won-

der the seventeenth century was also the century of Juana Inés de la Cruz, the great

poet of Nepantla.32

31. R. Douglas Cope, The Limits of Racial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mex-

ico City, 1660-1720 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1994). Other studies in the same

vein include Chester Lyle Guthrie, “Riots in Seventeenth-Century Mexico City: A Study of So-

cial and Economic Conditions,” in Greater America: Essays in Honor of Herbert Eugene Bolton,

ed. Adele Ogden and Engel Sluiter (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1945), 243-258,

and Rosa Feijóo, “El tumulto de 1692,” Historia Mexicana 14: 4 (1965): 656-679.

32. A joke in need of explanation is, of course, a bad joke. Yet I could not resist the temp-

tation to make it: nepantla is Nahuatl for “in between” but also a village in central New Spain

(San Miguel Nepantla, now in Mexico State) where the future Hieronymite nun—and the most
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It is then plainly understandable that historians working on the more “peaceful”

eighteenth century would have also employed the weakening of indigenous institutions

and the concomitant expansion—demographic, social, cultural—of peoples of mixed

descent over the built environment as the analytical key to unlock some of the major

developments and events during the Bourbon era. Rather than dealing with Indians or

Africans or even commoners of European descent, some of the best work on ethnicity

and ethnic relations from the 1970s and 1980s—particularly that based on census or

parish records and proceeding quantitatively—focused either on the historicity of the

ethnic categories employed by the colonial bureaucracy or on the gap that separated

them from the city’s actual social landscape. Thus Dennis Valdés was able to frame his

fine study on the racial makeup of the city (though in fact limited to the traza) as the

“decline of the sociedad de castas,” just as, a few years later, Patricia Seed decided it

was important to stress the “social dimension of race” in her careful analysis of the

census of 1753—a rich yet incomplete document, also used by Valdés, that detailed the

demographic features of the population living within the police wards the city council

was creating at the time.33 In fact, both works emphasized the artificiality of the ethnic

categories employed by census takers and parish priests alike: he with the explicit pur-

pose to show its lack of accuracy vis-à-vis the population of the traza, she to suggest

that considering social status as arising from ethnic categories failed to perceive the

constructed nature of the latter—or, to recall a truism valid both for eighteenth-century

                                                                   
important baroque poet from the New World—Juana Ramírez de Asbaje was born in 1651. On

“nepantla” as a notion, see below, the end of chapter six.

33. Denis N. Valdés, “The Decline of the sociedad de castas in Mexico City” (Ph.D. diss.,

University of Michigan,1978); Patricia Seed, “Social Dimensions of Race: Mexico City, 1753,”

Hispanic American Historical Review 64: 4 (1982): 569-606.
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New Spain and for twentieth-century Latin America, that money whitens. Thanks to the

work of John Chance and Rodney Anderson on Bourbon Oaxaca and Guadalajara, also

published in those decades, it soon became clear that the breaking up of ethnic barriers

had not been limited to New Spain’s capital, and hence the presumption that urban life

itself was responsible for the amestizamiento process was further emboldened.34

Paradoxically, the most important contribution to the understanding of ethnicity

in eighteenth-century Mexico City to date is Juan Javier Pescador’s comprehensive

monograph on the parish of Santa Catarina—paradoxically because it is far more ambi-

tious than a mere work of “ethnic studies” limited to the eighteenth century, and also

because, being as it is the only systematic study of a Mexico City parish, its conclusions

could be wrongly extrapolated to the whole of the built environment.35 Indeed, with the

exception of Silvia Arrom’s study on urban women, it is hard to think of any other work

detailing the demographic and cultural dynamics of the mestizo city with similar preci-

sion and insight:36 for Pescador showed that with the exception of a handful of indige-

nous parishioners, whose demographic “behavior” and cultural makeup was clearly at

odds with the majority, the people of Santa Catarina seemed to have functioned more

or less as a discrete whole, sharing patterns of family structure, endogamy, naming, and

34. John K. Chance, Race and Class in Colonial Oaxaca (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Univer-

sity Press, 1978); Rodney D. Anderson, Guadalajara a la consumación de la independencia:

Estudio de su población según los padrones de 1821-1822, trans., Marco Antonio Silva (Guadala-

jara: Gobierno del Estado de Jalisco, 1983).

35. Juan Javier Pescador, De bautizados a fieles difuntos: Familia y mentalidades en una

parroquia urbana, Santa Catarina de México, 1568-1820 (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro

de Estudios Demográficos y de Desarrollo Urbano], 1992).

36. Silvia M. Arrom, The Women of Mexico City, 1790-1857 (Stanford: Stanford University

Press, 1985).
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so forth, which were in turn cause and consequence of a collective identity. Neverthe-

less, it is crucial to bear in mind that Santa Catarina was not a typical Mexico City par-

ish, or at least that its borders and social composition could not be seen a representing

the totality of the city. Located on the northern edge of the traza—an area, moreover,

that was not part of the original layout for the Spanish city but became incorporated

into it in the mid-sixteenth century—Santa Catarina had been founded as a parish for

Spaniards; in the late 1760s, when the whole parochial system was reorganized, Santa

Catarina “acquired” territories that had been under the jurisdiction of both San Juan

Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco. Yet it remained overwhelmingly non-indige-

nous—something that may be hinted at by the fact that Santa Catarina was not listed in

1800 nor in 1807 as one of the parishes where the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan

were located.

Important in itself—though much of its real significance lies outside the scope of

this work—the historiographical emphasis on miscegenation matters for the history of

indigenous Mexico City because it has also tainted the assessment of the other main

eighteenth-century transformation experienced by the built environment during the

Bourbon era: namely, the series of architectural and social measures that were imple-

mented, or attempted, between the 1760s and the second decade of the nineteenth

century, with the purpose of reorganizing under rationalist principles both the city’s

physical form and its social life. Because standardization and centralization are pretty

obvious underpinnings of the neoclassic “project” as a whole, it was handy for scholars

to see the reformist drive as an attempt—either Machiavellian or desperate, and some-

times both—to regain control over a population that was transforming itself into Mex-

ico’s future hegemonic “ethnic” group; which is to say, a population that was no longer
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Mesoamerican nor African or European sino todo lo contrario, and hence for which the

old Habsburg institutions were increasingly useless and inapplicable.37 At any rate, the

point is that, well into the 1980s, it was common to interpret these—and simi-

lar—measures in reactive terms, as a response to the changes the urban population had

been experimenting since the late seventeenth century. Thus the secularization and

redesign of the parish system in the late 1760s, which effectively erased the distinction

between doctrinas and Spanish parishes (Santa Catarina among them);38 the creation

of a new system of police wards in the early 1780s—eight bigger jurisdictions called

cuarteles mayores and thirty-two cuarteles menores—that, for the first time, placed un-

der a single chain of command the surveillance of most of the built environment;39 the

37. Figures of late colonial migration to Mexico City are not conclusive, but it seems that

the population increased rapidly in the last decades of the eighteenth century; see Manuel Miño,

El mundo novohispano: Población, ciudades y economía, siglos XVII y XVIII (Mexico: El Colegio

de México-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2001), 21 and 270. The role of migration within the

social structure of Mexico City has been specifically discussed in Eric Van Young, “Islands in

the Storm: Quiet Cities and Violent Countryside in the Mexican Independence,” Past and Pre

sent 118 (1988): 130-155. See also Eric Van Young, “Los ricos se vuelven más ricos y los pobres

más pobres: Salarios reales y estándares populares de vida a fines de la colonia en México,” in

his La crisis del orden colonial: Estructura agraria y rebeliones populares de la Nueva España,

1750-1821 (Mexico: Alianza Editorial, 1992), 51-123.

38. Roberto Moreno de los Arcos, “Los territorios parroquiales de la ciudad arzobispal,

1325-1981,” Gaceta Oficial del Arzobispado de México xxii: 9-10 (1982): 152-173. See also

Mathew David O’Hara, “A Flock Divided: Religion and Community in Mexico City, 1749-1800”

(Ph.D. diss., University of California at San Diego, 2003).

39. Eduardo Báez Macías, “Ordenanzas para el establecimiento de alcaldes de barrio en la

Nueva España: Ciudades de México y de San Luis Potosí,” Boletín del Archivo General de la

Nación 10: 1-2 (1969): 51-125. On the institution’s development in the nineteenth century, see

José Antonio Serrano Ortega, “Los virreyes del barrio: Alcaldes auxiliares y seguridad pública,

1820-1840,” in Instituciones y ciudad: Ocho estudios históricos sobre la ciudad de México, ed.

Carlos Illades and Ariel Rodríguez Kuri (Mexico: ¡Uníos!, 2000), 21-60.
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proposal contained in a series of maps drawn by Ignacio Castera, the city’s arquitecto

mayor or chief architect, in the 1790s, to enlarge the renaissance grid so as to include

most of the indigenous city, that would have obliterated the architectural divide be-

tween the city of palaces and the adobe city (see Figure 1.7);40 the equally unsuccessful

project, also from the late eighteenth century, of building a ditch around the totality of

the built environment to function, all at once, as a military trench, as the city’s main

40. Francisco de la Maza, “El urbanismo neoclásico de Ignacio Castera,” Anales del In-

stituto de Investigaciones Estéticas 22 (1954): 93-101.

Figure 1.7 — Ignacio Castera, “Plano iconográfico de la ciudad de México, que demuestra
el reglamento general de sus calles” (1794). Library of Congress, Washington. D.C.
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sewer, and as a fiscal barrier, which would have created a discrete urban entity;41 and

lastly the suppression of the indigenous republics in the early 1810s, as a result of the

imperial reorganization carried out by the Cortes (the revamped Spanish parliament

also responsible for the constitution of 1812), that extinguished a three-century-old

reality of administrative and social division within the city42—all that had been caused

by the occupation of indigenous territories by Spanish settlers, by the presence of in-

digenous servants and workers within the traza, by the crowding and promiscuity in-

trinsic to boarding houses and casas de vecindad (those horizontal cousins of New

York City’s tenements), by the “unnatural” pleasure Spaniards found in pulque and

baths and Indians found in bread and bullfighting: in short, by the vexing impossibility

of distinguishing a short, dark-skinned, pious Catholic, tortilla-eating Indian from a

short, dark-skinned, pious Catholic, tortilla-eating mestizo from a short, dark-skinned,

pious Catholic, tortilla-eating Spaniard born and raised in the New World (or not).

Interpreting Mexico City’s enlightened despotism this way is of course not with-

out its problems. The most important of them—now it is time to state it clearly—is pre-

cisely the progressive narrative of mestizaje I have been trying to sketch in the last few

pages. On the one hand, because it presupposes an organic understanding of the city’s

history, based on the same principle of necessity deployed by Hegel to argue that the

real is rational inasmuch as it is the result of the Spirit’s self-realization process—a

chain of thought, needless to say, which is also at the core of O’Gorman’s position. And

41. Guadalupe de la Torre Villalpando, Los muros de agua: El resguardo de la ciudad de

México, siglo XVIII (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1999).

42. Andrés Lira, Comunidades indígenas frente a la ciudad de México: Tenochtitlan y

Tlatelolco, sus pueblos y barrios, 1812-1919 (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios

Históricos], 1983), 25-28.
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on the other hand, and more significantly for the history of indigenous Mexico City,

because it disregards crucial aspects of the neoclassic enterprise—some of them well

known, some of them only recently articulated—that call for a substantial re-evaluation

of its nature as a reactive, defensive endeavor. At least four elements of it are worth

mentioning in this context:

— That at the core of the neoclassic reform palpitated not just a centralisant  drive

but also an authoritarian itch was of course a secret for nobody, and not only because

the Bourbon monarchy had never shied away from acting violently, almost with brutal-

ity. From Carlos III’s response to the Esquilache “riots” in 1766 to the way in which

José Gabriel Condorcanqui was executed in Cuzco’s main square in 1781—four horses

are pulling away, each one toward a cosmic bound: Tupac Amaru’s limbs are being torn

apart—to the massive transfer of Spanish American wealth to Madrid as a result of the

royal bonds’ “consolidation” after 1804, the regime proved beyond doubt that it was as

enlightened as it was despotic.43 The point to bear in mind, at any rate, is that the

Bourbon monarchy could hardly be seen as a passive regime merely trying to cope with

43. I am referring to the “investigation” that resulted in the expulsion of the Society of Je-

sus from the Spanish empire in 1767; to the suppression of the great indigenous rebellion in the

central-southern Andes in the decade of 1780; and to the vast plunder organized by the crown as

the Napoleonic wars deepened peninsular dependence on the American colonies—see Pierre

Vilar, “El motín de Esquilache y la crisis del antiguo régimen,” Revista de Occidente 107 (1972):

199–249; Ward Stavig, The World of Tupac Amaru: Conflict, Community and Identity in Colo-

nial Peru (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1999); Gisela von Wobeser, Dominación colo-

nial: La consolidación de vales reales en Nueva España, 1804-1812 (Mexico: Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 2003). See also José Andrés

Gallego, El Motín de Esquilache, América y Europa (Madrid: Fundación Mapfre Tavera-Consejo

Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 2003).
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the empire’s decadence, even if the decline of Spanish power in the European concert

of nations had certainly been a powerful incentive for its assertiveness.

— Equally revealing of the implacability animating the whole project should be the

fact that it was indeed neoclassic—a descriptor first used in this context by Francisco de

la Maza, to describe Castera’s superb cartographic machinations—and, as such, linked

to the movement that effectively put in line the fine arts with the cerebral propensities

of the Enlightenment, most conspicuously in the early work of Jacques-Louis David

and best represented in New Spain by the oeuvre of three Levantine artists: Manuel

Tolsá, Rafael Ximeno y Planes and Manuel Fabregat. That is to say that the two clauses

in the epoch’s formulaic name—the enlightened part as well as the despotic compo-

nent—must be taken seriously, for the rationale behind police regulations and geodesic

cartography alike partook of a worldview dominated by reason, or, perhaps more accu-

rately, by rationality.44

— Already in the 1970s, on the other hand, scholars such as Sonia Lombardo and

Alejandra Moreno Toscano pointed out that it was necessary to characterize the collec-

tive endeavors of neoclassic architects, social engineers, urban planners and reformist

viceroys as a true policy, partially because of the relative coherence (aesthetic and po-

litical) of their efforts, but also because the actual effect of standardizing parishes and

police wards and of melting three municipalities into one—as well as of reorganizing

the management of waste and of repaving the city’s streets under a unified

scheme—was, in truth, the creation of a new city for the new, emergent mestizo popula-

44. See Thomas A. Brown, La Academia de San Carlos de la Nueva España: La academia

de 1792 a 1810, trans. María Emilia Martínez Negrete (Mexico: Secretaría de Educación Pública,

1976), 2 vols.; and Eloísa Uribe, Tolsá: Hombre de la ilustración (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para

la Cultura y las Artes-Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes, 1990).
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tion. Whether consciously attempted or not, in other words, the result of having the

neoclassic reformers think of Mexico City como un todo for the first time in history

effectively produced such discrete, urban wholeness. In recent times, Regina

Hernández Franyuti has expanded this interpretation by focusing on the life and works

of Ignacio Castera 45

— The most decisive element for the re-evaluation of Mexico City’s Enlighten-

ment, in any case, began to take shape only in the last twenty years or so, as a certain

philosophical critique of modernity—the one most people would associate with the

work of Michel Foucault—became popular within the discipline.46 Clearly linked to the

generation of French historians that, in the 1980s, moved away from socio-economic

history and hence rejected the veiled progressivism of Fernand Braudel’s master nar-

rative on the rise of capitalism—most notably Daniel Roche, the author of a sweeping

mural on the Parisian peuple; Alain Corbin, who rather forcefully historicized smell in

eighteenth-century France; and Maurice Aguhlon, who most clearly articulated the

idea of an elite retreat from the baroque arena to explain the “culture wars” of pre-

45. See Moreno Toscano, “Ensayo de historia,” and Sonia Lombardo de Ruiz, “Ideas y

proyectos urbanísticos de la ciudad de México, 1788-1850,” both in Ciudad de México: Ensayo

de construcción de una historia, ed. Alejandra Moreno Toscano (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de

Antropología e Historia, 1978), passim, and 169-188; Regina Hernández Franyuti, “Ideología,

proyectos y urbanización en la ciudad de México, 1760-1850,” in La ciudad de México en la

primera mitad del siglo XIX, ed. Regina Hernández Franyuti (Mexico: Instituto Mora, 1994), 1:

116-160; and Regina Hernández Franyuti, Ignacio de Castera: Arquitecto y urbanista de la ci-

udad de México, 1777-1811 (Mexico: Instituto Mora, 1997).

46. For the purpose of this work—as it deals centrally with the eighteenth century—his

most relevant work is Michel Foucault, Surveiller et punir: Naissance de la prison (Paris: Galli-

mard, 1975), though his earlier Naissance de la clinique: Une archéologie du regard médical

(Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1963), was perhaps his actual groundbreaking book.
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revolutionary Provence—a remarkable group of Mexicanists put together in the 1980s

and 1990s a new, revised image of the neoclassic moment in Mexico City wherein des-

potic, instrumental rationality was only the necessary condition, not the thing itself,

for a policy that, to steal a formulation widely used to describe the construction of

states and nations, may be termed of “subject formation”; that is, a systematic, holistic

attempt to create both a city and a citizenry hitherto inexistent.47 In their perspective,

the eighteenth-century social and cultural paste was a direct result of the neoclassic

“reformers” attempt to mold it according to their own ghosts and dreams, rather than a

consequence of the transformations experienced by the city during the early colonial

period—in ways not at all dissimilar, and the parallel is of course disturbing, from what

medieval and early modern inquisitors had done to fabricate Europe’s proverbial

witch.48

47. Daniel Roche, Le peuple de Paris: Essai sur la culture populaire au XVIIIe siècle (Paris:

Aubier Montaigne, 1981); Alain Corbin, Le miasme et la jonquille: L’odorat et l’imaginaire so-

cial, XVIIIe-XIXe siècles (Paris: Aubier Montaigne, 1982); Maurice Agulhon, Pénitents et francs-

maçons de l’ancienne Provence: Essai sur la sociabilité méridionale (Paris, Fayard, 1984). Much

of their historiographical sensibility, nevertheless, had been cultivated long time before by “dis-

sident” annalistes like Emmanuel Le Roy Ladurie, the great historian of early-modern Langue-

doc, and by “maverick” scholars such as Philippe Ariès, quite literally the father of histoire de la

mort. On the so-called third generation of the Annales school and the ways in which it did (not)

relate to Braudel’s intellectual project, see Peter Burke, The French Historical Revolution: The

Annales School, 1929-89 (Cambridge: Polity, 1990).

48. See Norman Cohn, Europe’s Inner Demons: An Enquiry Inspired by the Great Witch-

Hunt (New York: Basic Books, 1975) [a revised edition, with a new subtitle, “The Demonization

of Christians in Medieval Christendom,” was published by Chicago University Press in 2000];

Carlo Ginzburg, The Night Battles: Witchcraft and Agrarian Cults in the Sixteenth and Seven-

teenth Centuries, trans. John and Anne Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press,

[1972] 1983).
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The first major example of this new interpretation was Juan Pedro Viqueira’s

¿Relajados o reprimidos?, a rich and ingenious study of diversiones públicas or public

amusements during the Bourbon century.49 Stemming from an examination of the con-

trasting opinions the learned elite had on bullfighting (a barbarian custom, a chaotic

spectacle) and theater (an uplifting activity, a celebration of the spirit), Viqueira first

explored the persistent efforts of Mexico City’s literatti to reduce the improvisation,

messiness, noise, disrespect and meddling of peoples of different conditions pervasive

in both fields (from the codification of tauromachy to imposing silence during theatri-

cal performances) to show how the expansion of an “enlightened” sensibility among

functionaries and intellectuals had been less the result of a moral discovery than the

snobbish adoption of a fashion—in what might have been one of the first times “cool-

ness” was taken as a synonym of virtue. And then, in a series of piquant vignettes,

Viqueira made clear that much of the late eighteenth century cultural politics and social

policy was the result of pretty much the same mindset—which is to say that most of the

“debauchery” neoclassic commentators observed in carnival parades, neighborhood

parties, weekend promenades, Christmas posadas, jai-alai games, and of course the

daily operation of pulque taverns throughout the city had not existed in-and-of-itself

before the eighteenth century, but that it had been the result of a changed perception

among the powerful and the literate of what was important, beautiful and desirable.

Since perception of debauchery, not debauchery itself, had been at the core of Mexico

City’s social problems during the last century of Spanish rule, Viquera’s interpretation

49. Juan Pedro Viqueira Albán, ¿Relajados o reprimidos?: Diversiones públicas y vida so-

cial en la ciudad de México durante el siglo de las luces (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica,

1987).
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contained an implicit argument against the objective transformation of the city’s ethnic

landscape—and it is telling that ¿Relajados o reprimidos? has almost nothing to say

about cultural mestizaje even though most of its subject matter is formed by activities

one might be tempted to classify as hybrid cultural practices, like rich European Span-

iards and middle sort castas, American Spaniards and Indians going to the Coliseo

Viejo theater to smoke and drink and chat during the performance with total disregard

for any gender, ethnic or spatial notions of propriety.50

In the last few years, and in a converging process that makes the result all the

more noteworthy, a handful of scholars focusing on the assertive nature of the Enlight-

enment—as creator of realities rather than as a “scientific” response to social

changes—have complicated, deepened and enlarged Viqueira’s argument, in general

with remarkable skill and, most crucially, exporting it out of the somewhat innocuous

realm of “amusement history.” Thus, Marcela Dávalos’s monograph on the policy of

waste collection implemented during the tenure of viceroy Revillagigedo in the 1790s

emphasized the intellectual transformation experienced by New Spain’s elite regarding

public health to show that the real problem was not the absence of an efficient system

for waste disposal within the city but the adoption of a new “circulationist theory”

which turned the habits and practices of the urban dwellers into dirty customs—in other

words, that it was the nose, not the perfume, that became sharpened in the last decade

50. In his study of drinking and drinking policy in pre-revolutionary Paris, Thomas Bren-

nan, inspired also by Roche and benefiting from Agulhon’s work (something Viqueira was not

able to do), found more or less the same pattern of domestication of popular custom by enlight-

ened policy-makers and moralists; see Thomas Brennan, Public Drinking and Popular Culture in

Eigtheenth-Century Paris (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1988).
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of the eighteenth century.51 Likewise, Pamela Voekel’s analysis of the reform of burial

practices in the city and in Veracruz took distance from the enlightened critique of

baroque funeral customs to reveal that the real late-eighteenth century transformation

had occurred within the lettered elite, in the form of a marriage of convenience be-

tween the emerging medical empiricism and a renewed Jansenist-like piety that pro-

vided the justification—pretty much the same reasons espoused by the functionaries

studied by Dávalos—for creating suburban cemeteries wherein dead would be no longer

identifiable by rank, or that was the intention.52 Since in both cases scientific knowl-

edge was employed to assert the authority of the state (in the first case more oriented

toward the poor, in the latter one intended to curtail the privileges of the wealthy), it is

apparent that a mutation in the political culture of the land was occurring, not just the

adoption of a fashion. And this has been confirmed, from opposite sides of the histori-

ographical gamut, by Gabriel Haslip-Vera’s study on the efforts within the field of

criminal justice to tighten the mechanisms of social control, and also by Ilona Katzew’s

superb work on the genre of “casta painting”—as it shows that the visual taxonomies of

the eighteenth century, rather than reflective of New Spain’s ethnic makeup, in fact

created the categories it aimed to render.53

51. Marcela Dávalos, Basura e Ilustración: La limpieza de la ciudad de México a fines del

siglo XVIII (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia-Departamento del Distrito

Federal, 1997).

52. Pamela Voekel, Alone before God: The Religious Origins of Modernity in Mexico (Dur-

ham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2002).

53. Gabriel Haslip-Vera, Crime and Punishment in Late Colonial Mexico City, 1692-1810

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1999); and Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: Images

of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven, Conn.: Yale University Press, 2004). See

also Magali M. Carrera, Imagining Identity in New Spain: Race, Lineage, and the Colonial Body
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In any case, perhaps the best place to fully grasp the reach and significance of the

changes brought to the city by the Bourbon elite, or rather by its embracing of the neo-

classic paradigm, is in the pages of Esteban Sánchez de Tagle’s Los dueños de la

calle—a veritable tour de force insofar as it extracts (historiographical) water out of

(paving) stones.54 At first glance, Sánchez de Tagle’s book deals only with the efforts,

both bureaucratic and technical, to pave the city’s streets during the Revillagigedo

years (1794-1798): where to start, what type of stones would be used, which gutters

were best suited for the (sinking) city, how to fund the construction and—once it was

decided that landlords would be responsible for a street surface proportional to their

properties’ facades—how to efficiently build a homogeneous carpet with so many hands

and interests involved, and so forth. Yet Sánchez de Tagle infused it with an unusual

intellectual élan. On the one hand, he contextualized his problem within the larger

history of the city, to better understand the neoclassic reformers’ surprise and annoy

ance before a city, the renaissance city, built according to the same rationalistic ideals

praised by the neoclassic generation, which nonetheless had failed into live up to its

“natural” standards of hygiene, order and harmony; and also within the context of the

Spanish empire, to show the extent to which Madrid’s urban transformation under the

reign of Carlos III influenced Revillagigedo’s urban policy.55 On the other hand, and

                                                                   
in Portraiture and Casta Paintings (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2003).

54. Esteban Sánchez de Tagle, Los dueños de la calle: Una historia de la vía pública en la

época colonial (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia-Departamento del Dis-

trito Federal, 1997).

55. See Universidad Autónoma de Madrid [Equipo Madrid de Estudios Históricos], Carlos

III, Madrid y la ilustración: Contradicciones de un proyecto reformista, intro. Josep Fontana

(Madrid: Siglo Veintiuno, 1988).
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relying on Norbert Elias’ notion of “civilizing process,” Sánchez de Tagle was able to

offer a peculiar account of the rise of modernity in the New World as a driven yet allu-

vial, and hence collective, affair, similar in a way to the progression of an orchestral

score: for though cobblestones, gutters and vara cuadrada taxes were merely intended

to clean and embellish New Spain’s capital without burdening the crown, the logic in-

forming their conception and deployment—the fact that the actual configuration of the

traza and large portions of the indigenous city had to be specified; that streets had to

be clearly distinguished from yards, thresholds and bridges; that property rights had to

be unmistakably established; that the actual paving was in the hands of the vice-

roy—implied, heralded and helped to develop the sharp, pervasive compartmentaliza-

tion of today’s social life or, lo que es lo mismo, the bourgeois distinction between pri-

vate and public spheres regulated as they are by the supreme authority of the state.56

Whether these intellectual transformations illuminate what was actually going on

in the city during the second half of the eighteenth century is of course more than de-

batable. After all, Viqueira, Dávalos, Voekel, Katzew, Sánchez de Tagle and, to a lesser

extent, Haslip-Viera, have plowed and dissected the ideas of the powerful, not the life

of the powerless. They all have certainly shown that the city’s “problems” in the late

56. The vara cuadrada tax was the fiscal mechanism imagined to fund the paving of the

city without farming out the project: landlords had to pay a sum calculated on the length of their

properties times half of the street’s wide. In a parallel, collective publication, Sánchez de Tagle

showed how much the paving taxonomy called for by the new tax implied the creation of a new

map for the city; see Esteban Sánchez de Tagle, Ana Rita Valero de García Lascuráin and Sergio

Martínez, Padrón de frentes e historia del primer impuesto predial (Mexico: Universidad Na

-

cional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1997). Finally, on the con-

cept of “civilizing process,” see Norbert Elias, The Civilizing Process: Sociogenetic and Psycho-

genetic Investigations, trans. Edmund Jephcott (New York, Urizen Books, [1939] 1978).
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colonial period were not old ones, suddenly discovered by the ilustrados due to their

scientific gaze but new issues altogether, imagined and enforced by an anxious elite

trying to be like its European cousins—and yet, based on their work, it is hard to per-

ceive the culture and political economy of the street’s strollers in their own terms, as a

somewhat independent social formation. Taking their scholarship at face value, moreo-

ver, one risks an interpretation of the Habsburg city as a peaceful, clean, orderly and

productive urban settlement—a view, needless to say, that even the most optimistic sev-

enteenth-century’s observer would be unable to share. Nevertheless, the new scholar-

ship on the Bourbon city has built an entirely new standpoint from which to observe

social life; what matters now, in other words, is to note that the new, “rational” ideas

fell upon the shoulders of the city’s social and physical fabric. In this sense, the neo-

classic reform should be considered critical to the city because it altered the internal

dynamics of a baroque city, underneath which a post-Classic culture still palpitated. Far

from being merely a reaction, the neoclassic reform advanced a new notion of the de-

sirable city. For the first time, the whole urban settlement was thought of as a unit. For

the fist time, it was possible to blend the legal, political meaning of “city” and the

physical, merely descriptive one of “urban settlement” into a single concept. And thus,

whereas the traditional meaning of “city” sharply distinguished the political entity

from the physical reality, in the modern, enlightened understanding the distinction

between geography and politics became somewhat irrelevant. Or, more exactly, geog-

raphy became politicized, just as political entities began to adopt cartographic charac-

teristics. As in other fields and places, the baroque understanding of social life, which

had found no inconvenience in overlapping identities, was making room for the
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emerging world of the Enlightenment, a world—our world—that conceived a series of

univocal, holistic social characters and definitions.

Gro unded Intera ctions

Thus the old city and the new world met. Thus is how a social order made out of sepa-

rate yet permeable bodies came under the attack of a rigid, implacable social dream. As

all social, historical confrontations, the contrast between them was far less pronounced

on the ground than it looks on paper. But that does not mean that the encounter was

not conflictive, sometimes explosive, and, moreover, that it would change—or not?—the

city’s face in the years to come. To explore the conditions under which both social or-

ders clashed, the remainder of this chapter will explore some of the ways the neoclassic

order dealt with the indigenous population in the last quarter of century before Mexi-

can independence.

To begin with, it is not surprising that the first and most visible victim of the po-

litical transformation carried out by the Bourbon reformers was the ayuntamiento it-

self. On the surface, the Spanish city council should have benefited from the redesign

of parishes and the creation of cuarteles. A closer examination, however, reveals that

the more homogeneous and general the urban government became, the less power the

ayuntamiento actually exercised over the city. The history of the city pavements clearly

exemplified this paradox. True, the Revillagigedo policy resulted in greater control

over the urban public space, but it is equally true that the new power was not the

ayuntamiento’s but the viceroy’s—as though the new “city” required a new “head” as
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well.57 By the end of the eighteenth century, the old corporation, once the epitome of

the encomenderos’ republic (literally the home of Martín Cortés, the first rebel criollo

in the mid-sixteenth century), was increasingly a powerless, administrative office— en-

during as such for most of the nineteenth century until its abolition in 1929.

On another level, less directly related to the urban space but equally important

vis-à-vis the design of a new jurisdiction for New Spain’s capital, the creation of the

Acordada court, the organization of a professional army, and the establishment of the

new consulados of Guadalajara and Veracruz supposed a radical transformation of the

old balance of power within the city. In all three cases, the plutocratic basis of local

government was weakened by viceregal initiatives. The Acordada police force trans-

ferred a good deal of judicial power from the old corregimiento to the viceregal govern-

ment; the new consulados broke the economic and social monopoly of Mexico City’s

merchants’ guild, and the creation of the army implied that private forces like those

used for crushing the uprising of 1692, paid by the merchants and led by the ayun-

tamiento, were no longer acceptable—though semi-private armed forces did not disap-

pear until independence.58

If the trend towards centralization, modernization, and redefinition of local

power is evident in the case of the Spanish ayuntamiento, it is not clear in the case of

57. Sánchez de Tagle, Dueños de la calle, 40 and 63-78.

58. See Colin M. MacLachlan, Criminal Justice in Eighteenth Century Mexico: A Study of

the Tribunal of the Acordada (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974); Brian R. Hamnett,

“Absolutismo ilustrado y crisis multidimensional en el periodo colonial tardío, 1760-1808,” in

Interpretaciones del siglo XVIII mexicano: El impacto de las reformas borbónicas, ed. Josefina

Zoraida Vázquez (Mexico: Nueva Imagen, 1992), 67-108; Pedro Santoni, “El cabildo de la ciudad

de México ante las reformas militares en Nueva España, 1765-1771,” Historia Mexicana 34: 3

(1985), 389-434. See also Van Young, “Ricos de vuelven,” passim.
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the parcialdades. That is not to say that the parcialdades or the indigenous barrios

remained unaffected by the neoclassic reform. As María Dolores Morales has shown, at

least some regions of the Indian city were dramatically disturbed by neoclassic urban

planning; for instance, in the case of San Juan Moyotlan, “reform” was actually a

euphemism, for the feverish activity of Castera was indeed a “colonization” campaign

that imposed on barrio inhabitants new forms of spatial organization, and supposed a

massive transfer of property from Indian to Spanish hands: by tracing a street grid and

forcing the population to “legalize” their titles, Castera made possible the systematic

irruption of non-Indians south of the Alameda, the rise of rents, stone buildings, and

the concomitant social prestige within the area, and ultimately the almost full incorpo-

ration of the area into the Bourbon city.59

Nevertheless, a simple comparison makes clear the peculiar development of bar-

rios and parcialdades during the Bourbon period. Whereas the ayuntamiento lost its

monopoly over the administration of justice and public works (or, more precisely, suf-

fered a radical reduction in its capabilities), both indigenous republics remained not

only the largest and wealthiest of New Spain by the end of the eighteenth century but,

even more significantly, both regained control over the administration of tributes, after

half a century of Spanish management—at least partially.60 Their internal structure,

moreover, did not suffer an alteration similar to that experienced by the ayuntamiento:

the reservation of half the council seats for peninsulares. Territorial fragmentation and

political strife, two of the most disruptive consequences of the Bourbon reforms in the

59. María Dolores Morales, “Cambios en la estructura de la traza vial de la ciudad de

México, 1770-1855”, in La ciudad de México en la primera mitad del siglo XIX, ed. Regina

Hernández Franyuti (Mexico: Instituto Mora, 1994), 1: 161-224.

60. Gibson, Aztecs, 394.
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indigenous countryside, such as those rampant in the Mixtec and the future state of

Guerrero,61 remained largely unknown in Mexico City—the only exceptions being the

virtual independence of two peripheral subjects: Magdalena de las Salinas and San An-

tonio de las Huertas. It is true, nevertheless, that both Mexico City parcialdades, like

all other Indian communities, fell after 1786 under the authority of the Contaduría

General de Propios, Arbitrios y Bienes de Comunidad—a central agency to which all

indigenous financial affairs had to be reported and, in theory, all money physically con-

centrated as well. (The most extreme of centralized control—or plundering, rather—

came a few years later, when the crown established the Bank of San Carlos, backed by

the indigenous republics’ resources, to help it balance its budget.) Yet there is no rea-

son to assume that San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco did not accomplish

exactly what most republics in central and southern New Spain did—and it is now clear

that the Bourbon attempts to control the indigenous communities in fact empowered

them.62

The ambiguities of Bourbon policies and the ability of both Indians and parcial-

dades to reduce their impact can be seen—although unfortunately not proved—through

a small group of territorial disputes from the last decades of Spanish rule. Similar in

nature to the cases studied by Marcela Dávalos, Susan Kellogg, and María Dolores

61. See Rodolfo Pastor, Campesinos y reformas: La Mixteca, 1700-1856 (Mexico: El Colegio

de México [Centro de Estudios Históricos], 1987), 165-218; Peter Guardino, Peasants, Politics,

and the Formation of Mexico’s National State: Guerrero, 1800-1857 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Uni-

versity Press, 1996), 15-43.

62. Tanck, Pueblos de indios,118-119 and passim. See also William B. Taylor, Magistrates

of the Sacred: Priests and Parishioners in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford

University Press, 1996), 307-311.
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Morales, the records grouped under the title “Terrenos” at the Archivo Histórico del

Distrito Federal are in general simple, almost trivial ones, making it difficult to extract

all the complexities of indigenous life in the late eighteenth century. The majority of

them were petitions for plots of land made by individuals to the city council. Most of

the plots involved were vacant; some tracts were former canals, while others were cre-

ated by the alignment of streets or the closure of communal areas. Although conflicts

between individuals or between individuals and the Spanish city council were frequent,

it seems that the process of reassignment of these small portions of urban soil was in

general less conflictive than other transfers of land in New Spain. Their marginality,

nevertheless, does shed some light over the concrete forms in which the heirs of the

Colhua Mexicas dealt with, and took advantage of, the Bourbon transformation of elite

thought and urban policy making.63

The obvious problem of an Indian presence in the municipal records must be con-

sidered first. To be an Indian in colonial Mesoamerica was not as self-evident as is usu-

ally assumed. It was only perhaps vis-à-vis the Spaniards and their descendents that the

“Indianness” of Mexico City Nahuas could be easily discernable. For the rest of the

population, any evident, physical differentiation was likely impossible to establish.

Since most of the population shared basic phenotypic features, at least in central New

Spain, and taking into consideration the amount of “blood” mixture provoked by

Spanish rule, it is doubtful that certain physical features could reasonably permit

63. Significantly, the ramo Parcialidades at the Archivo Histórico del Distrito Federal

(hereafter, ahdf) is made up of only two volumes. Most of the documentation regarding Mexico

City’s indigenous dwellers is at the Archivo General de la Nación—precisely because the Spanish

authorities with jurisdiction over the parcialidades were the Audiencia, the viceroy, and the

viceroy through the Juzgado General de Naturales, not the city council.
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finding something prototypically “indigenous” in the dark skin, the straight hair, the

short height, the Nahuatlized speech, and so on. To be an Indian, thus, was possible

only within the complex set of cultural institutions and practices imposed by the Span-

iards and adapted by those identified as Indians. As a colonial device, however, “Indi-

anness” was a means and a sign of oppression. This explains why common sense and

traditional historiography have disclosed that many of New Spain’s Indians, especially

in the late colonial period, tried to hide their status and identity.

One must then ask why some of the individuals involved in these petitions and le-

gal disputes identified themselves as Indians. What is the relevance of the fact that a

group of individuals presented themselves or were seen by the municipal clerks as Indi-

ans? Contrary to the claims and disputes heard by the Juzgado General de Naturales or

the Real Audiencia, in the case of the municipal suits in which “Indian rights” were

involved, there was no obvious reason for people to present themselves or to be pre-

sented as Indian. Before institutions created for Indians, it is clear that one could have

got a better, more favorable response by emphasizing one’s Indianness. However, such

manners seem awkward before the ayuntamiento since it was a Spanish institution, cre-

ated by Spaniards for Spaniards, or at least for the non-Indian inhabitants of Mexico

City. The very fact that the municipal bureaucracy “saw” Indians among its clientele is

thus relevant in itself, although the act of perception implied at the same time that the

ayuntamiento was already an administrative institution with no jurisdiction over

them—Indians were rather under the authority of the viceroy through their “ethnic”

authorities and the Indian High Court—and that Indians were still members of a social

“body.”

Equally ambiguous are the questions on the limits, both physical and legal, of
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Spanish municipal authority. In July 1810, for example, Pedro Prieto, a city vecino—that

is, a member of the Spanish “imagined community”—asked for and obtained a tract of

land close to Necatitlan street, contiguous to the San Antonio Abad canal on the city’s

southern edge; the “sitio y ruinas” he obtained had been in the hands of the Juzgado de

Capellanías, the court in charge of clerical entailments.64 Three years later, in Novem-

ber 1813, Joaquín Busquets, also a vecino, petitioned the city council to grant him the

terrain of a ditch that had belonged to the same acequia or canal; a previous owner had

been the parish of Concepción Salto del Agua, to which the region belonged.65 Both

sites, at least in theory, lay outside the Spanish city. Necatitlan, moreover, was a pre-

Hispanic tlaxillacalli transformed into a barrio, subject to San Juan Tenochtitlan since

the sixteenth century. Why, then, did the city council consider those plots under its

jurisdiction? The reason offered by arquitecto mayor José del Mazo in a previous case,

in December 1803, was that the Spanish citivas owned all canals and ditches regardless

of their location. Interestingly enough, the ditch in dispute in this third case was adja-

cent to the tecpan of San Juan Tenochtitlan—and the counter-arguments were made by

the meridian republic’s governor himself, José Corona.66

Apparently, these conflicts were just another instance of the Bourbon “coloniza-

tion” campaign of the barrios. It is significant, however, that Del Mazo founded the

right of the city over lands situated outside the traza on the grounds that the canals,

specifically the canals, belonged to the city—that is to say, that he did not mean that the

tract in question was owned by the city simply because it was part of the urban built

64. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 295.

65. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 300; see in particular the report by José del Mazo,

Mexico City, 2 April 1813, ff. 3-3v.

66. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 226.
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environment. Is this not a hint that the limits of the ayuntamiento’s rights were still

legally based rather than physically, territorially organized? Did not Del Mazo’s way of

phrasing the right of the Spanish city reveal that municipal power was by no means lim-

ited to the actual urban settlement, but that it was contingent upon certain social con-

ditions? Indeed, when the ayuntamiento claimed the authority to rule over the city’s

waters, it was applying an abstract notion of power, as abstract as the fiscal division

between “Indians” and “Spaniards.” The important point in these conflicts is that they

each expressed that neoclassic reform of the barrios has to be understood not only as

an “invasion” but also as a process of institutional redefinition and ultimately as part of

the making of new cognitive categories—in short, the worldview of modernity.

The indigenous government was inevitably caged within similar ambiguities. All

viceregal efforts against the corporate understanding of the city notwithstanding, it

could not erase the necessity of certain forms of Indian rule—even if the intellectual

and political transformation of the Bourbon reforms must affect the place of parciali-

dades within the social fabric of the city. When one Francisco Iglesias, in September

1799, petitioned for a tract of land in Belén, in the southwestern edge of the urban

zone, the municipal clerk convoked the governor of San Juan Tenochtitlan to a physical

inspection of the terrain, and when the actual vista de ojos took place, his representa-

tive was accompanied by the principales of Candelaria Atlampa.67 When one Matías del

Prado, in November 1802, petitioned for a ditch contiguous to the tecpan of San Juan

Tenochtitlan, the Indian governor again participated.68 And when one José María Mun-

guirós (?), in September 1805, asked the ayuntamiento to be granted a piece of land

67. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 207.

68. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 226.
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near to the San Lázaro dam, in the eastern part of the city, the San Juan Tenochtitlan

governor and the “república del barrio de San Sebastián” as a whole partici-

pated—arguing against Munguirós’s intentions—during the delimitation process.69 In

all these cases, indigenous authorities made use of a legal expertise developed from the

sixteenth century onward, and thus faced the same kind of problems their forefathers

had encountered. As it happens, some of the themes and contradictory notions of own-

ership studied so brilliantly by Susan Kellogg and Marcela Dávalos were present in the

suits coming from the ramo Terrenos.70 Matías del Prado, for example, could ultimately

buy the ditch close to the tecpan because the San Juan Tenochtitlan authorities were

unable to show the legal title of the land—a written document, that is. And, in the other

case, among the arguments employed by the San Sebastián principales and the San Juan

Tenochtitlan governor against Munguirós’ intentions, one of the most salient was that

the Spaniard “no perdona diligencia ni arbitrio para aprovecharse y aun hacerse dueño

de las tierras en los barrios de los indios.”71 In the latter case, moreover, the legal rep-

resentative of San Sebastián pointed out that royal decrees from 1604 and 1606 had

prohibited commerce with Indian lands.72

In some other cases, Indians could not prove the ownership of their lands because

the titles—they said—were at the archives of the Juzgado General de Naturales. Whether

69. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 243.

70. Kellogg, Law and the Transformation, 1-82; Marcela Dávalos, “El derecho consuetu-

dinario y el uso de la tierra en los barrios de indios de la Soledad,” Entorno Urbano iii: 5-6

(1997): 75-91.

71. Statement by Manuel Lucio, legal representative of San Sebastián, 6 May 1806, ahdf,

Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 243, ff. 8-9v. In English it would read as: he “makes every effort to

abuse [the Indians] and even to become landowner in the indigenous barrios.”

72. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 226.
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they were honest or not is of course irrelevant. What is significant is that for those in-

dividuals the Juzgado was apparently more “natural” a space for dealing with Spaniards

than the ayuntamiento. Further, it seems that some Indians such as Fernando Raymundo

Cano, one who seized a tract of land in 1806, owned by María Manuela Sotomayor in the

north side of the Arcos de Belén causeway in the southwestern edge of the city, actually

tried to use the Juzgado as a shield against the ayuntamiento. Asked to show his titles,

Cano replied that he had presented them before the Juzgado and therefore, he defiantly

stated, the ayuntamiento “deberá entenderse con el Juzgado General de Naturales y no

con él”.73 The Cano vs. Sotomayor case is incomplete and there is no way of knowing

how effective Indian attempts to divest the ayuntamiento’s attention were. The case is

interesting, nevertheless, because it also suggests another aspect of the relationship

between “Indians” and “Spaniards” in Mexico City. The disputed terrain was very close

to the core of San Juan Tenochtitlan—the San Juan tecpan was at the corner of Arcos de

Belén and San Juan de Letrán streets, less than a hundred meters from the Belén de las

Mochas monastery, in whose vicinity the plot was located—and there is no evidence that

the Tenochtitlan authorities participated in the dispute. That was also the case when

one Blas Mariano de Salgado, an Indian from the “barrio” of San Salvador el Seco,

tried to prove the ownership of a plot the ayuntamiento had granted him in exchange

for another that was used by Ignacio Castera when he extended Regina street south-

ward.74 If the case of Cano affirms nothing but the trivial fact that the Indian authori-

ties were not always zealous in their subjects’ interests, the case of Salgado suggests

73. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 258, f. 4v. In English it would read as: it was admon-

ished that the city council “will have to deal with the Indian Court and to with him.”

74. ahdf, Parcialidades, vol. 3574, exp. 18; and ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4027, exp. 194.
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that one of the reasons for the presence or absence of Indian authorities at the munici-

pal records is probably the actual location of the disputes. The closer the ditches and

tracks in dispute were to the Spanish “city,” the less active the Tenochtitlan authorities

were. In fact, the hinterland of Belén de las Mochas, the region between San Sebastián

and San Lázaro (where Matías del Prado clashed with the indigenous republic) and the

pasture fields located west to the Paseo Nuevo (where Francisco Yglesias confronted

the Candelaria Atlampa principales and the Tenochtitlan authorities),75 were all a bit

farther from the core of the Spanish settlement than San Salvador el Seco—by the end of

the eighteenth century San Salvador was actually surrounded by the Paseo Nuevo to the

west and the renewed San Antonio Abad canal to the south. (The relationship between

proximity to the city and the weakening of the Indian government can be perceived in

the history of the Indian repúblicas in the nineteenth century as well, although the fact

that both parcialdades were absorbed by the ayuntamiento in 1812-1813 makes the

comparison somewhat unfair. Yet, as Andrés Lira has shown, former subject towns of

the parcialdades as Mexicalcingo, Magdalena de las Salinas, and especially Mixuca—all

more or less distant from the traza—preserved much more of their identity as indige-

nous communities in the decades following independence.)76

To some extent, then, the transformation of urban space in the late eighteenth

century evolved along two different and contradictory lines. Although the affirmation

of abstract rights over the system of ditches and canals participated in the Baroque un-

derstanding of territory and hence was not fully modern, in actuality it allowed the

75. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 207.

76. See Lira, Comunidades indígenas, 43-47, 72-73 and passim. Magdalena Mixuca and

Magdalena de las Salinas are in fact among the book’s protagonists.
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ayuntamiento to expand its claims in a more cartographic sense, establishing the basis

for the actual conquest of the Indian city. Castera’s planning efforts could illuminate

this point further. His 1794 cartographic proposal for urban reform has usually been

seen as the cornerstone of the Bourbon mentality regarding the urban reform of Mex-

ico City—and there is no doubt that, to a certain extent, that was preciselly the case.77

But in extending the traza, Castera was not only creating a new, more rational urban

space; he was also imagining that a fixed, cartographic traza had indeed existed in the

sixteenth century. A closer examination of the European settlement in Mexico-

Tenochtitlan in the aftermath of the Spanish conquest, however, has confirmed—and

even depicted graphically—the obvious: that the traza was a historical entity; in other

words, that in the early years of the Spanish rule it was less a homogeneous space than

the physical incarnation of the ayuntamiento’s legal dominion. If the Spanish “city”

was actually of the same size as the traza, this only occurred by the second half of the

sixteenth century, not at the time of its foundation.78

Nevertheless, at the street level, the evolution of the urban form was less a matter

of architecture or legal structures than one of contradictory, overlapping identities. In

May 1794, one Blas Mariano, “indio de la parcialidad de San Juan, vecino del barrio de

77. See De la Maza, “Urbanismo neoclásico,” passim; see also Regina Hernández

Franyuti, Ignacio de Castera: Arquitecto y urbanista de la ciudad de México, 1777-1811 (Mexico:

Instituto Mora, 1997).

78. Valero de García Lascuráin, Solares y conquistadores, 31. Until recently, Spanish urban

forms have been the victim of something one might call historiographical “essentialism.” For

some excellent examples of the shift from an essentialist perspective to a more “historicist” one,

see Sánchez de Carmona, Traza y plaza, passim; and Eduardo Tejeira Davis, “Pedrarias Dávila y

sus fundaciones en Tierra Firme, 1513-1522: Nuevos datos sobre los orígenes del urbanismo en

América,” Anales del Instituto de Investigaciones Estéticas 66 (1996): 41-47.
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San Salvador, extramuros de esta ciudad” went before Antonio Delgado, juez of the

sixth cuartel menor and asked the clerk for a formal recognition of him as the owner of

a plot in a place called Xihuitongo. (Bureaucratically, it seems unlikely that Delgado

was able to certify Blas Mariano’s rights, though it is important to keep in mind that the

cuarteles menores depended on the Audiencia and not on the ayuntamiento.)79 Before

the juez, Blas Mariano presented his claim in a rather “Indian” manner. He explained

that his grandparents bought the terrain from one Casimira, a Spaniard, and presented

witnesses of continuous possession—a key element for granting ownership under colo-

nial law. One witness was a Spaniard, Antonio Sabino Romero, sixty years old, and an

illiterate shoemaker from Xihuitongo. Another was an Indian—“indio ladino” or fluent

in Spanish, though—named Isidro Tadeo, also illiterate, eighty years old, and hatter by

trade. The third was one Félix Mendoza, another illiterate, “ladino” Indian from Xi-

huitongo. One important element of their narratives, and of Blas Marino’s as well, was

that within the plot in question there was a small shrine with an image of the Lord of

the Column, that the Franciscan friars—once in charge of the local doctrina before

secularization—had used in Good Friday’s processions.80

Three years later, and before the municipal authorities, the humble Blas Mariano

appeared as Blas Mariano de Salgado, legitimate son of Manuel Francisco and Fe-lipa

Olivares. His claim was the same, his condition as Indian remained unchanged, yet the

humble Nahuatl name of his neighborhood was displayed in a significantly different

way: San Salvador el Seco alias Xihuitongo. Instead of presenting witnesses, Salgado

79. It seems to me that the documents that constituted the two volumes labeled “Parciali-

dades” in the municipal archives, similar in nature to those referring to Mexico City in the ramo

Indios at the Archivo General de la Nación, were not produced by the ayuntamiento.

80. ahdf, Parcialidades, vol. 3574, exp. 18.
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explained that Castera had expropriated his plot for the construction of a new street.

Furthermore, the reason why he needed formal recognition of his ownership rights was

that one of his tenants, one José Ávila, an Indian, wanted to see the legal title of the

land he was renting.81 Whether Salgado was an hypocrite or not, or whether he was a

poor Indian or a wealthy one is of course irrelevant. What is interesting is his ability to

address different Spanish authorities with different strategies for achieving the same

purpose, as if he were deliberately using the different expectations of each authority

and of the specific “Indianness” each was susceptible to. Strategy and ability, however,

implied an important degree of political calculation and, worse, presupposed the exis-

tence of something primordial in Salgado’s worldview. Is it not better—however fash-

ionable—to assume, on the contrary, that Salgado’s attitude lacked anything stable and

fixed? Is it not better to imagine that the institutional constraints in addition to his

private, conjectural interests, were the very source of his different voices and atti-

tudes? Is it not better to think that without the cultural and institutional burdens

placed upon him, there was nothing essentially “Indian” or “Mexico City Indian” in

him? The subtle alterations in his arguments suggest that the competing jurisdictions

that the Colhua Mexicas of Mexico City were forced to deal with during the late colo-

nial period created different social “characters” (not in conflict and not automatically

self excluding), that allowed for a more flexible and fluid social reproduction.

No doubt, the argument is an old one, but I think it is still useful. Recent scholar-

ship has attributed such “strategies” as the basis of subaltern agency, and therefore,

renewed grasp by the underclass of their destiny. The examples of diverse perform-

ances by Indians and barrios in Bourbon Mexico City are not cited to illustrate such

81. ahdf, Terrenos, vol. 4026, exp. 184 and 194.
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“agency.” They are instead hinting at the use of the powerful’s framework for the pur-

pose of reversing the structure of oppression by using the very symbols of domination

as tools to ensure creative resistance and survival. It seems, in effect, that the Indians

of Mexico City were not destroyed by the neoclassical reform. This suggests a limit to

Bourbon policy, unexpected and undesired by the neoclassic reformers, to be sure, but

because of that, probably more effective than all the “political” forms of opposition

carried out by the ayuntamiento and the Consulado. Rather than eliminate the corpo-

rate, personal forms of organization and identification, the neoclassical reform may

have opened more spaces for more complex forms of identity. Is it not appealing, then,

to think of the neoclassic reform as a non-successful enterprise—at least from the point

of view of the former Colhua Mexica—and instead as a compromise, paradoxical and

contradictory, that allowed the “Indians” to add new and variegated forms of identity

that made their cultural and political survival more enduring?

Indeed, from the “Indian” activity in November 1812, which provoked the victory

of insurgent-like forces in the first municipal elections under the Cádiz constitution,82

to the imperial elevation of Agustín de Iturbide in May 1822, which came as a result of

the action of the “masses,”83 to the Parián “riot” in December 1828, responsible for

the imposition of former insurgent Vicente Guerrero as president of the republic,84 to

82. Antonio Annino, “Prácticas criollas y liberalismo en la crisis del espacio urbano colo-

nial: El 29 de noviembre de 1812 en la ciudad de México,” Secuencia 24 (1992): 121-158.

83. Torcuato S. di Tella, National Popular Politics in Early Independent Mexico, 1820-1847

(Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996), 111-120.

84. Silvia M. Arrom, “Popular Politics in Mexico City: The Parián Riot, 1828,” Hispanic

American Historical Review, 68:2 (1988): 245-268.
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the September 1847 anti-U.S. uprising,85 and in general during the first half of the

nineteenth century, through riots but also as a result of more subdued (and effective)

political action,86 Mexico City’s former indigenous barrios appeared to have been the

basic unit of plebeian grouping—hinting in this manner at the presence of a rather odd

marriage between Hapsburg institutions and modern “liberal” discourses. (Or perhaps

not quite so, for thinking of the Spanish Enlightenment precisely as a dialectic if not

contradictory blend of paternalist contractualism and despotic, voluntarist rationality,

could reconcile the contrasting images and judgments that one Carlos III or, in the case

of New Spain, one Revillagigedo, so easily provoke.) Within these “territorial” units,

formerly knit together by religious cults and tributary obligations, where direct, face-

to-face contact was crucial to the rise of any feeling of belonging and thus of citizen-

ship, scholarly distinctions between “modern” and “traditional” worldviews and politi-

cal cultures were probably imperceptible, void of meaningful qualities as juxtaposition

of values and practices was still at the center of their everyday experience. At almost

every moment of their productive, religious or political life, the former Indians in their

barrios barrio had to deal with different and, more frequently than not, competing

authorities—a parish priest’ delegate, a police agent, a juez de manzana—but also with

a wide variety of “natural” leaders—the shopkeeper, the political activist, perhaps the

servant at a rich house too—whose legitimacy as community speakers was necessarily

transient and endlessly contested by their own deeds and their success as brokers. At

85. Luis Fernando Granados, Sueñan las piedras: Alzamiento ocurrido en la ciudad de

México, 14, 15 y 16 de septiembre, 1847 (Mexico: Ediciones Era-Instituto Nacional de Antropología

e Historia, 2003).

86. Richard A. Warren, Vagrans and Citizens: Politics and the Masses in Mexico City from

Colony to Republic (Wilmington, Del.: SR Books, 2001).
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the base of the city’s public life, the fragmented reality of political and social power of

the new nation-state could have resembled the shape of a labyrinth, but it certainly was

an open one—slippery and risky, to be sure, yet not as oppressive as Max Weber’s iron

cage would be.87 e

87. I tried to expand this argument in Luis Fernando Granados, “Urban Form and Social

Life in Mexico City in the Age of Enlightened Despotism,” paper presented at the conference

Latin America and the Caribbean: Independence and Interdependence, Canadian Association

for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, University of Guelph, Guelph, Guelph (Ontario),

29 October 2004. As for the “iron cage,” see Max Weber, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit

of Capitalism, trans. Talcott Parsons, fwd. R. H. Tawney (New York: Charles Scribner, 1958),

181.
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cha pter t wo

Baroque Grammar, Neoclassic Syntax

Tribute Reform and the Paradoxes of the Enlightenment

he “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800” is certainly a unique

document, but in reality it was just an instance, the concrete expression of an ab-

stract claim and a persistent demand raised for almost three centuries by the Spanish

crown on its transatlantic domains. Notwithstanding all the singular complexities of its

content, that is, it was just part and parcel of yet another peculiar institution, the in-

stitution of tribute, by means of which the throne of Madrid imposed and reassured the

legitimacy of its profession to rule over the peoples of the New World between the six-

teenth and the nineteenth centuries.1 Not to tax, nor merely to extract surplus—but to

1. “New World,” but not only America: the institution of tribute was also exported to the

Philippines; see Luis Alonso Álvarez, “¿Qué nos queréis, castillas? El tributo indígena en las

islas Filipinas entre los siglos xvi y xviii,” Jahrbuch für Geschichte Lateinamerikas 40 (2003):

13-42. In the Caribbean, however, tribute was never fully established, despite some attempts on

the contrary made in Hispaniola, due to the early extermination of Arawaks and Caribs.

T
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rule. If economic exploitation is certainly a central feature of tribute, it is so only de-

rivatively, as a consequence of a political purpose.

As such, tribute was a political covenant expressed in economic terms—unequal

and despotic, to be sure, but just as unequal and despotic as all other forms of political

domination are—whose consequences, far from restricted to the economies of both rul-

ers and subjects, were to be felt in the totality of social life.2 That is why, although pre-

pared with the ostensible purpose of counting the descendants of the original inhabi-

tants of the land in order to have them pay an annual duty, tribute registers such as the

“Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800” cannot be seen as idiosyncratic

tax rolls and still  less as adulterated devices of the emerging administrative state. In

fact, they express the convoluted ways in which the modern state was constructed, for

the anchoring of economic life in non-economic factors and, at the same time, the an-

choring of political life in non-political factors, reveal much of the contradictions

2. José Miranda, El tributo indígena en la Nueva España durante el siglo XVI (Mexico: El

Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios Históricos], [1952] 1980), the classic study on the in-

stitution in the sixteenth century (superb indeed, despite its chaotic structure and its rather

positivist tendency of quoting extensively with few or no analytical remarks), articulates its rele-

vance almost with enthusiasm: “En esos tiempos —momento de integración de la nueva so-

ciedad— ejerció [el tributo] una función que no se confina dentro de las áreas económica y social

indígenas, a que se reducirá después, sino que se extiende a los principales ámbitos generales

del organismo en formación, tanto al económico, como al político y al social” (23). (There is a

newer edition, also from El Colegio de México, in 2005, with a new foreword by Andrés Lira,

and the addition of “La tasación de las cargas indígenas de la Nueva España durante el siglo xvi

excluyendo el tributo,” originally published in Revista de Historia de América in 1951.) See also

José Luis de Rojas, A cada uno lo suyo: El tributo indígena en la Nueva España en el siglo XVI

(Zamora: El Colegio de Michoacán, 1993).
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shaping the age Karl Marx characterized as feudal while others, feeling less comfort-

able with the medieval connotations of the term (and being less interested in the mate-

rial foundations of the system as well), prefer to call it, for lack of a better phrase, the

ancien régime.3

The terms of the bargain certainly resemble those practiced in Europe long be-

fore the spectacular expansion of European might during the renaissance. In truth, the

feudal arrangement also depicted domination as a contract in which submission and

sustenance were demanded in exchange for a promise of military defense.4 It is impor-

tant, however, not to forget that the tribute levied in the New World was not an offshoot

of Old World’s forms of “selling protection” at least in two important respects: on the

one hand, because some of the principles informing its organization were not Euro-

pean but American, and distinctly Mesoamerican;5 and, on the other, because the dual

3. As Eric R. Wolf, Europe and the People Without History, with a new preface, carto-

graphic illustrations by Noël L. Diaz (Berkeley: University of California Press, [1982] 1997), 81,

has noted, an additional problem with feudalism is that it turns the example into the rule, mak-

ing the European expression of a larger mode of production—the tributary mode in Wolf’s par-

lance—the definitional element of it. That is why, in addition, feudalism as an analytical category

is Eurocentric and therefore of limited value; for a full outline of Wolf’s understanding of

“tributary mode of production,” see ibid., 79-82.

4. See Marc Bloch, Société Féodale: La formation des liens de dépendance (Paris: Albin

Michel, 1939), 2nd part, book ii, chap. 1.

5. Although tribute was established throughout the empire, and in each region—the Andes

in particular—it adapted indigenous forms of rule by extraction of resources, the impact of

Mesoamerican tribute on the colonial institution extended beyond the limits of New Spain, if

only because New Spain was the first region where the Habsburg arrangement was attempted. In

the Andes, for example, systematization of tribute is usually credited to viceroy Francisco de

Toledo’s tenure between 1569 and 1581—a few years after the first steps taken in New Spain by
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character of colonial society—the distinction between two public spheres, one Spanish

and one Indian—exacerbated the significance of a societal borderline that in Europe

was mostly circumscribed to a rural-urban, noble-commoner divide. That is to say that

the incorporation of pre-Hispanic principles of legitimacy at the core of the colonial

project compromised, to a certain extent, the possibility of recreating Europe outside

Europe; and that the Habsburg propensity of growing two bodies (or, at least, two

heads) added a third, rather abstract and largely insurmountable cleavage to a social

structure already crisscrossed by intense contradictions.

Explicit forms of political taxation, moreover, had been increasingly absent from

Western Europe as the new principles of absolute sovereignty began to erode previous

understandings of society and social relations and, concomitantly, as the administrative

state—the “natural,” anonymous, inevitable state—began to take over the unstable and

highly personalized forms of rulership of a previous age. Even when taxation was

predicated in terms of loyalty, the realities of absolutism made it difficult, if not impos-

sible, to experience taxation as part of the political process—particularly in France and

Spain, where a number of corporate bodies had been effectively deprived of their “eco-

nomic” power by the end of the seventeenth century.6 In America, on the contrary, the

                                                                           

viceroy Antonio de Mendoza. On the establishment of tribute in the Andes, see Ronald Esco-

bedo Mansilla, El tributo indígena en el Perú, siglos XVI y XVII (Pamplona: Universidad de

Navarra, 1979).

6. The ideal type of this process—drawn primarily from French history: the General Es-

tates’ paralysis after 1614, the royal victory over the Fronde, the erosion of the Parléments

throughout the seventeenth century, and the rise of Louis XIV as the veritable cornerstone of

fiscal and military power within the state—may not correspond to the “slower” course of Spanish

history. Nevertheless, from the defeat of the Comunero revolt in the 1520s to the extinction of
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Spanish crown insisted on stressing the contractual nature of tribute until the very end,

thus making the survival of the institution in various South American countries after

independence not only possible but politically convenient.7 Until the very end, indeed,

for the institution was to be abolished by the imperial regency only in 1810—amid the

                                                                           

the Catalonian fueros in the 1560s to the fusion of the crowns of Castile and Aragon in the early

eighteenth century, a very similar dynamic can be seen distilling the plurality of semi-sovereign

powers into a single source of public power in the Iberian peninsula. At the same time, the

prominence of Italian bankers in the financial management of the empire, dealing directly with

the crown and thus nourishing the resentment of the Castilian Cortes, speaks of the same type of

transformation in governance; see Henry Kamen, Empire: How Spain Became a World Power,

1492-1763 (New York: Perennial, [2002] 2004), 292-298 esp. At any rate, it is important to bear

in mind that the ideal type has almost no connections with the actual pace of events and institu-

tional developments experienced in France during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries;

see James B. Collins, The State in Early Modern France (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1995). Collins actually puts it more bluntly: “I will state simply […] that the prevailing

historiographical concept of ‘absolute monarchy’ is a myth, promulgated by the royal govern-

ment and legitimized by historians” (1). For the state of the seigneurial regime on the eve of the

great revolution—a panoply of rights and exactions pretty much alive—see John Markoff, The

Abolition of Feudalism: Peasants, Lords, and Legistators in the French Revolution (University

Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1996).

7. See for example Nicolás Sánchez Albornoz, Indios y tributos en el Alto Perú (Lima: In-

stituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1978); Tristan Platt, Estado boliviano y ayllu andino: Tierra y

tributo en el norte de Potosí (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos,1982); Mark Thurner, From

Two Rpublics to One Divided: Contradictions of Postcolonial Nation-making in Andean Peru

(Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1997); Charles Walker, Smoldering Ashes: Cuzco and the

Creation of Republican Peru, 1780-1840 (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1999); Andrés

Guerrero, “The Administration of Dominated Populations under a Regime of Customary Citi-

zenship: The Case of Post Colonial Ecuador,” in After the Spanish Rule: Postcolonial Predica-

ments of the Americas, ed. Mark Thurner and Andrés Guerrero (Durham, N.C.: Duke University

Press, 2003), 272-309.
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liberal outburst that later on would also create the constitution of Cadiz—and still in

1785, in one of the last decrees dealing with its administration in New Spain, Carlos III

ordered his functionaries to inform the tributaries that, as a result of tribute, “están

mantenidos en paz, y en justicia, y exentos de otras contribuciones que aun los

españoles no se libertan, [así como] miradas, y muy preferidas sus causas en todos mis

tribunales.”8

Colonial  Indians, Tributary Creatures

Tribute, in a sense, was also a form of political enfranchisement, similar and inextrica-

bly linked to the archipelago of indigenous polities known as repúblicas de indios but

not restricted to them—as the case of the tributaries of Mexico City will hopefully show.

8. “Real provisión acordada para la nueva cuenta y visita personal de los naturales y demás

tributarios de [la parcialidad de Santiago de esta corte],” Mexico City, 23 August 1785, article 2;

Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter agn), Tributos, vol. 26, exp. 2, fols. (14-22v); quotation

at p. 2, f. (15). (Folio numbers within parenthesis are meant to indicate the volume’s foliation,

generally in pencil and made by the archive’s staff. Without parenthesis they indicate internal,

“original” foliation.) In English it would read like this: “[They] are being maintained in peace

and with justice, and exempted from other contributions that not even the Spaniards are freed

of, [and] their trials are looked after with sympathy in all my tribunals.” The ordinance is a

printed document, valid for all New Spain but used in this case to order the tribute register of

Santiago Tlatelolco. In the same article, it invited the tributaries not no “excusarse a la com-

parecencia, porque de lo contrario no sólo se privan de estos privilegios, y demás que les son

concedidos, sino, que se hacen reos de la ejecución de las penas a los que ocultan mis reales

intereses”; ibid, p. 3, f. [15v].
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The annual fee entitled the payer to belong to a community made out of all indigenous

inhabitants of New Spain—an abstract community, larger than the local one of the vil-

lage, wherein ethnic and regional differences were ultimately rendered meaning-

less—and to exercise the right to have an exclusive legal system, to benefit from a pri-

vative health establishment, to participate in the community of believers under

privative circumstances, and to be exempted from the taxes and duties others members

of society were obliged to pay—sale taxes and tithes being the most salient of them.

Land ownership, in turn, was related to tribute only in a further instance, for indige-

nous polities—membership of which was open in the law only to tributaries in good

standing—were the institutions where the right to own and distribute the land was allo-

cated.9 If the notion of tribute did not have room for any mechanism of political repre-

sentation other than the local this was hardly the result of a particular Eurocentric bias,

nor a forerunner of modern racism, since before the late-eighteenth century the very

idea of general representation was completely at odds with the political architecture of

Europe as a whole.10

9. The two key works on this topic are Charles Gibson, The Aztecs under Spanish Rule,

1521-1810 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1964) and Dorothy Tanck the Estrada,

Pueblos de indios y educación en el México colonial, 1750-1821 (Mexico: El Colegio de México

[Centro de Estudios Históricos], 1999).

10. In some literature and among certain indigenista circles, it is sometimes assumed that

the indigenous peoples of the New World were defined as second-class citizens only as a result

of the particular attitude—Eurocentric and colonial—with which the Spanish faced both their

discoveries and the conquest and settling of the New World. Without denying the legal status of

Indians as minors (a status shared by women of all “ethnicities” anyway), one has only to re-

member the circumstances in which both the British North American independence and the

French revolution arose—the lack of parliamentary representation in one case, the prevalence of
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Needless to say, the intellectual foundations of this arrangement were far more

complex and elaborate than this rough portrait, and were not even tailored for the spe-

cific purpose of ruling over the crown’s new subjects—nor for extracting their wealth.

Debates on the “nature” of the peoples of the New World and on the legitimacy of

Spanish rule had been intense and widespread in Europe right after news of Christo-

pher Columbus’ voyages reached the continent’s republic of letters, and were by no

means restricted to the otherwise fascinating series of discussions that took place

around the Council of Indies long before and after the New Laws were issued.11 What

needs to be remembered is that the body of thought produced in Spain—and in Europe,

for that matter—as a result of the encounter with the naturals12 resulted not only in the

                                                                           

medieval orders within the Estates General in the other—to see that, rather than the product of a

discrete anti-indigenous feeling, the status of indigenous peoples within the Spanish empire was

coherent with the ancien régime culture of hierarchal and particular(izing) rights. A recent study

on the political culture of New Spain that emphasizes both its corporate character and its politi-

cal dimension is Marialba Pastor, Cuerpos sociales, cuerpos sacrificiales (Mexico: Fondo de

Cultura Económica-Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 2004); for a plastic summary,

see Alfredo Ávila, En nombre de la nación: La formación del gobierno representativo en México,

1808-1824 (Mexico: Taurus-Centro de Investigación y Docencia Económicas, 2002), chap. 1.

11. See Lewis Hanke, All Mankind is One: A Study of the Disputation Between Bartolomé

de Las Casas and Juan Ginés de Sepúlveda in 1550 on the Intellectual and Religious Capacity of

the American Indians (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press 1974); Tzvetan Todorov, La

conquête de l’Amérique: La question de l’Autre (Paris: Seuil, 1982); and Roger Bartra, El salvaje

en el espejo (Mexico: Ediciones Era-Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Coordinación

de Difusión Cultural], 1992).

12. Most people, it seems, would translate naturales—the Spanish noun used in colonial

times as synonym of indio (Indian)—as “natural ones,” presumably in order to distinguish the

indigenous peoples from the adjective natural in the plural. The problem is that such a transla-

tion erase the ambiguity of the original (without a context, of course, naturales the noun and
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emotional prose of Bartolomé de las Casas or in the subtle theologies of the Mexican

Councils of the sixteenth century, but indeed in an actual human landscape, a concrete

social world, different and at times radically opposed to the one that body of thought

was supposedly describing—thus providing an early example of the earthly impact of

thinking, or epistemic reflexivity, that some social scientists began to conceptualize in

the last years of the twentieth century.13 “Implementation” of the products of these

debates, through the hundreds of government measures, legal provisions, and admin-

istrative orders written by obscure officials and ambitious functionaries, must then be

seen as an act of translation—from the vaporous language of scholastics into the prag-

matic idiom of everyday rule—after which the nuances of the original became irrelevant,

the sense and purpose of the enterprise became trivial, and the impact of thinking was

dramatically enhanced. As the philosophical scaffoldings were removed, the strength

and significance of governmental cornerstones began to manifest itself in brilliant and

puzzling ways, to the point that, by the end of the eighteenth century, the “nature” of

the naturals was visible and, more, conceivable, only in terms of their actual doings as

Indians—linked to a certain extent to the exercise of tribute—for language, economy,

                                                                           

naturales the adjective are identical), an ambiguity, moreover, that reflects the crude vision of

those who wanted to perceive people and vegetation blended in one single nature. In English, on

the other hand, an operation similar to the one I am suggesting is made with “local” the adjec-

tive and “local” the noun—although, in this case, confusion in the absence of a context is to oc-

cur in the singular, not in the plural.

13. See for example Anthony Elliott, “Symptoms of Globalization: Or, Mapping Reflexivity

in the Postmodern Age,” Political Psychology 16: 4 (1995): 719-736, where he revises some of

the early work on reflexivity by Ulrich Beck, Anthony Giddens and others.
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religion, phenotype, politics, and almost all other cultural traits were in continuous

flux and deeply tainted with European dyes.14

It is perhaps necessary to emphasize at his point the general dimension of colo-

nial “Indianness” because, until very recently, a vigorous tradition has portrayed in-

digenous peoples’ participation in a supra-regional entity as a bureaucratic oversim-

plification of American ethnic diversity, or as a largely unsuccessful attempt to

overcome indigenous parochialism. Of course, it would be pointless to deny that there

was a good deal of invention and oversimplification in the creation of colonial Indians,

and even more so to ignore that factionalism and parochialism had not been powerful

forces in structuring indigenous political life—and not only after the conquest, as the

histories of early-sixteenth century Tawantinsuyu and post-Classic Mesoamerica, Aztec

propaganda notwithstanding, show.15 The point, on the one hand, is to make clear that

14. In many regards, no one has articulated this perspective better than Serge Gruzinski,

La Colonisation de l’imaginaire: Sociétés indigènes et occidentalisation dans le Mexique espag-

nol, XVIe-XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Gallimard, 1988). Note, however, that the subtitle phrases the

problem in terms that echo the old, and now almost completely discredited notion of accultura

tion. From a different perspective, a similar line of thought has been developed by Marcello

Carmagnani, El regreso de los dioses: El proceso de reconstitución de la identidad étnica en Oax-

aca, siglos XVII y XVIII (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1988) and—somewhat ironically,

given his logocentric approach—by James Lockhart, The Nahuas After the Conquest: A Social

and Cultural History of the Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries

(Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1992).

15. Unfortunately, perhaps the clearest example of scholarship that emphasizes Indian pa-

rochialism is William B. Taylor, Drinking, Homicide, and Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages

(Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1979); unfortunately because otherwise it is a superb

study on patterns of social deviance among the Indians of Oaxaca and the valleys of central New

Spain. On the Andean political system as being increasingly unstable before the Spanish con-
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much of our notion of the parochial Indian comes from an equally vigorous tradition of

exoticization, mounted on a progressive theory of history, according to which isola-

tion, both geographic and cultural, is the sine qua non condition of authenticity. And

hence most typologies of otherness have aprioristically focused on the autarchy-esque

“state of nature” of the subjects observed—be they Castilian peasants, Calabrian pa-

rishioners or Mesoamerican “fossils,” to use Evon Z. Vogt’s hideous characterization

of the dwellers of Zinacantan (Chiapas).16 On the other hand, the point is to make

                                                                           

quest, see for example Karen Spalding, Huarochiri: An Andean Society Under Inca and Spanish

Rule (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1984), 102-105, esp., where the civil war be-

tween Huascar and Atahualpa is framed within the larger history of Andean empire-building. On

post-classic Mesoamerica as an essentially unstable political environment—the conventional

wisdom among scholars, anyway—see Alfredo López Austin and Leonardo López Luján, El

pasado indígena (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-El Colegio de México, [1996] 2001),

194 and ff.

16. See Los zinacantecos: Un pueblo tzotzil de los altos de Chiapas, ed. Evon Z. Vogt

(Mexico: Instituto Nacional Indigenista, 1966), and Evon Z. Vogt, Zinacantan: A Maya Commu-

nity in the Highlands of Chiapas (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press, 1969). For a critique of the

scholarship of Vogt and the Harvard Ethnographic Project, see—amongothers—Juan Pedro

Viqueira, “La comunidad indígena de México en los estudios antropológicos e históricos,” in

his Encrucijadas chiapanecas: Economía, religión e identidades (Mexico: Tusquets-El Colegio

de México, 2002), 47-74. I write “Castilian peasants” and “Calabrian parishioners” thinking of

what David E. Vassberg, The Village and the Outside World in Golden Age Castile: Mobility and

Migration in Everyday Rural Life (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) and Tommaso

Astarita, Village Justice: Community, Family, and Popular Culture in Early Modern Italy (Balti-

more: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1991) have argued, namely that most ancien régime rural

communities, far from being isolated and “frozen” in time, continuously and consciously inter-

acted with state institutions and forces, to the point that their very existence as (discrete) geo-

graphic or political units depended upon maintaining these foreign relations rather than merely

“resisting” the pressures from without.
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room for the reiterated occurrence of de-localized, cosmopolitan “Indianness”—not

only as a geographic phenomena but as a political act as well. Cases of mixed commu-

nities, of uprooted communities, and of the pervasive play of fictitious identities are of

course old news for anyone dealing with the establishment of new, congregated towns

in the late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries, with the process of Otomi and

Tlaxcalan foundations north of Mesoamerica, or with the category of “laboring ones

and vagabonds” in Mesoamerican tribute rolls. And there is Mexico City’s floating

parish for Oaxacan languages-speakers always at hand to confirm that imagining the

Indian as inextricably blended with the land in a sacred union is, yes, a groundless by-

product of the local brand of Orientalism.17

Examples of indigenous social and political dislocation—and relocation—could be

multiplied so as to fill another dissertation. The following tale, however, may reveal

what I mean. It is the case of Lucas Antonio and Felipe de la Cruz, in-laws from the

“village” of Nuestra Señora de los Dolores Xaltocan, in Xochimilco, who in 1789 were

17. A good example of uprooting and mixing of peoples as a result of the policy of congre

gación is provided in Margarita Menegus Bornemann, Del señorío indígena a la república de

indios: El caso de Toluca, 1500-1600 (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes,

1994). On the settling—or, more exactly, resettling—of the Mesoamerican frontier by eastern

Nahuas, see for example Eugene B. Sego, Aliados y adversarios: Los colonos tlaxcaltecas en la

frontera septentrional de Nueva España (Tlaxcala: El Colegio de San Luis-Gobierno del Estado

de Tlaxacala, 1998). On the parish for Southern Mesoamericans, see Gibson, Aztecs, 373, 376

and 391 esp.; Serge Gruzinski, Histoire de Mexico (Paris: Fayard, 1996), 261; and Mathew David

O’Hara, “A Flock Divided: Religion and Community in Mexico City, 1749-1800” (Ph.D. diss,

University of California at San Diego, 2003), 63-66, 120-22, 273-274. On the Western stereo-

types of the East, see of course Edward W. Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, [1978]

1994).
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accused by the Xochimilco authorities of tribute default, despite the fact that both were

alguaciles or bailiffs in one of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan and therefore were

temporarily exempt from their tributary obligations.18 Together with their wives,

Juliana Gertrudis and Clara Hipólita, and presumably their children (“con familias y

todo,” their deposition reads), both men had migrated to Mexico City around 1783, as

their economic situation as agricultural workers deteriorated, and settled in the barrio

of San Pablo Teocaltitlan, where they first survived, revealingly enough, making

petates—revealingly since mat making was a barely profitable activity in a region where

raw materials were plentiful and competition intense.19 Back in Xochimilco—or wher-

ever the tribute roll was at the time—their names remained indifferent, firmly inscribed

in the document that stated their condition as members of the southern polity. Shortly

after both were recruited by the “ethnic” authorities of San Pablo Teocaltitlan to serve

an office whose main duty was the collection of tributes at the barrio level and, thus,

which conveyed a sizable share of (micro) power and implied a significant knowledge of

the social (micro) landscape. Although landless and native of a place with a complicated

history of its own—its status as a Xochimilco barrio was yet to come, as secularization

had transformed it from a capellanía of the monastery of San Bernardino de Siena into

18. The full case is in agn, Tributos, vol. 24. exp. 17, ff. 1-6v (274-279v).

19. Petition of Lucas Antonio and Felipe de la Cruz, Mexico City, 1 July 1789, agn, Tribu-

tos, vol. 24. exp. 17, ff. 1-2 (274-275); quotation at f. 1 (274). In English it would read as “with

families and everything.” It would indeed be tempting to link Lucas Antonio and Felipe de la

Cruz’ migration to the great crisis of 1785-1786—but it is not possible, for they began their peti-

tion by stating: “que estamos ya más de seis años a esta parte viviendo” in San Pablo Teocaltit-

lan.
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either a privately-owned ranch or a pueblo, as the defendants called it—the two couples

did not cut their links with Xaltocan altogether.20 In fact, it is the persistence of that

relationship—not the fact that their names were written down on a piece of pa-

per—which has made their tribulations visible, for it was in the course of one “visit” to

her former hometown, probably in May 1789, that Juliana Gertrudis was detained and

imprisoned by the tribute collector of Xochimilco—unlawfully, as it turned out—in or-

der to make her husband and brother accountable. The bureaucratic skirmish that fol-

lowed involved high-ranked officials such as the governor of San Juan Tenochtitlan,

Andrés de Escalona, and the alcalde mayor of Xochimilco, Juan Antonio de Lardíza-

bal—who must have been minimally knowledgeable of the subtleties of the law—but no

20. For references to Xaltocan as a privately-owned ranch, in 1776, see Juan Manuel Pérez

Zevallos with Joaquín Praxedis Quesada and Baltazar Brito Guadarrama, Xochimilco ayer (Mex-

ico: Instituto Mora-Delegación Xochimilco, 2003), ii: 50, table 11. In 1786, 1788, and 1789,

Xaltocan got finally an alcalde (Antonio de Seta, Antonio de los Ángeles, and Cristóbal de Santa

Ana, respectively), which clearly suggests that at that time the community was fully integrated

into the Xochimilco polity; see ibid., ii: 74-76 and 76, table 12. In the Delegación Xochimilco’s

website, the previous history of Xaltocan is summarized as follows: “En la época de la colonia[,]

Xaltocán no tenía la denominación de barrio sino [de] rancho, éste era propiedad de los caciques

de Xochimilco, quienes lo donaron ‘al convento de San Bernardino de Siena como capellanía,

que a la secularización cambio de propiedad del convento a los hacendados y después por venta

se transformó en el actual barrio.[’] En ese lugar se construyó una iglesia, dedicada a Jesús,

luego a la Candelaria y finalmente a la Virgen de los Dolores, su edificio data, según retablo, del

año de 1751”; see http://www.xochimilco.df.gob.mx/tradiciones/ferias/xaltocan.html (ac-

cessed in August 2008). In turn, Agustín de Vetancurt, Crónica de la provincia del Santo Evan-

gelio de México (1697), fourth part of his Teatro mexicano: Descripción breve de los sucesos

ejemplares, históricos, políticos, militares y religiosos del Nuevo Mundo occidental de las Indias

(Mexico: Imprenta de I. Escalante, 1870=1871), iii: 177, lists a “Candelaria de Xaltocan” among

the fifteen ermitas of Xochimilco and its barrios, which might have been the same community.
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one disputed Lucas Antonio and Felipe de la Cruz’s right to become municipal officials

in a polity different than their “own.” Indeed, the conflict was in no way phrased in

terms of “ethnic” allegiance or membership, as if the origin of both tributaries were

completely irrelevant: for Lardízabal, the problem was that they had not paid their trib-

ute in Xaltocan and thus were guilty of fraud; for Escalona, and for the Real Hacienda

attorney who ruled on the matter, the problem was only that they had failed to transfer

their names from one tribute roll to another—something that will be significant only at

the time of their tenure’s end.21

The story may be liminal, it is indeed minuscule, but it nevertheless shows that,

due to the Spanish invention of a Mesoamerican “Indianness,” a pair of rather marginal

individuals—landless, mat-makers, illiterate of course—born in and married among the

Xochimilca “tribe,” could incorporate, both socially and politically, into the polity of

their former rival and oppressor, the Mexicas.22 A further indication that such incorpo-

21. See the statement by Juan Antonio de Lardízabal, Xochimilco, 3 July 1789, agn,

Tributos, vol. 24. exp. 17, ff.. 3-4 (276-277), and the statement by Andrés de Escalona, Mexico

City, 12 September 1789, agn, Tributos, vol. 24. exp. 17, ff. 5-5v (278-278v). The anonymous

sentence, Orizaba, no date given, agn, Tributos, vol. 24. exp. 17, f. 1 (274), not only ordered

Lardízabal to freed Juliana Gertrudis—it threatened him with one-hundred-peso fine in case of

contempt.

22. As for the use of tribe instead of nation or the more politically correct ethnic

group—not yet developed as a concept in his time, anyway—see Gibson, Aztecs, 9-31. Despite

appearances (its evolutionist flavor in particular), it seems that tribe is more appropriate as a

notion in this case, partially as it implies a “shallow” understanding of communal membership,

opposed to the essentialist connotations of ethnicity, nation, and derivative terms, but also,

concomitantly, since the distinction between Xochimilcas and Mexicas can hardly be established

following conventional structural, “anthropological” makers—language, kinship system, relig-
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ration was possible is the fact that, eleven years later, in the matrícula of San Juan

Tenochtitlan of 1800, one Clara Hipólita with her husband, the petatero Felipe de la

Cruz, were counted—though without children—as normal members of the barrio of San

Pablo Teocaltitlan.23 One could argue, of course, that all these cases only prove the

disruptive effects of European domination or the cleverness of Spanish colonialism to

replicate the modular political culture of pre-Hispanic times, but do not necessarily

constitute an instance of political cosmopolitanism. The Spanish ability to reshape the

Mesoamerican landscape, however, cannot be understood—and was not experienced—as

a simple play of (largely victorious) impositions and (mostly desperate) resistances.

Now it is increasingly evident that almost everything the Spanish supposedly imposed

was in fact twisted, deformed, and thus adapted, consciously and unconsciously, by the

Mesoamerican peoples in order to meet their own needs and fit their own cultural

grammar. If as gentiles they had managed to become pious Christians without giving up

their own religious sensibility, would it be surprising that they found a way of becom-

ing Indians on their own terms as well?

                                                                           

ious worldview, ecology, production techniques, political culture, and so on—but has to deal

with their histories and historiographies as subjects of two competing altepeme.

23. See agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 75v. Four other Lucas Antonios were also registered, but

none of them was married to a Juliana Gertrudis nor his trade was that of petatero; see agn,

Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 99v-100, 101-101v, and 102. One of them, Lucas Antonio Sánchez, was an

alcalde at the time.
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The Habsburg Arrangement

So complex is the matter of distinguishing Mesoamerican ingredients from European

ones in the colonial mixture, so problematic is the attempt to perceive the reality of

Mesoamerican culture before the sixteenth century, that the reins of prudence have to

be firmly tightened. Abandonment into the hands of functionalism, into the hooks of

essentialism, is of course not just a rhetorical peril—particularly in the land of Mocte-

zuma.24 Little wonder, then, that most if not all the scholarship of merit has had a ten-

dency to stop short of asking this sort of Talmudic questions, focusing instead on the

actual developments of colonial society and thus, albeit silently, praising the empirical

24. I am not making a joke—not quite. Recent work has begun to question—or to problem-

atize, to be fair—the possibility of using post-contact documentation, no matter how early and

how “indigenous,” for knowing pre-Hispanic Mesoamerican culture. Perhaps the best example

of this trend is Guy Rozat, Indios imaginarios e indios reales en los relatos de la conquista de

México (Xalapa: Universidad Veracruzana, [1993] 2003), as he uncovers the Christian engine

behind most Nahua accounts of the conquest, including the famous Moctezuma omens

—smashing en passant Miguel León Portilla’s patriotic claims to the contrary, most famously

expressed in Visión de los vencios: Relaciones indígenas de la conquista, ed. with and intro. Mi-

guel León Portilla, trans. Ángel María Garibay, illustrations by Alberto Beltrán (Mexico: Univer-

sidad Nacional Autónoma de México, 1959). See also Susan D. Gillespie, The Aztec Kings: The

Construction of Rulership in Mexica History (Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1989), who

shows in great detail the fabrications of Aztec “historiography,” both before and after the con-

quest, and also deals with the ever-problematic theme of the geographic location of the “real”

Tollan. See also Alfredo López Austin and Leonardo López Luján, Mito y realidad de Zuyuá: La

serpiente emplumada y las transformaciones mesoamericanas del clásico al posclásico (Mexico:

Fondo de Cultura Económica-El Colegio de México , 1999).
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over the systematic. Only when the footprints of ancient customs are clear enough, it

seems, is the hunter allowed to let the dogs loose.

So it has been argued that American tribute, despite its apparent pre-Hispanic

origins, was not a remnant of gentile times, for the Spanish crown destroyed the insti-

tutional framework that made tribute possible—a system unlikely to work once the

autonomy and connectivity of the polity known in Nahua-speaking Mesoamerica as al-

tepetl was destroyed—and further because after the 1570s it melted into a single charge

of a wide variety of heterogeneous payments, standardized the pace of collection, im-

posed a payment in money, and redefined the nature of the entities subject to it.25

From this perspective the imposition of European institutions might have been facili-

tated by the presence of previous and concurrent pre-Hispanic practices, but that does

not alter the fact that as a whole, both in content and in form, colonial institutions they

were.26

25. For a compact discussion on the altepetl system and the impact of Spanish domination

on it, see Gibson, Aztecs, 32-57; Lockhart, Nahuas, 14-58. See also Cayetano Reyes García, El

altepetl, origen y desarrollo: Construcción de la identidad regional náhuatl (Zamora: El Colegio

de Michoacán,2000); and María Elena Bernal García and Ángel Julián García Zambrano, “El

altepetl colonial y sus antecedentes prehispánicos: Contexto teórico-historiográfico,” in Terri-

torialidad y paisaje en el altepetl del siglo XVI, ed. Federico Fernández Christlieb and Ángel

Julián García Zambrano (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-Universidad Nacional Autónoma

de México [Instituto de Geografía], 2006), 31-113.

26. Gibson, Aztecs, 194-211. Miranda, Tributo, 38: “La capitación se reservó para los

nuevos vasallos, los indios, a quienes se impuso por la misma razón que a los súbditos castella-

nos, en reconocimiento de señorío.” Miranda, however, points out that none of the peninsular

forms of “political” tribute—moneda forera, aljama, and morería—migrated to the New World,

but only the principle of vassalage; ibid., 37. On the shift from a “natural” to a monetary econ-

omy, see ibid., 186.
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It is true, of course, that by replacing a system in which different goods in differ-

ent jurisdictions were demanded at different moments of the year to cover different

rulers and ruler’s “needs,” much of the pre-Hispanic casuistic logic of power was dra-

matically distorted. It is true that the character of the old provinces was altered very

early on in the sixteenth century, despite the initial tendency of replacing pre-Hispanic

heads with Spanish helmets in hopes of redirecting the tributary flow into the hands of

the new “lords,” and that the royal policy after mid-century—of turning the government

of the land from the hands of these “trustees” to the quills of newly appointed func-

tionaries—collapsed the individualized facade of pre-Hispanic rule and replaced it with

an openly abstract and transoceanic system, one in which power was no longer trans-

ferred to the local official but remained in the person of the king and was only ex-

pressed through and exercised by the functionary.27 It is equally true, moreover, that by

imposing a new unit for tribute assessment and later for tribute collection—the individ-

27. In a number of ways, the early history of colonial tribute is inextricably woven into the

history of the encomienda system and, thus, of how the crown confronted the problem of re-

placing the pre-Hispanic political system without employing European institutions conducive to

developing into feudal relations. That is why Miranda, Tributo, 45-143, builds his argument by

telling once again the story of the famous royal titles (imposed by Cortés on Carlos I—the em-

peror known as Charles V—although they were formally grants of the latter to the comrades of

the former); and, moreover, why he distinguishes between a “feudal” or indirect and a “modern”

or direct mechanism mode of conceptualizing the “political link” between (Mesoamerican) vas-

sals and (Flemish) lords in the early viceroyalty; ibid., 184-185. It would be a mistake, however,

to discard Miranda’s usage of feudal simply as a sign of the datedness of his work, since in po-

litical terms—that is in terms of the relationship between subjects and intermediate “lords”—the

link was certainly one of vassalage, not to mention that land tenure, one of the main reasons for

not considering the encomienda as a feudal contract, was just a way of obtaining a rent.
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ual and a transfer in money delivered three times a year, whereas in pre-Hispanic times

calculations had been seemingly made on a collective, if not provincial, basis, and trib-

ute had always been paid in specie and with individualized schedules—the Spanish

turned the pre-Hispanic system upside down, infusing it with principles of individual

personhood and exchange value largely alien and opposed to the structuring axis of

Mesoamerican culture.28 Even if one acknowledges that renaissance notions of value

and the self were still fluid, contextual, and contested, it is hard to imagine any other

European imposition in the New World having a more disruptive effect than this one,

since Mesoamerica was a world where, until that moment, myths were to remember the

future, sacred images were not images because they were sacred, and its lingua franca

(Nahuatl) did not distinguish the gender of one person’s younger siblings and con-

flated into single terms all grand children and all great-grand parents.29

28. Anyhow, “simplification” of the pre-Hispanic system was anything but a simple proc-

ess. By the mid-sixteenth century, the Spanish were still collecting slaves, gold in paste and in

powder; maize in grain, in the kernel, and measured by plot; cotton in bales and in cloth; cacao,

barley, beans, chickens, eggs, honey, fish, frogs, salt, wax, grass (for horses), wood, charcoal,

pots, plates, pitchers, comales, and a long etcetera—Miranda, Tributo, 256-263. Around 1565, a

unified charge of one peso and one maize fanega per tributary unit per year began to be

used—ibid., 134, 245—but as late as 1571 the Audiencia still received some payments in cotton

and cacao—ibid., 139. To make things more complicated, beginning in 1591 a new charge of four

reales was imposed on top of all other “ordinary” fees—ibid., 140-141.

29. On the prophetic quality of Mesoamerican myths of origin, see Alfredo López Austin,

Hombre-dios: Religión y política en el mundo náhuatl (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma

de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1973); on the peculiarities of kinship termi-

nology among the Colhua Mexica, see Francis F. Berdan, The Aztecs of Central Mexico: An Im-

perial Society (Belmont, Cal.: Thompson Wadsworth, [1982] 2005), 75; and Lockhart, Nahuas,

72-85. The best example of the Mesoamerican “doctrine of transubstantiation,” far more radical
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The truth, however, is that the crown could not alter the most basic mechanisms

through which the old system had functioned, and at least 1) collective entities, 2)

“earmarked” charges, and 3) non-monetary forms of payment remained central features

of the system until the end of the Spanish period. The latter, disguised in the form of an

arbitrary conversion—the market value of the goods otherwise levied in a given

year—caused huge discrepancies of tribute “value” among the different jurisdictions

and thus undermined the notion that all Indians were equal before the crown (some-

thing the Bourbon reformers were still trying to fix at the beginning of the nineteenth

century by establishing a single rate for the whole New Spain).30 The second, very

                                                                           

than the Catholic one, is perhaps the gruesome rituals of Xipe Totec, where the priest had to

cover himself with the sacrificed warrior’s skin in order to become the god itself—at least for a

moment. A similar appropriation occurred during the festival of Toci, the “earth goddess”; see

Inga Clendinnen, Aztecs: An Interpretation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, [1991]

1995), 200-201. See also her poignant analysis of the ixiptlas of Mexico-Tenochtitlan—slaves

sacrificed as god-images—in ibid., 104-107 esp.

30. Thus, for example, while the tributaries of San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlate-

lolco, that is the Indians of Mexico City, were asked to pay thirteen reales per year in 1800,

those from Tlacotalpan (Veracruz) had to pay fifteen reales in 1812; those from Coyoacán—and

maybe all subjects of the Marquesado del Valle—nineteen reales in 1803; and those from Puebla

twenty-two reales in 1790—although not those employed in the local cigar and cigarette factory,

who were treated as their Mexico City peers. On Tlacotalpan, see the report by the general ac-

countant of “retasas” Juan de Palacios, Mexico City, 26 May1812, agn, Tributos, vol. 18, exp. 23,

fol. (440v); on Coyoacán, see the report by his predecessor, Juan Ordóñez, Mexico City, 6 De-

cember 1803, agn, Tributos, vol. 18, exp. 11, fol. 7 (300); on Puebla, see the report by Puebla

intendant Manuel de Flon (1790) in agn, Tributos, vol. 29, exp. 2, f. (83). Tanck, Pueblos de

indios, 46, is sure, however, that at the end of the eighteenth century the norm was seventeen

and a half reales per tributary per annum. In the corresponding footnote—ibid., 46, n. 48—she

acknowledges, based on Gibson, Aztecs, 209, and others, that there was a significant degree of

regional variation and offers additional examples of these differences: in 1802, the quota for
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openly smuggled in the form of two small permanent allotments (one for the mainte-

nance of the Indian Court, the other for funding the Royal Hospital of Naturals) and a

number of temporal ones (the most enduring being the charge intended for building

Mexico City’s cathedral, in place until the fourth decade of the eighteenth century)

clearly reversed the trend towards the melting of all charges into the single one of

“royal service.”31 The former, in turn, in the manner of a compromised distinction

between assessment and collection by means of which, even if the amount of tribute was

calculated by the number of individuals living within a given jurisdiction, jurisdictions

as such were accountable for the resulting amount of money. Judicial provisions made

this point still more explicit, for local authorities (Indian officials at the neighborhood,

village, and polity level, but also the Spanish functionaries in charge of funneling the

money to Mexico City on its way to Madrid) were to be responsible for the collective

production of tribute, regardless of the behavior of every individual tributary.32 And

                                                                           

Toluca was seventeen reales and throughout the intendancy of Guadalajara the rule was a quota

of fourteen reales and a half.

31. In addition, tributaries had to fund their own repúblicas and in some cases still main-

tain their encomenderos, caciques, or the few surviving “feudal” lords—the marquis of Valle de

Oaxaca and the duke of Atlixco, for example. Carmagnani, Regreso, passim, has shown that these

ideally separate domains were in fact highly porous and in perpetual flux, mixing—in a rather

Mesoamerican way—the sacred and the mundane, and thus making the distinction between royal

tribute and “private” forms of tributary obligation unstable and sometimes nonexistent. A more

sober—yet concurrent—argument on the articulation of the different domains of communal in-

digenous life is to be found in Tanck, Pueblos de indios, 31-74.

32. Miranda, Tributo, 280: “Porque en un principio no se definió la cuantía del tributo en

proporción al número de habitantes, como se hizo después, no hubo verdadera cuenta de indios

[in the early decades of Spanish rule], si bien se tendría presente la población como factor de

posibilidad [which was one of the criteria for tribute appraisal].”
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thus litigation, “fraud,” and imprisonment became extremely frequent occurrences in

the indigenous officialdom’s tenures. Tribute rolls such as the “Matrícula de San Juan

[Tenochtitlan], año de 1800” therefore, far from being mere statistical devices, in-

tended to inform the decision-making process of rulers as modern censuses would later

claim to do, came to be veritable acts of government, crucial moments in the exercise of

power—just as modern forms of statistical knowledge are in fact concrete instances in

the process of governing, no matter how neutral and scientific they may seem, but with

a thinner cover, which means that the governmental mechanism was more easily per-

ceptible.

In any event, stressing the dialectics between Mesoamerican and European ele-

ments in the Habsburg configuration of the institution of tribute should not impede

one from noticing that, in a number of aspects, both Mesoamerican and European ways

of understanding political hegemony and allegiance employed similar means to achieve

similar ends. Think for example of the still important individualized destination of

tribute in pre-Hispanic times and the custom of renting out offices and posts—the col-

lection of tribute included, at least beyond the municipal level—in Habsburg times, a

typical expression of bureaucratic weakness and yet, in this case, the unexpected way of

legitimizing Spanish officials in charge of receiving pieces of cotton cloth in the form

of silver coins. As in many other aspects of the material and political culture of the nas-

cent viceroyalty, the real tension between the two traditions did not preclude the devel-

opment of fruitful dialogues, borrowings, and negotiations. The still  un-systematic—

and sometimes in fact anti-systematic—political culture of the Habsburg empire clearly

facilitated this process. In fact, it matched fairly well its notion of the monarch as the

supreme mediator of society and its notion of justice as contextual and compromised.
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In the end, although not easily (and much less peacefully), the unequal articulation of

new and old elements resulted in a highly effective way of asserting the political rights

of the crown and obtaining the social acquiescence of its indigenous subjects: the re-

signification of Mesoamerican practices making Spanish domination acceptable, the

adaptation of Spanish principles making Mesoamerican obedience useful, and the

physical, economic reality of New Spain making interdependence unavoidable. “Sym-

biotic exploitation,” in other words, but in the epistemic and institutional domains.33

Finally, if the Habsburg monarchy’s tolerant pragmatism or intolerant impotence—in

other words, its propensity to negotiate rather than to impose its will in simple des-

potic terms—has to be credited in this respect, so should the submissive resilience, the

silent arrogance of the naturals—their graceful and foolish way of playing the Indian, as

the Iberian saying goes.

Another, more personal and yet methodological reason has forced me to stop

trying to find the echo of gentile fabrics in the colonial habits. If the relationship be-

tween past and present in the forging of colonial tribute seems crucial in the sixteenth

century, it is considerably less so in dealing with its late eighteenth century form, for

its continual exercise for over two centuries somewhat blurred the junctures between

its bricks (although this does not mean that a third, synthetic form did emerge) and

thus naturalized what their union had had of artificial and extravagant. Repetition does

not need to exist as a ritualized memory in order to produce commonsensical knowl-

edge: inasmuch as silence is also an action, the absence of debates about the nature of

33 See John Tutino, From Insurrection to Revolution in Mexico: Social Basis of Agrarian

Violence, 1750-1940 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1986).
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tribute during the seventeenth century might imply that the imperial republic of letters

had reached a basic consensus; the internalization of it, moreover, could have had the

same powerful effect of consolidating the institution’s legitimacy as the ceremonies

that, repeated every five years in theory, would precede the updating of the tributary

lists, as well as the gestures of gratitude felt by peasants affected by droughts or epi-

demics every time a viceroy accepted to delay the deadline of their payments.34 Thus,

when the Bourbon bureaucrats began to reshape the institution in the last third of the

eighteenth century they could perceive no fissures in the way tribute was conceptual-

ized and collected, partially because they were only interested in transforming the sys-

tem, but also because the principles animating its social life were by then largely har-

monized. From their point of view, differences in origin and contradictions in logic

were minimal, and in the end irrelevant.

In no other respect was this constructed concurrence of meanings more evident

than in the form the tribute’s atomic unity—the most basic entity within the struc-

ture—was understood in Habsburg New Spain. Tribute rolls and bureaucratic provi-

sions frequently include a distinction among tributaries that complicates the character

of Baroque forms of personhood and challenges the conventional wisdom on the gen-

dered dimension of colonial society during the Hapsburg period. Yet more interesting

is the fact that establishing its origin is not only extremely difficult—at least I have been

unable to perceive it—but in the end less significant than the contradiction arising from

34. So far, I can only point to the work of Juan de Solórzano y Pereyra, Política indiana,

ed. Francisco Ramiro de Valenzuela (Mexico: Secretaría de Programación y Presupuesto [1776]

1979) as an example of reflection on the nature of tribute from the seventeenth century—the

book was written in 1647.
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the clash between this notion of the self and the one derived from the Enlightenment.35

In short, the distinction consists in that tributaries could be either “full” or “half”

ones, in the obvious sense that the former were to pay the tribute fee entirely, whereas

the latter had to deliver only fifty percent of it. Less obvious is perhaps is the fact that

“half” tributaries were single males and “full” ones were couples of a man and a

woman—presumably married, of course, although it is worth noticing that the religious

status of their union was never explicitly asserted. To put it differently, whereas single

men only partially participated in tribute, only men as part of a couple—and therefore

women in a couple as well—were the real subjects of it. Thus the man’s name, and its

numerical expression, was a double representation as it included—although hidden—a

woman.36

This suggests that the distinction between “wholes” and “halves” was the result

of a notion of manliness that goes beyond and in a sense contradicts the conventional

understanding of patriarchy as it was exercised in New Spain, for it links the complete-

ness of the male to the presence of a female, making women, even if not autonomous

35. On the transformation of gender relations from the pre-Hispanic period to colonial

rule—the decline of what she calls the “gender parallelism” of the Colhua Mexica system—see

Susan Kellogg, Law and the Transformation of Aztec Culture, 1500-1700 (Norman: University of

Oklahoma Press, 1995), 104-111 esp.

36. Hidden women were not as unusual in Mesoamerican political culture as it may seem.

A good deal of Gillespie, Aztec Kings, passim, is devoted precisely to uncover the “civilized”

women from Culhuacan and other polities that allowed “barbarian” Colhua Mexica men to be

accepted within the valley of Mexico’s political establishment. And notice too that the second

highest political office in Mexico-Tenochtitlan, which in some accounts was virtually a co-ruler,

was that of the cihuacoatl—the “woman snake.”
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individuals, the necessary condition of individuality and, more, of subordinate person-

hood. I would not be tempted to write “personhood” in this context had not a couple of

scattered examples of contemporary, plebeian usage of the same notion made me real-

ize that the formal considerations of tribute theory had, in fact, a parallel life outside

the ordinances. One is in a petition presented in 1794 by Agustín de Ávila, a tributary

from San Pablo de las Salinas (Tacuba), in which he introduced himself as a “conjunta

persona de” Francisca Paula, his wife.37 The other is in a case from 1795, involving Juan

José García, a tributary from Mexico City, in which he explained that he was “marido, y

conjunta persona de” María Josefa Pérez.38 In another case, the story is completely

different in tone and plot, but the role of the couple as the true subject of tribute can

be inferred as well. It is about María Dolores Sila who, in 1796, tried to intercede on

behalf of her brother, José Simón Alvarado—imprisoned for owing tribute. The colonial

functionary in charge of assessing the validity of her claim challenged their relation-

ship, claiming instead that she was in fact his wife and thus accusing them of yet an-

other form of fraud.39

Bureaucratic rhetoric, it is true, conceived the tributary condition as if it only in-

37. Agustin de Ávila to Viceroy Revillagigedo, Mexico City, just before 8 September 1794,

agn, Tributos, vol. 56, exp. 19, fol. (273).

38. Juan José García to Viceroy Revillagigedo, Mexico City, just before 20 August 1795,

agn, Tributos, vol. 53, exp. 18, fol. (263). Both utterances may be translated as “joint person

with” even if at first sight the right preposition should be “of,” since—as the second example

shows—“conjunta persona” was not synonym of “marido” (husband).

39. Juan Domingo Lombardini to Viceroy Revillagigedo, Mexico City, 28 July 1796, agn,

Tributos, vol. 53, exp. 28, ff (421v and 424-424v). The whole case is in ibid., ff. (420-427v).
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volved men, and explicitly excluded women:40 even the grammatical gender of both

phrases deployed as subcategories (tributarios enteros and medios tributarios) seems to

affirm that, in this regard too, the women of New Spain had no place in the res publica.

Bureaucratic practice as well systematically excluded “tributary” women as adminis-

trative subjects, although the only noticeable exception of this bureaucratic blind-

ness—and rather symptomatic, of course—was that women were counted and appear in

most tribute rolls.41 But this merely speaks, once again, of one of the most pervasive

features of New Spain’s social constitution, particularly in Habsburg times: that is, the

unstable and yet effective articulation of divergent principles of collective organiza-

tion, the successful coexistence of contradictory social logics within a “system” that of

course was not systematic at all. At the same time, the nuance attached to the domestic

notion of “individual” confirms the extent to which considering tribute as a per capita

tax is highly misleading. And the fact that tribute was expected to be delivered primar-

40 Article 10 of the 1785 ordinance was explicitly titled thus: “Que las viudas, doncellas, y

solteras están exentas del tributo”; see “Real provisión acordada para la nueva cuenta…”, Mex-

ico City, 23 August 1785, agn, Tributos, vol. 26, exp. 2, p. 8, f. (18).

41. Since this is not a systematic study on New Spain’s tribute rolls, I cannot produce solid

evidence regarding trends of women exclusion or inclusion in tribute rolls for the whole viceroy

alty. Based on my casual observations on matrículas other than those of Mexico City in the vol-

umes of agn, Tributos, however, I am willing to say that, in general, matrículas closer in manu-

facture to the royal ordinances do show a tendency to include women, whereas in matrículas

produced in less controlled circumstances—either by Indian officials acting independently or by

lazy or marginal Spanish commissioners—the probability of finding only the names of the men is

slightly higher. But even in these cases, the completeness or incompleteness of tributaries—and

therefore their marital status—is an integral part of the counting. Anyhow, Miranda, Tributo,

140, cites an Audiencia provision from 1577 that made women contribute one real to village

treasuries, whether single or married, in retribution for not working at the communal plots.
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ily by “joint persons” affirms the composite nature of the institution, the complexity of

gender relations in New Spain, and a peculiar understanding of “subject-hood”—or

citizenship, if the term could be freed from its French and North-American late-

eighteenth century connotations—in which single and presumably younger males were

marginalized from the public sphere.42

Neoclassic  Desiderata

“Particularly in Hapsburg times,” yes, but that does not mean restricted to the rule of

the house of Austria. Despite their pretentiousness and greediness, and their enlight-

ened, arrogant enthusiasm, not even the Bourbon bureaucrats who tried to reform the

empire in the last half-century of Spanish rule could free themselves from the forces of

overlapping-ness and litigation. Even the enlightened monarchs of the second half of

the eighteenth century, richer as only the early Spanish Hapsburg had been, and almost

42. The social polarization experienced by villages and towns, paired with the fragmenta-

tion of the political landscape toward the end of the century, suggest indeed that there was a

generational crisis going on in New Spain in the late-colonial period. It would be easy to see it in

functionalist terms, as though the political establishment’s increasing incapacity to incorporate

the younger generation was mainly the result of a demographic recovery experienced through-

out the viceroyalty during the eighteenth century. At any rate, it would be also necessary to con-

sider the normative character of indigenous political culture—the idealization of the couple as

the true political subject, in other words. See Eric Van Young, “Conflict and Solidarity in Indian

Village Life: The Guadalajara Region in the Late Colonial Period,” Hispanic American Historical

Review 64: 1 (1984): 55-79.
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as powerful, had to concede that all their might was incapable of shaping the convo

luted manners of doing business in the New World. By the time Carlos IV was ap-

proaching his public death, the once jubilant and energetic atmosphere of the 1760s

had become as suffocating and anxious as the style of the senior court painter in the

midst of the revolutionary turmoil after 1808. Suffocation and anxiety, however, did not

mean as in the oeuvre of Francisco de Goya a sense of apocalyptic collapse. With re-

gards to America, one is tempted to say, it was more a sense of annoyance, the odd

feeling that all the money that was pouring into the royal arches—and now we know how

much the New World, and New Spain in particular, truly became the engine of the em-

pire by the turn of the century—was coming despite the reformist effort, not as a result

of it.43

To see the period of Bourbon reformism this way, of course, is to phrase the

problem only in terms of success or failure, as though the ultimate meaning and rele-

vance of an age depended on its rulers’ manifest purposes, and as though history could

in fact be the ultimate tribunal of humankind. (Did the Bourbon reforms succeed? Did

they fail? Count the money collected in 1804, look at Guanajuato’s granary in flames in

September 1810, and pronounce your ruling.) Still worse is that underlying the judicial

temptation there is a propensity—probably derived from the same source—to cast reality

against its normative models, either in the form of ideal types or in the guise of com-

mandments. And thus the problem of the Spanish Enlightenment, and the enlightened

43. See Carlos Marichal with Carlos Rodríguez Venegas, La bancarrota del virreinato:

Nueva España y las finanzas del imperio español, 1780-1810 (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura

Económica-El Colegio de México, 1999).
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character of the Bourbon reforms, become the enquiry’s real subject, the real protago-

nist of history, turning the actual workings of measures and reformers into mere rhe-

torical arguments, proofs within a logical experiment.

As with nineteenth-century liberalism, the reality on the ground of which is end-

lessly tested against a mythical body of theoretical foundations, so the life of Spanish

enlightened despotism tends to be perceived only insofar as the principles of Reason

are found—twisted, rotten, or brilliantly deployed, as you please—in specific moments

and institutions, political measures and social manners. The case of the Enlightenment

is actually worse, more difficult to manage, since there is nothing in nineteenth-

century liberalism that really stands for—in the sense of being epitomized by—the

sharpness of Immanuel Kant’s thought or the neatness of Jacques-Louis David’s pre-

revolutionary paintings. Even on the ground, where things are naturally less perfect, it

is hard to think of any “liberal” product as flawless as the French revolution’s govern-

mental masterpieces—the metric system, the geography of départements, the Napo-

leonic code. Resisting the mermaid’s songs of deductive thinking, the temptation of

looking at the Bourbon reforms in the New World from the walls of the Musée du Lou-

vre and the Metropolitan Museum of Art (or from the banks of the Pregolya river, if one

prefers to read philosophy),44 if at all possible, requires then a conscious effort of de-

tachment and forgetting, of de-learning the tenets and categorical assertions about the

44. I am mostly thinking of Jacques-Louis David’s Oat of the Horatii (1784), now at the

Musée du Louvre, Paris, and his equally superb Death of Socrates (1787), now at the Metropoli-

tan Museum of Art, New York; and also of Immanuel Kant, “What is Enlightenment? “

(1784)—available on the Internet Modern History Source Book at www.fordham.edu/halsall/

mod/kant-whatis.html (or so it was in August 2008).
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Enlightenment. Thus the problem, my problem, is a different one, less ambitious and

yet more complex. It is simpler in the sense that I do not want to test the rational qual-

ity of the measures that, beginning in the 1770s, tried to reorganize the management of

New Spain’s tribute in general and in Mexico City in particular. If that were the case,

the answer would come quick and crude: of the Bourbon reforms, the one concerning

the tribute was almost certainly the shyest and, thus, the most distant to the principles

of rational administration that informed the age—or so the assumption goes.45 Worse

yet: attempts to reform the old and “chaotic” system were persistently planned, and the

outcome was apparently the same in all cases. Despite the vocal zeal of José de Gálvez

in the late 1760s, the impact of the municipal reform of 1780 on the indigenous side of

the system, a detailed regulation of 1785 for the making of tribute rolls, the ambitious

provisions contained in the ordinance that established the intendancy system in 1786,

and yet another reform plan developed by the general accountant in 1805; and despite

two regulations for Mexico City, one prepared by Baltasar Ladrón de Guevara in the

early 1780s and another put into practice after 1792, the imagined, expected transfor-

mation did not occur.46 A compact, solid failure, thus, that may be better pondered by

45. Daniela Marino, “El afán de recaudar y la dificultad de reformar: El tributo indígena

en la Nueva España tardocolonial,” in De colonia a nación: Impuestos y política en México, 1750-

1860, ed. Carlos Marichal and Daniela Marino (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estu-

dios Históricos], 2001), 82, summarizes the problem saying that, even if the reformists tried to

reform the tribute, “[…] la diferencia radica tal vez en la impenetrabilidad casi absoluta del ramo

tributos a dicho afán reformador.”

46. These documents are a general report by José de Gálvez from 1771 (see below, note

52); the “Real provisión acordada…,” of 1785 (see above, note 8), a “Estado general del número

de individuos de clase contribuyentes que incluyen las últimas matrículas de tributarios del re-
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looking at the domain most cherished by the crown. At end of the eighteenth century,

tribute was one of the few fiscal branches of the empire unable to truly contribute to

the war frenzy: between 1795 and 1799, and after discounting the cost of management,

the average collection produced only 1 159 952 pesos, or 7.57 percent of the viceroy

alty’s fiscal income.47

Nevertheless, important changes were made. In the case of Mexico City, the most

important of them, almost surely, was the end of indirect administration after 1780,

even if—as in the rest of New Spain—appearances can be misleading, for the new, “cen-

tralized” authority merely replaced the Spanish contractor with a Spanish functionary,

attached to a small office, without really modifying the collection’s conceptual map and

                                                                           

ino de Nueva España, con distinción de provincias y partidos, según las liquidaciones que de

ellas ha hecho la Contaduría General de Retasas para deducir el valor anual que se demuestra en

otro estado de todos y cada uno de los ramos en que se reparte la contribución de las muchas y

distintas tasas que la componen,” prepared by General Accountant Juan Ordóñez, Mexico City,

5 December1805, in agn Tributos, vol. 43, exp. 9, ff. (276-280v), and the Reglamento de los

tributos de esta capital: Modo y forma de su exacción: Cuota y clase de contribuyentes a quienes

se ha de exigir. Formado por la Junta Superior de Real Hacienda[,] presidida del excelentísimo

señor virrey conde de Revillagigedo y celebrada en 20 de abril de 1792 (Mexico City, Felipe de

Zúñiga y Ontiveros, 1792), copies of which are at agn, Tributos, vol. 16, exp. 9, ff. (134-141v);

vol. 27, exp. 6, ff. (164-171v), and vol. 29, exp. 2, ff. (159-166v).

47. Marino, “Afán de recaudar,” 24, table 1. It is certainly arguable that this amount does

not reflect the behavior of tribute collection over time and thus that it does not prove the re-

form’s failure in itself. Nevertheless, the figures are certainly impressive in themselves: whereas

in 1789 the income for tribute was 952 000 pesos, in 1805 had grown to 1 572 000 pe-

sos—figures in ibid., 77. A century earlier, Lucas Alamán had established 1 200 000 pesos as the

“normal” figure—Lucas Alamán, Historia de México, desde los primeros movimientos que pre

-

pararon su independencia en el año de 1808 hasta la época presente, facsimile (Mexico: Fondo de

Cultura Económica-Instituto Cultural Helénico, [1849] 1985), 1: 90.
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actual practice. That is not to say—as those who see in the intendancy system only a

semantic change would argue—that the sources of power and the resulting autonomy

granted to a given official were irrelevant aspects of his mandate, or more generally

that institutional change could not occur in a context of institutional stability. On the

contrary, the transformation of Mexico City’s tribute administration illustrates pre-

cisely the type of paradoxical development I want to explore, both as a way of silencing

the judge within the historian and as a mechanism to better understand the data con-

tained in the “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800.” Because it is in the

articulation of the enlightened, centralizing logic of the Bourbon reformers with the

inertial forces of the older system that the experience of tributaries is best revealed,

and hopefully can be understood as well. And even more: looking at the ways in which

Bourbon policies interacted with Habsburg and pre-Habsburg realities suggests—could

offer—a different perspective on the character of the Enlightenment itself.

Oddly enough, Mexico City’s tributary paradoxes were in principle only a further

complication of an already paradoxical state of being—namely the existential irony that,

in San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlateolco, tribute was not the colonial transfor-

mation of a pre-Hispanic tributary precedent but yet another, albeit delayed, conse-

quence of the Aztec collapse in the summer of 1521. Yes: tribute was not an actual

practice at the time of Hernán Cortés’ victory, although this does not imply—against

what these pages have been trying to argue so far—that colonial tribute in Mexico City

could be considered simply as an European head-tax imposed on the Colhua Mexica

population or, much less, that the working arrangements between European and

Mesoamerican logics of power could be thought as having forged a mestizo, or plebe-

ian, colonial “synthesis.” It only means that during a rather short period of time—from
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the defeat of Azcapotzalco in the 1430s to the tightening of Spanish power in the

1570s—the Aztec triple alliance’s good fortune had spared the two Colhua Mexica poli-

ties from the Mesoamerican custom of phrasing in material terms the consequences of

political (and military) battles. It is hardly surprising that nostalgia for hegemonic

times could become hegemonic memories for the heirs of Moctezuma—and, thus, as

late as in 1574 the polity of San Juan Tenochtitlan would still complain, almost with ar-

rogance, of Felipe II’s decision to (re)establish tribute in the realms of the former Az-

tec capital.48

The crown could obviously dismiss San Juan Tenochtitlan’s claims, and it eventu-

ally did so, but being insensitive tout court to this “historicist” logic was not in its own

interest. So it seems that an unstable, ill-defined relationship began to emerge between

the former “imperial” polities and the Hapsburg crown, a peculiar status reinforced by

the political nature of Mexico as an European city—a trait shared only by a few other

indigenous polities also attached to Spanish cities, like Puebla, Oaxaca and, in the sev-

enteenth century, Querétaro—and also because all New Spain’s Indian institutions,

from the Hospital to the Court to the so-called Indian Inquisition, had their seats in the

viceregal capital, and thus the Colhua Mexica elites could have perceived them as “lo-

cal” institutions. The terms of this relationship are well beyond these pages’ reach

48. Miranda, Tributo, 134. The history of tribute in the islets at the center of Lake Tex-

coco, then, could be understood as consisting of three periods: from the creation of the settle-

ments to Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s independence in the 1430s, tribute was paid to dominant poli-

ties (Azcapotzalco above all); from the 1430s to the late 1560s, Mexico-Tenochtitlan did not pay

tribute; and from the 1560s to the 1810, the revamped polity of San Juan Tenochtitlan paid trib-

ute to the Spanish crown.
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—still worse, I am not sure how to interpret the scattered material I have seen so far.

What seems certain, in any case, is that the Spanish perception of the rebellion of

1692—the “riot” that most observers thought to have been an Indian uprising, triggered

by a subsistence crisis but intended to subvert the colonial order as a whole—altered

this sort of laissez-faire institutional attitude toward the indigenous polities, and since

the end of the seventeenth century the Spanish authorities tried to discipline both the

Indian elites and the tributary population of Mexico City, mainly by reestablishing the

old—but mostly ideal—divide between the Indian and the Spanish realms.49

Just as the construction of the Parián market right at the center of the main

square, where the wooden stalls burned down during the rebellion stood, can bee seen

as a form of architectural retaliation, intended to punish the Indian challenge and to

assert Spanish rule’s resilience, the “expropriation” and renting out of the tribute ad-

ministration at some point around the turn of the century can be considered a form of

fiscal punishment directed against an Indian elite that had failed to maintain control

over “its” indigenous population, even though the link between “privatization” of trib-

ute collection and the general anti-Indian policy of the last Hapsburg viceroys has yet

to be positively established.50 The fact is that, throughout the early- and mid-eigh-

49. On the rebellion of 1692, see Cope R. Douglas Cope, The Limits of Racial Domina-

tion: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City, 1660-1720 (Madison: University of Wisconsin

Press, 1994); and Natalia Silva Prada, La política de una rebelión: Los indígenas frente al tumulto

de 1692 en la ciudad de México (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios Históricos],

2007).

50. On the Parián, see the Colección de documentos oficiales relativos a la construcción y

demolición del Parián, y a a propiedad reconocida e incontestable que tuvo el excelentísimo

ayuntamiento de México en aquel edificio, ed. Luis G. Cuevas and Cástulo Barreda (Mexico:
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teenth century, and contrary to the general practice in central New Spain, tribute col-

lection in Mexico City was not controlled by a local, indigenous elite, but it was in the

hands of a Spanish asentista or contractor. So when the Bourbon crown cancelled the

contract and took control over the administration of tribute in 1780 it was not exactly

depriving the Mexico City’s indigenous polities of an old right but in fact ending an old

“conviction”—and shortly it will be apparent how, with the new system of tribute ad-

ministration, both San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco recovered at least a

fraction of their previous sovereignty.

In any event, something of the former relationship of privilege—the Spanish rec-

ognition of the former imperial status of the Colhua Mexica polities, one could

say—seems to have survived in the manner the crown treated both parcialidades in the

last third of the eighteenth century. Regaining control, if only partially, over tribute

collection, in effect, seems a contradiction within an institutional landscape character-

ized by imperial centralization. And as it happened, most indigenous polities’ finances

came under the increasingly controlling gaze of the Spanish central administration

starting in the 1770s, immediately after Gálvez’ famous visit, based in Mexico City but

accountable from Madrid, with the purported aim of reducing the Mesoamerican com-

munities’ superfluous expenses—that is, religious and local—but, as it turned out, with

the more selfish intention of opening up the Indian treasures to solve the financial dif-

ficulties of the empire. A deep and veritable transformation of the relationships be-

                                                                           

Ignacio Cumplido, 1848). A larger yet coarser version of this argument may be found in Luis

Fernando Granados, “ ‘Public’ Space Without People: The Transformation of Mexico City Cen-

tral Plaza, 1750-1850,” paper presented at the (First) Savannah Symposium on the City Square,

Savannah College of Art and Design, Savannah (Ga.), 27 February 1999.
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tween the crown and New Spain’s pueblos de indios, the new policy mostly consisted of

a series of new regulations intending to strictly regulate the financial behavior of the

Indian municipalities, and in the establishment of a powerful Contaduría General de

Propios, Arbitrios y Bienes de Comunidad, whose main duty was to validate and over-

see the application of those regulations.

Differences in scope and ambition between, on the one hand, Gálvez’ report and

the intendancies ordinance and, on the other, Ladrón de Guevara’s plan, and the regu-

lation of 1792, further hint at the contradictions embedded in the reformist enterprise

in general. Above the specific realities of tribute assessment and collection, and

thinking of the viceroyalty as a single administrative domain, Gálvez and the ordinance

could indeed conceptualize a homogeneous social space, organized through standard-

ized rules and marching at the same pace—one in which historical differences were no

longer significant and, more importantly, one in which social life conformed to bureau-

cratic necessity and not the other way around. In their view—which is of course a dis-

tinctly enlightened perspective—the main problem with the institution of tribute was

that it was excessively grounded in the peculiarities of each jurisdiction, which is to say

that it compromised its general purpose by accepting that every jurisdiction had the

right—de facto if not de jure—to define and schedule the terms of its operation. The

enlightened response, here as in many other domains, was strikingly simplistic, for it

was less interested in understanding than in being efficient. In both cases, tribute re-

form was not an end in itself, but only a means to reaffirm Spanish rule—over the web of

Spanish officials as well as over the indigenous polities—and, concomitantly, to in-

crease the crown’s economic role, both as a beneficiary of indigenous wealth and as an

agent of development. In the formulation of 1786, the distinction between couples and
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single males was to be abolished, provisions for other exemptions were to be curtailed,

the yearly charge was to be uniform (two pesos with one real), and tribute rolls were to

be prepared personally by Spanish functionaries and following a general format by the

newly appointed officials—the provincial intendants.51

The majority of tribute provisions within the ordinance, however, had to do with

the upper echelons of the administration, as they dealt with the role of intendants as

both recipients and overseers of the workings of republican officials, still in charge of

exacting money from individual tributaries. Perhaps the most interesting exception are

the stabilized percentages—at one percent of the collected amount—that these officials

were allowed to retain as their payment, thus revealing that local arrangements were

still at the basis of republican “wages” and perhaps that composite, not purely fiscal

means of remuneration were still prevalent among local officials. The easy mathematics

of bureaucratic ambition had calculated that, through the combination of these and

other minor measures, the crown’s annual income would increase by nearly 50 per-

51. Horst Pietschmann, Las reformas borbónicas y el sistema de intendencias en Nueva

España: Un estudio político administrativo, trans. Rolf Roland Meyer Misteli, (Mexico: Fondo de

Cultura Económica, [1972] 1996), 213-217. Since the regulation was issued just a few years after

the great Andean insurrection of 1780-1782, it is likely that considerations of social control had

loomed over the reformers’ minds. On the links between tribute, the insurrection and its after-

math, see Núria Sala i Vila, Y se armó el tole tole: Tributo indígena y movimientos sociales en el

Virreinato del Perú, 1790-1814 (Ayacucho: Instituto de Estudios Regionales José María Arguedas,

1996); Sinclair Thomson, We Alone Will Rule: Native Andean Politics in the Age of Insurgency

(Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 2002), chap. 7; and Sergio Serulnikov, Subverting

Colonial Authority: Challenges to Spanish Rule in Eighteenth-Century Southern Andes (Durham,

N.C.: Duke University Press, 2003).
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cent.52 Yet, almost immediately, the difficult politics of real governance collapsed

Gálvez’ dreams: in 1788, the highest financial tribunal of New Spain suspended the ap-

plication of the corresponding articles, thus frustrating the only innovation in taxation

articulated by the ordinance.53

There is a telling irony in the fate of the intendancy ordinance’s tributary provi-

sions: their downfall, rather than produced by any form of bureaucratic or traditional

“resistance,” was caused by the fact that in this regard its authors deviated from the

cautious and extremely pragmatic approach they had followed in almost all other re-

spects. In other words, less than the enlightened spirit animating the attempt to ration-

alize New Spain’s administration, it was the combined arrogance of Gálvez and the or-

dinance’s authors—their unwillingness to understand the local realities of tribute—that

was the single most important feature to be blamed for its failure. On the contrary, re-

formist efforts such as Ladrón de Guevara’s project and, most clearly, the regulation of

1792, carried out from within the local administration and taking into consideration the

characteristics of the community where tribute was to be extracted (Mexico City’s in

this case), were considerably more “successful” in restructuring the tribute as an in-

stitution and, in so doing, in reshaping their subjects’ lives. The tension, at least in this

case, developed essentially between intermediary authorities with real knowledge of

concrete, older realities and an imperial gaze—based either in Madrid or in Mexico

City—seemingly overwhelmed by the oceanic dimensions of its reach. Proximity to the

52. José de Gálvez, Informe general (Mexico: Imprenta de Santiago White, [1771] 1867),

quoted in Marino, “Afán de recaudar,” 68

53. Pietschmann, Reformas borbónicas, 252-255 and 265.
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enlightened ideal of rational administration was not at issue, for in both instances the

configuration of the tributary regime participated from the new world as it grounded

into the older.

The Regulation of 1792,

or the Enlightenment as a Becoming

Taking over the independent administration, the viceroy’s first move in Mexico City,

was apparently intended to solve not only the evident problem of having a meager

tributary income but also to control more effectively the tributary population living in

New Spain’s capital. Indeed, the timing of the measure or, more exactly, the fact that

orders to Ladrón de Guevara to start working on the administration’s reorganization

were given at the same time—in the same document, actually—as the instruction to de-

velop a new geographic layout for policing the city,54 not only confirms that tribute was

not yet considered a purely economic institution but, more important, strongly sug-

gests that a rising perception of insecurity and anti-popular feeling lay at the core of

the reformist enterprise—just as Gálvez’ ideas were sharpened by the generalized in-

surrection that had struck the viceroyalty in the late 1760s.55 This also helps to explain

54. Draft of a viceregal decree, Mexico City, 22 January 1780, in agn, Tributos, vol. 14,

exp. 21, ff. (203-205v).

55. See Felipe Castro Gutiérrez Nueva ley y nuevo rey: Reformas borbónicas y rebelión

popular en Nueva España (Zamora: El Colegio de Michoacán-Universidad Nacional Autónoma

de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1996).
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why the reformist project developed in two different directions, superficially contra-

dicting the notion that a unified administration alone would produce higher revenues

for the Spanish king.

Although it is not clear whether the two Mexico City indigenous polities had been

deprived of their right to collect tribute in their wards under the old system, or were

used by the Spanish contractor as intermediary bodies, there is no doubt that Ladrón

de Guevara’s decision, preserved in the regulation of 1792, of distinguishing a “repub-

lican” space within the new structure, contributed to strengthen—or to preserve—both

political entities as integral elements of Mexico City’s tributary life.56 In particular for

the San Juan Tenochtitlan elite, the opportunity to consolidate their role through trib-

ute collection would have been more than welcomed, for the poverty of its communal

holdings—and notwithstanding its large population, which made of San Juan the largest

indigenous polity in New Spain—was working against its viability as a legitimate actor

within the city’s political arena. The other indigenous polity, Santiago Tlatelolco, faced

a different future, since its demographic problems were more than compensated by the

rising value of its properties—especially the estate of Santa Ana Aragón, immediately to

the northeast of Mexico City.

56. Based on the literature on seventeenth-century Mexico City, such as Gruzinski His-

toire, chaps. 10 and 11, and on the workings of indirect administration elsewhere in New Spain in

the eighteenth century, it seems likely that both entities maintained their role as brokers be-

tween the Spanish bureaucracy and their plebeian constituency. See also María Isabel Estrada

Torres, “San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco: Las dos comunidades indígenas de la

ciudad de México, 1521-1700” (M.A. thesis, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Unidad Izta-

palapa, 2000).
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Preservation of the indigenous public sphere is all the more remarkable not be-

cause it was a noticeable measure in itself—throughout Mesoamerica indigenous poli-

ties functioned as the primordial channel through which tribute was delivered to the

crown—but because both Ladrón de Guevara and the 1792 regulation’s authors con-

ceived its role as a part of a quadripartite mechanism of tribute collection and manage-

ment, far more complicated and yet better adjusted to the realities of tributary life in

Mexico City. Indigenous polities could perform better as intermediate agents of the

crown, it seemed, only if their attributions were defined more precisely with regards to

the circumstances of their jurisdiction and not only in generic terms. In the new

structure, thus, the republic of San Juan Tenochtitlan would have jurisdiction over only

two kinds of spaces and over roughly half of Mexico City’s tributary population: fifty

urban sub-units called barrios  and ten villages in the surrounding valley, including the

town or villa of Guadalupe. Less extensive an authority but more concrete, in effect,

since lower officials were supposed to exist in every smaller jurisdiction, San Juan

Tenochtitlan’s would have been more effective—and the profit for the Spanish empire,

larger.

The new structure’s two other legs looked after tributaries living in the city, not

necessarily outside the territories under the authority of San Juan, but beyond the re-

public’s reach. Emphasis was made on affiliation and belonging, not on geographic

location, mainly because physical segregation was never an absolute occurrence in co-

lonial Mexico City—even if, quite naturally, to a large degree the urban fabric did re-

flect the renaissance divide between the Spanish and Indian republics. Superficially it

could seem that tributaries not belonging to San Juan Tenochtitlan were living within

the Spanish city, but this impression vanishes, on the one hand, as soon as one realizes
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that the regulation of 1792 identified the point of collection—the precise location where

the payment was made—not in the domestic space but in workshops, factories, and

other working establishments; and, on the other, once one sees that tribute rolls like

the “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800” contain a sizable number of

“laboring” tributaries living in the barrios without belonging to them (see chapter

four). One group was made up of those employed at the “royal factories,” publicly

owned workshops among which the most prominent was Mexico City’s Cigar and Ciga-

rettes Factory. Since they had no “ethnic” authorities or any other form of collective

representation, these tributaries saw their tribute payments regularly discounted from

their wages; the money thus obtained was delivered by the director of each factory to

the central office in the Viceregal Palace. Such a draconian form of collection was also

applied to all other “laboring” tributaries, although with yet another intermediate de-

vice. Since the number of employers was obviously far higher than the number of royal

factories’ directors, the regulation of 1792, based on Ladrón de Guevara’s, established

a team of six public collectors—not contractors but royal officials—in charge of receiv-

ing periodic installments from every employer with tributaries at his service. Another

important duty of collectors was to directly collect the tribute from independent arti-

sans—so-called rinconeros because they supposedly worked at home (in a corner).

In theory, these were only operational regulations, provisions for carrying out the

collection and not norms for determining tributary status. The regulation of 1792,

however, openly acknowledged that the basis for tribute assessment, that is to say, for

asserting the “quality” of those individuals subject to tribute, was and ought to remain

part of the making of tribute rolls. As political and fiscal legislative actions, then, trib-

ute rolls were still seen as the moment when the “nature” of tributaries was to be es-
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tablished; as public documents, they were still understood as the repository of all rul-

ings dealing with—or, perhaps more exactly, creating—the members of a given commu-

nity. Working with those rolls was to be just the administrative deployment of a previ-

ous act of power. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that the quantity and quality of these

“neutral” dispositions amounted in practice to a significant reshaping of the homoge-

neous community imagined by the authors of the tribute rolls’ regulation of 1785, even

if no word was said on tribute rates, subject units, the character of the exemptions, and

other constitutive elements.

The main evidence of the regulation’s impact, indeed the hint that allows one to

consider it as a political action, is to be found in the fragments of two of the three trib-

ute rolls made after 1792: the “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800,” and

the orphan volume of the one of 1807. Both must have had exactly the same structure

and roughly the same size, since the one from 1807 managed to get confused in the ar-

chive with its sisters of 1800. That is to say, in both cases the data was organized, and

presumably collected, following point by point the operative categories imagined by

the regulation of 1792.57 The units considered in the first five volumes—barrios, vil-

57. Similarities of content—not only formal ones, since the volume of 1807 has a card-

board, not calfskin, cover— also reveal something about the survival of both documents. At the

moment of establishing the archive’s section to which they now belong—between the late nine-

teen and the early twentieth centuries—an archivist mistook the volume of 1807 for the sixth of

the series from 1800 and placed it in the wrong place trying to close the gap left by the absence

of one of the first group but actually making a series with two volumes number 6. That is why, I

guess, the former is now in agn, Padrones, vol. 102. A volume completely alien to the series,

agn, Padrones, vol. 98, of similar content to those now grouped in agn, Archivo Histórico de

Hacienda but of unknown provenance, introduces yet another problem, the solution to which I
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lages, towns and estates—were old categories, older than the tribute rolls’ regulation of

1785; in fact they were the defining notions in almost all New Spain’s tribute rolls since

the sixteenth century. But that cannot be said of the units employed in the last four vol-

umes, dealing with “laboring” tributaries, whose taxonomical premise—an economic

one, since it focused on labor—was alien to the geopolitical principle upon which both

traditional practices and the regulation of 1785 had been based. In 1800, the resulting

list, not counting those attached to the “royal factories,” amounted to 206 different

trades (or actually to 206 ways in which the occupations were iterated), some of them

probably organized through guilds but others only grouped by the action of a more

modern, almost liberal sensibility. 58

At last, one more thing. Six armed guards might well be a rather small fiscal po-

lice force for a city that, according to the most conservative estimates, had over one

hundred thousand inhabitants by the end of the eighteenth century—and even for con-

trolling a population of about thirty thousand people, which was perhaps the number of

Indians living in the city (see chapter three). And yet, it is telling of the potential of the

regulation of 1792 as a governmental device, as a mechanism able to reshape its own

subjects’ lives in meaningful ways, that the regulation indeed called for the creation of

such a force. It is as though, wanting only to apply the general and undisputed rules of

                                                                           

can only imagine is that it is a later interpolation, done by another archivist, aware that the series

of 1800 had to have nine volumes, when she realized that the fourth volume in the series was

absent.

58. In the single volume of 1807, thirty six different trades were listed, a slightly higher

number than the twenty-nine that appear in the first one of 1800, but close enough—I think—as

to allow for extrapolation.
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tribute assessment contained in the tribute rolls’ regulation of 1785, the authors of the

regulation of 1792 realized that its application implied an exercise of power—simple and

brute power in this case. Its Lilliputian manifestation notwithstanding, and despite the

implicit suggestion that most tribute must have been collected through less coercive

means, the activation of such a mechanism invites the observer to see the entire project

under a different light.

By distinguishing two broad domains of collection, one “Indian” and one “Span-

ish” (and each with two feet), the regulation of 1792 also departed from an schematic,

entrenched way of distinguishing jurisdictions, present in the tribute rolls’ regulation

of 1785 and in other documents as well, according to which geopolitical entities would

be either integrated by indigenous polities (normally located in Mesoamerica or in

lands colonized by Mesoamerican settlers), or would have “loose” tributaries under

direct Spanish authority (typically located beyond the old Mesoamerican frontier, from

the Bajío northwards). Within this structure, the only provision that allowed for a more

nuanced characterization of the tributary population within a given jurisdiction was the

divide between “village Indians” and “laboring ones and vagabonds,” but it is notice-

able that Mesoamerican jurisdictions did not normally employ this format and, on the

other hand, that in Mexico City the quadripartite structure did not challenge the asser-

tion—as it was still expressed in the reform plan of 1805—that San Juan Tenochtitlan

was still one single jurisdiction, even if the republic controlled only half of its popula-

tion.

Bourbon reform in Mexico City, in other words, revolved around the possibility of

assembling a mixed system of tribute assessment and administration, much more con-

voluted and yet, paradoxically, more accurate—one in which specific groups of tribu-
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taries were targeted by specific measures and mechanisms of control. In this way,

within a normative model not only unquestioned but still deemed necessary, reformers

in Mexico City managed to combine in the same structure, no matter how imperfectly,

at least two of the aspirations central to the enlightened mind-set—centralization and

rational administration—without provoking the type of resistance faced by the inten-

dancy ordinance’s provisions on tribute. But not necessarily because the regulation of

1792 were less enlightened than ordinance of 1785, nor because the Mexico City

regulation could stand as a model of enlightened practice in New Spain, since it is ob-

vious that, by multiplying jurisdictions and mechanisms of collection, or turning the

exceptions into the rule as a means of responding to the peculiar features of México

City’s tributary life, the regulation of 1792 was not exactly laying the ground for lib-

eral, uncompromising forms of taxation.

The point, in any case, is not (only) to oppose the local knowledge of sensitive

bureaucrats in Mexico City to the imperial will of ambitious ministers in Madrid. More

interesting, I think, is to consider the implications of that contrast, as well as the char-

acteristics of the regulation of 1792, in two different dimensions: with regards to the

Mexico City’s tributary population, and in terms of the character of the Enlightenment.

As for the former, the main question is still whether the Bourbon reformers were simply

imposing new categories without actually considering the “nature” of the population,

or were reacting to a transformation in the tributary outlook of the city, mainly due to

immigration, and thus adjusting its observational capabilities so as to perceive “Indi-

ans” who otherwise would have remained hidden. Or, better still, the problem is to

know how significantly the massive flow of newcomers disrupted the webs of indige-

nous sociability in the last quarter of the eighteenth century, and how extensive and
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rooted the architectural, cultural divide of the city still was. As for the latter, what this

brief exploration on the Bourbon tributary reform in New Spain suggests is that the

products and outcomes of the Enlightenment are not only harder to find, but in reality

less important than the actual workings of its logic or, more exactly, the historical

process of its practice—the sinuous adaptations of its ghostly premises, the emergence

of notions out of puzzling circumstances, the creative contradictions resulting from the

mating of rationality with life. More than thirty years ago, Horst Pietschmann’s superb

analysis on the intendancy ordinance of 1786 showed that the regulation was as much a

new geopolitical law as it was a summary and a catalogue of ancient provisions—which, I

believe, is more or less the equivalent of arguing that the enlightened character of the

Bourbon reforms did not lie in the rejection of the Habsburg system of administration

but, rather, in the slow and partial rearrangement of its principles and institutions.59 In

that sense, what seems crucial in the Enlightenment is mostly its direction, not so much

its destination, for it was through the reorganization of old practices, in assigning new

meanings to old words and redirecting social action—and not in the simple imposition

of rigid models emerging from nice, abstruse formulations—that the modern mindset

made its way into the world. Seen this way, the Enlightenment has to be considered

mainly as a volonté, as a becoming, rather than as a “project,” no matter how vague and

imprecise we want to consider it. But that is precisely the meaning of instrumental,

isn’t it?

59. Pietschmann, Reformas borbónicas, passim.
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Halves and Foundlings: The Never Ending Story

Characterizing the Enlightenment as a becoming, of course, is also to say that it was an

unfinished process, a somewhat open-ended drift, a convoluted conversation between

baroque and neoclassic sensibilities—more a moment than an ideology, even if in some

corners of the republic of letters it was certainly a political program as well. As a work

in progress, it was always perfectible; as a drive whose terminus was yet to be decided,

its future as the Western epistemic paradigm was by no means pre-ordained; as a civi-

lizing dialogue (“civilizing” à la Elias), its composition at any given moment was, in-

stead of pure, rather cacophonous and accidental. Because it is crucial to keep in mind

both the fluidity and the fragility of the neoclassic moment, I would like to pause for a

second before concluding this chapter to look at two brief snapshots of bureaucratic

strife dealing with the fate of tribute after the 1780s and 1790s to show the extent to

which the might and assertiveness of the Bourbon monarchy notwithstanding, issues of

definition and administration were still debated in Mexico City as late as in the first

decade of the nineteenth century—which is to say the very twilight of the colonial era. It

is worthy of note, moreover, that in both cases the “forces of progress” were defeated,

for it confirms that modernity’s victory was not inevitable—or rather, thinking ahead to

the 1808constitutional breakdown, that the Spanish empire was not necessarily on the

verge of collapse by the time Carlos IV’s incompetence dragged the monarchy into the

Napoleonic maelstrom. The second story in particular provides further evidence that

the relationship between neoclassic and baroque epistemologies was a conflictive

one—hat their articulation was indeed dialectic.

1. One such instance concerns a proposal presented in December 1805 by Juan
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Ordóñez, chair of the Contaduría General de Retasas in Mexico City, to increase the

tributary cash flow tribute into the imperial chests.60 Though his idea of reorganizing,

one more time, the whole of the New Spain’s tribute administration, was not endoge-

nous but part and parcel of a generalized effort aimed at “engrosar el erario para so-

brevivir a las urgencias de la corona”—a campaign whose climax had been the law for

“consolidating” the royal bonds issued the year before—the initiative’s terms and logic

does suggest a local, bureaucratic origin; that is, arising from Ordóñez’ experience as

the administrator of New Spain’s tribute.61 This element is all the more evident be-

cause the proposal’s most noticeable features are two large charts, one describing the

tributary population within the 206 partidos or jurisdictions that made the seven

“provinces” of New Spain, and the other detailing the amount of tribute collected in

each partido, distinguishing by type of fee (royal service, encomienda, real de hospital

and so forth). The charts’ synthetic, panoptic nature may suggest that they are statisti-

cal tools, and they have been considered as a form of viceroyalty-wide report on indige-

nous and pardo tribute on the eve of the empire’s collapse, while in fact quantification

works in both charts as a peculiar form of argumentation—a genre I would like to call

descriptive as opposed to the rhetorical-abstract of other types of contemporary argu-

60. “Estado general de los tributos,” agn, Tributos, vol. 43, exp. 9. It has been partially

published as “Estado general de tributos y tributarios, 1805,” Boletín del Archivo General de la

Nación, tercera serie, 1: 3 (1977), 3-43.

61. Juan Ordóñez to José de Iturrigaray, Mexico City, 5 December 1805, agn, Tributos,

vol. 43, exp. 9, f. (287v). Even though the ordinance of 1786 was not directly mentioned in the

document, it is clear that Ordóñez was fighting in 1805 the same battle Gálvez had lost in 1788.

En English, the quotation would read as “swelling the exchequer to meet the crown’s urgen-

cies.”
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mentation. In other words, the charts made Ordóñez’s point by describing a reality, not

by arguing the desirability of an idea. What is crucial, at any rate, is that the charts did

articulate a proposal—a proposal, moreover, epistemic in character, insofar as it aimed

to redefine the ways in which the crown conceptualized its subjects, crafted the tools to

classify them and implemented the mechanism for interacting with them.

In both the notes he complement his charts with, and the messages he sent to

viceroy José de Iturrigaray, Ordóñez pointed once and again to the problem that the

existence of up to thirty-two different tributary tariffs among Indians and two among

pardos (scheduled for collection at different times, moreover) posed to the administra-

tion, and also to the inconvenience of maintaining the distinction between “full” and

“half” tributaries, especially since at least in two jurisdictions, Mérida de Yucatán and

Venado (San Luis Potosí), the nuance did not even exist. His proposal, nevertheless,

was limited to reforming this second aspect of the system, yet only because “pruden-

cia” thus dictated—administrative wisdom, in a word.62 It did not make sense, he ar-

gued, to continue including women as constituents of the tributary self because “las

mujeres [ya] no trabajan con sus maridos en haciendas de campo ni en las demás ocu-

paciones principales con que todos subsisten.”63 The point is worth noticing as it con-

firms that the baroque self was understood by the men of the Enlightenment essentially

as a social construct, as a public performance, and despised accordingly, lacking, as it

were, a strong psychological component: for women’s activity in the realm of produc-

62. Juan Ordóñez to José de Iturrigaray, Mexico City, 5 December  1805, agn, Tributos,

vol. 43, exp. 9, f. (288). Prudencia, of course, is Spanish for “prudence.”

63. Ibid. In English it would be: “women no [longer] work with their husbands in county

estates nor in the remaining main occupations by which they all subsist.”
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tion had entitled them to be recognized as public actors. So it is not really significant

that the statement was ostensibly false—women, and peasant women in particular, did

and would continue to work outside the suffocating box the nascent “bourgeois” do-

mesticity was imagining for them. What matters is the shift from the public to the per-

sonal in the definition of the self, the substitution of a “soft” patriarchy by a “strong”

power underpinned by ontological claims—both because it would re-gender the politi-

cal culture of the land, pretty much as, in France, the revolution had strengthened, not

assuaged, the legal subjugation of women, and because it would also redraw the con-

tours of (male) neoclassic citizenship.64 Thus, in a twist of measurement units that

cannot be seen merely as a linguistic lapse because it contradicted the very logic of the

tributary edifice, Ordóñez explained that “siguieron los casados pagando doble cuota”

after their partners withdrew from agricultural labor, clearly implying that, in his mind,

the “half” tribute single men and widowers had to pay was the real tributary

fee—whereas the expected payment of couples doubled the charge.65 Yet Ordóñez was

an accountant at heart: rather than reducing the fee for married men, his proposal con-

sisted in imposing the “doble couta” to singles and widowers, as though tribute was in

fact a per capita tax.

To call such a mutation Copernican is to overstate its magnitude a little bit, but

64. See Rebel Daughters: Women and the French Revolution, ed. Sara E. Melzer and Leslie

W. Rabine (New York : Oxford University Press, 1992), the essays by Joan Landes, Darline Levy

and Harriet Applewhite in particular.

65. Juan Ordóñez to José de Iturrigaray, Mexico City, 5 December  1805, agn, Tributos,

vol. 43, exp. 9, (286v). In English it would read as “married ones continued to pay double

quota.”
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only a little bit: had the unattached man not become defined as the atomic unit within

the imperial fiscal machinery—which is to say, without a notion of subjecthood as lim-

ited to individual, autonomous, male human beings—the nineteenth-century head tax

for sure, and perhaps the whole modern taxation, in Mexico and elsewhere, would have

been impossible to develop. In due time—not before 1812, at any rate—the basic social

actor, both economically and politically, would be relocated within the confines of the

modern individual male self; yet already in the negative response Ordóñez’s proposal

received from the Real Tribunal de Cuentas (New Spain’s highest fiscal authority) in

March 1810 it seems apparent that at least to some people at the empire’s financial apex

had understood that making every man a full tributary or homogenizing the fees could

not merely be an administrative means to win the war against France:

Las alteraciones son otros inconvenientes gravísimos que inquietan a los vasal-

los[,] los cuales[,] acostumbrados a sus antiguos tributos[,] se resienten con la

novedad, y si son infelices pasan a la desesperación y suelen romper el freno de la

obediencia; y no están los tiempos para hacer pruebas en Nueva España cuando

reina en Europa la sugestión, la venalidad, y las intrigas con que la Francia ha

trastornado aquella principal parte del globo.66

66. Resolution by the Real Tribunal de Cuentas, signed Monterde, Arraoiz and Iturbide,

Mexico City, 27 March 1810, agn, Tributos, vol. 43, exp. 9, f. (290v). In English it would read as:

“Disturbances are another very grave inconvenience that affect the subjects, who, used to their

ancient tributes, resent the novelty; if they are unhappy, turn to despair, and tend to break obe-

dience’s yoke; and the times are not so [peaceful] as to make experiments in New Spain, when it

reins in Europe the subjection, venality and intrigue with which France has perturbed that main

part of the globe.”
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2. The second case I want to describe had reached its conclusion on March 1804,

a year and a half before Juan Ordóñez presented his proposal to redefine the tributary

unit, with a royal decree intended to limit the public effect—continent-wide, moreo-

ver—of a previous ordinance the king of Spain had dedicated to the problem of whether

expósitos or foundlings could be considered tributaries or not. In the second and final

decree, Carlos IV would reprimand the New Spain authorities for having printed and

publicized the first one, dated in Aranjuez in March 1803, because that had opened the

possibility “que se propague la noticia de la nueva gracia al reino de Guatemala, y de

éste [a] las provincias del Perú, y de excitar recursos, para que se extienda a ellas.”67 As

had happened in the past, imperial policy was extremely sensitive to regional variations

within Spanish America, as though following the old adage instructing one to divide

one’s subjects to better rule over them, but also, to a degree, because systemic think-

ing was still alien to the administrative workings of the monarchy as a whole.

Nevertheless, it is not entirely surprising that the king wished to limit the effect

of the 1803 “nueva gracia,” since everything related to it had been triggered by a minor

methodological question raised by a minor functionary in Mexico City. Four years be-

fore, in August 1799, the commissioner in charge of the  new matrícula of San Juan

Tenochtitlan, José Jiménez, had sent a message to viceroy Miguel José Azanza asking

67. Royal decree, signed by Carlos IV, Madrid, 27 March 1804, agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp.

12, ff. 33-33v (363-363v); quotation at f. 33v (363v). In English it would read as: “that news of

this new grace should reach the kingdom of Guatemala, and from it the provinces of Peru, and to

elicit petitions to have it [the decree] extended to them.” See also the comments on this case in

Claudia Guarisco, Los indios del valle de México y la construcción de una nueva sociabilidad

política, 1770-1835 (Zicacantepec, Mex.: El Colegio Mexiquense, 2003), 40-41.
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him whether foundlings should be considered fit for inclusion in the register, as he was

meeting “algunos” who “tienen señales inequívocas de [ser] pardo o mulatos” and yet

had contested their inclusion in the mulatto list.68  Despite appearances, the question

was not academic, since some presumptive tributaries, in order to avoid being included

in the register, had brandished the memory of a decree from February 1794 by virtue of

which the offspring of unknown parents had been declared legitimate sons and mem-

bers of “la clase de hombres buenos del estado llano general.”69 This last clause would

turn out to be crucial, even though, judging by decree’s context, it was merely formu-

laic. If imported into the tributary context, the denomination decent plebeian could

very easily acquire constitutional overtones—while the question asked by José Jiménez

was merely administrative in character. It is certainly hard to imagine that a group of

reluctant tributaries purportedly attempted to raise fundamental questions about their

status as free subjects of the monarchy—based on a decade-old document, which is

more—instead of just trying to get out of the imperial fiscal machinery. But there is no

doubt that the handful of functionaries that sorted the issue out would see very clearly

the deeper implications underneath a case that, in principle, was only about deport-

ment and appearance.

An initial answer to Jiménez’ question was produced by the same Juan Ordóñez

68. José Jiménez to Miguel José de Azanza, Mexico City, 16 August 1799, agn, Tributos,

vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 6-7 (336-337); quotation at f. 6 (336). In English it would read as: “Some [of

them] present unequivocal signs of being pardos or mulattos.”

69. Royal decree, signed by Carlos IV, Aranjuez, 19 February 1794 [copied in Mexico City,

5 January 1799], agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 2-5 (332-335); quotation at f. 3v (333v). In

English it would read as: “the class of good men from the general plain estate.”
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we have met earlier. It will not surprise anyone then to observe that his position would

be in favor of “rationalizing” the categories and practices of the tributary system: for

Ordóñez, in effect, the whole affair was simply a matter of realizing that in the New

World “seigneurial” charges were independent from the distinction between nobles

and plebeians prevalent in Spain—which in fact determined the nature of those charges

in the peninsula. Thus, “la plebe española de este reino no está sujeta a pecho y repar-

timientos como la de España” while “hay entre los indios la distinción de que sólo los

caciques, cuya clase equivale a la de nobles, no tributan, ni sus primogénitos, ni tam-

poco los gobernadores y alcaldes de los pueblos mientras ejercen sus oficios.”70 From

that he would assemble a simple syllogism: since the foundlings’ parents “están sujetos

a las cargas del estado llano general,” and since one of them was the payment of trib-

ute, it would follow that “deben satisfacerlo [el tributo] los indios y mulatos libres que

se hallen en este caso, siempre que conste de algún modo su calidad tributaria.”71

(Nevetheless, Ordóñez was well aware that “[c]onocer la [calidad tributaria] de todos

los expósitos donde hay mezcla frecuente de españoles, indios y mulatos, parece im-

70. Juan Ordóñez to Miguel José de Azanza, Mexico City, 5 March 1800, agn, Tributos,

vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 9v-10v (339v-340v); quotation at ff. 10-10v (340-340v). In English it would

read as: “the Spanish plebs in this kingdom are not subject to levy and labor obligations as those

in Spain are,” while “there is among Indians the distinction of caciques, whose class equals that

of nobles’, who do not pay tribute, nor heir firstborns, nor villages’ governors and alcaldes

while they occupy those offices.”

71. Ibid., f. 10v (340v). In English it would read as: “they are subject to the duties of the

general plain estate,” and “they should rewatd it [the levy] all Indians and free mulattoes in that

situation, as long as their tributary condition is somehow evident.”
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posible.”)72 Yet in order to escape from reality, and with an attitude that would place

him within a nascent intellectual domain (the realm of modern racism), Ordóñez would

affirm his opinion

[…] de que tributen los expósitos de color negro que no dejen duda de su calidad,

los de color bazo en que tampoco la haya de ser indios, y los que en su color; pelo

y fisonomía sean conocidamente entre mulato [sic], u otra de las castas que proce-

den de la mezcla de negro.73

An entirely divergent position would be argued by a functionary by the name of

Beltrán, in charge of the office of Memorias y Alcances within the Real Tribunal de

Cuentas, in August 1800.74 In a long and sophisticated reply to Ordóñez, Beltrán reit-

erated a good deal of the legal doctrine underpinning tribute as an institution since the

sixteenth century, up to the point that sometimes one gets the impression of being

reading the debates on the nature of the naturals, as well as the response the Spanish

American intellectuals gave to the European Enlightenment prejudices. The argu-

ment’s cornerstone—the point intended to reject the idea that Indians and pardos were

to the New World what “pecheros” were to Spain, and also a blow against what he

72. Ibid. In English it would read as: “learning it [the tributary condition] of all foundlings

wherein there is frequent mix of Spaniard, Indian and mulatto, seems impossible.”

73. Ibid. In English it would read as: “should contribute tribute black foundlings about

whose quality there would be no doubt; neither dark-skinned ones of whose condition as Indians

was evident; and those who by their skin color, hair and physiognomy appear distinctly as mu-

lattoes or as any other of the castes resulting from the mixing of a black.”

74. Beltrán to the Contaduría Mayor, Tribunal de Cuentas, Mexico City, 1 August 1800,

agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 11v-17 (341v-347).
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called the “physiognomic art” of his opponent—was a notion of indigenous and tribu-

tary nature which not only was seamlessly articulated to the custom-based Spanish legal

doctrine but, most important, a concept which offered a historicist perspective of New

Spain’s institutional landscape. (It is ironic, by the way, that nature, in his writing,

would be entirely opposed to what most enlightened political theory understood by

nature—ironic in the sense that it shows to what degree rationalism was removed from

empirical reality.)

For Beltrán, tribute could not be employed as a marker of nobility in the New

World because it was a charge “original y único de las Américas[,] que tuvo su ejemplo

en los emperadores de la Europa y su principio en los incas y moctezumas” of the pre-

Hispanic period. For that reason, the laws regulating its operation “no mandan que se

juzgue por los colores y aspectos sino por las naturalezas” of the subjects.75 It followed

from this that in Spanish America “no cabe la única distinción de nobles y plebeyos o

de exentos y pecheros que hay en España”, since “[a]quí se distinguen españoles de

estado noble y llano, y castas que unas son tributarias y otras no.”76 In other words,

whereas Ordóñez saw the distinction between nobles and commoners in Europe as en-

compassing and overriding the differences between tributaries and exempt subjects

75. Ibid., f. 13 (343). In English it would read as: “original and unique to the Americas, in-

spired by Europe’s emperors which had its principle in the Incas and Moctezumas” of pre-

Hispanic times. And: the laws order “not to judge by skin colors and deportments but by na-

tures.”

76. Ibid., f. 13v (343v). In English it would read as: “there is no room for the single dis-

tinction of nobles and plebeians, or levy exempted and payers found in Spain,” since “here noble

and plebeian Spaniards are distinguished, and tributary and non tributary castes.”
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(the latter was merely a “case” within his theory of social organization), for Beltrán the

origins of the institution carried an explanation of its goals and form; in his case, in

short, history was not a precedent but a destiny. Indians and pardos, therefore, were

such (tributaries) because they had been, because their genealogy could be traced back

to the pre-Hispanic period and before the establishment of the slave trade, not because

there was anything—their straight and greasy hair or their craving for maize, the shape

of their noses or their ability to syncopate a rhythm—that could define their status in-

dependently from time and space. As foundlings, by definition, were not in a position

to say anything about their parents’ past, determining whether their ancestor had been

subject to those Incas and Moctezumas was impossible.

Anyhow, the sharpest edge of Beltrán’s quill was pointed to Ordóñez’ metopo-

scopy, an art “que verdaderamente es el arte de hacer juicios temerarios” insofar as it

does not “descubre pasión, afecto[,] vicio, o virtud oculta a la observación de los demás

hombres” but rather “manifiesta sólo al fisonomista.”77 Furthermore: since “[l]os

anti-fisonomistas prueban la falsedad del sistema con hechos prácticos en que no con-

cuerdan las señales exteriores de los cuerpos con las cualidades de las almas,”78

No podrá asegurar el contador de Retasas que su metoposcopia es evidente, y es

preciso que confiese[,] por más indicaciones que encuentre, que siempre queda

77. Ibid., ff. 14-14v (344-344v). In English it would read as: “which truly is the art of mak-

ing reckless judgments,” insofar as metoposcopy does not “uncover passion, affection, vice or

virtue hidden to other men’s observation” but rather “revels only the physiognomist himself.”

78. Ibid., f. 14v (344v). In English it would read as: “the anti-physiognomists prove the

falsehood of the system with practical data showing there is no correspondence between bodies’

exterior signs and souls’ qualities.”
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en duda si la calidad es tributaria. ¿Y será lícito que la calidad sea dudosa y la im-

posición del tributo[,] cierta? ¿Hay alguna ley o doctrina que permita gravar de

este modo a los vasallos? ¿Es por ventura tolerable en la justísima legislación

española exigir derechos cuando es dudoso el adeudo ni [sic por “o”] imponer pe-

nas a los delincuentes por sospecha?79

Despite this argument, a first resolution, signed by the powerful general fiscal of Real

Hacienda, Lorenzo Hernández de Alva, decided that “se consideren y alisten en las

matrículas como tributarios los que en su color[,] pelo, y fisonomía sean conocida-

mente negros, mulatos, indios, o de otras castas,”80 only to be reversed by a  Junta Su-

perior de Real Hacienda decree from April 1801, in which New Spain’s highest fiscal

authority adopted Beltrán’s position because “el fundamento del color” was not “muy

fiable para calificar las castas de los expósitos.” 81 It then sent back to Spain its written

opinion, which would form the basis for the royal decree of February 1803.

79. Ibid., ff. 14v-15 (344v-345). In English it would read as: “The Retasas accountant will

be unable to state that his metocospopy is evident, and he must confess that, regardless of how

many indication he may find, that there is always doubt concerning the tributary quality [of

foundlings]. And will be legitimate that the quality is doubtful and tribute’s imposition certain?

Is there any law or doctrine that allows to charge to the vassals in this manner? Is it by any

chance tolerable that the most just Spanish legislation could demand duties when the debt is

doubtful, or to impose a penalty to delinquents-by-suspicion?”

80. Lorenzo Hernández de Alva to Félix Berenguer de Marquina, Mexico City, 23 March

1801, agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 19v-22 (349v-352); quotation at f. 20 (350). In English it

would read as: “those who by their skin color, hair and physiognomy appear distinctly as blacks,

mulattoes, Indians or other castes, should be considered [tributaries] and listed in the tribute

rolls.”

81. Resolution by Junta Superior de Real Hacienda, signed Guevara, Alva, Herrera, Mon-

terde y Vildosola [?], Mexico City, 10 April 1801, agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp. 12, ff. 22v-23v
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Power’s Objectivity and its Experience

Victorious or not, baroque or neoclassic, produced by the implacable deployment of an

idea or the result of a cultural becoming that was, per force, piecemeal and incre-

mental—it does not matter: this chapter, in the end, has had one and only one subject. It

has dealt, almost exclusively with the beneficiaries of tribute, with their epistemic fret

ting, with the logic informing their thinking, with the overall architecture of a system

they encountered in the sixteenth century but managed to make their own. Not for

nothing did the large majority of the money produced by the tributary institution travel

across the Atlantic to help sustain an imperial state almost continuously at war, at least

since the revolutionary explosion on the other side of the Pyrenees. Here and there, it

is true, a couple of tributaries have made their way into these pages, but that does not

seem to justify all the attention given to the rulers of New Spain’s words and thoughts.

After all, this dissertation aspires to be a piece of social history and not a celebration of

the powerful—social history in the historiographical sense, of course, for otherwise it

would be a tautological phrase. Why, then, deal with the epistemological dilemmas

faced by Spanish officials ever since the complexity of Mesoamerican political culture

became apparent? In truth, the point to be made is a very simple, almost obvious, one:

namely, that the administration’s power position, the fact that it had the capacity to

impose on the ground its definition of what a tributary was regardless of the “truth,”

should be credited the major component, perhaps as the critical component, of such a

                                                                           

(352v-353v); quotation at f. 23 (353). In English it would read as: “[skin] color” was not “reliable

grounding for establishing foundlings’ castes.”
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condition. In this sense, it could be said I am advocating an understanding of identity I

shall call “phenomenological,” as opposed to its prevalent characterization, deeply

“ontological,” which for that reason, it seems to me problematic.82 Taking the admini-

stration’s position seriously, in other words, is indispensable to make sense of the

seemingly absurd decision of peering at Mexico City’s indigenous life and documenta-

tion through an non-indigenous hole, because what mattered for the constitution of

indigenous identities in New Spain’s capital was less the accuracy of the definition of

tributary—the accord between management and the law on the one hand and the in-

digenous peoples’ reality on the other—than the tangible effects of the definition’s so-

cial deployment, both in the administrative realm and, obviously, in the actual lives of

the tributaries.

The key difference between bureaucratic epistemologies and most other theories

of knowledge is precisely the pragmatic concern embedded in the former—the funda-

mental attention to action and, in a sense, to the social realm, characteristic of systems

of “applied” thought. It is not, however, a distinction worthy of note merely because it

helps to distinguish among entities—epistemic toolboxes in this case—but because pur-

pose chez “applied” epistemologies is not discursive ornament, nor logical corollary,

nor Aristotelian accident; it is a constitutive component of them, a feature crucial to

their very existence. That is why, strictly speaking, taxonomies cannot be said to be

82. What follows, in a sense, is just an attempt to apply the premises and conclusions of a

remarkable—literally mind-blowing—article by Rogers Brubaker and Frederick Cooper, “Beyond

‘Identity’,” Theory and Practice 29: 1 (2000): 1-47, reprinted as Frederick Cooper and Rogers

Brubaker, “Identity,” in Frederick Cooper, Colonialism in Question: Theory, Knowledge, His-

tory (Berkeley: University of California Press, 2005), chap. 3.
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epistemological byproducts or applications of preexisting theories; insofar as means

and ends are inevitably blended by the constitutive nature of purpose, bureaucratic

taxonomies and epistemologies are one and the same endeavor—at once form and con-

tent, signifier and signified, cause and effect. Needless to say, most of the rationale for

reading the tributary sources the way I would like to do arises from this understanding

of the bureaucratic praxis as a “concrete theory” of knowledge—which is to say, as the

process by which ruling, the exercise of power, became possible in Bourbon Mexico

City. In this sense, as any student of Michel Foucault would do, I am merely replacing

the classical dictum that the state is insofar as it has the monopoly on force, by an un-

derstanding of state power centered on its monopoly on language (or discourse) and,

therefore, by an appreciation of the state as the “instance” wherein the collective ca-

pacity of investing with meaning certain forms of action and performance is concen-

trated—indeed as the “moment” in which the res publica is defined.83

While the focus on rule makes it difficult to portray governmental epistemologies

as merely semantic practices with no, or only derivative, effects on the social realm,

portraying the power of the state as discursive carries the risk of belittling the heavi-

ness, the density, the forcefulness of its actions—especially if the association of dis-

course with opinion  is not properly questioned. As it happens, there is a tendency—well

intentioned perhaps, as it seems to be the result of a concern with fairness and equal-

ity—to understand the former as a synonym of the latter, indeed to “relativize” the inner

consistency or significance of all discourses to the point of conceptualizing all voices

83. See Michel Foucault, L’Archéologie du savoir (París: Gallimard, 1969), and Surveiller

et punir: Naissance de la prison (Paris: Gallimard, 1975).
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as being essentially equal; that is, equally partial and “biased,” pretty much the same

from an axiological point of view and therefore functionally interchangeable. (Hence

the current notion of “balanced” journalism as the pairing of opposite, contradictory

opinions regardless of their consistency and the social and political contexts in which

they are produced.) The risk, in other words, is to reduce discursive practices to nomi-

native performances, not even semantic proper but merely linguistic conventions—as

though reality did exist with absolute independence from the observer, and as though

there were not a way to evaluate the relationship between words and the world. I will

say no more about this last element, the methodological component of the discourse-

as-opinion assumption, as most of this work has been dealing and will deal with the

links between discourse and the world beyond. But I would like to emphasize at this

point that the social constructed-ness of discourse necessarily implies that no two dis-

courses are equal, nor could they be unless the social circumstances from which they

arise are in turn altered.

In this sense, in order to develop a fuller understanding of state taxonomies, both

symbolically and on the ground, the power of the state vis-à-vis a social formation, or

rather the different actors within society, ought to be considered not as an accident,

irrelevant for appreciating the state’s epistemic efforts, but as a crucial, constitutive

circumstance—exactly as with its intentions. Actual power, in effect: the capacity to set

the terms of social intercourse as much as the ability to enforce certain desiderata and

to attain some degree of acquiescence. Actual power, although not in the abstract or

comparatively over time or across space—as in this state versus the idea of the state or

versus the same state three centuries after or versus that other state across the border.

As each of these states’ faculties are the result of historical processes characterized by
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conflict and negotiation, it is clear that none of them could be said to exist absolutely

or permanently; their reality, rather, is always unfinished and provisional, and subject

to independent rhythms of “development.”84 Thus the degree of compliance attained

by a state at any given moment could be higher than its capacity to define the public

agenda, as in the Spanish American empire between 1808 and 1810; and thus state con-

trol over the sources of legitimacy may be lower than its command on the coercive in-

frastructure, as in New Spain for most of the colonial period (since no one questioned

the legitimacy of the empire while almost everyone found a way to bypass its authority).

In the end, it is the fragile, unstable articulation of the state’s talents to shape public

discourse, impose its will and elicit obedience that provides a measure of its domin-

ion.85 Anyhow, it is undeniable that in most circumstances such power is far more ef-

fective than the capacity of any other social actors to counter it—particularly in the

public realm. Which is why one should consider governmental epistemologies as hav-

ing a qualitative superiority over most other forms of public knowledge, even if—as in

the case of tribute—alternative sources of meaning inform the state’s understanding of

84. See Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer, The Great Arch: English State Formation as

Cultural Revolution, fwd. by G. E. Aylmer (Oxford: Blackwell, 1985). I am grateful to Fernando

Pérez Montesinos for reminding me of this book—too late in the process of writing, however, to

use it more thoroughly.

85. In a sense, this is just another way to describe what Antonio Gramsci called hegemony.

Gramsci’s notion, however, is too fragmentary and ambiguous, sometimes resembling an ana-

lytical metaphor rather than a concept proper—unsurprisingly so, as his prison notebooks are

indeed sketches written while incarcerated—and that makes it, at least to my taste, difficult to

work with. See Antonio Gramsci, Prison Notebooks, ed. with an introduction by Joseph A. But-

tigieg, trans. Joseph A. Buttigieg and Antonio Callari (New York: Columbia University Press,

1992).
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the real. Whether the position of the state within a social formation is the result of a

monopoly of force, a monopoly on words or any other exclusive privilege, in sum, that

does not alter the fact that, when it speaks, its voice does have a higher, more pene-

trating pitch.

Because having a relationship with the state is less a matter of choice than a

question of necessity, because state epistemologies are governmental, and because the

state’s actions carried much more weight than most social actors’ most of the time, the

actors’ experience of the state needs in turn to be considered from a perspective that,

acknowledging the various degrees of state effectiveness and the intrinsic instability of

any system of rule, would not reify social autonomy nor circumscribe public taxono-

mies to the linguistic domain—indeed, a “phenomenological” approach. My take on

phenomenology, however, may surprise if not annoy anybody seriously engaged with it,

and not just because what I understand is admittedly incipient and superficial. It may

do so mostly because, although I do accept the fusion of essence and existence into a

single “as-such-ness” as one of its fundamental premises, I am less interested in the

conscious apprehension of phenomena than in the collective dimension of such per-

ception, which is to say the social experience of phenomena—for I believe this process

generates a knowledge that it is sociologically objective even though, from a philoso-

phical perspective, it is not. If phenomena are in themselves, if they are what they ap-

pear to be to an observer, then they are socially what a collection of observers take

them to be. Yet, by “collective apprehension” I do not mean the whole resulting from

adding individual apprehension to individual apprehension as doing that ignores that

society is more than the sum of its parts—a problem only partially solved by the notion

of intersubjectivity—and also, as I tried to argue earlier, since there are some social ac-
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tors more equal than others, and thus with apprehensions of reality “less” subjective

than others. I mean a praxis, a social praxis.

Since consciousness is irrelevant for a praxis to be, and since rather than a reun-

ion of individual understandings of phenomena-as-they-present-themselves, the type of

experience I am thinking about is generally ineffable yet quotidian. But since it is built

with and through the power structures that hold a society together, it is typically con-

crete and involuntary, and it often bears the marks of an order that is, almost by defini-

tion, coercive. In a sense, it is the very framework that makes most individual experi-

ence possible, a sort of collective superego or supernosotros that determines, both

functionally and in normative terms, the experiencing of reality. Which is to say that,

socially, frivolity’s motto is more than a commonplace: indeed, to be is to be per-

ceived—and it is more so if individuation, as it is the case in Bourbon New Spain, has

yet to reach its modern, absolute form. That is why, to a large degree, the question of

whether a lover, a woman, or an Indian is “truly” in love, a female or a native of the New

World cannot be answered only by examining such phenomena’s subjective experi-

ence—to say nothing of the older, classic operation of treating love, women and Indians

as expressions, cases or instances of ideas, essences and the like, and measuring them

accordingly (precisely the procedure phenomenology was intended to be a remedy for).

Inasmuch as it is a social question, then, what matters is that lovers, women and Indians

are experienced from without and from above—something which, once again, is all the

more crucial when a social formation conceives the self as deriving from a “corporate”

ego, not as an autonomous entity with, at best, gregarious, or associative, tendencies.

In a word, the empirical question has not to do with identity in the ontological sense

nor with the subjective experience of the self as understood by phenomenology—or,
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more exactly, by my pedestrian take on post-structural philosophy—but with the social

process of identification: the collective, historical endeavor carried from a number of

societal instances, none of which is more influential than the pragmatic epistemologies

of the state.86

In the case of the individuals and communities labeled Indian by the Spanish

monarchy, and taxed accordingly, it is therefore crucial to keep in mind that state epis-

temic practices were largely responsible for one of the defining paradoxes of the colo-

nial system: in other words, that while the category was despotic, arbitrary and inaccu-

rate, insofar as it disregarded the cultural diversity of the peoples of Mesoamerica (and

the rest of Spanish America) at the same time it was just precise, and its analytical use is

unavoidable, for the concrete social praxis it generated; it was both despotic and real,

as its subjects participated negotiating its reality. In other words, the various cultural

conditions of those categorized as tributaries did not impede the generalizing category

from having a real life on the ground—in the form of tribute. Indian, then, was doubt-

less a fiction; but since it was part and parcel of a governmental epistemology, it was a

breathing, sweating, fiction: a living narrative and an embodied nightmare as well. e

86. Brubacker and Cooper, “On ‘Identiy’,” 17, put it more persuasively: “[…] ‘identifica-

tion’ calls attention to complex (and often, ambivalent) processes, while the term ‘identity,’ des-

ignating a condition rather than a process, implies too easy a fit between the individual and the

social.”
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chapter three

The Skeleton of San Juan Tenochtitlan

Cosmic Rhumbs, Parishes and the Indigenous City

 table. A table with chairs. There must have been a table with chairs at the end of

the meandrous parade of men, women and children walking from the city’s out-

skirts to the tecpan of San Juan Tenochtitlan every day from eight ante meridian to

three o’clock in the afternoon. Otherwise the governor and the alcaldes and the meri-

nos and the parish priest and the scribes and the tribute administrator and the commis-

sioner in charge of conducting the ceremony would have been unable to preside

over—indeed to give the procession both a purpose and a meaning.1 The scribes in par-

ticular would not have been able to exercise their trade had a table not been present at

the end of the line. On the other hand, it is unlikely the priest and the administrator

and the governor and the commissioner would have been able to perform their duties

1. The way the enrollment was conducted, including the place to do it, the times of opera-

tion, the social identity of the protagonists and so on were detailed in two  proclamations by José

Jiménez, the commissioner for the “cuenta matrícula y visita personal de tributarios de la par-

cialidad de San Juan,” Mexico City, 25 June 1799, Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter, agn),

Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 4-6, and 5 July 1799, agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 12-13.

A
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without the comfort chairs are known to provide; for examining the documents some of

those summoned would present to avoid having their names captured by the scribes, or

arguing over the status of that old man or this light skinned artisan, or wondering

whether the natives of the Philippines should be included, or pondering whether an

orphanage “graduate” could truly be considered a descendant of the Incas y Moctezu-

mas, was, no doubt, an arduous job.2 Not the merinos, though. As the lowest officials

involved in the enfranchising exercise, their occupation was, yes, very similar to the

(merino) shepherd’s: rather than sitting on the chairs or examining documents on the

table—were a table and chairs in place—they would spend most of their journeys walking

around shabby houses and orchards, throughout crooked alleys and on the roads be-

yond the city, cajoling, forcing, conducting the stream of tributaries from the barrios,

villages and workshops to the republican headquarters. One thing is at least certain:

convening the people to the tecpan was not among the chores of either the commis-

sioner or the administrator—it was done by the republic itself, by a group of indigenous

officials barely above the rest of the community who, moreover, would eventually come

back to “civilian” life… to pay tribute. And so the line of people gathering before the

commissioner’s impatient gaze, though rarely reaching the dimensions of a torrent,

2. A summary of some of the doubts and debates produced at the tecpan—including the

one relative to the status of “chinos o indios de Manila”—is contained in José Jiménez to Miguel

José de Azanza, Mexico City, 27 July 1799, agn, Tributos, vol. 27, exp. 6, ff. (151-156). In the end

it was decided that the natives of the Philippines should be counted among the tributaries of San

Juan Tenochtitlan; see the decree of the Junta Superior de Real Hacienda, Mexico City, 9 August

1799, agn, Tributos, vol. 27, exp. 6, f. (163). The debate about orphans’ status is of course the

same that caused the controversy of “nature” versus “physiognomy” explored in chapter two; see

José Jiménez to Miguel José de Azanza, Mexico City, 16 August 1799, agn, Tributos, vol. 55, exp.

12, ff. 6-7 (336-337).
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must have resembled one of the marshes that limited the city towards the east and

south. For seven months or so.

For seven months, indeed, a sluggish yet steady driblet of tributaries, reluctant,

indifferent and otherwise, would congregate in front of the panel of functionaries to

have their identity appraised, their status confirmed, their nature proclaimed. Merinos

and alcaldes would present the presumptive tributaries to the table; they would chal-

lenge the assessment or, more often than not, would acquiesce with it; the parish priest

would confirm whether the “suspect” was known to be of tributary status; a search on

the old list of names would be done; the intricacies of the law and the custom of the

land would be explained by the administrator; a decision would be made by the commis-

sioner—and so on and so forth, from eight to three, five or six days a week, between mid

July 1799 and mid February 1800. At least there was a pulquería next to the tecpan of

San Juan Tenochtitlan: it is handy to imagine its premises crowded by families wanting

to relax after experiencing the might of the Spanish crown. The time of payment would

come later: three times a year, the merinos in the barrios and villages, the Spanish col-

lectors in the workshops, would gather up to thirteen reales per couple and six and a

half reales for every man without a partner. (Yet do not get scandalized by Spanish

plundering: still in the late eighteenth century, the price of a large loaf of bread had

been fixed at half a real; and it has been calculated that the average wage of an unskilled

worker in the city was between one and two reales a day.)3 Of course, no word of the

actual proceedings has survived—this being an age still defined by oral transactions.

3. Virginia García Acosta, Las panaderías, sus dueños y trabajadores: Ciudad de México,

siglo XVIII (Mexico: Ediciones de la Casa Chata, 1989), 42-43; and Richard J. Salvucci, Textiles

and Capitalism in Mexico: An Economic History of the Obrajes, 1539-1840 (Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1987), 125.
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What is beyond doubt is that, on both sides of the tributary table, if not in the queue

itself, the words exchanged were all Castilian. Three days before the beginning of the

enlisting season, in fact, the parish priests and the indigenous officials had made clear

it was unnecessary to bring interpreters to the table, for the people of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan were “bien instruidos” in their rulers’ language.4 Thus a key feature of New

Spain’s largest indigenous community is—once again—revealed: Nahuatl was no longer

the lingua franca in the former islets of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, and this at a time when

elsewhere in the valley, actually throughout Mesoamerica, Spanish was hardly spoken

by the little people.

Little wonder it took seven months—sitting on a chair, in front of a table—to pro-

duce the new tribute roll of San Juan Tenochtitlan: reaching out to fifty barrios, nine

villages and haciendas in the valley of Mexico, plus the villa or town of Guadalupe, and

distinguishing all the wheat from the chaff, was obviously a taxing endeavor; and so it

was, if not more difficult, to gather information concerning over two hundred different

occupations scattered all over the city and a handful of “royal” factories, both in Mex-

ico City and Guadalupe, and that despite the fact that some of those usually in charge of

mustering the payments—including some of the Spanish collectors—would join the

small crew at the tecpan and throughout the city. Only two weeks into the process and a

certain irritation could already be sensed in the commissioner’s voice: contrary to most

rural settlements, whose tributaries would line up peacefully and with their books in

order, at least in his mind, enrolling the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan involved “una

infinidad de tropiezos y dificultades” as the barrios surrounding the city were made up

4. Note by Manuel Martínez del Campo, Mexico City, 8 July 1799, agn, Padrones, vol. 96,

ff. 15v-16. In English it would read as: “well instructed.”
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of “casillas y jacales dispersos” whereof “el conocimiento de las gentes y familias que

los habitan, se esconde aún a la vigilancia del más activo y celoso párroco.”5 Yet his

frustration did not come not only from the deceitful people he had to register. On the

same date, José Jiménez submitted a list of people claiming to be of various non tribu-

tary ethnicities from the parishes of Señor San José and Concepción Salto del

Agua—only to see his authority to assert the tributary condition of the people he was

meeting challenged by scrupulous functionaries in the viceregal palace, and thus most

of the 105 people listed to be excluded from the list would reappear in the list’s final

version.6 By mid-February 1800, Jiménez must have been exhausted—that may explain

why he described the matrícula as comprising “sesenta y seis barrios” rather than the

fifty it actually included. In any case, since in his opinion the enrollment was practi-

cally finished, he asked viceroy Miguel José de Azanza for permission to quit the city

for Havana, leaving the task of making a clean copy of the document in the hands of

someone else. “Está comenzando aquel trabajo material,” he added, which would

“durará cuatro meses poco más o menos, a tres manos por los escribanos.”7

5. José Jiménez to Miguel José de Azanza, Mexico City, 27 July 1799, agn, Tributos, vol.

27, exp. 6, f. (151). In English it would be something like: it conveyed “an infinite number of

snags and obstacles” as the barrios were made up of “dispersed cabins and sheds” whereof

“knowledge of individuals and families dwelling in them escapes the attention of the most active

and zealous priest.”

6. See José Jiménez, “Lista de las personas y familias que en el acto de la matrícula que se

está formando de la parcialidad de San Juan, han alegado calidad para exceptuarse de la con-

tribución del tributo,” Mexico City, 27 July 1799, agn, Tributos, vol. 27, exp. 6, ff. (148-150v).

7. José Jiménez to Miguel José de Azanza, Mexico City, received on 17 February 1800,

agn, Tributos, 27, exp. 8, ff. (201-202); quotations on ff. (201) and (201v). In English it would

read as: “sixty six barrios” and “That material work is starting […] it will last four months more

or less, by three scribes’ hands.” The person who ended up doing the job was one Manuel Ro-

mero; see agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 17-17v.
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Ten months later, on the last day of the eighteenth century, a presumably re-

freshed José Jiménez handed to the Contaduría General de Retasas nine volumes bound

on calfskin containing the new tribute register of San Juan Tenochtitlan—the second

one prepared according to the regulations of 1792 and the penultimate ever attempted

in New Spain’s capital. Four volumes recorded the tributaries belonging to fifty barrios

around the Spanish city, within nine of the thirteen urban parishes; one volume listed

those tributaries living in ten subject towns and haciendas in the valley of Mexico be-

yond the urban settlement, including Guadalupe; another volume included tributaries

working for the cigarette factories Mexico City and Guadalupe, the Mint and the Casa

del Apartado; and the remaining three volumes counted the tributaries engaged in arti-

san activities and other forms of labor who did not belong to the barrios and thus

dwelt—in theory, at least—within the Spanish grid. All but one volume survived the ad-

ministrative disruption that followed not Mexican independence but the creation of

Mexico state in 1824, and are still available at the Archivo General de la Nación in

Mexico City.

Although a clean, refined copy of an array of papers that must have been rich in

amendments and deleted names, the “official” copy of the roll’s first five volumes

seems to replicate, at least on the most superficial level, the actual organization of the

count, tracing two concentric circles around the Spanish city. Thus the first volume

opens by listing the people of six barrios within the parish of Concepción Salto del

Agua, a jurisdiction extending over the city’s south whose parish church stood virtually

across the street from the tecpan of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s entrance, before turning to

eight barrios “pertaining” to the parish of Señor San José, which ruled over the city’s

southwestern quarter. As though continuing a northbound march, volume two counts

first the people belonging to six barrios within the parish of Santa Veracruz, adjacent
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to the north of Señor San José, and then four barrios “under” the jurisdiction of the

parish of Santa María la Redonda, whose territory extended over the city’s northeastern

corner. Skipping the city’s north, as it fell under the authority of the republic of Santi-

ago Tlatelolco, volume three deals in turn with the two parishes on the city’s northeast

and east; since this is the matrícula’s missing tome, however, it is not clear whether the

Map 3.1 — Mexico City parishes after 1772. Taken from O’Hara, “Flock Divided,” 156.

1. Sagrario. 2. San Miguel. 3. Santa Veracruz. 4. Santa Catarina. 5. [Señor] San José.
6. Santa Cruz y Soledad. 7. San Sebastián. 8. San Pablo [Teocaltitlan]. 9. Santa María
la Redonda. 10. Santa Cruz Acatlan. 11. Santa Ana. 12. [Concepción] Salto del Agua.
13. Santo Tomás [de la Palma].
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four barrios within the parish of San Sebastián were listed before the four comprised

“under” the parish of Santa Cruz y Soledad. Something like a slight disruption of this

geographic pattern occurs in volume four, though it is so minimal, and linked to the

order of things in volume five, that one has to take it as an intentional decision: first

come the eight barrios related to the parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma, whose north-

ern limit was Santa Cruz y Soledad’s southern border and that extended deep into the

city’s southeast; then the three barrios within San Pablo Teocaltitlan, a small parish

located west of Santo Tomás de la Palma and east of Concepción Salto del Agua (so the

circle is completed); but finally the seven barrios “belonging” to Santa Cruz Acatlan,

the parish squeezed between Santo Tomás de la Palma to the east and the causeway of

San Antonio Abad to the west. (Map 3.1 shows the basic outline of the city’s parishes.)

As volume five begins, the logic behind that decision becomes apparent, for the first

town listed is Santa Ana Zatlacamanco, which was located south of the parish of Santa

Cruz Acatlan—on the other side of the Piedad river. After that the clock-wise movement

from south to west to north seems to start again, this time over an outer ring of vil-

lages: from Santa Ana Zacatlamanco to Nuestra Señora de la Piedad and its subject

estate of Dolores Nalvarte to San Antonio de las Huertas to San Esteban Popotla to

Santa María Magdalena Quatlayac, before turning north to Guadalupe and its sub-

jects—Zacualco, San Juan Ixhuatepec, San Pedro Zacatenco and Santa Isabel Tola. After

that whatever resemblance of geographic survey disappears altogether: though San

Lucas Tepetlacalco, San Pedro y San Pablo Xalpa and San Miguel Chalmita did lay west

of Santa Isabel Tola, the estate of San Antonio was located on the other side of the

northern plain, on the edge of the lake. But that has a simple explanation: the last four

entities had been incorporated into San Juan Tenochtitlan only in 1792. (Map 3.2 de-

picts the villages’ geographic disposition.)
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Unsurprisingly, no fictional strolling can be found in the matrícula’s four re-

maining volumes. Though volume six seems to be organized after a socio-spatial prin-

ciple—insofar as the categories employed were institutions with discrete physical con-

tours—even in this case, the logic informing the volumes’ structure seems animated by

quite another rationale, one that may be termed “economic”; that is, attentive to the

labor status of the tributaries rather than to their socio-spatial adscription. Because of

Map 3.2 — Rural Subjects of San Juan Tenochtitlan in 1800. Based on Gibson, Az-

tecs, 374, map 11. (See also Table 4.6.)
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that, the list of tributaries constituting volumes seven, eight and nine seems an inven-

tory of economic activities, more or less organized in alphabetical order, from albañiles

or masons to zurradores or curriers, under 157 headings that sometimes include more

than one activity—as in the “Padrón de indios alambreros, banqueros y desbastadores”

or the “Padrón de indios pateros, remeros, zacateros y pescadores.”8 In turn, the last

twenty-four folios of volume nine include families of tributaries who practiced trades

not included in the previous categories or else families of tributaries who came to be

known as such after the clean copy was finished. In total, 206 different trades are men-

tioned, of which only twenty-seven were described as gremios or guilds. All this data

makes the matrícula of 1800 the most complete “census” of its kind. (Before the aboli-

tion of tribute in the spring of 1810, once more roll was made in 1807, of which only

one volume and its summary have been preserved. As for the first exercise, no trace of

it other than the date it was completed—12 April 1793—and the total number of people it

comprised has survived.) The eight standing volumes list the names and tributary con-

dition of 27 108 people; to my knowledge, this is the largest collection of indigenous

names and “identities” of any of New Spain’s indigenous communities available and,

most likely, the second largest ever compiled (the tribute roll of 1807 being perhaps the

most massive). Of them, 9 562 people belonged to barrios, 4 232 lived in the outlying

settlements, 2 503 worked at the royal factories and 10 811 were considered working

people living under the jurisdiction of the Spanish city council.

It is important to bear in mind that these figures do not represent tributaries but

the general indigenous population. Contrary to most early colonial tribute rolls, in

8. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 123v, “Register of Indian wire-makers, stool-makers and des-

bastadores”; and agn, Padrones, vol. 104, f. 113, “Register of Indian duck hunters, rowers, hay-

gatherers and fishermen.”
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effect, those made in the last decades of the eighteenth century did include data on

tributaries’ families: partners, offspring, adopted children and, in handful of cases,

information about the dead and absent as well. As I tried to argue in chapter two, the

presence of married women in the document is not at all surprising, because women

were instrumental for distinguishing “full” from “half” tributaries—or, more accu-

rately, to produce them. On the other hand, the inclusion of non-tributary actors such

as children, single women, widows and dead people is certainly worth noticing: because

it was gratuitous, it suggests that Bourbon tribute rolls were “moving” in the direction

of the census—though they never achieved the degree of comprehensiveness usually

associated with modern demographic surveys. (For one thing, place of origin and age

were not full fledged categories in matrículas, not even in late colonial ones.) In fact,

this partial inclusiveness is what justifies treating the document as a demographic

source—as will be done in this and the remaining chapters. Perhaps the greatest advan-

tage of Bourbon tributary practice vis-à-vis the Habsburg “model” is that it excuses the

student from engaging in the Talmudic-like enterprise made famous by Sherburne

Cook and Woodrow Borah: namely, the extrapolation of tributary figures to estimate

the actual size of a human population,9 Furthermore, the matrícula of 1800 could in a

sense serve to test the pertinence of such calculations for the late colonial period. The

corresponding figures constitute Table 3.1. (Full male tributaries include all men

marked thus in the document’s marginal columns, mostly married men though there

were a few cases of widowers or singles with dependents, plus those who asked for a

9. Sherburne F. Cook and Woodrow Borah, Essays in Population History: Mexico and the

Caribbean (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1971-1979), 3 vols.; see also Sherburne F.

Cook and Woodrow Borah, The Indian Population of Central Mexico, 1531-1610 (Berkeley: Uni-

versity of California Press, 1960).
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Table 3.1

Tributaries, San Juan Tenochtitlan

Tributaries Abstract Total

Full Half Total Tributaries Population Ratio (1) Ratio (2)

Pueblos 927 273 1200 1063.5 4232 3.53 3.98

Barrios 2263 1036 3299 2781 9562 2.90 3.44

Oficios 3076 3246 6322 4699 13314 2.11 2.83

Total 6266 4555 10821 8543.5 27108 2.51 3.17

exemption yet were in a stable relationship and often had dependents, whereas peti-

tioners listed in independent entries, whether single or widowers, were counted with

the “halves,” which roughly speaking were widowers and singles, but also the very few

married without either partner or dependents.)

As the table makes clear, the ratio of tributary males to total population in the

matrícula is 2.51—a figure considerably lower than the factor of 2.80 calculated by

Cook and Borah for central Mesoamerica in 1548.10 Explaining such a difference may

be done in two different ways: one is to note the different nature of both figures—theirs

is an ideal type, part and parcel of an effort to make sense of disparate tribute figures

and rationales from the first century of Spanish role; “mine” is merely an empirical

instance, the result of dividing population by tributaries as they appear in the docu-

10. Woodrow Borah and Sherburne F. Cook, The Population of Central Mexico in 1548: An

Analysis of the Suma de visitas de pueblos (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960), 102.

An alternative figure offered by Borah and Cook, ibid., considers the ratio of casados as an ab-

stract category similar to the “abstract tributaries” that appear in Table 3.1; their factor for that

is 3.3, which is still considerably higher than the table’s ratio number two: 3.17. See also Charles

Gibson, The Aztecs under the Spanish Rule, 1519-1810 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press,

1964), 499-500, n. 15.
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ment from 1800—while the other implies the realization that most tribute rolls em-

ployed by Cook and Borah were rural and produced in the sixteenth century, whereas

the “Matrícula de San Juan [Tenochtitlan], año de 1800,” was, well, virtually antipodal

to them. Although they are not mutually exclusive, the latter explanation actually sug-

gests that between Cook and Borah’s figure and the matrícula’s there are more than

merely twenty-nine centesimal points: in fact, it seems to speak of a qualitative trans-

formation of the Mesoamerican landscape by virtue of which the hegemony of extended

households—loosely knitted households within tightly woven communities, that

is—began to be contested by more “western” socializing structures. At the risk of sim-

plifying a process that admitted a number of variations and exceptions (the very dimen-

sion of pre-Hispanic urban centers like Mexico-Tenochtitlan, to begin with, or the fact

that urban dwellers became the majority of the Mesoamerican population only in the

twentieth century) one way to interpret the reduction in the ratio of tributaries to gen-

eral population between 1548 and 1800, in other words, is as the slow, contradictory

and yet persistent spread of modern, absolute individuation over Mesoamerica—and

hence further testimony that Marcelo Carmagnani’s characterization of Latin America

as “another occident” is indeed brilliant.11

Westernization is, no doubt, a problematic notion. Even in the hands of someone

like Carmagnani or like Serge Gruzinski its colonialist overtones cannot be entirely

avoided.12 By no means am I suggesting that the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan were

11. Marcello Carmagnani, El otro occidente: América Latina desde la invasión europea

hasta la globlalización, trans. Jaime Rivera Rehren (Mexico: El Colegio de México-Fondo de

Cultura Económica, [2003] 2004).

12. Serge Gruzinski, La colonisation de l’imaginaire: Societés indigenes et occidentalisa-

tion dans le Mexique espagnol, XVIe-XVIIIe siècles (Paris: Gallimard, 1988).
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less Oriental and more Western than their rural brethren. What I am trying to empha-

size is the liminal condition of the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan—the fact that they

belonged to two cultural complexes that usually, as cultural complexes, theorized as

mutually exclusive. In effect, it seems that one has to be either “this” or “that,” or a

mixture of both, of course, which nevertheless is thought to be a stable product, pretty

much a “this” just with another name; the possibility of being “this” and “that” at the

same time, or in different moments or contexts, is effectively discounted even though it

is a perfectly logical alternative and, yet worse, even though there is enough empirical

evidence on the tactical, contingent manner that “identities” are deployed. It seems to

me, on the contrary, that the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan are a clear example of a

form of social “identity” I wished to call the third way but will not because the notion

has been irremediably poisoned by a certain political party in Britain. Still, the point I

want to make has no relationship with any “new” sociological term transformed into a

cynical political discourse; it is rather that the tributaries of San Juan Tenochtitlan

were indeed two different things at the same time—Indians and inhabitants of Mexico

City, without compromising any of their “identities” by being both. It is in that sense

that I wish to characterize Mexico City’s indigenous inhabitants as cosmopolitan.

San Juan Tenochtitlan in the Long Run

Twenty-seven thousand, one hundred and eight names may certainly be a lot (they are

indeed a lot when measured by the erosion of a computer keyboard typing them into a

database), but in the end are just as evanescent, slippery and meaningless as twenty-

seven thousand, one hundred and eight drops of rain would be if no information on
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their size, mineral content or the soil’s thirstiness is provided—and this despite what-

ever promise of alchemy a computer program or the science of statistics would contain.

Without a context, in other words, it is hard to gauge their significance within the late

eighteenth-century city and within the city’s history. Given the nature of the sources at

hand, however, such a context cannot be a coherent, comprehensive framework. Rather

it will be a composite, ragtag scaffolding: on the one hand, largely looking backward in

time, a piece deals with the human size of Mexico City and the indigenous peoples

within it; on the other, a device limited to the demography of San Juan Tenochtitlan

walks forward to the early years of the nineteenth century before moving on the oppo-

site direction, deep into the colonial period. The latter is a wider avenue that leads no-

where; it was a promising excursion which would regrettably end in a cul-de-sac. The

former is a narrower alley, not at all a thoroughfare but more one of those backyards

melting into clogged canals, like the spaces in between the cabins and sheds that so

annoyed José Jiménez, which nonetheless, I hope, will illuminate the larger stage where

this study takes place.

1. These are exciting times for the historical demographer of Mexico City. In the

last decade or so a couple of developments have shattered the flimsy scholarly consen-

sus concerning the demographic history of New Spain’s capital.13 First there was Sonia

Pérez Toledo’s argument about the accuracy of a municipal census of 1842, which more

or less explicitly questioned the series of estimates, most of them done in the nine-

teenth century, that until then had been the staple among historical demographers:

13. Such consensus crystallized thirty years ago in an influential article: Keith A. Davies,

“Tendencias demográficas urbanas durante el siglo xix en México,” Historia Mexicana 21: 3

(1972): 481-524. See also Estadísticas históricas de México (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Ge-

ografía y Estadística, [1985] 1999), 1: 20, table 1.4.2.
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whereas most speculative and extrapolated figures had set Mexico City’s population

above 130 000 individuals by the end of the eighteenth century, reaching 200 000 in-

habitants in the 1840s, Pérez Toledo preferred the more subdued yet more precise fig-

ure produced by the city council: 121 728 people.14 Then the discovery of most of the

volumes containing the census of 1790 within the Archivo General del Estado de

México in Toluca spurred new interest on the proto-statistical exercise conducted

during the tenure of viceroy Juan Vicente de Güemes, count of Revillagigedo.15 Among

the scholars who have reexamined the figures, Pérez Toledo herself has been the most

vocal advocate of the census’ accuracy: once the number of military personnel sta-

tioned in the city is added, she argues, it is most likely that New Spain’s capital had 117

803 inhabitants in the year the U.S. Congress decided to established the new nation’s

capital on the banks of the Potomac.16 At any rate, the most important contribution to

the study of Bourbon New Spain’s demography in recent times is Ernest Sánchez

Santiró’s publication of the “Padrón exacto de todas las personas que hay en este arzo-

bispado de México” of 1777—a extraordinarily tight summary of figures for 234 parishes

and twenty-two missions belonging to the archbishopric of Mexico, which happily in-

cludes the parishes of Mexico City. According to the ecclesiastical count, Mexico City’s

14. Sonia Pérez Toledo, Los hijos del trabajo: Los artesanos de la ciudad de México, 1780-

1853 (Mexico: El Colegio de México-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Iztapalapa], 1996),

44, table 2. Without the addition of the local garrison, the total was of 113 188 people; see Sonia

Pérez Toledo with Herbert S. Klein, Población y estructura social de la ciudad de México, 1790-

1842 (Mexico: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa], 2004), 61, table i.5.

15. See La población de la ciudad de México en 1790: Estructura social, alimentación y

vivienda, ed. Manuel Miño Grijalva and Sonia Pérez Toledo with Valeria Sánchez Michel (Mex-

ico: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa]-El Colegio de México, 2004).

16. Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura, 50.
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population—comprising thirteen urban parishes plus the suburban jurisdiction of San

Antonio de las Huertas—was 112 462 people.17

Whether these figures are fully accurate is beyond the point. What is worthy of

note is, on the one hand, that they seem to be consistent with each other—lowest, the

first colonial figure; highest, the republican one if another set of soldiers is added, as-

suming of course that growth was the natural course of events—and, on the other, that

they appear to uncover a secular trend defined by stability rather than by some kind of

boom; in this sense, they reinforce the suspicion that the “police” census of 1811 (a

survey that yielded data on 168 846 individuals) could not reflect the city’s demo-

graphic profile after fifteen months of popular insurgency in the countryside,18 just as

the figures corresponding to the indigenous polities (3 382 people in Santiago Tlate-

lolco and 12 797 people in San Juan Tenochtitlan) could not have been reflective of the

indigenous city’s size a year after the abolition of tribute.19 Such an impression is fur-

ther reinforced by the data on “ethnicity” offered by the parish count of 1777 and the

census of 1790, in both cases concerning the whole city and without paying attention to

political allegiances: according to the former, 30 227 people or 26.88 percent of Mex-

17. Ernest Sánchez Santiró, Padrón del arzobispado de México, 1777 (Mexico: Archivo

General de la Nación, 2003), 55, table 10.

18. The Bajío insurrection—a.k.a. Miguel Hidalgo’s revolt—was certainly massive and ex-

tremely violent, but it was rather brief and circumscribed geographically so as to produce an

migratory flow equal to a third of Mexico City’s population. True, it triggered a series of other

insurrections throughout the basin of Mexico (in the north, especially), but still the amount of

people considered under the migration hypothesis for the figures of 1811 seems to me too high to

be real.

19. See “Estado que manifiesta el número de habitantes que tiene México,” Mexico City,

26 December 1811, as copied in Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura, 279-280, ap-

pendix 5.
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ico City’s dwellers were Indians, while 25 603 people were considered thus in the lat-

ter. Since the Revillagigedo census comprises three subsets of people (military person-

nel, ecclesiastics and everybody else), calculating the percentage of Indians for 1790 is

a bit tricky: employing Pérez Toledo’s total, Indians represented merely 21.73 percent

of Mexico City’s population, but if only the tiers état is considered (the 104 760 secular

individuals, that is) then the proportion of Indians within the city reaches a more con-

venient 24.44 percent—which, by the way, is exactly what Alexander von Humboldt

did.20 Roughly speaking, then, it seems that Indians amounted to virtually a quarter of

Mexico City’s population in the last decades of the eighteenth century, at least within a

built environment none of the documents defined, and according to imprecise notions

of ethnic identification that make a comparison with the matrícula of 1800 virtually

impossible. Even if one could deduce from the total of Indians counted in San Juan

Tenochtitlan those living in the outlying villages (4 232) and those somehow related to

the tobacco factory at Guadalupe (852), the resulting figure (22 025 fully urban peo-

ple) will be of almost no utility to calculate the dimension of indigenous life at the turn

of the century, for it is not known how populous the barrios from the missing volume

were, for there is no data about Santiago Tlatelolco for 1800, and no estimate of the

city’s total population exists—even if, or precisely because, the “move” from over thirty

thousand to over twenty-two thousand people within twenty-three years seems to speak

straightforwardly of decline.

2. Reducing the area of attention, on the other hand, proves to be far more re-

warding an exercise. Though less ample in scope, focusing only on the people of San

20. Alexander von Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom of New Spain: With Physical

Sections and Maps Founded on Astronomical Observations and Trigonometrical and Barometri-

cal Measurements, trans. John Black (New York: ams, [1811] 1970), 1: 293.
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Juan Tenochtitlan allows for more precise demographic estimates and a better under-

standing of the meridian republic in the long run. This is essentially due to the fact

that, unsurprisingly, the matrícula figures are more compatible with other tributary

estimates—in particular those published by Charles Gibson nearly forty-five years

ago—to the effect that, at least potentially, it is possible to historicize the population of

Mexico City’s main indigenous polity from the late sixteenth century to the early nine-

teenth century. Stress “potentially,” though, because Gibson’s numbers deal only with

tributaries (men before, during and after a marriage) but with all tributaries of San

Juan Tenochtitlan at any given point in time—which means that, in order to compare the

figures from 1800, one has to limit the comparison’s scope to the population of actual

tributaries but to include all the tributaries; a regrettable choice, on the one hand,

since the matrícula’s richness is precisely its non paying population, and an impossible

task on the other, as the matrícula is incomplete. It is true that extrapolating the ratio

of tributaries to population, the empirical one provided by the matrícula, could help to

perceive, at least in general terms, the evolution or lack thereof of the population of

San Juan Tenochtitlan; and it is also true that one may try to sense the human dimen-

sion of the missing volume by extrapolating data from other dates into the document of

1800. This course of action, nevertheless, faces a couple additional obstacles, as three

important pieces of information not included in The Aztecs under Spanish Rule present

problems on their own: first, a summary of the matrícula of 1800, reports fewer tribu-

taries than those counted in the volumes, thus rendering the only overarching figure

for San Juan Tenochtitlan useless (as mistakes at the summary level are more likely to

occur than at the bulk level); second, because of that, it is unlikely the summary of 1807

can be trusted, as both documents seem to be based on the same methodology; and,

third, because a list of payments due in the barrios from 1810—most certainly the last
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estimate ever produced for Mexico City—does not describe the population in explicit

terms but only as a monetary metaphor and, worse still, because it does it only for the

fifty barrios, not for the whole of the republic.

So the following estimate of the population of San Juan Tenochtitlan is based on

two types of calculations. For the tributary figures given by Gibson, which in all cases

refer to the republic as a whole, I have applied the ratio produced by the volumes of

1800 to calculate the total population in nine years from the late sixteenth century to

the early nineteenth century, plus the incomplete data from 1800. They appear in

Graph 3.1—a chart that may look similar to the one published by Gibson in 1964 (cop-
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ied here as Figure 3.1) until one realizes that his scale tends to dramatize, excessively

in my opinion, the sixteenth-century demographic collapse and also, more signifi-

cantly, that it depicts population estimates based not on Cook and Borah’s abstract

factor but in the actual one arising from the matrícula. (I have not included data from

the ecclesiastical count of 1777 because there is no way to know whether the Indians in

there were subjects of San Juan Tenochtitlan or not, while the data gathered by Gibson

and provided by the tribute records of the early 1800s is specifically for members of the

meridian republic.) The history the graph seems to be alluding to, on the other hand, is

certainly a dramatic one, yet it is more or less the same one experienced by most

Figure 3.1 — Tributary Population in Mexico City, Tenochtitlan
and Tlatelolco, 1520-1810. Taken from Gibson, Aztecs, 379, Figure 17.
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Mesoamerican communities during the colonial period: it is the story of a brutal shock

produced by the Spanish conquest that was still reverberating in the early eighteenth

century, after which it followed a significant recovery boosted, but not caused, by the

neoclassic reform in the 1780s (as population was growing, albeit erratically, in the

middle decades of the eighteenth century). And even though the population never

reached the levels of the early sixteenth century, it  is significant that at the beginning

of the nineteenth century the population of San Juan Tenochtitlan was almost back up

 to that level—whereas early colonial levels were not reached elsewhere in Mesoamerica

until the second half of the century.

In order to perceive the magnitude of population growth after 1800 one has to

further reduce the scope of the analysis—as the monetary report of 1810 describes only

barrios. If reducing the scale of observation seems a high price to pay, the results soon

compensate for the loss of amplitude: because they indeed show that between 1800 and

1810 the population of San Juan Tenochtitlan was growing—the tributary population, at

least and most likely the general population as well. To calculate the figures that make

Table 3.2, I proceeded as follows. Assuming that the proportion was stable, I used,

first, the ratio of tributaries to population for 1800 to calculate how many Indians lived

in the parishes in 1807. (The summary of 1807 does have tributaries—and money

paid—but not population figures.) That is: tributaries multiplied each barrio’s ratio,

which may or may not be equal to 2.90—the overall ratio in the barrios. The document

of 1810, however, does not mention people nor tributaries. But it does contain the

amount of money each barrio had to pay. So in the summary of 1807 I distinguished the

percentage of “married money” by employing the percentage of married to unattached

people that appear in the document. And I did the same regarding the “widowers and

singles money.” The same percentage was then used to estimate how much of the mo-
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ney in 1810 was “married,” and how much was “widower and single”—and then, revers-

ing the operation, I went from there to married tributaries and single tributaries, then

they are added and then the factor from 1800 was applied: et voilà, the estimated num-

ber of people belonging to the barrios in 1810 was obtained. Again, the story these

three dates tell is one of population growth in the early nineteenth century, growth

perhaps less marked than in the eighteenth century but nevertheless indicative of a

significant dynamism most likely caused by immigration (see chapter five). All this, by

the way, serves to discard the figure from 1800—a number of tributaries given in a

document from 1804, used by non other than Gibson: merely nine thousand tributaries.

This figure must surely be wrong, because the figures from the matrícula of 1800 say

otherwise, of course, but also because the data from 1800 makes sense in line with that

coming from the 1807 and 1810 documents—and the 1804 total for 1800 does not.

Partially because it is the only unit of analysis that allows for a detailed projection

in time—the data from 1810 justifies it, in a sense—I have decided to concentrate, here

and in the remaining chapters, not on the whole matrícula of 1800 but only on the bar-

rios. Well, not just for that. More important is the fact that I aim to study Indians still

grouped in corporate institutions like those prevalent in Mesoamerica but at the same

time fully urban: namely, those who could properly described as urban indigenous peo-

ples. In my view, that description only applies to the people of the barrios. The people

from the villages were more rural—in a sense they were just like the rest of the

Mesoamericans. The people from the last four volumes were in turn much closer to the

Spanish world, and it is easy to see them as amestizados or something like that: in a

word, as Indians in the process of not being Indian anymore. The people of the barrios,

in contrast, were liminal among the liminal. They were fully urban, since the barrios

were part of the city but not quite so—hence the notion of an indigenous city as an ar-
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chitectural space attached, closely linked and yet separate from the Spanish city, as a

result of the corporate dimension of their dwellings.

Barrios and the Neoclassic Parishes

To a degree, it is bizarre that the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan were grouped by

parish in the matrícula. Not because the church had not played a major role in govern-

ing New Spain, of course: until the creation of the civil registry in the 1850s, only the

church was in a position to know the country’s demographic whereabouts, and it is a

truism that the fate of the indigenous peoples were closely linked to the church’s evan-

gelical mission throughout the colonial period. In a number of ways, moreover, the

jurisdictional architecture of the church had proven to be the most, if not the only,

meaningful institutional framework of the land, at least in the sense of being able to

encompass every subject of the Spanish crown regardless of their “nature”—and that

would remain the case even after independence, as the reliance of electoral procedures

on the parish structure clearly shows. The oddity stems from the fact that the parishes

of Mexico City were, in a sense, the ultimate expression of New Spain’s clerical En-

lightenment, both in the sense that their creation had intended to mark a clear depar-

ture from the Habsburg past and had been aimed to “rationalize” the spiritual life of

Mexico City’s inhabitants. Designed in the late 1760s with the help—and one is even

tempted to say: at the instigation—of José Antonio de Alzate, one of the major expo-

nents of New Spain’s neoclassic sensibility, and implemented after 1772, the system of

thirteen urban parishes was in fact purportedly unrelated to a civilizing project (the

mendicant utopia) that had been centered on the special relationship between Euro-
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pean priests and indigenous flocks, and thus it ought to be seen as the last installment

of the protracted conflict between the secular clergy and the mendicant orders that

somehow defines the history of the Catholic church in New Spain—the final round and

also a monument to the “forces of progress,” for the move effectively erased any evi-

dence of the mendicant project from the cityscape.21

In a nutshell, the new structure replaced the sixteenth-century model of two seg-

regated realms for a simpler, homogeneous design whose guiding principle was not

ethnically inspired but territorially informed. Until that moment, the city’s ecclesiasti-

cal landscape had been composed by two sets of parishes: on the eve of the reform,

there were six doctrinas for the indigenous peoples, some of them still being managed

by mendicant monks (San José de los Naturales, Santa María la Redonda, Santiago

Tlatelolco, San Sebastián, Santa Cruz Contzinco and San Pablo); and four parroquias

for the rest of the population, which had been in the hands of secular priests from their

very inception (San Miguel, Santa Veracruz, Santa Catarina and the cathedral’s parish).

Since the rationale for the existence of both groups of parishes was an “ethnic” one, it

was natural that their jurisdictions overlapped on the ground; and since the city had

always hosted a number of indigenous peoples without corporate adscription (domestic

21. For this section, I have heavily relied on Roberto Moreno de los Arcos, “Los territorios

parroquiales de la ciudad arzobispal, 1325-1981,” Gaceta Oficial del Arzobispado de México 5: 9-

10 (1982): 152-173; Mathew David O’Hara, “A Flock Divided: Religion and Community in Mex-

ico City, 1749-1800 (Ph.D. diss., University of California at San Diego, 2003); and María Teresa

Álvarez Icaza Longoria, “La secularización de doctrinas en la ciudad de México,” paper pre-

sented at the seminar Los indios y las ciudades de la Nueva España, Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], Mexico City,28 September 2007.

For an useful description of both the parishses and their churches, with additional data on nine-

teenth-century demographic trends, see Celia Maldonado López, Ciudad de México, 1800-1860:

Epidemias y población (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antrpología e Historia, 1995), 49-79.
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Figure 3.2 — José Antonio Alzate, “Plano de la Imperial México, con la nueva
distribución de los territorios parroquiales” (1769). Museo Franz Mayer, Mexico City.

Here the map’s north is on the top of the page. The original, however, has the east
as its “head,” following a centuries-old convention. Besides the parishes, the Sagrario
vicariates are also depicted—hence the subdivision within the central area.
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servants in particular), it was also natural that the non-indigenous parishes would serve

Indians as well as Spaniards, mestizos, mulattoes and so on 22 In what appears to be an

impatient gesture, typical of the Enlightenment, Alzate’s design intended to suppress

not just the main cleavage within the city’s spiritual landscape but also everything af-

fecting the new parishes’ “rational” shapes and borders: indeed, the cartographic ren-

dition of the project (see Figure 3.2) seems poised both by neoclassic elegance and a

certain disregard for the city’s past.23 But just as the plan to reorganize the police

wards in 1780 had maintained the fundamental divide between the grid and the indige-

nous city, and the tribute regulation in 1792 had distinguished a barrio space from an

“artisan” realm, the boldness of Alzate’s neoclassic strokes could not get rid of the

city’s past—and thus the specific conditions from which the old parroquias and doctri-

nas had arisen ended up affecting the aspect and, to a lesser extent, the ethnic compo-

sition, of the new parishes in critical ways.

To begin with, all four components of the indigenous parish created by Peter of

Ghent in aftermath of the siege of 1521—the “first” San José de los Naturales, or San

Juan Tenochtitlan’s spiritual counterpart—continued to be parishes in the new struc-

ture, with virtually the same names: Santa María la Redonda, San Sebastián, San Pablo

Teopan or Teocaltitlan and Señor San José (the new name of the “second” San José de

los Naturales, effectively the heir of the campan of San Juan Moyotla).24 In one way or

22. See the fine map drawn by O’Hara, “Flock Divided,” 144, figure 4.3.

23. See Marcela Dávalos, “Los planos de Alzate y el uso del espacio en la ciudad de

México (siglo xviii),” Scripta Nova 54 (2006), available at http://www.ub.es/geocrit/sn/sn-

218-54.htm

24. Peter of Ghent—known in Spanish as Pedro de Gante—set up a parish for the returning

Nahuas a couple of years after the siege, with one dependency for each of the former campan,

renamed Santa María Coepopan, San Sebastián Atzacoalco, San Pablo Teopan and San Juan Mo-
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another, all four had existed since the city’s foundation and had been administered by

mendicant monks for most of the colonial period: all originally Franciscan doctrinas,

the eastern ones had been transferred to Saint Augustine’s order in the late sixteenth

and early seventeenth centuries. Secularization also affected the original four un-

evenly: in the mid-eighteenth century the archbishop took over the two northern par-

ishes of Santa María and San Sebastián, leaving San José de los Naturales in Franciscan

hands and San Pablo in charge of Augustinian monks. Before the reform there had been

a fifth doctrina, Santa Cruz Coctiznco, which also preserved its status within the new

order, with the name of Santa Cruz y Soledad.25 Its case is interesting among other

things because its creation in the 1630s had implied a departure from the quadripartite

scheme adopted by Peter of Ghent and the Franciscans; since its jurisdiction extended

over at least a portion of the city’s east and southeast, it is likely that it was an institu-

tional response of sorts to the economic and social dynamism of the region where the

main waterway connecting the city to the southern towns was located. (As for the other

doctrina, suffice it to say that Santiago Tlatelolco remained a Franciscan congregation

until 1772, when its seat was relocated in the church of Santa Ana, and was always in

charge of the people living in Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s former twin city.) No wonder all

                                                                   

yotlan. Since the first chapel was either attached to the monastery of San Francisco or laid in its

vicinity not far away from the ceremonial compound of Moyotlan, sometimes it is assumed that

San Juan Moyotlan and San José de los Naturales was the same thing, while in fact San José de los

Naturales was the religious version of the new republic created for Mexico-Tenochtitlan; see the

Pintura del gobernador, alcaldes y regidores de México, otherwise known as Codex Osuna, f.

8v—a digital version of which is available at the Library of Congress’ website, http://hdl.loc.

gov/loc.hisp/espbnms.0041 (image 17). Later on, however, Tenochtitlan took the Christian

name of one of its parts (San Juan) and the doctrina of San Juan Moyotlan adopted the name of

San José, without the “Naturales” clause, in effect inverting the previous hierarchy.

25. O’Hara, O’Hara, “Flock Divided,” 26.
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five doctrinas continued to “host” barrios after the reform—yet it is worth noticing that

in 1800 only twenty-three of them or 46 percent of fifty barrios were within their bor-

ders.

In contrast, of the four explicitly non-indigenous parishes standing before the

reform—parishes that had been the city’s richest and most populous, parishes that all

continued to exist after 1772—only one appears in the matrícula including barrios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan. But it is easy to see why Santa Veracruz did so: although a par-

roquia since its creation in 1568, it was located beyond the Spanish grid toward the

west, alongside the “exit” axis formed by the Alameda and the chain of monasteries and

convents located on the sides of the Tacuba causeway. The absence of one of the re-

maining three non-indigenous parishes from the matrícula, in turn, may be explained

as a result of its northern location: in effect, Santa Catarina, a parish also created in

1568, extended northward to Santiago Tlatelolco, over a region never related to San

Juan Tenochtitlan. At any rate, it is with regards to the remaining two parishes that the

pragmatism of Alzate’s project becomes truly evident: first, because the limits of the

cathedral’s parish, more or less conterminous with the Spanish city, did not suffer ma-

jor changes after the reform, which is to say that the most populous parish within the

city—disproportionately so—maintained its form regardless of the reform’s “rational-

izing” purpose (most likely because its parish priest was none other than Mexico’s

archbishop); and second because the parish of San Miguel, rather than engulfing ter-

ritories previously under the authority of any of the southern doctrinas, remained more

or less within its pre-reform northern and western borders—and it lost most of its pa-

rishioners living within San Pablo Teopan or Teocaltitlan, Santa Cruz Acatlan and

Santo Tomás de la Palma. In other words, it is clear that Alzate’s design did not alter

the status of most parishes in fundamental ways (four parroquias and six doctrinas, one
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of which had nothing to do with San Juan Tenochtitlan), even though in certain areas

conflicts over the new borders did affect the outlook of the new religious landscape and

would occupy priests and parishioners for some years after 1772.

The major innovation introduced by the ecclesiastical reform was in the form of

three new parishes located in the city’s south: from west to east, Concepción Salto del

Agua, whose seat was to be the small chapel in front of Chapultepec’s aqueduct; Santa

Cruz Acatlan, a former dependency of San José de los Naturales since the seventeenth

century which would have jurisdiction roughly over half of the southeastern extension

alongside the causeway of San Antonio Abad; and Santo Tomás de la Palma, an off-

spring of Santa Cruz Coctzinco—and thus in Augustinian hands before it was secular-

ized—that found itself in charge over a vast territory between Santa Cruz Acatlan and

the eastern ditch that prevented the waters of lake Texcoco from reaching the built en-

vironment (or at least that was the idea), despite the fact that its seat was the rather

modest chapel of La Palma.26 Though in principle it would seem that Concepción Salto

del Agua was truly a “mixed” parish since its seat had never been managed by monks, it

is interesting to note, first, that it was carved out the territory of Señor San José and,

second, that its territory extended only south of the grid’s border, rather than, say,

taking over parts of the cathedral’s parish to the north—after all, the vicinity of the

college of Vizcaínas had been effectively urbanized only lately in the eighteenth cen-

tury.27 For Santa Cruz Acatlan and Santo Tomás de la Palma, in turn, the reform would

prove to be largely beneficial—though in the case of the latter that also meant a bitter

conflict with Santa Cruz y Soledad.28 Neither of them had been a campan or a doctrina

26. O’Hara, “Flock Divided,” 69-70.

27. Álvarez Icaza Longoria, “Secularización de doctrinas,” 18.

28. O’Hara, “Flock Divided,” chap. 6.
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seat before the neoclassic reform, and the elevation of both of them to the status of

parish seems to be an acknowledgment of the limits of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s jurisdic-

tional disposition as well as Mexico City’s renaissance arrangement. By the time the

matrícula was composed, twenty-one barrios were “located’ within their limits, in ef-

fect making them one of the largest concentration of indigenous communities within

the built environment.

The Order of Things—Magnitude of Populations

Given the history of Mexico City’s parishes, it would seem that there are few elements

to presume they were related to the barrios in any structural, meaningful way. At the

same time, however, a number of elements within that process—the past of certain par-

ishes as doctrinas above all—do suggest that the relationship between both set of insti-

tutions was not entirely accidental and thus worthy of attention in order to better un-

derstand the nature of the indigenous city. My sense, moreover, is that such

relationship was in fact a central force in the spatial configuration of the city—and so I

will try to offer, in the remainder of this chapter, a handful of elements pointing in that

direction. The first one has to do with the order in which the barrios appear in the ma-

trícula. The second is a bit of a numerological exercise based on the population of par-

ish in 1800. The third, finally, is an attempt to link the distant past of Mexico-

Tenochtitlan with the realities found in the ground by the matrícula—bringing back the

wards in which the pre-Hispanic city had been divided. Although none of these consid-

erations per se explain beyond doubt the nature of the relationship between parishes
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and barrios, in combination they may offer something like a preparatory model to study

it.

Consider, first, the order in which barrios were listed within each parish. In prin-

ciple, it seems it replicates the volume’s survey-like structure, for volume one, the

parish of Concepción Salto del Agua’s list starts with Tepetitlan, a barrio most likely

“located” next to the parish seat, alongside the causeway of La Piedad since in the mid

eighteenth century there was a square of Tepetitlan in that area; then the people of Ati-

zapan, a barrio that was probably organized around the chapel of Piedad de los Ciegos

immediately to the east, was counted; and then it lists the people of Tlatilco, Xihui-

tongo and Tequesquipan, each one of them “placed” a bit further east than its neigh-

bors, until the chapel of Necatitlan, a building only a block away from the chapel of

Tlascuaque—in turn, almost obviously, the seat of San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s barrio of

Xoloc-Tlaxcoac. Something similar, though more convoluted, appears to happen with

the second parish included in that volumen; in this case the “motion” may be similar to

a pendulum circling outwards from the parish seat of Señor San José. First to be listed

is Tlaxilpa, whose main facility was most likely the chapel of Santiaguito, located

northwest of the parish church; then it follows Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, anchored

by the chapel of San Pedrito between the parish church and the tecpan of San Juan

Tenochtitlan, and then, as though swinging back to the northwest, it lists the people of

San Antonio Teocaltitlan, who most likely gathered around the church of San Antonio

de los Callejones. (After that, it is true, the direction seems to change, to Los Reyes

Tequitlatitlan, Atlampa, Romita, Tlacomulco and Amanalco—barrios not necessarily

conterminous.) At any rate, it is more significant that in four of the parishes of San

Juan Tenochtitlan the first barrio listed bears the same name as the parish—San Pablo

Teocaltitlan (San Pablo Teocatltitan), Santo Tomás de la Palma (Santo Tomás), Santa
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Cruz Acatlan (Santa Cruz Acatlan) and Santa Cruz y Soledad (Santa Cruz Coctzinco),

as though the list contained some kind of hierarchical principle. Then it is not impossi-

ble that the listing order reflected not only a spatial arrangement but also a social dy-

namic at least in some of the parishes derived from the old doctrinas.

Now take now a look at Table 3.3. At least in principle, it would be surprising

that the population counted in the barrios was not evenly distributed within the par-

ishes. A little bit more interesting is the fact that the population of Santa Cruz Acatlan,

the least populated parish, represents only 55.21 percent of Santo Tomás de la Palma,

which was the largest. Approaching that lower end only another parish could be found:

Santa María la Redonda, representing 63.94 percent of Santo Tomás de la Palma’s

population. Three more can be taken almost as a discrete group: Santa Veracruz, rep-

resenting 84.91 percent; Señor San José, 82.03 percent, and San Pablo Teocaltitlan,
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83.50 percent of the most populated parish. Only Concepción Salto del Agua, with a

population representing 93.87 percent of Santo Tomás de la Palma, would approach the

southeastern parish’s size. If the case of Santa Cruz Acatlan vis-à-vis Santo Tomás de la

Palma seems to prove that demographic disproportion among Mexico City’s “indige-

nous” parishes was anything but natural, its very enunciation makes clear that the said

disproportion was in fact tenuous and, in a sense, marginal—for, conversely, five out of

seven parishes can be easily grouped together. With the exception of Santa María la

Redonda (and not counting Santa Cruz Acatlan), indeed, the rest of the parish popula-

tions are considerably closer to the median of 1 417 people per parish that results from

including all of them. That is why splitting parishes in at least two groups—one gravi-

tating around the 1 000 threshold, one around the 1 400 line—may help to perceive a

principle of spatial organization for the indigenous city as a whole: namely the exis-

tence of a zone of higher tributary concentration and a region of (comparative) mar-

ginal settlement.

A first group would include Santa María la Redonda and Santa Cruz Acatlan, and

a second would comprise Santa Veracruz, Señor San José, Concepción Salto del Agua,

San Pablo Teocatltitlan and Santo Tomás de la Palma. Strictly speaking, however, a

third group should be distinguished, made up of Santo Tomás de la Palma only, par-

tially because of its size and, moreover, because its territory extended farther to the

southeast than any other—down to the former islet of Mixuca. A simple comparison

between the first two groups actually suggests that differences in population size were

not purely arithmetic: for if two parishes in a group of seven should represent 28.57

percent of the total population, together the populations of Santa María la Redonda and

Santa Cruz Acatlan represent only 21.15 percent of the total, whereas, for example,

Señor San José and San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s—the least numerous within the second
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group—amounted to 29.37 percent of the total. I would like to call the bigger group

(minus Santo Tomás de la Palma, perhaps) the “central parishes” of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan even if centrality in this context is to a certain extent misleading, because I am

interested in disentangling—to the limited extent that this is actually possible—the in-

digenous settlement from the Spanish town, hoping to perceive Mexico City’s social

landscape from a location other than its main square. In cartographic terms, however,

and taking into account the totality of the built environment, these “central” parishes

were not central at all. More exactly, they would form a meridian crescent around the

Spanish grid—lying from the Alameda on the west to the future site of San Pablo’s bull-

ring on the city’s south—whose gravitation center leaned to the southeast. Accordingly,
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I want to use the adjective marginal to designate the smaller group of parishes, in an

attempt to re-attach its sociological, and political, meaning to its spatial matrix, as the

two parishes of Santa María la Redonda and Santa Cruz Acatlan were indeed located at

the margins of both the “center” of San Juan Tenochtitlan and of Mexico City as a

whole—towards the northwest and southeast respectively. Graph 3.2 depicts this differ-

ence, although it stresses this contrast a bit too much.

Within the central parishes there is a pattern—curious, to say the least—that

seems too neat as to be randomly produced. From west to east, each parish with a

population figure on the upper range is conterminous to a parish whose population lay

on the lower range, offering a sort of counterpoint, or a chiaroscuro, of parishes whose

population represent either more, or less, than fifteen percent of the total. Thus Señor

San José (14.56 percent) and San Pablo Teocaltitlan (14.82 percent) are interspersed

between Santa Veracruz (15.07 percent), Concepción Salto del Agua (16.66 percent)

and Santo Tomás de la Palma (17.75 percent), as though two heavily populated parishes

could not coexist next to each other or, more probably, since higher-population par-

ishes exerted some kind of attraction over the others, thus depopulating its neighbors

or preventing them from growing. If that is correct, this “magnetic” characteristic

could explain why the most and the least populated parishes shared a long border

(Santa Cruz Acatlan and Santo Tomás de la Palma) and, in a sense, it could offer an ex-

planation for Santa Cruz Acatlan’s demographic “underdevelopment,” since both San

Pablo Teocaltitlan and Santo Tomás de la Palma—its geographic mediators with the

Spanish city—were, so to speak, irresistible poles for its inhabitants. With Santo Tomás

de la Palma, on the other hand, Santa Cruz Acatlan made much of Mexico City’s south-

eastern edge—a region where the Spanish presence was minimal for most of the colonial

period.
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It is important to keep in mind the underlying principle that seems to inform this

pattern of geographic distribution—that is, the tendency of bigger demographic units

to undermine or attract the minor ones around them—because, as it happens, it appears

replicated at other levels within the urban structure and thus hints at the presence of

social and institutional forces shaping from the bottom up not only Alzate’s design but

also, perhaps, the very form of barrios as corporate bodies. Those forces are of course

the principles of institutional architecture developed in Mesoamerica since at least the

classic period; that is, the set of organizational tenets that shaped Mesoamerican so-

cieties both before and after the Spanish conquest and, in a sense, continued to shape

them after the Spanish monarchy vanished—yet here with a twist, insofar as the litera-

ture on the modularity of Nahua political culture, concerned as it is with the systemic

aspects underlying the concrete experience of Nahuatl-speaking colonial communities,

tends sometimes to oversee: namely, the internal tensions within political units such as

the altepetl and, more precisely, the pervasive instability that pre-Hispanic unequal

reciprocity manifested over time. The fact that parish populations seem to collide with

one another, in other words, is a reminder that equilibrium between polities and com-

munities, as depicted in James Lockhart’s graphs on altepetl organization, was not the

norm in Mesoamerica after the “fall” of Teotihuacan in the tenth century but, rather, an

exception. 29

29. James Lockhart, The Nahuas after the Conquest: A Social and Cultural History of the

Indians of Central Mexico, Sixteenth Through Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford

University Press, 1992), 19 and 22. See also
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Parishes, Barrios and the Missing Link—An Hypothesis

In order to discuss the third instance showing the relationship of parishes to barrios it

is first necessary to take a step backward—to include another demographic layer to the

parish population figures. However, detailing the population of each barrio within each

parish, as it is done in Table 3.4, might seem more than a Leninist move, because at

first glance such relationship between parishes and barrios is not at all evident in the

table. In fact, it appears that barrios relate to parishes only in a chaotic way: for the

largest barrio of San Juan Tenochtitlan, San Pablo Teocaltitlan, “belonged” to—or was

located within the territory of—a parish (the eponymous one) with the least number of

barrios (three); for the second most populous barrio, Culhuacatongo, was part of the

second least populated parish, Santa María la Redonda; and for Santa Cruz Acatlan, the

least populated of all parishes, “had” more barrios than some parishes, like Concep-

ción Salto del Agua (six), that largely exceeded its demographic share. The only dis-

cernible pattern at this level is that two out of three former campan—Santa María la

Redonda and San Pablo Teocaltitlan—“had” few rather than many barrios within their

territory. (Since Señor San José, however, “controlled” eight barrios, that should pre-

vent any speculation on the ways the new parishes “acquire” barrios that before the

1770s had been “subjects” of different ecclesiastic jurisdictions.) In sum, it appears

impossible to trace a link between number of barrios with parish population size, just

as it is to suggest any link between the status of a parish as central or marginal to the

number of barrios it had. Which is to say that even if the existence of a parish “mag-

netism” suggests the (extrapolated) survival of pre-Hispanic political principles in the

late eighteenth century, the idiosyncratic relationship of barrios to parishes affirms

that the former were not—certainly not in the late colonial period and probably not be-
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fore either—organically integrated into the latter; in other words, that the barrio

structure was largely independent from the parish organization, both of them being, as

it were, the outcome of separate yet at some point parallel historical developments.

From this evidence, nevertheless, two propositions may be enunciated. On the

one hand, that it is misleading to assume that the parish was New Spain’s atomic social

unit, for its “constitutive” sub units were not so, but a parallel structure only contin-

gently integrated within it. On the other hand, that the conventional model of pre-

Hispanic Mesoamerica’s and New Spain’s institutional geography—the duplets “cabe-

cera-sujeto” and “altepetl-calpulli”—does not account for an intermediary level that

must have linked the subordinate units to the dominant ones, a mediating layer whose

shadow can be sensed in the parish organization even though the parochial jurisdiction

itself was not always and not necessarily such a mediator.30 Put differently, while the

apparent randomness of parish-barrio relations affirms the independence of barrios as

social units, both institutionally and historically, the actual links between both—even if

randomly produced, or precisely because they were historically produced—reveal that

at least in the past the binary structure of Mesoamerican bodies or jurisdictions must in

fact have been integrated by three different components, especially in larger (and

multi-ethnic) polities.

In the case of Mexico City this third element was, of course, the campan—a

30. See Gibson, Aztecs, 33-34, and Rudolf van Zantwijk, The Aztec Arrangement: The So-

cial History of Pre-Spanish Mexico, fwd. Miguel León Portilla (Norman: University of Oklahoma

Press, [1977] 1985), chap. 4. See also María Elena Bernal García and Ángel Julián García Zam-

brano, “El altepetl colonial y sus antecedentes prehispánicos: Contexto teórico-

historiográfico,” in Territorialidad y paisaje en el altepetl del siglo XVI, ed. Federico Fernández

Christlieb and Ángel Julián García Zambrano (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Geografía], 2006), 52-55.
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largely obscure jurisdiction linking in pre-Hispanic times the polity’s head to the con-

stituent calpultin that were employed as the basis for the first ecclesiastic design after

the Spanish conquest. In Spanish, the campan are sometimes called “barrios,” though

it is likely that they were so only in the modern, territorial sense of “districts”—for

there is no evidence about the type of corporate existence they had in Mexico-

Tenochtitlan.31 At best, as though seen from the top of the Colhua-Mexica institutional

pyramid towards the end of the pre-Hispanic period, the campan were merely urban

subdivisions, inner jurisdictions for the better administration of the city and control of

its population. Underneath them, however, a multitude of smaller units—the calpultin—

depicted as kinship groups and nucleated around their shrines, seem to have preserved

most of their independence, albeit curtailed by the emergence of the imperial state.

The campan then should have somehow mediated between the lake of corporate bodies

upon which the city was built and the superstructure of political power that profited

from those foundations.32 The transition from campan to doctrinas—which is to say, the

31. Part of the problem with its definition is caused by the fact that, in Nahuatl, campan

does not really exist as a noun. Alonso de Molina, Vocabulario en lengua castellana y mexicana y

mexicana y castellana, facsimile ed., introduction by Miguel León Portilla (Mexico: Porrúa,

[1571] 1970), 2: 12, includes only the voice “Campa,” which he translates as an interrogative

adverb equivalent to “a dónde, o a qué parte, o por dónde.” In turn, Frances Karttunen, An

Analytical Dictionary of Nahuatl (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press [1983] 1992), 24,

translates it as “to where?” See also the entries all derivatives of “parcial” or “parte” in Molina,

ibid., 1: 92v-93, none of which include the particle campa.

32. On the campan of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, see Víctor M. Castillo F., Estructura

económica de la sociedad mexica: Según las fuentes documentales (Mexico: Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1972), 37-39; Pedro Carrasco,

Estructura político-territorial del imperio tenochca: La triple alianza de Tenochtitlan, Tetzcoco y

Tlacopan (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-El Colegio de México, 1996), 145-146; and

Francis F. Brenan, The Aztecs of Central Mexico: An Imperial Society, 2nd ed. (Belmont, Cal.:
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transformation of Coepopan, Aztacoalco, Moyotlan and Teopan or Zoquiapan into

Santa María Cuepopan, San Sebastián Atzacoalco, San Juan Moyotlan San Pablo Teopan

or Zoquiapa—posed a problem of institutional definition relative to the new bodies’

“civic” jurisdiction (“civic” as opposed to “religious”) that was probably overlooked in

the first decades of Spanish rule, given the Franciscan foundation’s messianic charac-

ter. Nevertheless, the problem became very real as soon as the indigenous polity of San

Juan Tenochtitlan was established—years before the Augustinians broke the monopoly

of the blue-robed monks—and matters of tribute and perhaps security were taken away

from Franciscan hands. The problem, at any rate, is that San Juan Tenochtitlan seemed

to have attracted whatever non-religious jurisdiction the early doctrinas might have

had, without generating the corresponding institutional layer within the republic. The

effect of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s “expropriation” of the campan is even more dra-

matic—and frustrating—in scholarly terms, for it seems that the pre-Hispanic districts

were simply pulverized to form the fifty barrios of colonial times; in other words, that

no explanation for this transition has ever been offered, nor an argument for under-

standing the disappearance of the intermediate institutional layer in the former Nahua

polity.33

Needless to say, such an intricate problem cannot be solved in these pages—and

yet, paradoxically, the matrícula of 1800 may offer some clues because barrios might

have been remarkably heterogeneous in size but not as much as it seems. No matter

                                                                   

Thomson Wadsworth, 2005),14. See also Inga Clendinnen, Aztecs: An Interpretation (Cam-

bridge: Cambridge University Press, [1991] 1995), chap 1.
33 Nevertheless, see María Isabel Estrada Torres, “San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago

Tlatelolco: Las dos comunidades indígenas de la ciudad de México, 1521-1700” (M.A. thesis,

Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Unidad Iztapalapa, 2000), 105-129.
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how “wealthy” in barrios they were, in fact, more than half of Mexico City’s parishes

were in reality one-barrio parishes or, more precisely, they were demographically

dominated by one barrio. The most extreme case, of course, was San Pablo Teocaltit-

lan, the parish with the least number of barrios and at the same time the parish hosting

the largest barrio within San Juan Tenochtitlan. As shown in Graph 3.3, San Pablo Teo-

caltitlan (the parish) was almost exclusively constituted by San Pablo Teocaltitlan (the

barrio), with San Lucas and Tlaxcoac reduced almost to ornamental status, both in ab-

solute terms and in percentage. Likewise, in Santa María la Redonda, Culhuacatongo

overwhelmed all three neighboring barrios (see Graph 3.4); in Santa Cruz Acatlan, the

eponymous barrio indisputably dominated the southernmost city’s area, and this in

spite of the high number of barrios within the jurisdiction (see Graph 3.5); and even in

Señor San José, with eight barrios, the population of Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito was

more than double the size of San Antonio Teocaltitlan’s, the second largest within the

parish (see Graph 3.6). In other words, the three parishes whose territory had been

modeled after pre-Hispanic campan were demographically dominated (indisputably in

two cases, less so concerning Señor San José) by individual barrios, whereas the com-

position of the parish of Santa Cruz Acatlan resembles that of the campan-based par-

ishes, even though it was not the “heir” of a pre-Hispanic campan—as though its geo-

graphic eccentricity, if not its institutional history, favored a similar structure. In the

remaining three parishes, on the contrary, the picture is one of division or balance

between barrios’ demographic strength: while Santa Veracruz was almost evenly split

in halves between Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo and Ixtacaleca (see Graph 3.7), Necatit-

lan, Xihuitongo and Tequesquipan made most of Concepción Salto del Agua’s popula-

tion (see Graph 3.8), and in Santo Tomás de la Palma the majority of the population
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belonged either to La Resurección Tultengo, San Agustín Zoquiapa, Santo Tomás,

Santa María Magdalena Mixica, or Ixnahuatongo (see Graph 3.9).

One could explain the dominance of certain barrios within each parochial frame-

work with two different arguments—contradictory on the surface but perhaps not en-

tirely inconsistent. First, assuming that all the barrios were already “in place” in the

sixteenth century, it might have been the case that the Spanish decision to locate a

parish seat near or on top of a given calpulli temple, that is, at the social and spiritual

“heart” of a given community, would have raised that calpulli’s over its “neighbors”

and thus elevating its status within the campan (in case, of course, that the campan had

been only a territorial jurisdiction). In this manner, the prestige and power associated

with the parish seat would have encouraged a particular barrio’s development, to the

point of breaking the self-sustainable capabilities of some of its “neighbors.” That
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could have been the case regarding Ixtacaleca’s fortune within Santa Veracruz, a barrio

too close to the northwestern campan’s center as to have had a dominant role before

the conquest, yet a barrio whose “heart” might have been located near the church of

Santa Veracruz. An alternative explanation would be that Peter of Ghent in the six-

teenth century (and later Alzate and the neoclassic prelates in the eighteenth century)

decided to choose the ecclesiastic seats—the four churches of Santa María la Redonda,

San Sebastián, San Juan and San Pablo (and the emergent parishes of Concepción Salto

del Agua and Santa Cruz Acatlan)—right where previous hegemonic institutions had

been located; that is to say, under the protection of calpultin and later barrios, that had

dominated certain sections within Mexico-Tenochtitlan (and Habsburg Mexico City),

perhaps but not necessarily as “heads” of the different campan. If this is correct, then,

the assumption should be that Sihuateocaltitlan had been the dominant calpulli within

the southwestern campan of Moyotlan, and because of that the Spanish chose it as the

seat or “head” of the new indigenous parish of San Juan, and under which authority all

other Moyotlan’s calpultin were placed. Likewise, San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s prominence

within the eponymous parish should have been caused, at least originally, by its pre-

Hispanic ancestor’s status within the campan of Teopan or Zoquiapan. Among the

campan-based parishes, in turn, Santa María la Redonda is the only one that does not

uphold this proposition, for it seems that Culhuacatongo’s temple was not the hosting

spot for the church of Santa María la Redonda and, moreover, that its “territory” lay

farther to the east, on the shores of the tiny lakelet known (very inventively) as the

Lagunilla which used to separate Mexico-Tenochtitlan from Mexico-Tlatelolco; as it

happens, that region unmistakably felt within the territory of the parish of Santa
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Catarina.34 (A third hypothesis would be that the churches were placed next to temples

to better control them and prevent them from growing “uncomfortably” large.)

Be this as it may, another problem that needs to be explained is why no campan’s

name survived the Spanish conquest. Indeed, Culhuacatongo was never known as

“Santa María Culhuacatongo” but kept its only-Nahuatl name in the matrícula; in that

parish, on the other hand, the sole barrio that seems to have included “Santa María” in

its name was Tescatongo—at least in certain documents. Meanwhile, and surely because

the name “San Juan” was taken by the whole Colhua Mexica polity, no barrio of Señor

San José was named thus, and there is no evidence that “Moyotla” or “Moyotlan” was

used either—though, contradictorily, one of the main religious buildings and one of the

largest public spaces within Señor San José’s territory were the convent, church and

square of San Juan de la Penitencia. Finally, even though the southeastern quadrant

kept it Christian name in its transition to the parochial organization, its Nahuatl “last

name,” Zoquiapan, did not become that of either the parish or its dominant barrio;

worse yet, the only barrio carrying that name, San Agustín Zoquiapa, was in the late

eighteenth century a “subject” of the neighboring parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma.

Although learning the particular history of each barrio from the matrícula is

manifestly impossible, I think it is fair to say that dominance of certain individual bar-

rios in certain parishes—San Pablo Teocaltitlan and Santa Cruz Acatlan in their epony-

mous parishes, Culhuacatongo in Santa María la Redonda and Sihuateocaltitlan-San

34. That is where Alzate, in his cartographic study of the pre-Hispanic barrios—a docu-

ment that will be analyzed more attentively in chapter four—decided to locate Culhuacatongo;

see the “Plan de Mexico et de ses faubourgs, gravé sur cuivre, annoté de Jose Antonio Alzate en

1781 [sic],” Bibliotèque National de France, Département des Manuscrits, Division Orientale,

Mexicain, mss. 150.
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Pedrito in Señor San José—suggests that their preeminence was the result of some in-

stitutional incentives and some pre-Hispanic realities that not only made them more

important, attractive or powerful within their respective city’s quadrants but also that

those conditions accelerated the decline of their “neighboring” calpultin during the

next two centuries and a half. That is to say that having their temples reduced to the

status of visitas or ayudas de doctrina—dependencies of a parish: empty shells that only

from time to time would receive the visit of a priest—made it more difficult for certain

barrios to prosper and, correspondingly, that the status of each parish seat either con-

firmed or encouraged its demographic “magnetism.” In fact, Mathew O’Hara’s study of

religious life in the city’s southeast—the conflict between Santo Tomás de la Palma and

Santa Cruz y Soledad in particular—seems to support such possibility. If that was the

case, then it is necessary to reconsider the idea that Mexico-Tenochtitlan had had only

four campan, for Santa Cruz Acatlan’s demographic composition in the eighteenth

century seems to imply that it had a more prestigious status during the post-Classic

period than most people would grant it.

On the other hand, if the reader accepts the idea that the size of San Pablo Teo-

caltitlan, Santa Cruz Acatlan, Sihuateocaltitlan-Sam Pedrito and even Culhuacatongo

was somehow linked—both as cause and consequence—to the fact that they had hosted

and continued to host the seat of a Spanish parish just as they had “presided” over in

their respective campan (or quasi-campan in the case of Santa Cruz Acatlan) before the

Spanish conquest, then it would be possible to use such a proposition as a tool to ob-

serve the composition of the three parishes lacking a dominant barrio. The point is that

barrio size could serve to notice “scars” of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s intermediate layer of

political organization and also to distinguish former doctrinas—or, more generally,

sites of religious and hence political power—in places like Santa Veracruz, Concepción
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Salto del Agua and Santo Tomás de la Palma which somehow deviate from the ideal-type

of “one temple, one calpulli” or “one church, one barrio” pervasive in Spanish

Mesoamerica. This is especially significant since these three parishes were not the re-

sult of the original, sixteenth-century division of realms. Thus, for example, both

dominant halves of formerly “Spanish” Santa Veracruz, the barrios of Ixtacaleca and

Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo, could originally have had a “strong” doctrina church—a

suspicion further reinforced by the fact that Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo was almost

surely located on the southern “bank” of the Alameda, and therefore separated from

most of the barrios of Santa Veracruz. This composite structure is perhaps more easily

perceptible in the case of Santo Tomás de la Palma, as the barrio bearing the parish

name was the third most populated one and, particularly, as its fourth most populated

barrio was probably located in the city’s “deep” south—in the former islet of Mixuca.

Although the location of both the first and second most populated barrios still has to be

established, it seems that both of them were at least a bit far away from Santo Tomás de

la Palma. The hypothesis then is that Santo Tomás (the barrio) had had since the early

colonial period a church of more or less equal importance than the churches of Santa

María Magdalena Mixica, San Agustín Zoquiapa—where the campan “heart” might have

been located before the Spanish conquest—and La Resurrección Tultengo, and there-

fore that the process of demographic concentration that had taken place in other parts

of the city two and a half centuries before it was just beginning to occur in the south-

east.

It could also be the case that this late eighteenth century story of institutional re-

combination was just another instance of a larger and vaguer process, to a certain ex-

tent independent from the Spanish presence but (happily) visible due to the efforts

made by the Spanish to make sense of the institutional landscape of pre-Hispanic
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Mesoamerica. Indeed, the repetition of a Nahuatl “surname” in the southeastern quad-

rant of the city is likely to prompt associations—associations, nevertheless, that should

be taken with a grain of salt since most Nahuatl toponyms, like most pre-liberal topo-

nyms in general, were generic ones, descriptive nouns and not last names properly.

Since three barrios have Tultengo as their name, and since all of them were located in

the built environment’s southeastern corner, this is perhaps evidence that at some

point San Francisco Tultengo, Santa Cruz Tultengo and La Resurrección Tultengo had

been subunits of a single altepetl-like unit. The fact that San Francisco and Santa Cruz

were located within the jurisdiction of Santa Cruz Acatlan, whereas La Resurrección

“belonged” to Santo Tomás de la Palma, rather than preventing such a reading, in fact

encourages it, adding yet another hint of the composite nature of the southeastern

parishes. (Nevertheless, since tultenco has been translated as “at the tule field’s edge,”

it might also be the case that all three Tultengos were thus named simply for being lo-

cated on the built environment’s margins.) Repetitions of this sort occur in another

three cases, with the barrios of Zacatlan in San Sebastián and San Mateo Zacatlan in

Santo Tomás de la Palma; with the barrios of San Diego Temascaltitlan in Santo Tomás

de la Palma and Santa Clarita Temascaltitlan in Santa Veracruz; and with the barrios of

San Antonio Teocaltitlan and San Pablo Teocaltitlan, the former “subject” of Señor San

José and the latter of the eponymous parish. Knowing nothing about San Sebastián’s

Zacatlan other than its name, and perhaps influenced by what seem to be as too generic

a connotation in the Nahuatl noun (whose English equivalent could be “Hayland”), I

prefer not to insist too much in linking their name to a common past. In the latter two

cases, on the other hand, I hesitate to imagine such a past mainly because one Temas-

caltitlan was located on a western parish whereas the other one was to be found around

the southeastern district, thus making their social or historical connection virtually
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impossible. (The term in Nahuatl is also extremely vague: it only means “by the

baths.”) And the same goes for both Teocaltitlans: one was located in the southwest and

the other one in the southeast. (By the way, translated into English, the latter barrio’s

Nahuatl name alludes to a spatial relationship between a god’s house and a community

living “behind the temple,” which seems to reinforce the idea that in pre-Hispanic

times jurisdictions were understood not as territorial demarcations but as overlapping

spheres of influence of particular sites of power.)

All of the above, however, is not intended to artificially stress the relevance of the

barrio-parish relationship. As I tried to argue earlier, barrios and not parishes were

most likely the true unit of indigenous life in the city—at least during the first centuries

of Spanish rule—and their links with the parish structure were less constitutive in char-

acter than contingent, though they were obviously significant. The last of the three

parishes with no clear dominance of a single barrio, Concepción Salto del Agua, offers

what is perhaps the best example of how, no matter how instrumental the parish seat

status was for a barrio’s demographic growth, in the final analysis that sole variable

could not be taken as the only “cause” of the demographic fortune of any given barrio.

Using the examples of Santo Tomás de la Palma, Santa Veracruz or even Santa Cruz

Acatlan as a guide, one would expect the seat of the new southern parish to be either a

deferential gesture to a demographic reality or a form of propellant for the magnetic

capacities of a particular barrio. It was neither. By the end of the eighteenth century, in

fact, all three dominant barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua—Necatitlan, Tequesqui-

pan and Xihuitongo—still possessed individual churches on their own, decorated as

they were with their corresponding plazuelas and, moreover, were situated far away to

the east from the parochial temple. Although the reason for this anomaly can only be

hinted at, it would not be surprising if the fact that the church of Concepción had been
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built as a non-indigenous church at the beginning of the eighteenth century were at the

origins of its lack of “attraction power.”

Clusters of Barrios and the Mythical City

To sum up: by exploring the structural links between parishes and their dominant (or

not dominant) barrios as depicted in the matrícula it is possible, I believe, to distin-

guish three different types of Mexico’s parishes containing indigenous barrios. First,

parishes that were the result of adapting the pre-Hispanic jurisdiction known as cam-

pan and clearly dominated by one barrio which in turn has to be considered the heir of

a pre-Hispanic intermediate political body or perhaps the lucky beneficiary of a Span-

ish decision after the conquest; Señor San José, San Pablo Teocaltitlan and perhaps

Santa María la Redonda belonged to this group. Second, parishes that were created

later in the colonial period, multi-ethnic or indigenous but clearly unencumbered by

any pre-Hispanic influence, in which the demographic magnetism of old loci of relig-

ious or political power was yet to be irresistible since their past as sites of power was

shorter; Santa Veracruz, Concepción Salto del Agua and Santo Tomás de la Palma con-

stituted this group. And third, the parish of Santa Cruz Acatlan, whose demographic

composition resembles that of the campan-based parishes but that was not the result of

transforming a campan into an indigenous parish; to explain the preeminence of a sin-

gle barrio within it one has then to imagine that the southeastern enlargement of the

pre-Hispanic city, presumably in the late fifteenth century, de facto if not the jure ele-

vated Santa Cruz Acatlan into a campan—that is, made it an intermediary between the

Mexica elite and the mass of plebeian calpultin.
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Barrios then came to be integrated into different parishes by different rea-

sons—yet these reasons suggest that structurally the indigenous city was still shaped by

forces rooted in the pre-Hispanic past. One of these forces was an intermediate level of

political organization between the calpulli and the altepetl that sometimes, as in the

case of Santa María la Redonda, Señor San José and San Pablo Teocaltitlan, was identi-

fied with a campan, but that in other instances, as in Santa Cruz Acatlan, remained

unnamed yet powerfully affecting its demographic composition. In other cases, the

actual composition of the parishes were the result of the melting of at least two of these

units, as perhaps was the case of Santa Veracruz. Even more, the three barrios called

Tultenco (in Santo Tomás de la Palma and in Santa Cruz Acatlan) hint at the presence of

this intermediate level underneath the parochial geography. The implication of all

these is that both Mexico-Tenochtitlan and later Mexico City had been created not nec-

essarily by adding individual calpultin or barrios—perhaps the inclusion of single bar-

rios was in fact the exception—but clusters of fictitious kinship groups, some of which

came to be recognized as subunits within the institutional architecture of the polity,

first as real or pseudo campan and later on as parishes, while others could not leave

such a clear imprint in the late eighteenth century urban fabric and were even divided

into different parishes. Since the phenomenon of unrecognized campan-like status or

fragmented campan-like structure was spatially circumscribed to the vast and rather

unexplored southeast, an area articulated by the channels linking Mexico City to the

rich and densely populated cities of the southern lakes (Iztapalapa, Culhuacan, Xo

-

chimilco, Tlahuac, the Chalcos), it is not unreasonable to imagine that, already in the

fifteenth century and ever since, the city’s flat, muddy southeast had been an area of

immigration. Immigration in this case, however, refers less to workers leaving their

homes in search for higher wages and wi(l)der social expectations than to the slow,
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mythically embellished journey of wandering nomads departing from a city built in the

middle of a lake… only to found a city in the middle of a lake. In other words, the par-

ticular configuration of the southeastern parishes could be read as a reminder that both

the pre-Hispanic city and the indigenous outskirts of the Spanish metropolis were not

the work of a single “people” but the alluvial accretion of different communities solidly

yet unstably assembled, as in a puzzle, through the praxis of institutional modularity.35

35. Lockhart, Nahuas, 15: “The Nahua manner of creating larger constructs, whether in

politics, society, economy, or art, tended to place emphasis on a series of relatively equal, rela-

tively separate and self-contained constituent parts of the whole, the unity of which consisted in

the symmetrical numerical arrangement of the parts, their identical relationship to a common

reference point, and their orderly, cyclical rotation. This mode or organization can be termed

cellular or modular as opposed to hierarchical, but it is by no means incapable of producing real,

cohesive, lasting larger units.”
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Calpultin clusters are easier to perceive in the form of campan- and pseudo cam-

pan-based parishes and barrios bearing the same “surname” but they could also have

shaped the whole calpultin and barrio experience in Tenochtitlan and Mexico—despite

the fact that neither the matrícula nor the rest of the tributary documentation allow for

a precise view. Nevertheless, a preliminary and inevitably raw outline of those supra-

calpultin or infra-atepeme units’ size can be obtained by looking at the number of bar-

rios that in 1800 were counted within each parish. Table 3.5 contains this information.

(Contrary to its sisters, this table does include the two “missing” parishes of San

Sebastián and Santa Cruz y Soledad, partially because the number of barrios and their

names were included in the matrícula’s summary—that is to say, in this case all neces-

sary data is present in the document—but mainly because their exclusion could result in

an skewed image of the intermediate units.) At first sight, either the average number of

barrios or the median (5.56 and six respectively) could be seen as the typical, or rather

ideal number the intermediate units could have had, but I am inclined to think that

such a figure does not reflect a “normal” situation—basically because the three par-

ishes with most barrios, Señor San José, Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz

Acatlan, contained barrios that almost surely had been incorporated into them in re-

cent times: Romita and perhaps Atlampa; La Resurrección Tultengo and Santa María

Magdalena Mixica; and San Francisco Tultengo and Santa Cruz Tultengo, respectively.

If these six barrios are taken apart, a new average of 4.89 and a new median of five

could be obtained—a figure not entirely unsatisfactory. (Since one of the barrios of

Santa María la Redonda was probably located beyond its territorial borders—Culhuaca-

tongo—even this figure will be still inaccurate.

Tempting as it is, the idea of linking this incipient characterization of urban in-

termediate units to Mesoamerica’s sacred geography—the five cardinal points that an-
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chored the human realm and linked it with both the underworld and the heavens et cet

-

era et cetera—should however wait until other expressions of this penta-structure,

within the city or elsewhere in central Mesoamerica, confirm whether there was actu-

ally a tendency to group political units in such a way or rather that this impression is

merely the result of taking some pre-Hispanic and colonial Indian ideological devices

for real. In particular, I am thinking on the “plan” of the foundation of Mexico-

Tenochtitlan that appears on the first plate of the Codex Mendoza—for it is too neat a

Figure 3.3 — Foundation of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Codex Mendoza (ca. 1541).
Bodleian Library, Oxford.
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document, too perfect in its correspondence between the mythical rationale and the

historical act of foundation, as to be considered without suspicion (see Figure 3.3).36

Before indulging the idea of finding telluric principles in the (contingent) composition

of Alzate’s parishes, in other words, it is perhaps more prudent to leave the idea at this

formative stage and walk into to the smaller, humbler spaces where indigenous life in

colonial Mexico City actually took place. e

36. See Davíd Carrasco, City of Sacrifice: The Aztec Empire ad the Role of Violence in

Civilization (Boston: Beacon Press, 1999), 31 and ff.; and Van Zantwijk, Aztec Arrangement,

chap. 4.
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chapter four

Adobes in Flux, Entrenched Communities

Names, Populations and Places in the Making of the Barrios

ooms clustered around patios as though people encircling a fire. Domestic com-

pounds clustered in artificial islets, spread out in a controlled disarray, like a

crowd gathering around a market stall. A maze of islets clustered on the lake’s center,

first around the twin temples of Tlaloc and Huitzilopochtli, later around a structure

built for a Jewish carpenter from Palestine—always compact, resilient in their fragile

articulation. In a world dominated by maize, ruled by maize in almost every station of

life, it comes naturally, perhaps a bit too naturally, to think of these clusters as if they

were maize grains aligned over the ear, at once seed and fruit, autonomous and covered

by a single husk; bigger and smaller versions of the same agglutinative principle that

rules over Nahuatl language. Be that as it may, this chapter aims to understand the na-

ture of the human clusters that constituted the republic of San Juan Tenochtitlan. The

larger questions it attempts to answer are: how did the “spatial” and the “social” coex-

ist in the last years of the eighteenth century within the entity known in Spanish as bar-

rio? Is it possible to conceptualize the barrio not only as a geographic event—as a

R
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neighborhood or district—but as the expression and embodiment of an imagined com-

munity able to move, to disappear, to be born? In the end, the chapter argues for the

affirmative, while trying to give its place to architecture and urbanism in the barrios’

constitution. The topics discussed to that effect are, first, the barrio’s overall hetero-

geneity; second, the nomenclature used in the tribute roll to name them; and third, the

diversity of their populations in 1800 and the possibility that Mesoamerican communi-

ties had had “optimal populations.” A fourth section proposes a way to synthesize such

a diversity, making a model out of the demographic patterns. After that, the chapter

comes to the realization that barrios are “floating” creatures in the matrícula—and ex-

plores the meaning of a few cases of people whose addresses were registered. The sixth

section reflects on the implications of having some “artisan” tributaries’ addresses

referred to as “barrios.” In the seventh, I argue for the possibility that barrios were

adobeized communities that nevertheless–as communities contingently yet meaning-

fully expressed in space—could change over time. In order to observe such changes, the

next section follows the barrio nomenclature in its evolution—mostly its stabil-

ity–throughout the colonial period. To show how barrios could have died out, the

chapter’s penultimate segment focuses on the cases of Necatitlan, a barrio “melting” at

the beginning of the nineteenth century, and Tzapotlan, a barrio already gone by 1800.

And finally, aiming to see the opposite situation, the last portion deals with San Martín,

a barrio of Santiago Tlatelolco created after the rebellion of 1692.
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Bar rio Heterogeneity—A Note on a Graph

No wonder the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan make a disparate crowd: forty-two ob-

jects, even consolidated into a single group, are necessarily too big a set so as to be

truly homogeneous. Lined up as they are in Graph 4.1, in seemingly innocent alpha-

betical order, they certainly appear as an unlikely collection of names and num-

bers—and as a reminder that abstraction, sometimes, is just the last resource of the lazy.

Indeed, the table is closer in form to a graph depicting the cacophonous mumbling of

music lovers after a concert than to the elegant complexity of the score they have just

listened to. Alphabetical “order,” of course, is partially responsible for this noise, for

the bold counterpoint made by, say, San Mateo Zacatlan and San Pablo Teocaltitlan, or

the extreme rift formed by, for example, Chichicmecapan, Culhuacatongo and Huehue-

calco, have nothing to do with their actual relationship but with the sequence of letters

in the Latin alphabet, which is to say the sequence of characters in the Greek alphabet,

which in turn is to say the ordering of letters in the early Mediterranean scripts… which

is to say a mnemonic device invented by Hebrew scribes more than three thousand and

five hundred years ago—a rich metaphysical ladder, no doubt, but only so for those al-

ready aware of the ineffable nature of the nameless god. Likewise, the visual represen-

tation of numbers as grayish rectangles whose shorter sides are all of the same length

cannot be said to be the product of any consideration for their character but just the

result of a series of technical decisions made by a computer program—the horizontal

length being determined by the “need” to include the all the elements in the same

piece of paper, each particular shade of gray arising from printing as a duotone what on

the screen was a multicolor gamut (randomly produced, which is worse), the vertical
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dimension of each rectangle in turn the outcome of imposing a link between millime-

ters and the number of people constituting each barrio.

Nonetheless, I do like the graph. Contrary to the parochial scale employed so far,

that only represents the whole in fragments, and contrary to most of the tables and lists

to be displayed in these pages, that offers either thin slices of barrio flesh or convo

-

luted formulas for understanding barrio metabolism, the graph is one of the few full

images of the forty-two barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan where something of their na-

ture can actually be grasped without overwhelming the eye with numbers, details and

subunits. Aligned in such a manner, shoulder to shoulder, they look as though they

were waiting for a painter or engraver to do what photography has transformed nearly
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into an universal practice—a family portrait. Hence the first, most obvious feature of

the crowd is revealed: this herd barely resembles a family, not even an extended family,

still less a group of students or workers or functionaries uniformed by an uniform. Both

their names and their “heights” show a diversity somehow at odds with the presumption

of similarity implicit in the act of naming them all barrios. Still worse is that even when

they do conform to a pattern, when there are similarities to be perceived, these are not

exactly the sort of common ground one would expect to find in New Spain’s capital.

That is to say that the peculiar balance of commonalities and divergences present in

this portrait of Mexico City’s barrios bespeaks of the same dialectical tension between

old and new, traditional and modern, parochial and cosmopolitan that informed the life

of New Spain’s urban tributaries as a whole. However distant the point of view is, and it

is admittedly so, the portrait manages to announce a major concern of this work: that

some accounts of the colonial experience fail to embrace the intrinsic paradox of sub-

jects who were both outside and very much at the core of modernity.

Nahuatl  Names, Nahuatl-Spanish Forms, Spanish Names

The most obvious way to start thinking about the barrios as a group is perhaps by con-

sidering their names. Most people would agree that the typical format for toponyms in

New Spain consists of a Spanish, almost always Christian clause, with a vernacular

“surname”—an ideal type, though, that is not the result of a proper statistical analysis

but merely an intuitive yet widespread perception among scholars. Most people, then,

would consider “normal” that such naming structure is present in sixteen out of forty-
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two barrios; or twenty out of fifty if the eight barrios of San Sebastián and Santa Cruz y

Soledad are included. Yet that represents only 38.10 percent (or 40 percent) of the to-

tal number of barrios, a proportion that is perhaps a bit too low—if not indeed an indi-

cation that the ideal type needs to be properly historicized. Although it is hard to per-

ceive from a quantitative exercise like the one in Table 4.1, the reasons for attaching a

particular Christian name to any given barrio—besides the fact that most names tend to

have been associated with the Franciscan order, an unsurprising pattern since evange-

lization in Mexico City was carried out primarily by the at-the-time blue-robed fri-
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ars—it is nonetheless worth noticing that male saints had been chosen as patrons more

frequently than virgins, female saints and sacred objects and moments: thus, whereas

the list of male figures include the Magi (chosen for two barrios), Anthony (for two bar-

rios as well), Nicholas, Mathew, Augustine, Paul, Stephen, Francis, Jerome and James

(as Diego), on the other hand Jesus’ resurrection was the only moment “elevated” to

such a position, his cross was the only object instrumentalized in this manner (in three

cases, though), the virgin of Candlemas was the sole Marian representation in charge of

the wellbeing of a community (actually of two communities), and Mary Magdalene and

Clare, perhaps the Assisi one, were the only female patron saints. If the four barrios

with Spanish-only names are included, the dominance of male saints is even greater,

since they refer only to men (Thomas, Luke and Cyprian) and to a place (Rome) which

might be embodied by a feminine noun in Spanish, but which was certainly not a santa.

Be aware, however, that most non saint-related Christian names are feminine in Span-

ish: the holly cross and the virgin of Candlemas amount to almost a third of them and

thus the ratio of female to male names is somewhat balanced in the end: nine feminine

nouns in total.

Because Mexico City was the center of Spanish culture and power in North

America—the empire jewel’s jewel, so to speak—the large number of barrios with no

Spanish name and the small number of barrios with Spanish-only name requires in turn

a more thoughtful treatment, and not only since the high number of Nahuatl names in

the city’s toponymy is a nice yet humble reminder of the uselessness of models of ac-

culturation based on the dyad “core-periphery.” Had such mechanistic duality been

reflective of New Spain’s capital spatial structure, in effect, the twenty barrios with a

Nahuatl-only name (twenty-three if the two missing parishes are added; 47.62 and 46
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percent respectively) could have perfectly corresponded to the number of Spanish-only

named barrios, and vice versa, as the cityscape within the grid was certainly populated

mostly by Spanish nouns, and elsewhere in the valley of Mexico the Spanish regime had

managed to impose at least the composite model of Spanish-Nahuatl naming. (And it is

clearly impossible to term the indigenous city a “pocket” or a “refuge zone,” as isola-

tion of the type that used to explain the vigorous cultural “otherness” of, say, the

Nayari and Wixarika peoples was never an option, or a fate, in Mexico City’s outskirts,

open as they were to the influx of both Spanish and indigenous influences.)1 If all bar-

rio names with a Nahuatl component are taken into account, moreover, the idea that

proximity to a dominant culture can be credited for the collapse of a dominated one has

to be abandoned tout court, for in 1800 the matrícula maker was able to fully His-

panicize the name of merely 7.14 percent of his pool of barrios (or 8 percent with the

eight missing barrios)—and this in a time when the ideology of linguistic segregation

crafted by millenarian friars in the sixteenth century, and cultivated by baroque offi-

cials ever since, had been under the attack of enlightened (and monolingual) reformers

for half a century already. That is to say that three centuries of continuous and in-

creasingly vigorous Spanish presence in the former islets on lake Texcoco had not been

enough to erase the social and spatial memory of the pre-Hispanic city, at least in

1. The notion that indigenous culture survived best in Mesoamerican regions poorly in-

tegrated into the world economy was best articulated by Gonzalo Aguirre Beltrán, Regiones de

refugio: El desarrollo de la comunidad y el proceso dominical en mestizo América (Mexico: In-

stituto Indigenista Interamericano, 1967). Recent studies on the Cora (Nayari) and Huichol

(Wixarika), have actually rejected the “isolationist” perspective to explain the colonial history of

the Mesoamerican northwestern frontier; see Laura Magriña, Los coras entre 1531 y 1722: ¿Indios

de guerra o indios de paz? (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropologia e Historia-Universidad

de Guadalajara, 2002).
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nominative terms and at least in the social spaces subject to the republic of San Juan

Tenochtitlan.

In the table I put three barrio names apart, labeling them juxtaposed, to acknowl-

edge what appears to be a particular moment in the formation of the ideal type: indeed,

the use of the conjunction “o” between the Spanish and Nahuatl names seems to indi-

cate that their combined names were yet to be of general use and thus that some people

would still use either the Nahuatl or the Spanish term without reference to the other.

Although the table’s four columns certainly invite the observer to imagine a general

process of geographic naming—perhaps a bit evolutionist but useful nonetheless:

evolving from Nahuatl predominance towards Spanish hegemony, with one early inter-

mediate stage in which new names and old names coexisted but remained independent,

and a later phase (the ideal form) in which both names ceased to be alternative names

and became components of a single utterance—dating its four moments, or more sim-

ply, trying to explain how the four columns relate to each other, is of course extremely

difficult. Essentially, this is because quotidian use, popular and bureaucratic alike, was

almost never conscious or systematic: different people in different contexts and for

different aims could have used each form alternatively, almost indifferently or with a

political purpose, just as in the case, witnessed in chapter one, of Blas Mariano de Sal-

gado’s nearly theatrical display of “Indianness.” In fact, it is frequent to find contem-

porary documents in which the same barrio is referred to in fours different ways: in

Nahuatl; with its Christian name only; following the conventional form of Christian

name and Nahuatl “surname”; or employing Spanish phrases unknown to the tribute

roll, to say nothing of the a-systematic rendering of Nahuatl vocables. Thus, for exam-

ple, Tequesquipan was at times called San Salvador el Verde, Tequisqueapan and Te

-
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quixquipan; Romita was sometimes called San Cristóbal or Axtacalco; Tlacomulco

could be referred to as La Asención, Tlaxomulco, Atlacomulco or, perhaps, Coajom-

ulco; Xoloc-Taxcoac was also La Concepción and Tlasquaqui; San Nicolás Ozoloacan

could be named Ozohuacan Jamaica, Tescatongo was also known as Santa María Tes-

catongo, Atizapan appears at least once in the documentation as Tizapan, Huehuecalco

shows up sometimes as La Comprensión, Ixtacaleca’s alternative names were El Placer

and Juan Carbonero, Tepetitlan’s may have been San Juan de la Penitencia, San Antonio

Teocaltitlan was also known as San Antonio de los Callejones, Tlapancaltitlan-

Tarasquillo was sometimes called Tlalpancaltitlan and Corpus Christi Tarasquillo,

while in the matrícula’s summary Tlaxilpa appears as Santiago Tlaxilpa while Atlampa

was named La Candelaria Atlampa.2

From that follows a somewhat obvious three-fold warning: first, that the pattern

of Nahuatl names vis-à-vis Spanish ones in the matrícula of 1800 reflects only what the

2. On Tequixquipan, see agn, Tributos, vol. 27, exp. 6, f. (150), and agn, Padrones, vol.

102, f. 36. On Romita, see agn, Intestados, vol. 244, exp. 8; Tributos, vol. 27, exp. 6, ff. (150-

150v). On Tlacomulco, see Archivo Histórico del Distrito Federal (hereafter, ahdf), Parciali-

dades, vol. 3574, exp. 7, ff. 2-2v; Coajomulco is the name used in the García Conde map. On

Xoloc, see agn, Padrones, vol. 102, f. 35v. On San Nicolás Ozoloacan, see Archivo Histórico del

Estado de México (hereafter, ahem), Padrones, vol. 4, exp. 6, f. (62), which is no other than the

general census of 1790 for ward number 20. (Interestingly, in the document the barrio is ref-

ferred to as “pueblo.”) On Tescatongo, see agn, Tributos, vol. 23, exp. 17, f. 6 (457). On Atiza-

pan, see agn, Padrones, vol. 102, f. 89. On Huehuecalco, see agn, Padrones, vol. 106, f. 6. On

Ixtacaleca, see agn, Padrones, vol. 105, f. 137v; agn, Padrones, vol. 106, f. 6. On Tepetitlan, see

agn, Tierras, vol. 101, exp. 2, f. 24. On San Antonio Teocaltitlan, see ahdf, Fincas, vol. 1094,

exp. 206, ff. (4-4v). On Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo, see agn, Padrones, vol. 102, f. 105v. And

finally, on Atlampa, see agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. (17). See also agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 84. In

1788, Santiago Tlaxilpa was also known as Tlachilpa; see agn, Tierras, vol. 1174, exp. 7. And

around 1820 it was called Santiago Clasilpa; see ahdf, Fincas, vol. 1094, exp. 198, f. 26 (28).
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tribute roll maker perceived and deemed “normal” at that particular moment; second,

that the matrícula’s is then not an “official,” stable nomenclature; and third, that its

relevance arises precisely from this subjective, contingent nature. That is to say that

alternative denominations on written documents and usage at the street level were not

necessarily folk, “improper” names, perversions of a ideal form but just alternatives

within a more or less fixed pool of available terms. The choices made by the matrícula

maker had exactly the same ontological value as any of them, even if, naturally, the so-

cial power he was invested with helped to make his words more likely to prevail. Within

the document it is already possible to observe this process of decision making: from the

matrícula’s summary to the actual volumes, “Santiago Tlaxilpa,” “La Candelaria At-

lampa” and “San Salvador el Seco o Xihuitongo” dropped their Christian name; the

vegetable element in “Santo Tomás la Palma” was removed, and an s became an x in

“Tlasquititlan.” In principle, therefore, the functionaries could have chosen to ignore

that San Salvador el Seco was also known as Xihuitongo or that Tequesquipan’s Spanish

name was San Salvador el Verde, just as they had decided to include neither the Nahuatl

nor the Christian name of Romita, and likewise had suppressed the Nahuatl name of

San Ciprián, Santo Tomás and San Lucas—if indeed they had had one.3 Since they chose

not to impose Spanish names on the remaining forty-six barrios, it is then reasonable to

presume that from a fiscal—hence institutional and, to a certain extent, corpo-

rate—perspective, the Nahuatl terminology was still considered the most accurate or at

least as the most familiar when thinking about the barrios. This is more than mere “re-

3. See below, Table 4.11. Alfonso Caso, Los barrios antiguos de Tenochtitlan y Tlatelolco,

offprint of an article published on the Memorias de la Academia Mexicana de la Historia, xv: 1

(Mexico: Academia Mexicana de la Historia, 1956), 19, identified San Lucas with Cuezcontitlan.
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sistance” or survival of indigenous culture in the abstract: it is that even from the tip of

New Spain’s institutional pyramid the ruins of pre-Hispanic linguistic temples were

still easily perceived and, better still, hopelessly unavoidable.

The welter of Nahuatl terms in Mexico’s toponymy is all the more noticeable be-

cause it was precisely that—a (somewhat) disordered mass. Although Table 4.2 does

show certain patterns, it is not possible to perceive any systematic relationship between

the use of non-Spanish names and barrio geography at the parish level. For one thing,

the distinction of central and marginal parishes is not really applicable in this context,

since all the barrios of Santa María la Redonda (one of the two marginal parishes) had

Nahuatl names but only one out of seven in Santa Cruz Acatlan (the other one) was

named thus, and since some of the “central” parishes, particularly Concepción Salto

del Agua and Santa Veracruz, contained a large number of barrios whose name was
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only in Nahuatl. If anything, there seems to be a slight tendency for Nahuatl names to

concentrate on the western parishes—indeed, Salto del Agua, Santa María la Redonda

and Santa Veracruz amount to 50 percent of them. (If San Sebastián’s three barrios

with Nahuatl-only names were included, the western ones would still equal 42.85 per-

cent.) Likewise, barrios whose name was inscribed using the ideal form tended to be

located within the southeastern parishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz

Acatlan—two thirds exactly—although in this case it is worth noticing that Señor San

José’s represent 22.22 percent of them. (The inclusion of the eight missing barrios

would not significantly alter these percentages: out of a total of twenty-two ideal form

occurrences, the southeastern parishes would still contain 54.54 percent of them while

Señor San José’s would amount to 18.18 percent.) A possible explanation for this tenu-

ous pattern of geographic concentration is rather paradoxical: since Señor San José’s

territory hosted the tecpan or republican headquarters, the indigenous nunnery of

Corpus Christi and the Hospital for Naturals, and since some evidence suggests that

the frontier between urban and rural life was blurred in the southeast more than any-

where else in the city (that is, that the southeast was the most “rural” area within the

“urban” fabric), it could be argued that at least in Mexico City the toponymic utterance

most closely associated with the indigenous colonial community (the peasant village

structured by corporate, “ethnic” institutions) was the ideal, composite form, not a

nomenclature wherein names in the vernacular excluded Spanish terms—which con-

versely, was the best suited for communities deviating to such an extent from the social

rule that perhaps, or so the presumption should go, they were becoming mestizo neigh-

borhoods and districts. As though the true mark of colonial toponymic Indianness were

the use of a blend of Spanish and vernacular clauses, while enshrining vernacular terms
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were the outcome of a fading ethnic landscape! In any case, the point is that, when the

general dominance of Nahuatl terms is mapped onto the city, it does not appear con-

centrated on the “most” indigenous areas but in areas—the west—where the mixture of

Spanish and indigenous culture was more pronounced.4

Did  Mesoamerica  have Optimal Populations?

However tempting wandering along such ambiguous roads may be—and it is very much

so, if only because that would result in a more colorful image of the city’s structure—it

is better at this point to step back to the family portrait of San Juan Tenochtitlan and

focus on the “heights” of its members; that is, on their demographic size. But not be-

cause a clear correspondence between naming and population is to be found, but pre-

cisely because the overlapping of patterns will both balance and complicate the indige-

4. Extending this type of analysis beyond Mexico City might produce interesting insights

regarding the pace of amestizamiento in Spanish Mesoamerica—particularly because the general

assumption is that vernacular nomenclatures were “more” indigenous than the ideal form. In

fact, the post-independence history of Mesoamerican toponymy seems to have been shaped by

the conviction that the blending of Spanish and vernacular names—inasmuch as it was a colonial

creation—did not correspond to any indigenous “essence.” Worse yet, especially for a firmly

anti-clerical state, the dominance of Christian names seems to have been interpreted as yet an-

other instance of the oppressive role played by the Catholic church before the 1850s. Thus the

general trend in independent Mexico was to replace ideal form names from the official nomen-

clature—and so San Cristóbal Ecatepec, for example, became Ecatepec and later Ecatepec de

Morelos. Of course, this process resembles the tendency among state authorities to praise the

pre-Hispanic indigenous past while disregarding the living indigenous peoples—a topic that has

deserved a lot of attention in the anthropological literature.
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nous city’s overall picture. An overview of barrio populations appears in Table 4.3;

contrary to its sister, Graph 4.1, the ordering here has been provided by the “ranking”

of numbers, which seems to be a less arbitrary arrangement, provided one is willing to

accept that numbers are what they are because of some deep, natural principle. On the

surface, the demographic heterogeneity of the barrios seems still more accentuated

than their toponymic diversity. In effect, barrios could have had between seven mem-

bers, as in Zacatengo, and twelve hundred and fifteen, as in San Pablo Teocaltit-

lan—which is to say it would take more than 173 Zacatengos to fill San Pablo Teocaltit-

lan’s, and also that while Zacatengo’s population represented merely 0.07 percent of

the latter, San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s amount to 12.71 percent.
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A closer, more comprehensive look, however, proves this to be a somewhat

skewed image of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan, thus transforming both tiny

Zacatengo and gigantic San Pablo Teocaltitlan into extreme cases and not really repre-

sentative of a crowd that was, on the contrary, rather compact. To begin with, the aver-

age size of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s barrios in 1800 was only 227.67 “people”—more

than thirty-two times the size of Zacatengo and roughly five times less the size of San

Pablo Teocaltitlan. Anyhow, and given the disproportionate size of San Pablo Teocal-

titlan and, to a lesser degree, of Culhuacatongo, it makes more sense to consider the

median—155.50 “people” per barrio—as the key arithmetic feature for understanding

the basics of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s demographics. In fact, as shown in Table 4.4,

twenty-six barrios or 61.90 percent out of a total of forty-two were less than two hun-

dred people strong; only seven or 16.67 percent had between two and three hundred

members, and the remaining nine barrios, or 21.43 percent, were integrated by three

hundred people or more—although it has to be noted that most of them (seven out of
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nine or 16.66 percent) did not exceed five hundred and fifty members. If further split,

these groups show a still higher concentration on certain echelons, namely those con-

taining between one and fifty people and those “worth” between 101 and 150 individu-

als, with seven barrios falling in each category, whereas six barrios had either 51-100 or

151-200 people. For the rest, the only noticeable concentration occurs within the range

of 501-550 people, to which three barrios belonged. Of course, the fact that most bar-

rios were relatively small in turn explains why the ten most populated barrios account

for 56.27 percent of the total barrio population, whereas the ten least populated repre-

sent only 4.75 percent.

Categorizing the barrios in this manner may appear reasonable enough, but it

imposes an artificial order on the actual numbers. Reality, moreover, almost never dis-

plays itself in neat packages of fifty units. If displayed alongside a line, as in Graph 4.2,

barrio population figures exhibit a somewhat different pattern, in a sense more accu-

rate and, most important, intrinsic to San Juan Tenochtitlan’s demography—although,

of course, the tyranny of numbers cannot be totally eliminated. What the graph shows

is basically a stronger concentration on the lower range, with increasingly scattered

points towards the opposite end; and yet, there seems to be three smaller clusters in the

middle. Once the names and parishes are reattached to the numbers, six types of bar-

rios are clearly visible and thus have been arranged in the six columns that make Table

4.5: group a, made up of twenty-seven barrios, from Zacatengo (seven people) up to

San Antonio Teocaltitlan (209 people); group b, with six barrios, from Ixhuanatongo

(255 people) to La Resurrección Tultengo (299 people); group c, with four barrios,

from Santa Cruz Acatlan (343 people) to Necatitlan (418 people); and group d, with

three barrios from Sihuateocaltitlan (501 people) to Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo (548
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people), while groups e and f have only one element each—Culhuacatongo (773 people)

and San Pablo Teocaltitlan (1 215 people). Besides conflating all barrios under two-

hundred people into a single category—in this way confirming the “small” units’ domi-

nance—this new table does a couple of things that favor a finer understanding of the

barrio system: it notices San Antonio Teocaltitlan’s “borderline” character and places

it in group a, and it stresses the similarities between three Concepción Salto del

Agua’s barrios (Tequesquipan, Xihuitongo and Necatitlan) that were formerly split in
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two numerical groups. Overall, the table works better to describe the upper range of

barrio populations, but it tends to exaggerate the commonalities among the smaller

barrios—and that is why it is perhaps more useful to read both Table 4.4 and Table 4.5

together.

Interpreting these figures in spatial and institutional terms—that is, aiming to

discern a normative principle, the barrio structure’s tail, rather than treating the clus-

tering of barrios in certain numeric categories as merely a demographic curios-

ity—depends on accepting a rather simple, yet perhaps bizarre, premise: namely, that

populations do not relate to jurisdictions in a contingent manner, that their relation-

ship is on the contrary somehow reflective of a series of constraints establishing the

parameters for a population to exist, and therefore that spatial institutions such as the

barrios do have optimal or ideal or typical populations. That is why both underpopu-

lated and overpopulated are not just adjectives, pedantic ways for expressing that a

place has “few” or “many” inhabitants, but analytical qualifiers gravitating around a

notion of rightfully or properly populated which, naturally, is nothing but the fulfill-

ment of a relation of necessity—the realization of the idea, to speak in (broken)

Hegelian, or what biologists describe as “effective” or “viable” population size.5 For

only at that point do the possibilities implicit in its design fully express themselves; for

only at that point does the set of bureaucratic resources, legal reach and enforcement

5. The notion seems to have been first proposed by Sewall Wright in the 1930s; see for ex-

ample his “Size of Population and Breeding Structure” [1938], in Sewall Wright, Evolution: Se-

lected Papers, ed. with an introduction by William B. Provine (Chicago: Chicago University

Press, 1986), 251-252. For a rather specialized—and, to me, arcane—contemporary assessment,

see P. Sjödin, I. Kaj, S. Krone, M. Lascoux and M. Nordborg, “On the Meaning and Existence of

an Effective Population Size,” Genetics, 169: 2 (2005): 1061-1070.
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capabilities match the size and complexity of the human group it aims to rule. All this

does not mean, of course, that other forces—environment, economy, sanitation, cul-

ture, politics, warfare and so on—do not affect, sometimes very powerfully, the quantity

and quality of any given population, and not even that institutions are the most impor-

tant shaping element for a population. But since all those forces also determine the

spatial institutions’ architecture and functions, it does mean that, from an institutional

point of view, the form a population adopts within a jurisdiction (broadly) corresponds

to this one’s characteristics—and thus it is as good a proxy as any other for under-

standing certain features and functions of it.

My contention, then, is that there is neither accident or coincidence in the fact

that that almost two thirds of barrios had two hundred or less “inhabitants,” and that a

large majority of them—thirty-three out of forty-two or 78.57 percent of them, actu-

ally—did not even reach three hundred people. Though not necessarily an exact corre-

lation between numbers and barrios, it was indeed a necessary relationship. Which is

to say that the optimal population for a barrio in Bourbon Mexico City, and perhaps

during the whole of the colonial period, was between two and three hundred people.

But I would go so far as to propose that the spatial institution known in central

Mesoamerica first as calpulli and later as barrio and pueblo was best suited to operate

upon a human group of rather modest dimensions, no bigger than three hundred peo-

ple, and thus that three hundred people should be considered the standard or normal

or ideal ceiling population for Mesoamerican communities before the end of the nine-

teenth century—had I obtained data from other regions and from other periods. Need-

less to say, I do not have such information. (And yet, consider the following two items.

First, that according to the law any community had the right to have a second repre-
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sentative or authority, an alcalde  or regidor, once it was bigger than eighty “houses,”

as though beyond that point social control and political representation became unman-

ageable.6 And second, take a look at Table 4.6, which summarizes the population of all

rural dependencies of San Juan Tenochtitlan: out of twenty-eight components—either

villages or barrios subject to a larger polis, or independent towns—twenty-four would

belong to Table 4.5’s group a, while three out of the remaining four could be included

in group b. In fact, the only rural component of San Juan Tenochtitlan deviating from

the proposed rule would be San Juan Ixhuatepec, a subject town of Nuestra Señora de

Guadalupe.) That is why the only thing I can do at this point is argue for its verisimili-

tude—literally: for its resemblance to reality—hoping in this manner to transform this

intuition into a hypothesis to be tested.

Presuming the existence of an optimal figure is not just an attempt to add a quan-

titative layer to the concept of community in Spanish Mesoamerica—a way to put some

flesh back into a schema that sometimes looks more like an engineering diagram than a

house’s photograph—nor merely a corollary of a larger yet incipient argument I have

made to refocus the study of Mesoamerica’s institutional architecture on the calpulli as

6. Recopilación de las leyes de los reinos de las Indias, mandadas imprimir por su ma-

jestad católica el rey don Carlos II, nuestro señor (Madrid: Julián de Paredes, 1681), Libro vi,

Título iii, Ley xv, corresponding to a decree by Felipe III, Madrid, 10 October 1618. See also

Dorothy Tank de Estrada, Pueblos de indios y educación en el México colonial, 1750-1821 (Mexico:

El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios Históricos], 1999), 31-32. Eighty families could per-

fectly equal between 240 and 320 people if families have three or four members on average; if

the matrícula’s ratio of tributaries to population (see chapter three) were to be applied, the

number would be 200.8 “people.” At any rate, see the discussion on households below, on

chapter five, for the family structure in the barrios San Juan Tenochtitlan was more complex than

that.
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its “atomic” unit;7 it is also a venture intended to throw a more positive light onto two

major historical developments of New Spain that, in my opinion, have received rather

pessimistic interpretations: the demographic history of Mesoamerica as a whole, and

the process of institutional change experienced by Mesoamerican communities in the

eighteenth century. The twofold proposition that Mesoamerican communities did have

optimal populations, and that they did not exceed three hundred people, it is true, may

seem preposterous inasmuch as the general understanding of Mesoamerica’s demo-

graphic past has been centered—and rightly so, to an extent—on the long sixteenth-

century crisis that virtually decimated the population of southern New Spain. My ar-

gument, however, rests on considering both the population’s history and the institu-

tional transformations of the eighteenth century—the key being their articulation. If

taken separately, the demographic history is or could be just a curvy narrative from the

pre-Hispanic splendor to the apocalyptic disarray in the century following the Euro-

pean invasion, to the steadily if syncopated recovery during the eighteenth and nine-

7. See Luis Fernando Granados, “Calpultin decimonónicos: Aspectos nahuas de la cultura

política de la ciudad de México,” in Actores, espacios y debates en la historia de la esfera pública

en la ciudad de México, ed. Cristina Sacristán and Pablo Piccato (Mexico: Instituto Mora,

2005), 41-66. In a nutshell, the article argues to reconsider the centrality of the polis (the Nahua

altepetl) within the institutional landscape of Mesoamerica, thus departing from a growing con-

sensus among students of pre- and post-Hispanic indigenous societies, epitomized by the work

of James Lockhart, according to which the “city-state” was the smallest functional political unit

in the region until the long sixteenth-century. In my view, it makes more sense to locate the

“hard core” of Mesoamerican political culture at the calpulli level and, accordingly, treat the

poleis, coalitions and “empires” as political entities made up by aggregating calpultin—and not,

as Lockhart and others do, draw the distinction between fundamental units and “derivative”

ones, between the polis and the coalition—for the same modular dynamic informing the relation-

ship between poleis and coalitions and “empires” is observable in the articulation of calpultin

and altepeme.
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teenth centuries, leading to the fertility explosion of the mid 1900s—indeed the story

first “broken” by Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah in the middle third of the

twentieth century, and later on developed and expanded by dozens of historical demog-

raphers down to Mexico’s Consejo Nacional de Población.8 In isolation, on the other

hand, the argument on the eighteenth-century transformations is or could produce an

image of protocapitalist greed in times of economic boom, a generational rift similar

perhaps to the one experienced by Western societies in the 1960s and yes, a wave of

demographic pressure on increasingly limited resources—yet not as serious as to un-

lock the symbiotic relationship of indigenous communities and the Spanish

sphere—that resulted in the mushrooming of polities throughout the Mesoamerican

core and, moreover, in the increasing inability of indigenous peoples to think in terms

broader than their minuscule villages; in other words, the feudalisant and, to be hon-

8. Sherburne Cook and Woodrow Borah, The Indian population of central Mexico, 1531-

1610 (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1960), 46, table 5, esp. For a fine overview of

Latin America’s demographic history see Nicolás Sánchez Albornoz, La población de América

Latina: Desde los tiempos precolombinos al año 2025, rev. ed. (Madrid: Alianza Editorial, [1973]

1994). On population growth in the eighteenth century, see Delfina E. López Sarrelangue, “La

población indígena de la Nueva España en el siglo xviii,” Historia Mexicana 12: 4 (1963): 516-

530, reprinted in Demografía histórica de México: Siglos XVI-XIX, ed. Elsa Malvido and Miguel

Ángel Cueyna (Mexico: Instituto Mora-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, 1993), 40-52; Arij

Ouweneel, “Growth, Stagnation, and Migration: An Explorative Analysis of the Tributario Series

of Anahuac (1720-1800),” Hispanic American Historical Review 71: 3 (1991): 531-577; and

Lourdes Márquez Morfín, “La evolución cuantitativa de la población novohispana: Siglos xvi,

xvii y xviii,” in El poblamiento de México: Una visión histórico-demográfica, ed. Ana Arenzana,

vol. 2, El México colonial, intro. Bernardo García Martínez (Mexico: Secretaría de Gobernación

[Consejo Nacional de Población], 1993), 36-63.
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est, a bit pathetic universe so poignantly described, among others, by William Taylor,

Arij Ouweneel and Eric Van Young.9

On the contrary, seen together (as mutually dependent developments), the frag-

mentation of the indigenous realm in the decades prior to the wars for independence

might be understood not as an institutional collapse nor as a sign of political weakness

(although the Bourbon policy of controlling their finances limited republican auton-

omy in obvious ways), but in fact as a rational response to the challenges and opportu-

nities created by demographic growth, market dynamism and social polariza-

tion—rational  in the sense of proceeding logically out of a (more or less) coherent

political culture. Because Mesoamerican communities could not grow beyond three

hundred people without compromising the functioning of their institutions (or rather

the set of standardized practices for allocating land, distributing labor, imparting jus-

9. William Taylor, Drinking, Homicide, and Rebellion in Colonial Mexican Villages (Stan-

ford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1979); Eric Van Young, “Los ricos se vuelven más ricos y

los pobres más pobres: Salarios reales y estándares populares de vida a fines de la colonia en

México”, in E. Van Young, La crisis del orden colonial: Estructura agraria y rebeliones popu-

lares de la Nueva España, 1750-1821 (Mexico: Alianza Editorial, 1992), 51-123; Arij Ouweneel,

Shadows over Anáhuac: An Ecological Interpretation of Crisis and Development in Central

Mexico, 1730-1800 (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1996); Eric Van Young, The

Other Rebellion: Popular Violence, Ideology, and the Mexican Struggle for Independence, 1810-

1821 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 2001). See also John Tutino, From Insurrection to

Revolution in Mexico: Social Basis of Agrarian Violence, 1750-1940 (Princeton: Princeton Univer-

sity Press, 1986), chap. 2, and Peter Guardino, Peasants, Politics, and the Formation of Mexico’s

National State: Guerrero, 1800-1857, (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1996), chap. 1,

even though their view of indigenous Mesoamerica is not as gloomy as their colleagues’,  per-

haps because both of them direct their attention to the post-independent period as well, and

thus are able to perceive the late colonial period not just as an “ending” but also as a “begin-

ning.”
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tice, regulating religious behavior and so forth), and because the multi-barrio village or

town was only a contingent institution, the collective response to both the demo-

graphic crisis and the imposition of the Spanish imperial polity—just as the altepetl had

been the best suited configuration for the capultin in the turbulent centuries that fol-

lowed the fall of Teotihuacan and, in particular, during the chaotic fifteenth century—it

was then perfectly “natural” for calpultin and calpultin-like institutions such as barrios

and subject villages to branch off from their republics as a means to maximize their

economic and institutional chances while preserving a measure of internal social cohe-

sion. In other words, the multiplication of indigenous polities might be seen as an in-

stitutional strategy for coping—successfully, which is more—with the social uncertain-

ties and economic stress of the late eighteenth century. (Certain forms of migration,

especially when organized by local authorities and in regions such as central

Michoacán, may also be explained under this model; not as desperate acts of running

away but as an extrapolated, macro-regional version of the dynamic of seasonal en-

gagement between villages and commercial estates.)10

Pushing the argument a bit further, it could be argued that the multiplication of

republics in the late eighteenth century was instrumental for the preservation of a

strong indigenous political culture, or the survival of an indigenous “identity,” in re-

gions within the intendancies of Oaxaca, Mexico, Puebla, Yucatan, and even

Michoacán, and therefore that both the nineteenth-century local activism, either lib-

10. On the “symbiotic exploitation” link between indigenous peasants and estates see of

course Tutino, From Insurrection, 143-148 esp. For migratory patterns in Michoacán, see Felipe

Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley y nuevo rey: Reformas borbónicas y rebelión popular en Nueva

España (Zamora: El Colegio de Michoacán-Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Insti-

tuto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1996), 47-53; particularly noticeable is the fine map at 49.
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eral-in-disguise, “hybrid” or truly liberal (it does not matter), as well as the twentieth-

century municipal landscape were the result, at least partially, of a disparate wave of

internecine strife at the village and barrio level—affirming in passing that social con-

flict, far from being a nuisance, is indeed an invigorating occurrence or, to use a

démodé expression, the very engine of history.11 By the same token, the lack of petty

civil warfare and thus the absence of newer polities in other regions could be inter-

preted as a precondition for the amestizamiento that would effectively take place during

the nineteenth century. Since the valley of Mexico did not experience institutional

fragmentation on a massive scale during the eighteenth century—most of it had been

the result of the Aztec triple alliance’s collapse in the sixteenth century, exception

made of the segregation of Mexicalzingo and Ixtacalco, once subject towns of San Juan

Tenochtitlan, which became fully independent polities during the eighteenth cen-

tury—and, more important for the purposes of this work, since the number of barrios in

the city remained basically unchanged for the whole colonial period, it could be said

that the relative stability of Mexico City’s indigenous institutions militated against the

future of the indigenous city and its hinterland. The fact that more than half of Mex-

ico’s tributaries were not counted as barrio members in 1800 but rather as “arti-

sans”—as though the rest were not (see chapter six)—might in fact be interpreted as an

expression of institutional “stagnation” if not decline in San Juan Tenochtitlan, or at

least of the widening gap between the republican government and the barrios, to say

11. For a revealing analysis of conflict among rural communities, leading in this case to the

agrarista-cristero (or government-backed and church-suported peasant) civil war in the 1920s,

see Jennie Purnell, Popular Movements and State Formation in Revolutionary Mexico: The

Agragistas and Cristeros of Michoacán (Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press, 1999).
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nothing of the individual tributaries. At this moment, however, I am not in a position to

really assess this possibility.

The Typi cal  Barrio: Small  and wi th a Nahuatl  Name

Be that as it may, the tables do set a “normalcy” threshold under which Zacatengo

could have passed after all but which was unmistakably forbidden for San Pablo Teocal-

titlan. That is to say that no matter how strange the former barrio appears to be—and

bizarre it certainly was, particularly if the likelihood of its self-sustainability and hence

of its past and future as a barrio is considered—it is the latter which is the truly in-

triguing case. (As if it were that weird sibling whose unusual height prompts his

Mesoamerican aunts to wonder, sotto voce and maliciously, who the father really was.)

Indeed, only Culhuacatongo and, to a lesser degree, the three barrios from group d in

Table 4.5, resemble San Pablo Teocaltitlan in its disproportion, although less in abso-

lute terms than as a result of the overall shape of barrio “statures.” The ultimate impli-

cation of this may seem obvious but it is nonetheless crucial in order to understand the

structure of indigenous Mexico City: namely, that the city was not a single, undifferen-

tiated whole but a cluster of small communities, very small ones indeed, and, thus, that

interpersonal relationships—in theory interaction face to face, though given the his-

torical prominence of gossiping, face to back interaction as well—played a central role

in its configuration. The data contained in the matrícula obviously precludes a more

precise portrait of such networks; and yet, presuming that their existence underpin-

ning the barrios’ demographic structure is a precondition to make sense of Mexico
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City’s fragmented social space—which is to say, a collective order defined by compart-

mentalization and direct contact despite its urban and cosmopolitan nature. On a more

general level, the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s demographic standard confirms

once again that the old, sociologically inspired adage that cities are spaces of mingling

and anomie—however valid for the world of capitalism—were not so much so before the

micro-globalization of the late eighteenth century.12

In order to explain San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s demographic features, one has to

start by discarding a simple geographic association between place and size—in the

form, say, of a relationship between the city’s southeast and gigantic populations. That

is because, if seen in relation to their parishes, or more exactly if mapped onto the ur-

ban fabric, a northwestern concentration of “gigantic” barrios actually becomes appar-

ent, as three out of the five barrios with more than five hundred members were located

either in Santa Veracruz (Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo and Ixtacaleca) or in Santa María

la Redonda (Culhuacatongo), and not in the “neighborhood” of San Pablo Teocaltitlan.

Since the jurisdiction in whose center the Alameda stood (Santa Veracruz) was a mixed

parish—it was the only one in the matrícula that had been exclusively Spanish, at least

in theory, before the reform of the 1760s—it would be easy to interpret the abnormal

dimensions of certain barrios in that region as related to the presence of non indige-

nous populations counted as tributaries in the matrícula. But since Santa Veracruz’s

other four barrios all had less than two hundred people and, moreover, since it was the

12. In this context, “micro-globalization” refers to the integration of urban spaces carried

out by the industrial revolution, not to the nation-wide or continent-wide processes of capitalist

integration experienced in the last two centuries; see David Harvey, The Limits to Capital (Chi-

cago: Chicago University Press, 1982), chap. 12.
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only parish with two barrios with less than fifty people,13 it seems more reasonable to

attribute the heterogeneity of barrio populations on the traza’s western edge to rea-

sons other than the presence of Spanish intruders—perhaps to the fact that Santa Ve

racruz had likely reunited two formerly independent clusters of barrios, one “headed”

by Tlapancaltitlan and the other by Ixtacaleca. Likewise, although the story of Lucas

Antonio and Felipe de la Cruz—the petateros from Nuestra Señora de los Dolores Xal-

tocan refurbished as San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s officials mentioned in chapter

two—certainly suggests that San Pablo Teocaltitlan was home to a number of immi-

grants from the valley’s southern cities, explaining its enormous population by the in-

flux of meridian immigrants only would fail to explain why the two barrios in its most

immediate vicinity—Xoloc, with 152 people, and San Lucas, with merely fifty “inhabi-

tants”—did not even remotely approach it in size. So perhaps—and this is of course pure

speculation—San Pablo Teocaltitlan was not properly a barrio after all, not at least in

the sense of having a pre-Hispanic ancestor, but the product of four or five unnamed,

and now invisible communities that failed to keep their identity and merged into a

larger entity: an umbrella-like barrio underneath which a form of institutional trans-

mutation had taken place.

Nevertheless, it should not be forgotten that the five barrios with more than five

hundred people (groups d, e and f in Table 4.5), rich in raw material for imagining the

concealed history of the late pre-Hispanic and early colonial city, were no more than

13.. Just to clarify: whereas two out of seven barrios with fifty or less members, Huehue-

calco and Zacatenco, were located within Santa Veracruz, the remaining five barrios “belonged”

to five different parishes: Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan to Señor San José, Tlatilco to Concepción

Salto del Agua, San Lucas to San Pablo Teocaltitlan, San Mateo Zacatlan to Santo Tomás de la

Palma and San Esteban Hueyotlica to Santa Cruz Acatlan.
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idiosyncratic departures of the simpler norm stated above—a “normal” demographic

state, moreover, pregnant with richer clues of the social geography of the city as they

show that small to very small barrios were present throughout the city. (That said, the

pattern of barrio spatial distribution does confirm the distinction between central and

marginal parishes made in chapter four, and even reveals a couple of peculiar features

regarding two of the central and most heavily populated ones.) In order to compare the

occurrence of smaller barrios within the city I have reorganized the absolute figures

from Table 4.4 in a progressive manner, adding a proportional “translation” and short-

ening the pool so as to leave all barrios with three hundred people or more out of it.

That is done in Table 4.7. The table depicts the “progression” of barrio populations

towards the fulfillment of their parochial share, an obviously absurd notion—because

movement does not lie in the barrios themselves but only in the device—which none-

theless confirms that both marginal parishes (Santa María la Redonda and Santa Cruz
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Acatlan) “behave” differently than the central ones, as they “fill” their quotas almost

entirely in the “early” stages of the table, while the central parishes move towards that

end more slowly. Such a “pace”—almost nonchalant, I would say—is particularly inter-

esting in the case of Concepción Salto del Agua as it is the only parish with a sizable

number of barrios above the three-hundred people line. It has to be noted, on the other

hand, that the third yet to be “fulfilled” in the cases of Santa Veracruz and San Pablo

Teocaltitlan consists of some of the barrios over five hundred people. The obvious ex-

ception to this pattern of “slow motion” among the central parishes is Santo Tomás de

la Palma, which after a very shy yet steady beginning—one barrio in the lowest echelon,

one within the range of 51-100 people—jumps as though in a dramatic finale to include

all its barrios before the end of the table.

The unusual concentration of barrios in the group of 251-300 people might indi-

cate that it is better to limit the field of observation below the two-hundred people line,

or better still, to group a in Table 4.5, even at the price of missing six or seven bar-

rios—five from Santo Tomás de la Palma and one from Concepción Salto del Agua,

while one from Señor San José will be left out if the numerical categorization is pre-

ferred. In this case, perhaps the most salient fact is that most parishes already have the

majority of “their” barrios at that point, which means that the overall proportion of

under two hundred people barrios (twenty-six or 61.90 percent) is being replicated

parish by parish. Or actually more than that, since the “average” percentage for the

seven parishes is slightly but significantly higher: 62.84 percent. In terms of Table 4.5,

which in this case means adding one barrio from Señor San José, the same principle

holds true, although the difference is minimal: while the twenty-seven barrios of group

a represent 64.29 of the total, the “average” percentage of barrios within their parishes
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is 64.63 percent. (Conversely, the “average” parish percentage at three hundred peo-

ple in Table 4.7 is lower that the general average, 75.94 percent vis-à-vis 78.57 per-

cent.) On the other hand, this also suggests—or confirms, rather—that there is some-

thing peculiar about the barrios within the parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma: namely, a

relative demographical “compactness” or homogeneity without parallel in the whole of

the republic, as the average gap between the five barrios whose population ranged from

255 to 299 people is merely eleven individuals, less than half of the average gap for the

forty-two barrios.

Such a “distance” between barrio populations, of course, is far from a trivial phe-

nomenon: it describes a relationship that might be termed of affinity between the dif-

ferent demographic units and, when calculated for all parishes, it could balance the

overall image of the barrios—a family portrait in which the differences have so far pre-

vailed over the similarities. Given the enormous difference in population between

Zacatengo and San Pablo Teocaltitlan there is something alluringly paradoxical in the

fact that the average gap between the barrios was only 29.46 “people”—paradoxical, as

it is indicative that population figures aligned themselves in very close succession. This

succession occurs mostly on the lower echelons, since between San Pablo Teocaltitlan

and Culhuacatongo the gap was 442, and between Culhuacatongo and Tlapancaltitlan it

was 225 people. A full list of one-to-one gaps would be, however, inevitably void of

spatial clues; that is why it makes more sense to consider the gaps among barrios as

they occur in their parishes, as it is done in Table 4.8. As one may have expected, the

parish with the biggest average gap is San Pablo Teocaltitlan, followed by Santa María

la Redonda (as a result of Culhuacatongo), Santa Veracruz, Concepción Salto del Agua,

Señor San José, Santa Cruz Acatlan and Santo Tomás de la Palma. This is to say that
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barrios did not only tend to be small, and that small barrios were proportionally domi-

nant within their parishes, but also that, in general, the parochial contexts in which

barrios were located tended to be demographically homogeneous, or at least not re-

markably heterogeneous. Except for the people of Culhuacatongo and San Pablo Teo-

caltitlan, most barrio members of San Juan Tenochtitlan were in the position to

know—and perhaps actually knew—that however unique they might have considered

their barrios to be, truly exceptional they were not. In one way or another, a common,

compressed “air” linked them all, thus adding some content to their shared denomina-

tion as barrios.

As a final exercise, the two main criteria employed so far—naming and population
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“size”—may be contrasted in order to produce an even more nuanced image of the ag-

glomeration of barrios in the urban space. Thus Table 4.9 is organized by name type

and the groups from Table 4.5; that is why the eight barrios from Santa Cruz y Soledad

and San Sebastián have been excluded. Since group a includes twenty-seven barrios or

64.29 percent of forty-two, most barrios in each naming category should be found in

that demographic group: indeed, that is the case for the ideal form (68.75 percent from

a pool of sixteen), the Nahuatl-only (70 percent from a pool of twenty) and the Spanish-

only names (66.67 percent from a pool of three), but not for the three barrios with jux-

taposed names, none of which belong to groups a and b. Contrary to all other naming

groups, moreover, the barrios with juxtaposed names are all located in somewhat
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higher population echelons, a fact that seems to contradict, once again, any model of

acculturation that presumes that adoption of an hegemonic culture is produced by

weakness and decline—even like the one outlined above. If anything, these three bar-

rios’ demographic dimensions suggest that such a correlation is as misleading as the

narrative that, until the work of Juan Pedro Viqueira, saw colonial Chiapa de Corzo’s

transformation from Indian stronghold to ladino town in terms of a generalized indige-

nous eclipse in central Chiapas—and not, as Viqueira has argued, as the product of a

conscious decision by its powerful elite to accommodate a Spanish-dominated envi-

ronment, similar in logic although opposite in content to the indigenista demeanor of

Tlaxcala’s elites throughout the colonial period, as Jaime Cuadriello has shown.14 And

this is even more evident if the barrios with juxtaposed names are compared to those

bearing Spanish only names as they have populations larger than those presumably

more “advanced” on the acculturation path—yet ultimately because the barrios with no

vernacular naming clauses conform to the rule of being smaller rather than bigger

communities.

On the surface, comparing the barrios with Nahuatl-only names to those listed

employing the ideal form may appear unnecessary since, as the table certainly illus-

trates, the differential in occurrence in group a is rather minimal: 70 as opposed to

68.75 percent or just twice as big as the width of an angel’s hair when split. But when

the four first groups are taken into account—that is, without considering groups e and

14. See Juan Pedro Viqueira, “Ladinización y reindianización en la historia de Chiapas,“ in

his Encrucijadas chiapanecas: Economía, religión e identidades (Mexico: El Colegio de México-

Tusquets. 2002), 261-285; Jaime Cuadriello, Las glorias de la República de Tlaxcala: O la con-

ciencia como imagen sublime (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de

Investigaciones Estéticas], 2004).
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f, otherwise known as Culhuacatongo and San Pablo Teocaltitlan—it is evident that the

former category is slightly more present in the larger groups than the latter, with two

barrios in group c and one in group d, whereas nearly twenty percent of all barrios

named with the ideal form belong to group c—and were located within the parish of

Santo Tomás de la Palma, by the way. Which is to say, simplifying a bit, that the most

“primitive” nomenclature was actually more popular among larger barrios than the

naming format deemed typical of colonial Mesoamerica and, at the same time, that

larger communities with the latter naming type were common only in the city’s south-

east—as though barrio size did not matter in the most “rural” quarter of Mexico City.

At any rate, this synthetic view of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s core does show a distinctive

tendency for barrios to be very small units and to have been named with Nahuatl terms,

either in combination with Spanish nouns or without—as if, rather than being located in

the largest Spanish settlement in the New World, they had belonged to a more “tradi-

tional” setting. Although both features were common to the entire indigenous city—a

name containing Nahuatl words and belonging to Table 4.5’s group a, that is—a plural-

ity of smallish barrios named with the ideal form was located on the three southeastern

parishes of San Pablo Teocaltitlan, Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan

(40.74 percent of all barrios with 209 people or less, and 81.25 of all barrios named for

whom the ideal form was employed), whereas the southern-southwestern parishes of

Señor San José and Concepción Salto del Agua contained a plurality of Nahuatl-only

names and a third of the fifteen barrios that make group a (45 percent of the former

and 33.33 percent of the latter; a plurality of these, or 46.67 percent, being in turn lo-

cated within the three southeastern parishes). As for the western-northwestern par-

ishes of Santa María la Redonda and Santa Veracruz, perhaps their only saliency is that
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the two largest barrios with Nahuatl-only names—in groups d and e—happened to be

located within their limits.

It goes without saying that a cardinal understanding of Mexico City’s parishes is

too simplistic and rigid a framework for truly depicting the subtle spatial arrangements

structuring the life of its tributaries—and this, above all, because the distinction be-

tween “south” and “southeast” makes the distance between Concepción Salto del Agua

and San Pablo Teocaltitlan greater than it actually was, and also because labeling three

parishes “southeastern” when I have called smaller groups of two parishes “western-

northwestern” and “southern-southwestern” inevitably deforms the resulting distribu-

tion of barrios, names and people. And yet, notwithstanding these shortcomings, it

could be said that above the most basic distinction between “central” and “marginal”

parishes, and alongside an equally elementary divide between west and east (pivoting

around Concepción Salto del Agua), there were three broad regions within San Juan

Tenochtitlan where the dominance of smaller units and a vernacular, non European

toponymy were differently organized, most likely as a result of the diverging effects the

Spanish grid and society, immigration and environmental conditions had on the in-

digenous spaces and populations: toward the southeast, namely, a slight concentration

of barrios named with the ideal form and smaller rather than larger populations, and

towards the west a predominance of barrios with Nahuatl-only name and populations

under 209 people, but also of barrios with bigger populations as well. To put it differ-

ently, it is easy to see how, on the Nahuatl part of Table 4.9, figures tend to occupy the

top left quarter of the table, whereas on the Ideal Form part there is a relative domi-

nance of numbers on the bottom left part—the corner occupied by numbers being

smaller than the area on the Nahuatl section. Naming patterns and basic demographic
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figures are, nevertheless, simple and coarse devices that cannot explain, not even ten-

tatively, the reasons for this structure. In a sense, both facts raise more questions than

deliver answers—questions that may be better pondered if the actual geography of the

barrios is re-considered.

Floating Spaces: Livi ng Outside and Beyond

“Findings” in this trade are usually thought to be both the engine and the ultimate goal

of research, the very reason for burying oneself in an archive or burning one’s eyes in

front of an image. As a noun, as well as a verb, finding  seems to convey most of the dis-

cipline’s emotional and methodological raison d’être; it offers the prime image for tri-

umph and is thus the touchstone of the discipline’s axiological system. A document is

found, a stroke is perceived, a relationship between words, shapes and actions is estab-

lished—and so the sense of accomplishment comes to being. For finding, uncovering,

revealing, are all ways of expressing the same cognitive clause: that history aims to

bring back to the realm of the living what is dead, buried and forgotten. In this story,

however, the key rests on an absence. Not in a finding but in a void. The matrícula of

1800, it is true, does list barrios, but nowhere in the document is there any indication

of their location other than the broad geographic orientation provided by the parish

framework—as though such a general structure were precise enough to find them or as

if exact coordinates for their placement were simply unnecessary. Furthermore, no-

where in the document is there the slightest indication of what exactly the barrios

were—nowhere. Their nature is so nonchalantly taken for granted—and the purpose of
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the document so unabashedly mundane—that the first and elementary premise under-

pinning the proto-statistic exercise is not only absent but its absence seems the result

of having thought that such a question was irrelevant. In a word, barrios seem to be

floating, placeless, amidst a fog of (nonsensical) common sense. That is why everything

that has been said about barrio geography—in chapter three in particular—needs to be

taken with a grain of salt and, most importantly, should be considered no more than as

a rough guide to their spatial reality; as a first, tentative approach, that is. In the re-

mainder of this chapter, I will try to offer new arguments to define—both conceptually

and in the manner cartographers work—the spaces occupied by barrios in eighteenth-

century Mexico City.

It might be argued that the barrio volumes’ disregard for definitions and loca-

tions is just the result of the overall dullness of the document. That, unfortunately, is

not the case. For dismissive as it is of spatial considerations when it comes to the geog-

raphy of barrios, the matrícula is on the contrary remarkably precise when dealing with

the tributary population living (in theory) within the Spanish grid. In effect, the last

volumes of the document are bigger than the first ones not only due to the number of

people included within their pages and to those people’s longer names (or, as it hap-

pens, to the presence of more people with a last name) but also to the fact that those

entries tend to include very exact information on tributaries’ addresses—typically the

street or the square and the house’s name, a street number occasionally and, surpris-

ingly, even vaguer references to their “barrios” of dwelling. For example, stone paver

José Mariano Guerrero and Felipa Zúñiga were listed as living on Nana square (a block

or two northwest of the parish church of Santa Veracruz), in a place called “casa de la
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Cruz”;15 José Viviano Rosas, a single water carrier, had his dwelling reported to be

“frente de la pulquería de Guajomulco, número 1” (that is, a block south of the

Alameda);16 José Teodoro Robles, a single peón de albañil  or masonry journeyman, was

reported to be living in the “barrio de la Candelaria, puente de San Gerónimo”;17 and

the family of candle-maker Tomás Aquino de la O and Ana María Silva, with their chil-

dren José María and María Ciriaca, were said to be living in the “barrio de Tequesqui-

pan.”18 Thus, the average number of entries per page in the three volumes dealing with

barrios is 11.88, the pueblo volume averages 13.30 entries per page and the royal facto-

ries workers’ volume 11.69 entries per page, while in the three “artisan” volumes there

is an average of 9.41 entries per page. It is clear, then, that the absence of barrio loca-

tion data is not the result of any geographic “blindness” on the part of the Spanish ad-

ministrators but most likely a recognition that location, though certainly important for

their existence, was not the barrios’ defining characteristic. Since the matrícula was

above all a tool for extracting cash payments from the tributary population, instances of

official disregard for the place where tribute was to be collected implies that there was

an alternative mechanism to channel the indigenous funds—a mechanism, that is, able

to ignore geographic surveillance while still enforcing the payment.

Given the general silence on the location of barrios in the barrio volumes, it is

equally unsurprising that tributaries’ addresses are also largely absent from the barrio

15. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 87. In English it would be “House of the Cross.”

16. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 102v. In English it would be something like “In front of the

Guamxomulco pulque tavern, number one.”

17. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, ff. 47-47v. In English it would be “Barrio of [the Virgin of]

Candlemass, on the San Gerónimo bridge.”

18. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 137.
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volumes—unsurprising and yet annoying, of course: how is one to walk over their ruins,

trying to discern neoclassic scars on the dilapidated fabric of Mexican modernity, with-

out knowing anything about their roads and buildings? How to make sure, moreover,

that this or that alley—say the “entrance” to a parking lot by Teléfonos de México’s

main office, say the callejón of Niño Perdido my sister and I walked into one morning,

not knowing that it only leads to a vecindad built after the 1985 earthquake—are not the

product of recent accidents of urban planning but traces of barrios long ago van-

ished?19 Just as their collective identity needed no geographic referents to be accurate,

the inner organization of barrio spaces seemed to be wholly irrelevant for the makers of

the matrícula; knowing where the tributaries lived, in other words, was apparently less

important than knowing who they were and to which entity they belonged. Thus one of

the main paradoxes of the register becomes apparent: this document, despite all its

census-like demeanor, does not serve to learn anything about the barrios as domestic

spaces. (For that, it would be necessary to look at the remarkable census of 1790.) That

is why the handful of exceptions to that rule, which is to say, the instances where bar-

rios were in fact named, may serve to understand the ultimate reasons for such spatial

disregard—just as lapses may reveal the abysses of one’s personality, or as the study of

the weird has helped to delineate the (oppressive) contours of the conventional—even

though they comprise only twenty-three people in ten households, representing 0.24

percent and 0.27 percent of their respective totals. In fact, what the exceptions reveal

is that understanding the barrios as territorial units—as colonial versions of Mexico-

19. In fact, the nearly squared alley of Sapo must have followed the contour of the square in

front of the chapel of Santiaguito—a.k.a Santiago Tlaxilpa—while the alley of Niño Perdido might

well have been part of the barrio of Huehuecalco.
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Tenochtitlan’s tlaxillacaltin rather than as the offspring of its calpultin—is seriously

misleading, since the social, communal component of the barrios was as significant, if

not more, than its spatial circumstances. And that is why, I believe, something of that

nature can be grasped by looking at the exceptions as meticulously as possible.

The neatest and more radical of these exceptions concerns two couples, Bárbara

Josefa with Aniceto José Romualdo and María Loreto with Manuel Romualdo, who were

listed with the tributaries of Romita, Señor San José’s westernmost barrio. Next to

their names the matrícula maker added a remark so as to indicate that they were actu-

ally living in Xihuitongo or San Salvador el Seco, one of the barrios of Concepción

Salto del Agua and thus far away toward the east.20 The note’s meaning is of course

easy to grasp: on the one hand, it implied that most members of Romita did live in Ro-

mita “itself” and, on the other, that by moving out to Xihutongo these four people had

not lost their status as members of Romita. At a deeper level, that is to say that the note

was making a distinction between the abstract “Romita” of the matrícula—an imagined

community indeed, though most of its members were illiterate and it is certain that they

did not have a printing press—and the cluster of houses and plots around the church of

San Cristóbal, also known as “Romita” but not the same thing. To understand why Bár-

bara Josefa, Aniceto José Romualdo, María Loreto and Manuel Romualdo were in such

an awkward position it is important to take into account that the second “Romita” was

a suburban place of sorts, virtually separated from the bulk of the city by the Paseo de

Revillagigedo. But it is perhaps more significant to consider the following additional

piece of information: that both men were said to be chiquihuiteros or osier basket mak-

20. The first couple appears in agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 114v; the second one in agn,

Padrones, vol. 96, f. 120.
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ers. Their shared name, then, might have been a family name, or at least a last name in

the making, and not the repeated first it appears to be. If these commonalities—their

names and trades—are put together, a pattern of migration or structural relationship

between Romita and Xihuitongo seems to emerge, especially as production of osier

baskets was Romita’s second most important economic activity and not a single osier

basket maker was counted among Xihuitongo’s workers. (In fact, osier basket makers

were to be found only in Romita, and only surpassed by loceros or potters—besides Ani-

ceto José Romualdo and José Romualdo, another six adult males made their living by

twisting wicker.)21 So perhaps the key for the existence of the link, and hence of the

remark, had to do with an economic relationship more than merely with the fact that

Romita and Xihuitongo were not coterminous barrios.

While other instances of geographic mobility do not necessarily reveal analogous

patterns of interaction among barrios or between the barrios and the Spanish city, what

they do show is that place of residence and barrio membership were by no means syno-

nyms even if they seem to refer, and in most cases actually did allude, to the same thing.

Thus the family consisting of María Antonia Hernández, Juan Antonio López and their

one-year-old daughter María Josefa was counted within San Pablo Teocaltitlan despite

the fact that they lived on Estampa de la Merced street;22 that is, on the street in front

the western facade of the Mercedarian monastery and therefore beyond the parish of

San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s territory—whose northern border, as drawn by José Antonio de

Alzate in the 1760s, run alongside Puerta Falsa de la Merced and San Ramón’s first and

21. Meanwhile, potters numbered thirty-three, there were two guitar makers and the re-

maining eight workers had each a different activity. Be aware, though, that there is no trade in-

formation for six out of fifty-seven of Romita’s adult males or 10.52 percent of the total.

22. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 92v.
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second streets. Since the monastery occupied the entire block to the east, as Map 4.1

shows (the church of La Merced is the black structure marked with letter e and Estampa

de la Merced street is indicated with number 15), they must have lived on the other side

of the street, in the block whose other three sides were framed by San Ramón first

street to the south (number 16), Merced first street to the north (number 12), and the

alley of Cruces to the west (number 14); in other words, in a plot surveyed and laid out

as early as 1527 and therefore fully integrated, both historically and architecturally, into

the Spanish grid almost since its inception.23 José Antonio López was merely an agua-

23. Lucía Mier y Terán Rocha, La primera traza de la ciudad de México, 1524-1535 (Mexico:

Map 4.1 — La Merced and its environs. Extracted from García Conde,
“Plano general” (1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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dor or water carrier (hardly the most prestigious trade in the city), and his daughter’s

age suggests he was a young man, far from established and not well versed in worldly

affairs—and yet, in a way perhaps not unrelated to his housing arrangement, he chal-

lenged his identification as a tributary in the most radical manner. He claimed to be a

Spaniard. From the matrícula maker’s perspective, however, that was not really the

problem: while eighteen people within the parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan in addition

to José Antonio López protested their inclusion in the tribute roll, his address is the

only one that figures in the barrio’s portion of the document. It was then the fact that

he and his family lived outside both the barrio and parish that made the geographic

precision necessary.

“Both the barrio and parish,” in effect. Although all three cases described above

involved movement across parish borders, the real anomaly—the control of which

prompted the inclusion of spatial identifiers in the barrio volumes—seems to have been

that certain tributaries and their families had placed their residence outside  their bar-

rios. Tributaries’ addresses, then, seem to have been employed in order to clarify a

geographic reality somewhat obscured by a particular decision. This of course implies

that barrios were understood as geographically based institutions—at least for the ma-

trícula maker, for whom stating where a certain barrio was would have appeared point-

less—although, by the same token, it corroborates the fact that barrios cannot be seen

as geographic “events” only. For the location of a particular barrio, it seems, was obvi-

ous until it was not. Thus, it is not impossible to imagine the matrícula maker’s puz-

zlement before shoemaker José Mariano León, another tributary from San Pablo Teo-

caltitlan, who happened to be living “[in] front of the slaughterhouse”—not because

                                                                   
Fondo de Cultura Económica-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, 2005), i: 228.
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there was anything abnormal for someone engaged in leather working to dwell close to

the city’s very source of bovine skins but because the slaughterhouse was apparently

not in the barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan.24 As shown in Map 4.2, between the

slaughterhouse (called “El matadero” in the map), and the monastery compound and

parish church of San Pablo (marked with letter e and number xi respectively, on the

picture’s right corner), there was an enormous void which, given the area’s overall ar-

chitectural disposition, looks less like a common than a frontier. The slaughterhouse’s

24. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 98v.

Map 4.2 — The “commons” behind San Pablo Teocaltitlan. Extracted from García
Conde, “Plano general” (1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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facade, in turn, must have faced west, since Rastro (“slaughterhouse”) street lay farther

in that direction, beyond the picture’s left edge. More troubling, however, is that right

north of the butchers’ cathedral stood the chapel of San Lucas—that is to say, the

building around which another barrio’s life (San Lucas, one of the three within the

parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan) must have revolved. A tributary José Mariano León

might have been, but that did not make him equal to his neighbors from San Lucas—or

so, it seems, the reasoning might have gone.

In the same vein, though in a way that (happily) muddles the idea that barrios had

“borders” in the first place, two families listed within two different barrios—María

Guadalupe Rueda with José Mariano from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, and María

Marcela Correa with José Benito Mendoza and their newborn José Cipriano from San

Antonio Teocaltitlan—were said to be living on the same street: the callejón or alley of

Chiquihuitera, a narrow and long passageway cutting in two, from south to north, a

marshy field between the chapel of San Pedro and the church of San Antonio de los

Callejones that is marked with number 35 on the center of Map 4.3.25 (The darkened

structure on the picture’s upper left corner is the church of San Antonio de los Calle-

jones, while the small chapel of San Pedro is to be found toward the picture’s lower

right corner.) Judging by its name and the way its environs were depicted in the 1790s,

the alley was still  a major source of osiers within the city—though no member of Romita

was reported in the area, by the way. Interestingly, no other “inhabitant” of either Si-

huateocaltitlan-San Pedrito or San Antonio Teocaltitlan was listed as to be living on the

alley, even when mere physical proximity should have encouraged other tributaries to

25. The first family is listed in agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 93v; the second one in vol. 96, f.

107v.
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dwell there. The matrícula, however, does not indicate where in the alley the homes of

María Guadalupe Rueda’s and María Marcela Correa’s families were located. If indeed

Chiquihuitera alley lay “in between” the barrios of San Antonio Teocaltitlan and Si-

huateocaltitlan, and not only between two religious buildings anchoring both commu-

nities, that could certainly explain why the functionary collecting data in both barrios

found it worthwhile to register the addresses of these two couples—not because he

doubted which barrio the alley belonged to, but because he understood that the alley

“belonged” to both. Or, better still, because he understood that it belonged to neither.

In other words, the effort to locate these four people in space seems to indicate that the

Map 4.3 — The alley of Chiquihuitera. Extracted from García Conde, “Plano general”
(1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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alley was conceived as a place where both communities tended to meet, and thus where

their “perimeters” tended to overlap, rather than as a no-man’s land between two spa-

tially homogeneous entities and much less as a borderline separating two such entities.

In any case, physical proximity to a church could not be taken in all cases as the

key element for distinguishing barrio “borders.” At least in zones where the Spanish

grid and the indigenous city met, presuming a “magnetic” field steadily irradiating

from chapels and churches would be in fact misleading. As in the case of María Antonia

Hernández and Juan Antonio López (the couple from Estampa de la Merced street), the

whereabouts of María Antonia Chávez with Francisco González and their newborn José

Map 4.4 — Pacheco Square. Extracted from García Conde, “Plano
general” (1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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Félix, also from San Pablo Teocaltitlan, show how slippery barrio geography was—and

not just because Francisco González was an aceitero (oiler or, most likely, oil vendor).26

They were reported living on Pacheco square—in a house called San Juan

Nepomuceno’s —which in Map 4.4 is the cornered void marked with number vi, almost

at the picture’s center. Merely two blocks to the south the monastery and parish church

of San Pablo (letter f and number xi respectively) were to be found—two blocks. It

seems, then, that the barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s “borders” did not extend very

much to the north, confirming, by the way, that registering the other couple’s address

was all the more necessary, but more importantly—and more problemati-

cally—suggesting that the actual barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s “perimeter” did not

coincide with the eponymous parish’s borders. Such a possibility may be less bizarre if

the early history of the Spanish city is revisited: although the block in which Pacheco

square was embedded had yet to be fully laid out by the city’s twentieth anniversary,

some plots on its western edge—limited by the eighteenth-century Santa Bárbara street

(number 47 in the map)—had already been assigned by the city council by 1535.27 That

block, moreover, would have been the Spanish city’s last to the east and penultimate to

the south had the grid not been deformed, particularly at its edges, and almost from the

very beginning, by “nuisances” such as the canals entering the city and open spaces

like Florida square (to the north, beyond the picture’s end) or Pacheco square itself,

thus encouraging the grid’s southeastern “deformity.”

The remaining three instances of addresses attached to tributary entries are un-

fortunately more difficult to assess. In one case, that of María Gertrudis Galicia with

26. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 75v.

27. Mier y Terán, Primera traza, i: 445.
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pambazo  baker Hilario García and their four-year-old son José Carlos, from San Pablo

Teocaltitlan, the matrícula maker identified Puente del Molinero street as their place of

residence.28 Unfortunately, the street does not figure either in García Conde’s map or

in the cartographic representation made by Esteban Sánchez de Tagle et allis of the late

eighteenth-century padrón de frentes—a rather precise proto-cadastre that measured

and located, for taxing purposes, all Mexico’s sidewalks worthy of that name.29 In the

matrícula’s “artisan” volumes, though, the address of three different families was given

as “on the Mill’s bridge”—so similar a spelling that it invites me to imagine that the

miller in the place’s other rendition was not a real toponym but only a typo (hopefully

the scribe’s, not mine) and, thus, that the residence site of María Gertrudis García and

Hilario García was the same as that of the fifteen people constituting the households of

María Blasa Fragoso with tripero Asensio José Romero, María Encarnación with black

smith José Manuel Lucero and Dominga Gabriela with Joaquín Anastacio Ordóñez, also

a blacksmith.30 The only puzzling thing is that, according to an anonymous map from

1861 (the only one where I found the site and from which Map 4.5 is taken), Puente del

Molino street was in the immediate vicinity of San Pablo’s church and Cacahuatal; so

close, actually, that the only explanation I can think of at this point is that canals, like

the one running on the image’s bottom and right edge, did constitute “bor-

ders”—assuming, of course, that the family in question lived on the southeastern side of

28. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 77.

29. Esteban Sánchez de Tagle, Ana Rita Valero de García Lascuráin and Sergio Martínez,

Padrón de frentes e historia del primer impuesto predial (Mexico: Universidad Nacional

Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], 1997).

30. See agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 150, and vol. 104, ff. 84-84v. Nine of the these people

were reported living in a Casa de la Frutera (Fruit Vendor’s House).
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the bridge. In the case of María Isabel Herrera, widow of Francisco Sánchez, and her

son, fifteen-year-old José Gervasio, from Santo Tomás de la Palma, the matrícula states

that they lived “por la Palma, [en la] casa de la Gamucera,” as if the palm located near

the female suede maker’s house was different from the one waving at the end of Santo

Tomás’ name.31 Needless to say, García Conde’s portrait of Mexico is not detailed

31. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 9v. In English it would read as: “By the Palm, on the Ga-

musera’s house.”

Map 4.5 — Puente del Molino street and canal. Extracted from “Plano general” (1861),
author unknown. Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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enough so as to identify private dwellings on it and thus there is no way to known

whether Gamusera’s house was actually close to Santo Tomás de la Palma or there was

another palm in the neighborhood. (Since María Isabel Herrera was just one among the

eleven widowed women heads of household in San Pablo Teocaltitlan, and since José

Gervasio [Sánchez] was just one among the twenty-eight youngsters coming of age for

the following matrícula, it is fair to say that neither her civil status nor his age could

explain the geographic annotation that thus distinguished them.) Similarly, it is impos-

sible to locate the San Gregorio Justiniano’s bacon and pork shop where María

Gertrudis Aguilar with José Gordiano Mendoza (a mulatto) from San Pablo Teocaltitlan

were reportedly living—unless the disproportionate claim that their tocinería had de-

rived its name from the former Jesuit college of San Gregorio because it was located in

the latter’s vicinity, well inside the Spanish city, is accepted.32

Living in, Belonging to

Persuasive as these instances of the small yet significant difference in the meanings of

barrio as a fellowship and as a locale might be, it is nonetheless clear that their quan-

tity—their quantitative marginality within the matrícula’s barrio volumes—may taint the

whole argument with a fume of irrelevancy; they are so few, in other words, that it

might seem that the presence of geographic information in this portion of the docu-

ment was the result of mere idiosyncratic, random decisions made by the tribute roll

maker and not, as I am contending, the product of a precise understanding of the term.

32. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 106v.
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Happily, however, there is an alternative way to further substantiate the claim that the

inclusion of spatial data in the matrícula’s first three volumes was necessary—logically,

at least—given the character of barrios as social institutions. In short, it is the result of

noticing a parallel anomaly on the matrícula’s other end, where the tributaries appear

clustered by their trade, not by their corporate affiliation. Since the presumption in-

forming the distinction between “barrio” and “trade” tributaries was that the latter

were to be found within the Spanish city, or at least that they could not be equated with

their brethren subject to the socio-spatial institutions of the republic, it is easy to un-

derstand why it was so important to establish the tributaries’ whereabouts in geo-

graphic terms. And that is exactly the case: the matrícula’s last four volumes contain

some type of address for 11 275 out of 13 314 people or 84.60 percent of those listed as

“artisans”—though this figures refer to total population, women and children in-

cluded.33 (From a methodological point of view, equally fortunate is the fact that the

study of addresses is no longer exclusive patrimony of people interested in preserving

the “legends” behind the names of this street or that square: after Daniel Lord Smail’s

mesmerizing study on Angevin Marseilles’ linguistic cartographies, a whole new field

is out there for cultural and urban historians to profit. Needless to say, this section has

33 agn, Padrones, vols. 101, 103-105. To make sense of such vast array of geographic data,

I have classified it in three main categories: a housing clause, an urban element clause and a

neighborhood or area clause. The ideal address in the trade volumes would then be something

like “Santa María, plazuela de Montero, casa del Escritorio”—close to Saint Mary, on the

Beater’s square, in the Desk house—yet it is significant that not a single one individual had her

address written down this way.
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been inspired by his sophisticated understanding of the connections between words

and places.)34

The point to be noticed is that 888 people within the oficios volumes—a small mi-

nority no doubt, but still the equivalent to 8 percent of all tributaries with some form of

spatial identification (and bigger, at any rate, than the group of people whose address

was given in the barrio volumes)—had their place of residence referred to as a barrio,

and in such a way that it is highly unlikely that the word was employed in its purest geo-

graphical meaning as the equivalent of “place” or “rhumb.” Since in modern Spanish

(Mexican Spanish in any case) the term is rather flexible if not vague when applied to

an urban terruño, it is first important to clarify whether the matrícula maker under-

stood barrio as a synonym of rhumb or even merely as a prepositional utterance—as in

“by [the parish church of] Santa María.” Needless to say, the answer is, No. Essentially,

because it is hard to imagine that barrio mentioning could conform the addresses’ ob-

servable structure—namely, that addresses tended to be composed either in the form of

standardized names and standardized urban elements (“Smiths’ street,” “Monster’s

square,” “Santo Domingo’s bridge”); in the manner of directions that almost invariably

make reference to social or architectural eminences (“down the Tezontlale bridge,”

“behind the convent of Corpus Christi,” “in front of the pulquería at Maravillas’

square”); or else naming such eminences without providing any (pre)positional infor-

34. Daniel Lord Smail, Imaginary Geographies: Possession and Identity in Late Medieval

Marseille (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1999). The type of scholarship Smail has ren-

dered at last ineffective is epitomized by Luis González Obregón, Las calles de México, fwd. José

Luis Martínez (Mexico: Patria, [1922] 1984).
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mation (“spire of Monserrat,” “Royal Hospital,” “embankment of Merced”).35 In fact,

it appears that excising spatial references or avoiding the use of the urban nomencla-

ture was the most common form of alluding to a barrio-as-a-place, as in the case of Lau-

reana Ignacia and peón de albañil  Eusebio Macario, with their daughter María

Gertrudis, were said to be living in “Santa María,”36 or when confitero (candy maker)

José Luciano Ríos had hiss address written down only as “Santa Cruz.”37 That is to say,

it seems that the preferred way for being vague in the matrícula was by removing either

the referential information or the type of place altogether—not by describing it as a

“barrio.” Lastly, this type of generic locatives (locatives that do not consist of, or in-

clude, urban elements, directions or dwelling sites) amount to ninety-eight places in-

cluding urban rhumbs, buildings, squares and even towns, whereas the term barrio was

applied to seventy-one “places”—so balanced a proportion (the ratio is 1 :0.74) that it is

logical to conclude that it was the result of a conscious decision regarding the word’s

usage.

Furthermore: by looking at the housing  clause within the addresses it is possible

to understand how the ways in which the term is deployed in the trade volumes imply

that the notion of barrio in eighteenth century Mexico City, far from being “soft,”

vague or just casual, was in fact extremely precise socially; which is to say that the ab-

sence of geographic information in the barrio volumes was not the result of bureau-

cratic lassitude but a product of taking the barrios for granted—indeed, for thinking of

35. Besides places called barrio in the document, the neighborhood or area clause is com-

posed by this type of utterances, whereas the urban element clause groups all the remaining

mentions above dwelling buildings.

36. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 11.

37. agn, Padrones, vol. 103, f. 161v.
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them as living entities whose existence needed no proof whatsoever. In order to be ef-

fective, of course, a housing clause needs to be framed by a larger system of spatial

identification, for the data is generally limited and prone to repetition, either in its

modern form (houses’ numbers) or in its early modern incarnation (houses’ names).

Distinguishing between two “casa de la Cruz” or two “panadería,” in other words, is

only possible when each Cross’ house and each bakery functions as a modifier of

something else—that being a standardized urban element, a metaphorical descriptor or

a barrio. As it happens, in more or less half of the 888 cases—actually 440, or 49.55

percent of them—there is no reference to a building or any urban element between the

barrio reference and the housing clause; a leap in information, in fact, that clearly sug-

gests that a barrio was thought to be a coherent, cohesive entity within which one was

able to identify particular components of it without much help. Bizarre in principle, at

least according to most contemporary standards (beyond Tokyo, that is, as the city’s

nomenclature departs from the current cartographic paradigm), the absence of such

intermediate layer of information implied that Mexico City’s dwellers were able not just

to know where a barrio was but also that, once there, they were in the position (physi-

cally as well as cognitively) to locate its particular facilities at a stroke—almost intui-

tively, it seems.

That is why, by the way, the “housing” silence in the barrio volumes speaks pre-

cisely ibidem of barrios’ nature: for it is not only that the lack of spatial references in

them resulted from an understanding of barrios wherein the institutional aspect was

more prominent than their spatial dimension; it is also that, from within, barrios’

“volatility” must have been virtually nonexistent. To put it more technically: since

standardization of mapping practices, of which the fixation of urban nomenclatures is
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part and parcel, is not so much a conscious step further in the development of the We

berian state as it is a reaction to the flow of anomies engendered by rapid urbanization,

rural immigration, demographic transition, capitalist greed and the usual et cetera of

modernizing items, it follows that the (relative) absence of such drive presupposes the

(again, relative) strength of “natural” social relations—precisely the type of intercourse

a small community, for better and for worse, normally produces; the sort of social fabric

most sociologists would characterize as “tight” or solidly “interwoven” even if they

know nothing of the embroiderer’s trade.38 In this context, it is truly significant that

the Spanish bureaucrat in charge of composing the matrícula—the proverbial alien, in a

sense—had not seen anything suspicious, potentially fraught with “fiscal” evasion, in

the fact that even those tributaries unaccountable to the barrio authorities could show

up in the document with such geographic insouciance. One has only to imagine how

successive functionaries could have worked with the matrícula—searching for a missing

tributary on the ground or establishing the identity of someone else—in order to appre-

ciate the extent to which the spatial rationality of almost everything in Mexico City,

from streets to baths to plazuelas to barrios to wards to parishes, rested upon a mass of

empirical knowledge, hence contextual and fragmentary, forged by daily, communal

experience rather than by the deployment of abstract rules.

In either case, the most telling indication that the entities called barrio in the

trade volumes were not quite “places” but essentially “communities” comes from ex-

amining the nouns attached to the term—and of which barrio was a qualifier of sorts. As

38. For a substantially different argument, and extracted by the study of British cities

during the nineteenth century, that nevertheless was instrumental in shaping my thinking on the

question of the standardization of addresses and the modern state, see Patrick Joyce, The Rule of

Freedom: Liberalism and the Modern City (London: Verso, 2003).
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it happens, this group of names exhibits a remarkable degree of consistency with re-

spect to Mexico City’s nomenclature, as to allow the identification of most places-

described-as-barrios with the barrios-as-barrios that made up most institutional por-

traits of the indigenous city—the matrícula’s first three volumes above all, but in gen-

eral the tributary edifice as a whole. In my opinion, which is summarized in Table 4.10,

sixty-three out of seventy-one places or 88.73 percent of them do correspond to barrios

belonging to San Juan Tenochtitlan and Santiago Tlatelolco—the large majority of

which, fifty or 70.42 percent, were part of Mexico City’s meridian republic. Because

the idea that barrios had “official” names of some sort should be avoided, I have kept

all the variants that occur in the trade volumes as individual items—all but differences in

spelling in words derived from both the Nahuatl and Spanish, while modernizing the

(Spanish) spelling of them. Alongside the population figures, this portrait could not

been more eloquent: the barrios of San Juan were both the most frequently listed in the

trade volumes and the population related to them was by far the majority within this

subset of tributaries living in barrios yet not belonging to them. Conversely, the lim-

ited number of places named barrios  that could not be linked to any “tributary” barrio,

and also the small number of people reported as living in them, seems to confirm that

the term was deployed consistently throughout the document; the nouns in Nahuatl,

moreover, suggest a pre-Hispanic past and, more broadly, a corporate existence—at

least three more barrios—of which the matrícula, as well as the surviving lists of barrios

for Santiago Tlatelolco, is unaware of. As my knowledge of the northern republic is

rather precarious, though, it might well be the case that Santa María Ixopulco, Xono-

que and Xolalpa did belong to Santiago Tlatelolco. As for “San Camilo” and “San

Camilito,” which most likely are just to two versions of the same entity, it is unclear 
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whether they refer to the vicinity of San Camilo street, right off the square of San Pablo

(on the side of the Spanish city, which is worse) and thus that the community in ques-

tion was a pseudo barrio; or to the alley of San Camilito, next to the plazuela del Jardín

(north of the convent of La Concepción), and thus that they were variants of the Chris-

tian name of one of the barrios within Santa María la Redonda.39 Regarding Niño Per-

dido, San Antonio Abad and Santísima, finally, it is clear that those involved in the

identification process (the matrícula maker and perhaps the tributaries themselves as

well) engaged in the same metonymic operation most twenty-first century Mexicans

perform when we utter “barrio de” to mean “in the environs of”—or, actually, por ahí.

Of course, linking barrios-as-places to republican barrios within San Juan Teno-

chtitlan is not without its problems. First of all, it may be disputed that all references to

“barrios” actually meant barrios, for the vicinities of certain major public buildings,

inside as well as beyond the traza, might also have been known as “barrios”—namely

the surroundings of the monastery of San Diego on the Alameda’s western edge and the

college of San Gregorio next to Loreto square on the city’s eastern half, both of them

very distant from the likely locations of San Diego Temascaltitlan (around the San Di-

ego square, east of the parish church of San Pablo), and San Gregorio Atleixco (right

on the urban fabric’s eastern end, beyond the parish church of Santa Cruz de la Sole-

39. I am convinced that San Camilo and San Camilito refer to a single place because for all

four people mentioned in relation to them—María Ribera Cabeza de Vaca with Antonio Galván

from San Camilo and María Andrea Santillán with Ignacio Ribera from San Camilito—the hous-

ing clause is the same: either “junto a la casa del Avero” or just “Casa del Avero.” And there is

also the fact that Ignacio and one of the Marías had the same surname. Both males, finally, were

workers at the Office Number 6 within the Royal Factory of Cigars and Cigarettes; see agn,

Padrones, vol. 101, ff. 13v-14v.
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dad). Since I have not seen those areas referred to as “barrios” anywhere in the docu-

mentation, I think it is legitimate to keep the link among them—if discounted, anyhow,

that would only imply a minimal alteration of three percentage points in the places’

statistics and not even one in the demographic figures. Second, it is evident that, even

if there is no doubt about the identity of a place, it is impossible to be sure to which

barrio some of the utterances referred to because some corporate bodies shared their

Christian name—the Holy Cross could be Acatlan, Coctzinco or Tultengo; the Magi

could be termed Ateponasco or Tequistlatitla; the Virgin of Candlemas was paired to

Macuitlapilco, Ometotixtlan and sometimes to Atlampa as well; and the Holy Savior

could be either El Seco or El Verde. And third, because sometimes the Christian name

used for a barrio-as-a-place does not match other renditions of the same barrio, as in

the case of Jamaica, a noun the I have seen applied to San Nicolás Ozolhuacan but only

in this context to La Concepción. Nevertheless, in general terms these incidents are

marginal to the problem. They do not obscure the fact that, as the twenty-three “mo-

bile” people encountered in the barrio volumes, the trade volumes do offer evidence

that the most conventional understanding of barrio as a locale fails to convey something

fundamental about San Juan Tenochtitlan’s atomic components.

If the distinction between living and belonging were not significant, that would

imply that the population of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan had to be increased by

7.79 percent (considering only those living in San Juan Tenochtitlan) or by 9.29 per-

cent (including all people counted as living in barrios). But doing so is simply impossi-

ble, since there is no way to add such population barrio by barrio within the seven par-

ishes from which data is available, minus the figures corresponding to the eight barrios

of Santa Cruz y Soledad and San Sebastián, the barrios and people of Santiago Tlate-
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lolco and also the few people from the pseudo barrios. And it is also undesirable, for it

would introduce external and fragmentary data to the effect of disrupting the ma-

trícula’s inner consistency. Nevertheless, note that the majority of these tributaries

lived in just a handful of barrios: indeed, 486 or 65.23 percent of them, were counted in

Santa María, La Palma, Necatitlan, San Sebastián, Santa Cruz and San Pablo. Since

three of them are obviously the same dominant barrios within the parishes of Santo

Tomás de la Palma, Concepción Salto del Agua and San Pablo Teocaltitlan, that might

indicate, by extrapolating the data, that Culhuacatongo’s “Christian” name was in ef-

fect Santa María—despite the fact that Tescatongo bore the same name. (That is exactly

what was ventured in chapter four.) The presence of Necatitlan among the six most

populated barrios, on the other hand, confirms that the “barrios” in the trade volumes

are indeed barrios, not just places—or, conversely, that Santa María, La Palma, San

Sebastián and Santa Cruz, despite their neat cardinal disposition and homonymy with

their parishes, were not verbal shortcuts to mean “northwest,” “northeast,” “east” and

“southeast.” In any case, perhaps the table’s most salient feature, demographically

speaking, is the disproportionate size of Santa María, which in turn under-

lies—especially if it was not Culhuacatongo—an indigenous agglomeration in the city’s

northeast more robust than the barrio information allows the observer to imagine.

Adobeized—A Little  Theory

In one way or another, all these instances of geographic marking and mobility, all those

stories of porous borders and ambiguous identities, run against the conventional un-
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derstanding of barrios as jurisdictional entities, districts, regions, rhumbs and even

neighborhoods in the current sense of the term—as a territory where people live and do

things. Instead, they imply a more complex interplay between space and place—between

the built environment and the social construct resulting from signifying the experience

of it—from which a veritable social arena emerges: the earthy encirclement where some

of the most basic human impulses are acted out, the only stage fully open to spectators

(as opposed to the theatrical platform, hidden by at least one hundred and eighty de-

grees) who, in so being and by virtue of the very transparency of the arena design, be-

come all at once “participant observers,” a Greek tragedy’s chorus and the mass jury

that, in bullfighting, sorts the good out of the mediocre and grants the killer the de-

ceased mammal’s first ear. Spatial creatures that could not be spatially represented,

communities whose spatiality was assumed to be inextricable from their character as

institutions, places that resemble communities, communities that resemble places—as

they show up in the matrícula, in effect, barrios seem to have been hopelessly ineffable.

Ineffable as silence is when it lands over a table and it is sensed on the skin by every

comensal. Ineffable as a story materializes when two former lovers walk into the same

room and one could cut the air with a knife. Be aware, however, that the real problem

has less to do with language’s proverbial inaccuracy than with the reflective power of

metaphors—that is, with the sharp, eerie precision with which, sometimes, reality ech

-

oes fiction.

In any case, ineffability is not to mean uniqueness. The barrios of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan may have been paradoxical in their spatiality—they were certainly dialectic in

their spatial condition—but they were hardly alone in the Mesoamerican landscape,

their character exclusive to the New World or their experience limited to the early
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modern period. Indeed, one can very easily trace their lineage back to the “gated”

communities for Jews and Christians in Muslim Iberia, the Juderías and Morerías of

Christian Iberia, or observes the same logic being replicated in La Paz and Potosí as

well as in Oaxaca and Antigua Guatemala40—just as it is possible to perceive their fu-

ture in the making and remaking of Paris’ “east end” from sans-culotte to quarante-

huitard to communard, in the expansion of nineteenth-century London’s working class

neighborhoods, in the Chinese “town” New York acquired at (the proverbial) fin de

siècle, or in the black city migrants from the Mississippi basin erected in Chicago’s

south during the mid-twentieth century, pretty much at the same time migrants from

Oaxaca and other Mexican regions built their own, brownish Nezahualcóyotl on lake

Texcoco’s ancient bed.41 From the Parián district of colonial Manila to the ruling cita-

40. On Muslim and Christian Iberia, see for example David Coleman, Creating Christian

Granada: Society and Religious Culture in an Old-World Frontier City, 1492-1600 (Ithaca, N.Y.:

Cornell University Press, 2003), and Luis Reyes García, Documentos nahuas de la ciudad de

México del siglo XVI (Mexico: Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología

Social-Archivo General de la Nación, 1996), 64; on La Paz, Rossana Barragán R., Espacio urbano

y dinámica étnica: La Paz en el siglo XIX (La Paz: Hisbol, 1990); on Potosí, Jane E. Mangan,

Trading Roles: Gender, Ethnicity, and the Urban Economy in Colonial Potosí (Durham, N.C.:

Duke University Press, 2005); on Oaxaca, John K. Chance, Race and Class in Colonial Oaxaca

(Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 1978); on Antigua Guatemala, Christopher H. Lutz,

Santiago de Guatemala, 1541-1773: City, Caste, and the Colonial Experience (Norman: University

of Oklahoma Press, 1994).

41. On Paris, see for example David Harvey, Paris, Capital of Modernity (New York:

Routledge, 2003); chap. 13; on London, Gareth Stedman Jones, Languages of Class: Studies in

English Working Class History, 1832-1982 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), chap.

4; on New York, Mary Ting Yi Lui, The Chinatown Trunk Mystery: Murder, Miscegenation, and

other Dangerous Encounters in Turn-of-the-Century New York City (Princeton: Princeton Uni-

versity Press, 2005); on Chicago, James R. Grossman, Land of Hope: Chicago, Black Southern-

ers, and the Great Migration (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1989); and on Nezahual-
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dels within eighteenth-century Luanda and early twentieth-century Freetown, and from

the proletarian bastions of Neukölln (Berlin) right before the catastrophe to today’s

Bangladeshi Spitalfields (London) and Salvadoran Mount Pleasant (Washington D.C.),

the world has of course known no shortage of urban phenomena characterized by eth-

nic, class, occupational or political petrification.42 Petrified indeed: sometimes liter-

ally, as in the wall (complete with iron gates and ditches) enclosing Venice’s Jewish

quarter in the sixteenth century or marking the borders between Paris and its faub-

ourgs well into the seventeenth century; metaphorically petrified, as in the portentous

body of water dividing Triana from Seville still during of the golden age or in the small

San Francisco river distinguishing (Spanish) Puebla de los Ángeles from the

                                                                   
cóyotl City, Margarita García Luna Ortega, Ciudad Nezahualcóyotl: De colonias marginadas a

gran ciudad (Toluca: Gobierno del Estado de México, 1992).

42. I have stolen the notion of petrification—though not its full theoretical connotations,

unfortunately—from a doctoral dissertation in progress focusing on the monolith that welcomes

the visitor to the National Museum of Anthropology and History in Mexico City; for an early

installment of it, see Sandra Rozental, “Becoming Petrified: The Making of Archaeological Per-

sonhood in Coatlinchan, Mexico,” paper presented at the New York City Area Latin American

Culture, History, and Politics Workshop, New York, 14 April 2008. On Manila, see for example

Henry Kamen, Empire: How Spain Became a World Power, 1492-1763 (New York: Perennial,

[2002] 2003), chap. 5; on Luanda, John C. Miller, Way of Death: Merchant Capitalism and the

Angolan Slave Trade, 1730-1830 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1988), 246-297; on

Freetown, Odile Goerg, “From Hill Station (Freetown) to Downtown Conakry (First Ward):

Comparing French and British Approachesof the Twentieth Century,” Canadian Journal of Af-

rican Studies / Revue Canadienne des Études Africaines  32: 1 (1998): 1-31; on Berlin, Berlin, 1919-

1933: Gigantisme, crise sociale et avant-garde: L'Incarnation extrême de la modernité, ed. Lionel

Richard (Paris: Autrement, 1991); and on Spitalfields, Anne Kershen, Strangers, Aliens and

Asians: Huguenots, Jews and Bangladeshis in Spitalfields, 1666-2000 (Oxford: Routledge,

2005). On Washington D.C. I can only offer my own experience of living in the midst of the

Salvadoran community for a couple of years.
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(Cholulteca) barrio of Santa Cruz throughout the colonial period; sometimes mildly

petrified, as in the street name plaques that here and there allude to an old settlement

or to an ancient trade; and more commonly, and more significantly, petrified in a dis-

tinctive clustering of buildings, alleys, open spaces and market voices as in the qasba of

Algiers or les halles of pre-Hausmannian Paris.43

Needless to say, the variety of geographical settings and historical circumstances

involved in both petrification and its twin sister process—namely, the animation of ar-

chitectural spaces—have resulted in a number of actual, time- and culture-specific con-

figurations almost beyond reach (of which the cases mentioned above are of course just

a random sample, merely the result of my fragmentary education); to such an extent

that studying them, to say nothing of living them, has always been something of a puz-

zle. In fact, I would argue that discerning the general principles informing the relation-

ship of human groups to urban locales has been a persistent problem within the social

sciences and the humanities—partially because a good portion of the categories usually

43. On Venice, Richard Sennett, Flesh and Stone: The Body and the City in Western Civili-

zation (New York: W.W. Norton, 1994), chap. 7; on the spaces beyond the ancient Parisian wall

destroyed in the 1670s and the eighteenth-century “mur des Fermier géneraux”—the faubourgs

strictly speaking—see Eric Hazan, L’invention de Paris: Il n’y a pas de pas perdus (Paris: Seuil,

2002), 141-218 esp.; on Seville, Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and Traders: Sevillian Society in the Six-

teenth Century (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972); on Puebla, Rosalva Loreto López,

“Los artífices de una ciudad: Los indios y sus territorialidades (Puebla de los Ángeles, 1777),”

paper presented at the seminar Los indios y las ciudades de la Nueva España, Universidad Na

-

cional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas], Mexico City, 4 April

2008; on Algiers, André Ravéreau, La Casbah d’Alger: Et le site créa la ville, pref. Mostefa

Lacheraf, photographs by Manuelle Rochea (Paris: Sindbad, 1989); and on eighteenth-century

Paris, including the central markets, David Garioch, The Making of Revolutionary Paris (Ber-

keley: University of California Press, 2002), passim.
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employed in social analysis have been either tout court a-spatial (such as class, until

Henri Lefebvre and, most conspicuously, David Harvey) or, in the few cases where

space do belong to the epistemological matrix, frustratingly vague (like in most ac-

counts of the nation-state).44 Among the most vexing components of it, probably be-

cause they are no more than alternative ways to wonder about the very nature of the

thing, one may count, first, the question of the physical limits of any such “petrified

community” and, second, the overall question of its historicity: that is, where exactly

do these entities begin and end, when and how do they appear in the urban landscape,

and how do they change over time. Until recently, the preferred way to address both

issues has been from without, focusing on architectural elements and governmental

devices—but establishing their fundamental coordinates has proven to be difficult and,

worse, inadequate, given the fact that the relationship between the social and the spa-

tial tends to be contextual, dialectic and overdetermined. That is to say that in the

phrase “petrified community” the adjective matters insofar as the noun does—or, to put

it differently, that the element community usually takes precedence over the clause pet

rified—and thus that setting a border or locating an origin ought to consider the expe-

rience from within as much as the “objective” character of buildings, public spaces and

institutions.45

44. See Henri Lefebvre, The Urban Revolution, trans. Robert Bononno, pref. Neil Smith

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, [1970] 2003); Harvey, Limits to Capital, passim;

and Ira Katznelson, Marxism and the City (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992).

45. See Patricia Safa Barraza, Vecinos y vecindarios en la ciudad de México: Un estudio so-

bre la construcción de las identidades vecinales en Coyoacán, D.F., pref. Jorge Alonso (Mexico:

Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social-Universidad Autónoma

Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa]-Miguel Ángel Porrúa, [1998] 2001.); La antropología urbana
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No matter how enriching replacing a somewhat etic approach to petrification with

a more emic understanding of the interactions between a human group and the spaces

it lives in may be—and it has been certainly rewarding for scholars willing to recon-

struct the experience of “entering,” “exiting,” “finding” or “encountering” a place—it

is evident that such a path is not open to someone working on a city long ago vanished

and, worse, through a document wherein experience of space is only available in rather

opaque, and scarce, snapshots. And yet, realizing that most views from above tend to

obscure the everyday dynamics informing the constitution of a place and, moreover,

that they tend to exaggerate its “stillness” because of the emphasis given to institu-

tional design and topographic characteristics, has encouraged me to look differently at

the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan—searching no longer for the certitudes embedded

in maps and narratives but trying to find whatever the matrícula has to say on the con-

textual, pre-cartographic practice of petrifying a community, indeed those communi-

ties known as barrios. Though petrification in the case of indigenous Mexico City

should rather be called adobeization, given the construction material predominant be-

yond the grid, the process is obviously the same—literally a process of reifying, or ren-

dering the abstract into something tangible. That is why, to begin with, I think that

sphere of influence—or, better yet, as to avoid twentieth-century imperialistic connota-

tions, domain of influence—rather than territory, shape or any other spatially charged

word, describes more accurately the “shape” of barrios, the location of their “territo-

ries,” and the contours of their “borders.” By domain of influence I mean the spatial

instances and moments where an abstract—both imagined and imaginary—community

                                                                   
en México, ed. Néstor García Canclini (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes-

Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2005).
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expressed and recognized itself and where an external observer was likely to anchor her

subjective understanding of it. It might have been any space of any form, not necessar-

ily conterminous or homogeneous, not inevitably permanent or stable, as long as the

web of social practices attached to “barrio-ness” was present and active within it. Not

because barrios could have ever existed independent from both the cultural implica-

tions of geographic settings and the physical constrains and synergies that inform the

collective sense of place. Much less because barrios were neutral happenings, natural

outcomes of urban life, for more “modern” habitats have proven to be capable of pro-

ducing a wide variety of anomic spaces. It is just that the determining factor for barrio

existence has to be found, at last resort, in the abstract realm of social relations and

cultural representations—yet be aware of the adverb’s connotations: “last resort” im-

plies both the end of an analytical process and the logic foundation for an argument,

not the argument as a whole.

For that reason, every time locating barrios within the built environment has be-

come interesting, necessary or useful, I have tended to focus on churches, squares and

streets rather than relying on the cartography of sixteenth-century barrios drawn by

José Antonio Alzate and later on reworked by Alfonso Caso—the only cartographic ren-

dition Mexico City’s barrios ever attempted, which nevertheless is crippled by its ob-

session with surfaces and borders—or any other device presuming that barrios could

actually be defined first as territories and later as anything else. This may seem odd in

light of Alejandro Alcántara Gallegos’ recent case for a bounded, territorial structure

in Mexico-Tenochtitlan—but, as it happens, the oddity is not so much. In a nutshell, his

position is that the pre-Hispanic tlaxillacaltin—the local institutions these pages have

seen as the calpultin’s territorial “face”—typically sat on “platforms-neighborhoods” or
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artificial islets limited by the network of canals constituting the city’s grid; that each

one of these “blocks” corresponded to a tlaxillacalli and thus that the tlaxillacaltin did

have very clearly defined borders and ultimately were conterminous spatial entities.46

(Obviously, his “platforms” are what I have called chinampas in chapter one—a linguis-

tic license he could not afford given his decision to apply the term more narrowly to

agricultural plots only.) Though the argument deserves praise, if only because it fo

cuses on the interaction between water and dry soil in the pre-Hispanic city, it is es-

sentially deductive in nature, for only fragmentary evidence on the shape of the canal

network has survived—and, moreover, because the indirect evidence he refers to,

namely the “water walls” around the barrios of Xihuitongo, Cuauhcontiznco, Analpa

and Zacatlan as they appear in Alzate’s map of 1789, is actually not at all conclusive.47

Nevertheless, I am persuaded by his argument that “platforms” were indeed the city’s

building blocks, and that it is likely that in some cases the calpultin occupied only one

of such “neighborhoods.”

In opting to look for smaller, more concrete eminences, then, I am not affirming

that barrio geography was irrelevant in and of itself.; I am merely suggesting that bar-

46. Alejandro Alcántara Gallegos, “Los barrios de Tenochtitlan: Topografía, organización

interna y tipología de sus predios,” in Historia de la vida cotidiana en México, ed. Pilar Gon-

zalbo Aizpuru, vol. 1, Mesoamérica y los ámbitos indígenas de la Nueva España, ed. Pablo Es-

calante Gonzalbo (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica-El Colegio de México, 2004), 167-198.

See also his “Las zonas residenciales de Tenochtitlan según las fuentes coloniales” (B.A. thesis,

Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Facultad de Filosofía y Letras], 2006).

47. Alcántara Gallegos, “Barrios,”186. In the map, however, pre-Hispanic Xihuitongo ap-

pears limited by water only on its southern border, which is the city’s, and on the northeast,

behind the shrine of Monserrat; there is a patch of soil linking Analpa’s southeastern corner to

the rest of the city; the western side of Cuauconzinco is equally solid; and both the southern and

eastern border of Zacatlan are not borders at all but merely the map’s edge.
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rios were closer in form to those diagrams used to illustrate the structure of the earth’s

atmosphere rather than to modern maps: that is, diagrams that portray the declining

concentration of gasses towards the upper atmosphere by blurring the layers of color

instead of bounding together compact surfaces with the neat stroke of a pencil. Which

is to say, once again, that their form was inextricably linked to its components’ actions

and hence was uneven and dynamic, as opposed to solid, steady and fixed. Since relig-

ious buildings, public roads and marketplaces tended to make tangible the abstract

relationships that hold communities together, it is unsurprising that chapels, baths,

stalls and pulque counters would have worked as barrio focal points and not only as

landmarks or meeting places. In fact, their life’s slow pace as well as their visual and

physical prominence should have made them more than simple vessels or conduits for

such a performance: with a life span to be measured in decades and, with luck, in cen-

turies, public spaces stand—albeit sometimes tilted, given the soil structure of cities

like Mexico—as a proof, tactile and unavoidable, that communities live longer than their

members. Likewise, their very dimensions, or rather the relationship between commu-

nity members’ bodies and the size of churches, baths and squares, affirm, perhaps si-

lently yet emphatically, that communities are larger than the sum of its parts.48 Em-

bodied in such architectural hubs, energized by the daily or nearly daily reiteration of

communal bonds that literally took place on them through talking, eating, drinking,

washing, trading, worshiping, baptizing, marrying and mourning, the barrio “matter”

thus articulated would have traveled to wherever barrio members happened to be lo-

48. On the sensuous experience of the city—a sensual topic indeed—see Sennett, Flesh and

Stone, passim, which has informed much of my perspective on the relationship between commu-

nities and architecture.
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cated—although losing intensity and palpability as physical and social distance in-

creased.

Of course, this presumes that the relationship between the spaces and communi-

ties of indigenous Mexico City was not causal but dialectic, mutually dependent or in-

teractive, and in permanent transformation. Although architectural structures should

be understood primarily as instances of a larger, endless process of communal consti-

tution, it has to be acknowledged that they do more than merely contain the practices

that in turn signify them. By hosting such activity, they also bestow meaning to words

and actions that otherwise could remain locked in dullness and alienation—like eating

alone or finding love on the reflecting surface of a computer’s screen. To draw a paral-

lel closer to eighteenth-century New Spain’s sensibilities, it could be said that the role

of public spaces in community making resembled that of the bread and wine during the

Eucharist as formulated in the Catholic doctrine of transubstantiation, in the sense that

in both events an earthly “vessel” is transformed into the very matter that is being car-

ried through it, to the point that the active, intangible substance thus conveyed be-

comes wholly indistinguishable from the container. Indeed, it becomes one and the

same thing with it—at least for a moment. Just for a moment, to be sure, but a critical

one nonetheless. For without that momentary incarnation of abstract, evanescent “sub-

stances” in concrete, familiar devices, the nature and efficacy of them could not only be

imperceptible—a serious epistemic problem in its own right—but, more important, it

could not display the indispensable awe for an epiphany to happen. It is only through

incarnation, in other words, that both the spiritual essence of the Catholic god and the

abstract character of a human community could be felt and understood by those re-
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moved from the discursive intricacies of theology or sociology, as it involves bodily

experimentation in lieu of rhetorical argumentation.

By pushing to its logical conclusion what in principle is just an analytical de-

scription, then, it could be said that time participates centrally in the articulation of

spaces and communities, and not merely as the “stage” where their relationship occurs

but also as constitutive element of it—for an aspect of the relationship is also, and per-

haps above all, a moment within a cycle, a temporal “spot” more than a point or an ar-

row within a functionalist chart. More than happening in or over time, the projection of

social interaction’s principles on architectural spaces, as well as the metabolic, creative

effect of that encounter, needs to be understood as happening through time. In this

manner, the well known premise that institutions, social practices and geographies are

historical constructs—a platitude when stated in a theoretical context, to be sure—can

be truly perceived as the historian’s gaze descends into the swamps of the concrete, yet

not as an instance of such methodological truism but as a tangible feature of the

blending of spaces and social practices. That is why locating the forty-two barrios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan cannot be just a cartographic endeavor, an exercise in map

reading no matter how meticulous may it be. That is why, on the contrary, locating

those barrios on a map entails abandoning the conventional understanding of barrios

as wards or districts and develop a notion of barrio as a dialectic composite of a place

and a community, undoubtedly derived from the pre-Hispanic calpulli but fluid enough

as to convey the deep influence of the Spanish political culture—a culture, by the way,

wherein institutions were also largely independent from the territories they controlled.

Put differently, it is because the idea is to sketch a socio-spatial, historical notion of

barrio, as a petrified community in other words, that I see no contradiction in thinking
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of barrio “movements” and significant temporal transformations—spatially, socially,

demographically—even though the main frame of analysis has been and will continue to

be the urban locales where those communities expressed themselves; or, more exactly,

where the Spanish authorities were able to see them.

Fifty at the Beginning, Fifty at the End

Perhaps the best way to approach the question of barrio mobility, understood both spa-

tially and temporally, is to contrast the late colonial data provided by the tribute roll of

1800 and a summary from 1807, plus a list of payments made in 1810, with what is

known about the barrios during the first century of Spanish rule—if only because that

way at least a broad sense of change over time may be gained. It is the simplest explo-

ration available because two remarkable documents, either effectively reflecting or

aiming to portray the totality of the barrio landscape, have survived; and their scope

made them fully comparable to the documents from the late eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries. But it is more than just an easy pursuit. As it will become clear

shortly, I hope, the comparison helps to understand why the Spanish city’s enlargement

was not, or not primarily, a matter of architectural expansion but a above all a process

of social change—while offering some hints of what might be the “life cycle” of San Juan

Tenochtitlan’s petrified communities. One is a memorandum of sorts—titled “Memorial

de las cuatro parcialidades desta ciudad de México” albeit known, because of its pre-

sent home, as “Memorial de Londres”—listing the money the merinos or barrio officials

had to deliver to the republic of San Juan Tenochtitlan in 1636 and 1637, on account of
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tribute. The other is a mesmerizing map of the barrios as they stood around the time of

Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s destruction, crafted by José Antonio Alzate in 1789 on top of a

map of Mexico City by Ildefonso Iniesta Berajano circa 1749, ambiguously titled “Plano

de Tenochtitlan[,] corte de los emperadores mexicanos”—ambiguously because, with

one exception, it only describes barrios located beyond the Spanish traza. A copy of it

appears here as Figure 4.1. Although at this point I have very little to say about its

manufacture, it is apparent that the map—and its companion list of barrios—was not so

much a summary of previous knowledge about the number and location of the barrios

as it was an attempt to delineate the contours of early Mexico City, stimulated by the

realization that “se van exterminando con prontitud las denominaciones mexicanas”

within the built environment.49

Because of the bureaucratic nature of the London “memorial,” it should not be

surprising if only forty-six barrios were counted in 1636, while forty-nine showed up in

the list of 1637. After all, the list was made to make sure some higher authority, most

likely the republican government, could assess the amount of money owned to the

Spanish crown, and it is more than possible that some of the barrios were in good

tributary standing or, conversely, were sly enough as to prevent the inclusion of their 

49. “Memorial de las cuatro parcialidades de esta ciudad de México[,] de la[s] parte[s] de

San Juan, de San Pablo, de San Sebastián y sujeros, de los alcaldes y regidores, de cada barrio y

los mandones y merinos, cobradores de los reales tributos de su majestad, del año de 1637,” as it

appears in Caso, Barrios antiguos, 50-59 (appendix 1); the original is at the British Museum,

London, Mss. Cat. Add. 13994—at least this is how Caso quoted it. The “double” map by Alzate

and Iniesta Bejarano is at the Bibliotèque Nationale de France, Département des Manuscrits,

Division Orientale, Mexicain, mss. 150, where it appears catalogued as a “Plan de Mexico et de

ses faubourgs, gravé sur cuivre, annoté de Jose Antonio Alzate en 1781 [sic].” In English the

quotation may be rendered as “with promptness the Nahuatl denominations are being extinct.”
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Figure 4.1 — José Antonio Alzate, “Plano de Tenochtitlan[,] corte de
los emperadores mexicanos” (1789), drawn upon a map by Alfonso
Iniesta Bejarano (ca. 1749). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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communities in the list. A little bit more interesting, and disturbing, is the fact that, a

century and a half later, with the advantage of insight and an encyclopedic ambition,

Alzate was able to identify no more than fifty barrios bounded in four campan as com-

ponents of San Juan Tenochtitlan—plus nineteen belonging to Santiago Tlatelolco.50 I

write “disturbing” in earnest: for fifty is also the number of barrios listed in 1800 and

again in 1807. (Truth to be told, the 1810 list contains only forty-seven entries; but the

reasons for such apparent reduction will be apparent shortly.) The numerical coinci-

dence somehow implies that the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan “survived” the colo-

nial period largely unaffected—and, still worse, that somehow the entries in Alzate’s list

for the sixteenth-century should match those of the matrículas of 1800 and 1807. Of

course, they do not. In fact, and despite that “sensing” the Nahuatl on the early 1800s

documents is not at all difficult—once it is realized that Mexican Spanish had a ten-

50. In his important publication from the 1950s, which in a way is a counterpoint to his

monograph on Aztec religious culture before the Spanish conquest—El pueblo del sol, drawings

by Miguel Covarrubias (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1953)—Alfonso Caso managed to

put together an even larger list of barrios-calpultin, this time unequivocally from the pre-

Hispanic period. According to him, the Mexico-Tenochtitlan must have had eighty barrios at the

beginning of the sixteenth century, thirty of which, socially and architecturally at the city’s cen-

ter, were destroyed to form Mexico City. Caso also located twenty-seven barrios within Mexico-

Tlatelolco and indicated that eight of them disappeared after the conquest. The figure seems in

line with a vague reference in José Antonio de Villaseñor y Sánchez, Teatro americano: Descrip-

ción general de los reinos, y provincias de la Nueva España, y sus jurisdicciones (Mexico: Im-

prenta de la Viuda de D. Joseph Bernardo de Hogal, 1746), 1: 58-59: “La parcialidad de San Juan

tiene setenta, y nueve pueblos, y barrios, que se dilata y se extiende la mayor parte por el ori-

ente, y norte.” Since some of the villages and towns subjected to San Juan Tenochtitlan became

independent in the later part of the century (like Mexicalzingo, Ixtacalco, and San Antonio de

las Huertas), it is hard to know how many of Villaseñor’s seventy-nine entities were urban bar-

rios.
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dency to assuage the strong “c” with a soft “g,” a habit of transforming the close “x”

into an open “s,” an inability to distinguish the consonant “tz,” and a propensity to

shorten “pagan,” unpronounceable words—I have been able to establish a firm link

between both sets of barrios in “only” forty-two cases or 84 percent out of a pool of

fifty, as shown in Table 4.11. (The corresponding figures for the “memorial” in 1636

are thirty-three or 71.74 percent, out of a total of forty-six, and thirty-six or 67.35 per-

cent (out of a total of forty-nine, in 1637.)51

I am certainly more interested in the eight barrios from the late-eighteenth and

early nineteenth centuries I could not identify with the barrios form Alzate’s list or the

London “memorial”—of which I will have more to say in the next few pages—but not to

the extreme of ignoring the evident significance of such high percentages; dismissing

them would be, to say the least, preposterous. (In fact, only five barrios out of fifty or

10 percent of them—Santa Clarita Temascaltitlan, Zacatenco, Tlapancaltitlan-

Tarasquillo, San Francisco Tultenco and San Ciprián—could not be properly identified

as having late pre-Classic or early colonial ancestors of any kind. If the Nahuatl names

51. Another set of documents that should have been included in the table, and would make

the study of Mexico City’s barrios over time more complete as they deal with the critical period

1688-1692, are those quoted in Natalia Silva Prada, La política de una rebelión: Los indígenas

frente al tumulto de 1692 en la ciudad de México (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de

Estudios Históricos], 2007), 562, table 3. They are not present here because I have been unable

to disaggregate Silva Prada’s sources—to say nothing of seeing the documents myself. In any

case, her “map” of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan at the end of the seventeenth century

contains twenty-one more entities than Alzate’s list and the matrícula of 1800, and with a differ-

ent geographic distribution: in the doctrina of Santa María la Redonda, she lists nine barrios; in

Señor San José, twenty-four; in San Pablo, fourteen; in Santa Cruz y Soledad, twelve; and the

same number in San Sebastián. And only a few have names that can be linked to the barrios I am

working with.
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of Santo Tomás de la Palma and San Ciprián were known, that could produce an even

smaller number.) And that is because observing so many names being repeated in fiscal

documents from both the early seventeenth century and the very late colonial period, as

well as in a scholarly exercise executed by one of the champions of New Spain’s luces,

once again contradicts Mexico City’s “master historical narrative”—the Euro-, Zócalo-

centric account according to which the city’s past consists essentially in the expansion

of a designed core, namely the traza, namely the true city, first over the barrios (thus

inevitably seen as decrepit and defenseless), then to the western swamps beginning in

the 1840s, and then, as though in a series of arborescent gestures, toward all four car-

dinal points until filling up a good third of the basin of Mexico as the twenty-first cen-

tury begins. Because it comprises over four fifths of the early colonial barrios, and

maybe over half of the calpultin Mexico-Tenochtitlan ever had, what the massive repeti-

tion of names in the table tells is on the contrary a story of remarkable stability—it does

depict a real longue durée—which may be construed as the story of a city, the Spanish

traza, locked in by the indigenous city for over three centuries or two thirds of its ex-

istence; that is, notwithstanding  the expansion of orthogonal urban design and stone

architecture beyond the sixteenth-century core, evident here and there throughout the

colonial period, and even Ignacio Castera’s concentrated effort on the city’s southwest

toward the end of the eighteenth century.52 At any rate, it is obvious that the continuity

in the naming of the indigenous spaces—to say nothing of the actual places and the suc-

cessive generations of people making sense of them—cannot fit within a portrait of co-

52. María Dolores Morales, “Cambios en la estructura de la traza vial de la ciudad de

México, 1770-1855”, in La ciudad de México en la primera mitad del siglo XIX, ed. Regina

Hernández Franyuti (Mexico: Instituto Mora, 1994), i: 161-224.
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lonial Mexico City as the cradle of Mexican mestizaje, just as the notion that the key

historical process regarding the indigenous city cannot be thought to have been its

disappearance.

Neat and pretty obvious in most cases, discerning Alzate’s sixteenth-century no-

menclature in the late colonial matrículas is not without certain problems. In the case

of Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo, for example, I doubted for a long time before excluding

it as the eighteenth-century “descendant” of sixteenth-century Tecpancaltitlan, a bar-

rio also named in the “memorial” for 1637. It was a tempting option, no doubt, because

Alzate included Tecpancaltitlan within the (southwestern) campan he called Moyotla

—and, with Yopico, is the only barrio from it with no evident offspring in the docu-

ments from 1800, 1807 and 1810—and, moreover, placed it immediately south of the

Alameda; though mostly a regular polygon, as may be seen in Map 4.6, Tecpancaltitlan

had a northern enlargement more or less engulfing the sites occupied square and alley

of Tarasquillo. At the same time, however, it is important to bear in mind that the parti-

cle tecpan comes from a noun referring to a public building (a “palace,” according to

Caso) that later on would be used to designate San Juan Tenochtitlan’s and Santiago

Tlatelolco’s governmental headquarters, whereas tlapan comes from the verb tlapani,

“to dye”—and it is hard to believe that “behind [or ‘at’] the dyers’ site” meant the same

thing as “detrás de la casa del ayuntamiento, o donde se juntan los nobles,” as Alzate

had it.53 By the way, it was Alzate’s effort to link barrios to campan that has made it

possible to identify sixteenth-century Temazcaltitlan with San Diego Temascaltitlan

53. In English it would read as: “behind the municipal houses or where the nobles gather.”

Nevertheless, Caso, Barrios, 11, prefers to translate “tecpancaltitlan” as “donde está el pala-

cio”—or “at the palace” in English.
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and not with Santa Clarita of-the-same-last-name as well as Zacatlan to San Sebastián’s

Zacatlan instead of pairing it to Tzacatlan, for the latter belonged to the campan of San

Pablo Teopan or Zoquiapan. This is not to say that in this case I am considering his

cartographical interpretation valid while in general I am trying not to accept it, for my

objection has to do with Alzate’s emphasis on representing barrio territories as if they

were conterminous, homogeneous surfaces like the areas thus depicted in modern

maps and not, as I think they were, clusters of abstract relationships that tended to

concentrate in and around public facilities such as religious buildings, pulque taverns

and squares.

Map 4.6 — “Pre-Hispanic” Tecpancaltitlan. Extracted from Alzate, “Plano
de Tenochtitlan” (1789). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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With regards to the two sixteenth-century Tultencos, the problem is of a different

nature but involves making more or less arbitrary choices, too. Given the lack of addi-

tional information in Alzate’s list and the fact that both of them were included within

the southeastern campan of Teopan or Zoquipan, there is obviously no way to know

whether both Tultencos in his list do in fact correspond to the Tultencos I have linked

them to—simply because there are three of them in the late colonial documents. At the

very least, it seems fair to say that both Tultencos mentioned by Alzate were in fact

“present” in the 1800, 1807 and 1810 documents even if it is not possible to tell which

one was each. The association of Santa Cruz Tultengo with the Soltencos that appear in

Map 4.7 — The Tultencos, “pre-
Hispanic” and in the mid-eighteenth
century. Extracted from Alzate,
“Planode Tenochtitlan” (1789).
Bibliothèque Nationale de France,
Paris.
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the London “memorial” is admittedly arbitrary; they might well have been La Resur-

rección Tultengo. Looking at Map 4.7, however, the mystery seems to disappear: not

because Alzate wrote “Tultenco” three times on the upper right corner of Iniesta Be-

jarano’s map but because he did so next to a chapel termed Santa Cruz and next to a

religious building dedicated to San Francisco. My suspicion then is that the two six-

teenth-century Tultencos came to be known, in the late eighteenth century, one as La

Resurrección Tultengo and the other one as Santa Cruz Tultengo, while San Francisco

Tultengo (the least populated of the three in 1800), was their more recent off-

spring—most likely of Santa Cruz Tultengo, since they both were located within the

same parish, not because they appear circled by Alzate’s green ink—thus reinforcing

the idea that gemination was a common form of barrio reproduction. At any rate,

though, all three Tultencos must have been linked to a primordial group once in charge

of extending the urban fabric beyond the tules (or bulrushes) that grew around the

southeastern chinampas or, more likely, linked to the group that first settled the islet

of Tultenco. Finally, only in two cases I have linked barrios without a Nahuatl name in

the late colonial documents to barrios included in both in Alzate’s work and in the

London “memorial.” One of them is far from surprising: the nearly rural status of Ro-

mita certainly invites credit to Alzate when he linked it with Atzacoalco-Hueyatzacalco.

As for San Lucas, Caso is explicit in making the connection, and the survival of the

chapel of San Lucas in twentieth-first century Mexico City—that is, the possibility of

walking from Tlaxcoaque to San Lucas pretty much as they appear depicted in Alzte’s

map—seems to validate his choice.)54

Lets turn now to the barrios that could not be linked together—the inconsisten-

54. Caso, Barrios antiguos, 19.
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cies or “missing” barrios. To make the discussion easier to follow, I have re-arranged

them in Table 4.12, by parcialidad or campan in the case of the sixteenth-century list

and by “quarter”—my own attempt to replicate the cardinal disposition of the pre-

Hispanic jurisdictions—for the late colonial documents. With the inclusion of the

names that appear in the London “memorial,” instead of the eight sixteenth-century

barrios depicted by Alzate the table now comprises nineteen corporate bodies which

failed to survive into the 1800s; and by adding the single entity from the summary of

1807 and the lists of 1810, the group of late colonial barrios reaches a total of nine bar-

rios. But even before that the magnitude of the puzzle becomes evident: for if all but

one of the missing sixteenth-century barrios were concentrated in the city’s western

half—five within Santa María Cuepopan, two within San Juan Moyotlan—almost half of

the 1800 barrios with no sixteenth-century ancestor were located on the city’s south-

east, within parishes that had been carved out from the old campan of San Pablo

Teopan or which belonged to the pseudo-campan of Santa Cruz Acaltan. The cumula-

tive figures, arranged as they are by parcialidad and then by quarter, are even more em-

phatic: whereas for the pre-1800 period northwestern Santa María Cuepopan concen-

trates seven barrios and there are six in southwestern San Juan Moyotlan—hence

thirteen barrios or 68.42 percent in the west as a whole—in the post-1800 period only

three barrios are to be found in the northwest, and only one in the southwest; which

results in a 44.44 percent of pre-1800 missing barrios belonging to the city’s western

half. Conversely, the number of missing barrios anytime before 1800 is three for each

of the campan of San Pablo Teopan and San Sebastián Atzacualpa, meaning that six

barrios or 31.58 percent of all nine of them where located in the east, whereas in 1800

there were four barrios in the southeast and none in the northeastern quarter—which is 
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to say that 44.44 percent of them “belonged” to the city’s eastern half. It has to be

noted that this geographic arrangement per campan and quarters—which already made

possible the identification of Temazcaltitlan with San Diego Temascaltitlan and

Tzacatlan with Zacatlan—is responsible for impeding the linking of northwestern Teo-

caltitlan in Alzate’s list with the historic barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan registered in

1636, 1637, 1800, 1807 and 1810, and also of Moyotlan’s Atlampa with Señor San José’s

Atlampa (La Candelaria Altampa, that is), and thus for making the whole comparison a

bit easier. In sum, all this is just to show that matching the pre-1800 with the post-1800

missing barrios is simply impossible, as allocating the sixteenth- and seventeenth cen-

turies missing barrios in the late colonial lists has not to do with a naming transition

from Nahuatl to Spanish—even if Santo Tomás de la Palma and San Ciprián could be

later identified with any of the six eastern missing barrios from before 1800—but it im-

plies a spatial problem. Or, more exactly, it implies a genetic problem.

A Barrio Melting, a Vani shed Barrio

Explaining the discrepancies between both lists can only be done, thus, by accepting

that some if not all of those barrios either emerged or vanished during the colonial pe-

riod—which is to affirm, once again, the unstable character of Mexico City’s barrios,

their social dynamism and ultimately their spatial mobility as well. It has to be assumed,

moreover, that barrios could not only grow and decline demographically, expand and

contract spatially, but also be created and disappear altogether, in ways not dissimilar

to the processes that some scholars have conceptualized as ethnogenesis, although in a
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simpler, more literal manner—as the generation and extinction of communities and

frames for communal identification.55 That is why, by the way, I am convinced that San

Francisco Tultengo was a colonial creation, even though I have not been able to

“document” its birth. At the risk of anthropomorphizing them, it could be said that

barrios not only knew the commonly accepted phases of rise and fall—a trite metaphor

if any—but also that they came of age and aged like the people that constituted them.

Unlike their members, however, who came and left the world alone and unprotected

(even when surrounded by midwifes, family members and professional mourners, as it

was the case in the pre-modern world), barrio emergence and disappearance must have

implied less dramatic ends and beginnings, less absolute mutations, if only for the tel-

luric pace of their existence—theirs being, most likely, subtle transformations resem-

bling the melting and evaporation of chemical substances rather than a burst of fire-

works or an operatic denouement. No wonder, then, witnessing the birth or the death

of a barrio is almost a delirious aspiration—no more solid than a childish dream and no

less self-deceiving than a lover’s word. Only from a comfortable distance, large enough

as to encompass three centuries at a stroke, the pulse of their life may become mani-

fest.

And yet, an improbable typo, a community becoming an alley and pasture ground,

and the echo of the greatest explosion of popular rage in the city’s history could offer

alternative venues from which to observe that living transit—they might be in fact fro-

zen examples of their breath, not just disparate anecdotes concerning distant corners

55. On ethnogenesis see for example Jonathan D. Hill, “Introduction: Ethnogenesis in the

Americas, 1492-1992,” in History, Power, and Identity: Ethnogenesis in the Americas, 1492-1992,

ed. Jonathan D. Hill (Iowa City: University of Iowa Press, 1996), 1-19.
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of Mexico City’s life. Go back first, to find the “typo,” to Table 4.11’s fifth column and

take a look at the last barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan—the one marked with a asterisk,

of course. What the matrícula of 1800 depicted as a single community with two

names—the conjunction o makes Xoloc a synonym with Taxoac—in 1807 was presented

as a series of three different communities, shrinking ones it seems, grouped in the

same entry: because of the conjunction y, the comma has to be read as an itemizer and

hence the sentence as a list of different objects: Xoloc and Tlascoac and Necatitlan.

The real problem, anyhow, does not lie in the possibility that Xoloc and Tlascoac—the

barrio whose church and square would later be known, and feared by twentieth-century

Mexicans mindful of police atrocities, as Tlaxcoaque—would have been one or two bar-

rios, but in the fact that Necatitlan was still  considered a barrio in its own right in the

same document, as one of the four barrios of the neighboring parish of Concepción

Salto del Agua. Without dismissing the eventuality of a mistake on the part of the ma-

trícula maker, it is useful to keep in mind—as Map 4.8 makes pretty obvious—that the

chapels of Necatitlan and Tlascoaque stood apart only by two blocks and, thus, that it is

not impossible that the Spanish functionary had opted to include certain Necatitlan’s

tributaries living around the core of Xoloc-Tlascoac—the chapel of Tlascoaque—with

the tributaries of Xoloc-Tlascoac instead of transferring them to their corresponding

“jurisdiction.” Over time, that fraction of Necatitlan’s tributaries might have ended

being fully incorporated into the larger Xoloc-Tlascoac community, perhaps as the

members of either Xoloc or Tlascoac had been in the past, if indeed these two had been

two different calpultin before the Spanish conquest. (It is hard to tell which barrio had

found itself in a that situation because Xoloco is the name of the sixteenth- and seven-
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teenth centuries barrio but the main religious building in the vicinity was the chapel of

Tlaxcoaque.)

Since the decision to group these two barrios within the same tributary entry—or

a fraction of Necatitlan with the composite barrio of Xoloco-Tlascoque—was made by a

functionary whose sociological abilities remain mysterious, the implications of such a

reading can perfectly be criticized as relying on an isolated case and thus being the

result of investing too much meaning into a dull mistake of nomenclature. Feeble as it

is, however, the evidence that declining barrios tended to be incorporated into

“stronger” tributary jurisdictions, or that rising barrios tended to attract tributaries

Map 4.8 —Necatitlan and Tlaxcoac. Extracted from García Conde,
“Plano general” (1793). MMOB, Mexico City.
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from neighboring entities, may be perceived differently if it is realized that this kind of

“mistakes” were hardly exceptional among the tributary bureaucracy. Indeed, as a

sketchy summary of the tributary “value” of each barrio and pueblo in 1810 shows (the

last column in Table 4.11), it was not uncommon to pair small barrios under a single

entry, especially when the only variable considered was the money they could pro-

duce.56 Thus Atlampa and Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan, the smallest barrios of Señor San

56. “1810. Listas de los tributarios que contienen los pueblos, y barrios de la parcialidad

de San Juan, entregados por esta administración a sus gobernadores y alcaldes, para el cobro del

corriente año,” agn, Archivo Histórico de Hacienda, vol. 224, exp. 8, ff. 8-8v.

Map 4.9 — Atlampa, Tequitlatitlan and San Antonio Teocaltitlan. Extracted
from García Conde, “Plano general” (1793). MMOB, Mexico City.
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José in the matrícula of 1800, with only sixty-six and thirty-two people respectively,

were counted together in that document, the “lists” of 1810, as producing 107 pesos

with 22 and a half reales, and the same was done for Zacatengo and Huehuecalco within

Santa Veracruz, which numbered only seven and forty-three tributaries in 1800 and

were also the smallest within that parish; the money they should deliver together ten

years later was 32 pesos with 4 reales. Considering the possible spatial reasons for such

blending is possible only for the barrios of Señor San José, for I have been unable to

identify Zacatengo’s architectural core; the corresponding image is Map 4.9, after

which is possible to wonder that Tequitlatitlan joined Atlampa for reasons social rather

than spatial, for the chapel of Los Reyes is just slightly closer to the chapel of La Can-

delaria than to the chapel of San Antonio de los Callejones—likely the core of San An-

tonio Teocaltitlan and with 209 members in 1800. In a third instance, finally, Santa

Cruz Tultengo and (San Esteban) Hueyotlica were also listed as a unit in 1810, even

though the former was not among the smallest barrios of Santa Cruz Acatlan; never-

theless, in 1810 both barrios could produce merely 38 pesos with 1 and a half reales. Of

course, the fact that this document had a more limited scope than a matrícula—it was a

just a tariff-like guide for ethnic authorities to use in their dealings with the barrios

and pueblos, and also a mechanism to keep them accountable before the Spanish bu-

reaucracy—hinders any comparison between it and the 1800 and 1807 documents, but I

think that that does not prevent its use, at least at this superficial, merely nominative

level.

Another hint into the problem of barrio extinction, a process that may be charac-

terized as one of fusion, is provided by the likely fate of one of the eight missing barrios

from Alzate’s work—Tzapotlan. In the fragment from Alzate’s cartographical exercise
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that constitutes Map 4.10, Tzapotlan appears marked with number 1, almost on the

western edge of indigenous Mexico City; with Chichicmecapan (number 2), it formed

the southern border of the campan of Cuepopan. Toward the northwest, bordering

Chichicmecapan, there was another missing barrio, Cuepopan’s Atlampa (number 63),

which in principle should not be confused with Moyotlan’s Atlampa (unseen in the

picture), later to be known as La Candelaria Atlampa and placed within the jurisdiction

of the parish of Señor San José. The area “occupied” by Tzapotlan and Chichicmecapan

lay beyond the Alameda and alongside the causeway to Tacuba, broadly corresponding

to the sites of the monastery of San Diego and the hospital and church of San Hipólito.

Map 4.10 — “Pre-Hispanic” Tzapotlan and Chichicmecapan.
Extracted from Alzate, “Plano de Tenochtitlan” (1789). BNF.
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In 1800, Chichicmecapan was still a barrio within the parish of Santa Veracruz, the

third most populated one (178 people strong, representing 12.35 percent of the parish

total). By then, Tzapotlan was no longer—an obscure alley and a pasture ground being

the only places where its name had been preserved. Zapotlan alley, as it was known in

the late eighteenth century, was one of those thoroughfares invisible to García Conde’s

“imperial gaze” but not to the more focused observation of local authorities such as

architectural officials, and this indeed indicates its lower status within the urban cir-

culatory system. Although Ignacio Castera’s report on the real estate marking the bor-

ders of cuartel mayor or police ward number 6 does not allow for a precise identifica-

Map 4.11 — Zapotlan and Chimapan alleys. Extracted from García Conde, “Plano
general” (1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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tion of Zapotlan alley (it is less a topographical account than a list of property owners

organized by streets, alleys and squares), its very format seems to replicate his actual

surveying trip—and because of this it is possible to narrow the likely location of the

alley to a point between the Alvarado bridge and the chapel of Santo Ecce Homo, with

another equally unrepresented alley, Locería, right after the bridge.57 As Map 4.11

makes clear, in the 1790s there were at least three streets or street-like open spaces on

Tacuba road’s southern side where Zapotlan alley must have been located, but only one

of them was identified (with number 21) in García Conde’s cartographic representa-

tion—the alley of Chichimapan (which went unnamed in Castera’s list, by the way). At

the very least, then, the focal points of the former barrio of Zapotan and the actual one

of Chichicmecapan, provided Chichimapan was indeed just a clumsy rendition of its

name, were separated by one block only. This physical proximity may help to explain

why in a number of colonial documents, but particularly in legal disputes over real es-

tate—one house and two plots—from 1738, 1767, and 1771, the different parties involved

made reference to a barrio indistinctively called Zapotlan or Chichicmecapan.58

It is then probable that once different, independent barrios, Tzapotlan and

Chichicmecapan became increasingly perceived, as the eighteenth century went on, as

forming one and the same entity, partially as a result of the enlargement of the Spanish

settlement on their “territories,” simply due to Tzapotan’s declining population—or

perhaps as a consequence of a third competing barrio “operating” in the same area.

Considering the latter possibility is less convoluted or foolish than it appears at first

57. Report by Ignacio Castera, titled “Cuartel mayor número 6,” 21 July 1796, ahdf, Fin-

cas, vol. 1093, exp. 118, ff. (4-6).

58. See agn, Civil, vol. 194, exp. 2; agn, Tierras, vol. 923, exp. 2; and agn, Tierras, vol.

2245, exp. 8.
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sight—and since it could also serve to account for another of the eight missing barrios

from Alzate’s map and, moreover, since it suggests a parallel between the calpultin-

barrios of Mesoamerica and their counterparts from the Andes, I have been unwilling

to dismiss this possibility altogether. The facts, however, are pretty simple, perhaps too

simple and sketchy. At least since 1806, the barrio of Candelaria Atlampa had been en-

tangled in a dispute with the Spanish city council over the ownership of a potrero or

pasture ground by the name of, yes, Zapotlan. Unfortunately, it is not possible to locate

it, as reference to the conflict was made just in passing—by the Spanish attorney repre-

senting San Juan Tenochtitlan as a whole and only to note that he had no access of the

relevant documents to pursue the case.59 The chapel of Candelaria was located farther

south, in the vicinity of the Ciudadela, and then an obvious inference would be have

been to place Zapotlan the pasture ground in an area distant or at least unrelated with

Tzapotlan’s possible physical core—and treat the whole thing as just an instance of

homonymy.

Judging by another small piece of information, however, a probable link between

the former barrio and the actual pasture ground cannot be disregarded: in 1807, Can-

delaria Atlampa’s authorities demanded before the General Indian Court their rights

over Zapotlan to be recognized as a partial reparation for the lost of plots that had been

expropriated to build the monastery and hospital of San Hipólito, which—indicated

with letter f in Map 4.11 and the building numbered 39 in Map 4.10—is no other than

59. “Contestación que da el licenciado don Manuel Lucio Basaíl, […] a los alcances y

reparos que ha producido el contador ordenador de primera clase de la Contaduría Mayor del

Real Tribunal y Audiencia de Cuenta de esta N[ueva] E[spaña] […],” Mexico, 9 July 1806, agn,

Parcialidades, vol. 2, exp. 1, f. 21.
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the block right in front Chichimapan alley and the chapel of Santo Ecce Homo.60 In

other words, it seems that what Alzate took for two different barrios, a northern At-

lampa within Cuepopan and a southern one within Moyotlan, had in fact been one and

the same barrio with lands interspersed between Tzapotlan and Chichicmecapan—up to

1636, when the distinction between both entities began to be made. (Here is where the

similarity with the Andean allyus becomes evident, as one of the latter’s main features,

always puzzling for western minds used to think of jurisdictions as conterminous, has

also been a proclivity to geographic dispersion. For reasons I do not quite understand,

this alternative variant of “vertical integration” has received almost no attention form

scholars of Mesoamerica, even though numerous indications that Mesoamerican com-

munities had and still have the ability to spatially fragment their holdings in order to

maximize their economic and cultural performance have been acknowledged in the lit-

erature.)61 It has to be noted, anyhow, that I am not suggesting that Zapotlan alley and

60. agn, Tierras, vol. 1174, exp. 8. By 1811, it was calculated that the city council owed the

barrio over three thousand pesos; see Francisco Xavier Venegas to Ramón Gutiérrez del Mazo,

Mexico, 4 February, 1811, ahdf, Parcialidades, vol. 3574, exp. 26, f. 1. Later references to the

potrero of Zapotlan in two San Juan Tenochtitlan’s accounting proceedings indicate that Mex-

ico’s city council lost the case, as one José Algarín in the early 1810s and one María de la Encar-

nación Oviedo in 1815 were recognized as its tenants; see Mariano Sacristán, “Alcances y reparos

que ha producido el juicio de glosa y liquidación de las cuentas de esta parcialidad, comprendi-

das desde [el] primero de enero de 1811 hasta [el] 31 de diciembre de 1814,” Mexico, 7 December

1815, agn, Parcialidades, vol. 1, exp. 15, f. 11, and Juan Antonio de Orta, “Reparos que ha pro-

ducido el juicio de glosa de su cuenta[,] comprehensiva desde [el] primero de enero a[l] 30 de

noviembre de 1815,” Mexico, 16 May 1817, agn, Parcialidades, vol. 2, exp. 22, f. 1v.

61. The classic formulation of Andean verticality is to be found in John V. Murra, Forma-

ciones económicas y políticas del mundo andino (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1975). It

is increasingly clear that Mesoamerican communities were able to play with the identity and

ownership of at least some plots of land, in order to maximize their communal utility, while pro-
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the pasture ground of Zapotlan were the same place and not even that they were neigh-

boring entities—with the sources at hand, in fact, it is simply impossible to locate them.

What I do suggest is that the early colonial barrio of Tzapotlan, after seeing its space

increasingly encroached by Chichicmecapan and (a spatially fragmented) La Candelaria

Atlampa—in addition to the monastery of San Hipólito—lost its independence and be-

came absorbed by its “neighbors”; the alley and the pasture ground, in this perspec-

tive, were no more but no less than scars, nominal reminders of its past existence.

The role of the monastery of San Hipólito in La Candelaria Atlampa’s history

might lead to consider the expansion of the Spanish settlement as one of the most in-

fluential forces in the death of Mexico’s barrios. Without rejecting the obvious impact

of Spanish institutions, practices and populations upon the life of Tenochtitlan’s

calpultin—37.5 percent of which lost their “territory” to the Spanish town early in the

sixteenth century, after all, according to Caso’s figures—the role of the Spanish city in

this process should not be exaggerated either, because “expansion” is in fact more of

an euphemism than a precise descriptive term for the slow, limited and piecemeal, al-

most accidental enlargement of the “grid,” here understood both in architectural and

social terms. True, the Tacuba road’s banks have experienced a steady influx of Span-

ish civil and religious architecture since the sixteenth century—alongside with San

                                                                   
tecting them from the Spanish gaze; the most notable instance of that is the so-called “tierras

del santo,” or plots ostensibly owned by cofradías and other lay religious organizations that

sometimes became accounted as republican commons and viceversa; see Marcello Carmagnani,

El regreso de los dioses: El proceso de reconstitución de la identidad étnica en Oaxaca, siglos XVII

y XVIII (Mexico: Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1988), 117-144, esp. 133-144, and Claudia

Guarisco, Los indios del valle de México y la construcción de una nueva sociabilidad política,

1770-1835 (Zinacantepec, Mex.: El Colegio Mexiquense, 2003), 61-70.
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Hipólito’s compound, the parish church of Santa Veracruz and the convents of Santa

Isabel, San Juan de Dios, San Diego, San Fernando and San Cosme, not to mention the

very eminence of the Alameda, obviously marked a significant departure from the quad-

rangular ideal set in the 1520s. Overall, however, only in that region and in the south-

western quadrant between the Alameda and the Ciudadela—the region so meticulously

studied by María Dolores Morales—and this only beginning in the last decade of the

eighteenth century, there had been a significant dislocation of the indigenous city’s

fabric.62

A Palace in Flames, a Barrio i s Born

To understand the significance of the following example of barrio “life cycle,” the last

and most significant of the three I am concerned with here, it is necessary to make a

long detour, away from the spaces of San Juan Tenochtitlan and the last years of the

eighteenth century. This may be seen as an odd move, for it supposes observing Mexico

City’s barrios indirectly, as if through a mirror, and thus from a hopelessly distorted

standpoint. Nevertheless, the explicitness of the story, its evocative power, not only

serves as a confirmation of the problem I have sketched so far—the historicity of bar-

rios, the contingent nature of their spaces—but could also be a reminder of a methodo-

logical platitude that is still  suspicious in certain corners of the discipline, namely the

analytical potential of mixing apples with oranges when some illumination is needed.

This snippet of history, moreover, will be one of the few opportunities for this work to

62. See Morales, “Cambios,” passim.
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venture into the realm of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s twin republic—even though the physi-

cal setting where it took place was probably not a full “member” of Santiago Tlatelolco.

Finally, and this is perhaps the most seductive aspect of this shift in perspective, dis-

tancing oneself from the core of New Spain’s capital offers the rarest of opportunities

when dealing with institutions such as the barrios, whose legitimacy is very much de-

pendent on longevity. For this is not an image of decrepitude, if that was the case with

Necatitlan, nor of death, as it seems to have been the case with Tzapotlan. It is rather

an image of birth.

The spaces in question lay on the tarnished plain between the Spanish grid and

the former city of Tlatelolco, around a San Martín square that was already (or would be

afterwards) the embodiment of a Santiago Tlatelolco’s barrio—that is, a barrio listed in

1810 as “belonging” to the northern republic—but which, significantly, in the 1780s

would not be included, like the rest of Santiago Tlatelolco’s barrios, within the limits

of police ward number 7. According to Alzate, it would have corresponded to the “ter-

ritory” of the barrio of Atzecapan—a name he translated as “Donde el agua parece

espejo.”63 The date is September 1693, only fifteen months after the greatest explosion

of popular rage in Mexico’s history—the “riot” of June 1692, whose emblematic mo-

ments were the partial burning of the viceregal palace and the destruction of the main

square’s market—and thus when the Spanish regime was still shocked by the mobiliza-

tion’s magnitude and trying to punish the “insolence” of the popular masses. The

creation of a new barrio in the vicinity of San Martín square, in fact, was part and parcel

63. José Antonio Alzate, “Plano de Tenochtitlan” (1789), a.k.a. “Plan de Mexico,” Bib-

liotèque National de France, Département des Manuscrits, Division Orientale, Mexicain, mss.

150. In English it would read as: “where the water seems a mirror.”
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of a vigorous, revengeful anti-indigenous policy, consequence of the colonial authori-

ties’ understanding of the insurrection primarily as an Indian affair. Whether the up-

rising’s protagonists were indeed Indians or a cross-class, multiethnic coalition of

castas, Indians and destitute Spaniards has been the subject of a recent scholarly con-

troversy whose terms and implications cannot be properly assessed in these pages.64

What is indisputable is that since the very moment the urban masses began to “riot” at

the public granary, a few days before the eruption, the Spanish authorities perceived

the rebellion as involving mostly Indians—Indian women, moreover—and interpreted it

as a consequence of the blurring of limits between the grid and the barrios; that is, as

being caused by the social miscegenation between the indigenous republics and the

Spanish city. Their response, accordingly, was to enforce the old principle of segrega-

tion—cultural and political yet expressed in architectural terms—by expelling the Indi-

ans living within the grid out of the Spanish city and barring the Spaniards from dwell-

ing in the barrios.

Expulsion for most “grid Indians” might have indeed meant returning to their

barrios, moving back to their communities’ embodiments beyond the Spanish city, but

it certainly did not entail the same for those involved in this episode. “Home” in their

case was too distant and fictitious an entity to have any practical meaning—not that

their origin was necessarily a fraud but that maintaining a link between their place of

origin and their actual location in the city was above all a discursive perform-

64. One may contrast the interpretation advanced by R. Douglas Cope, The Limits of Ra

-

cial Domination: Plebeian Society in Colonial Mexico City, 1660-1720 (Madison: University of

Wisconsin Press, 1994), with the more recent by Silva Prada, Política de una rebelión, passim,

for whom there is no doubt that the insurrection was indeed indigenous in character, not plebe-

ian.
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ance—because the people to be relocated in the vicinity of San Martín square were os-

tensibly immigrants from a distant land. Immigrants, moreover, from the southern

province of Oaxaca: they had been parishioners of the doctrina for “extravagant Indi-

ans”—that is, Indians “wandering beyond [their] bounds,” as the dictionary defines the

medieval term—run by Dominican monks since the sixteenth century and thus admin-

istered and actualized from the monastery of Santo Domingo, the enormous compound

located on the Spanish grid’s northern fringes.65 They were first destined to the “bar-

rio de la Lagunilla” but the Dominican priest in charge of the community soon realized

that it was a place “incómodo para su habitación por las muchas aguas que ahí se res-

balan.”66 The matter was then transferred to a secular functionary, Manuel Suárez Mu-

ñoz, who found “[…] dos plazuelas eriazas en el barrio de San Martín contiguo del de la

Lagunilla […],” after which “[…] mandé se dijesen pregones en dicho barrio y en la

plaza mayor de esta ciudad y poner papeles en muchas partes públicas de ella para que

[com]pareciesen los que tuviesen […] derecho a dicho sitio […].”67 Only after it be-

came clear that no one had rights to the plots in question could the assignment pro-

ceed—as it presumably did, though the dossier does not have more documents on the

matter. (For a view of the area in the late eighteenth century, see Map 4.12: San Martín

square is at the images’ top, marked with number xvi; police ward number 7 begins

65. Manuel Suárez Muñoz to Gaspar Sandoval Serda Silva Mendoza, count of Galve, Mex-

ico City, 1 September 1693, ahdf, Parcialidades, vol. 3574, exp. 5, ff. 1-2.

66. Ibid. In English it would read as: “uncomfortable to dwelling for the abundant waters

that slide over there.”

67. Ibid. In English it would read as: “two void little squares on the barrio of San Martín

next to the one of Lagunilla” and “[…] ordered public announcements to be said in that barrio

and in this city’s main square, as well as to place paper announcements in many public places, for

anyone with a right to that place to show up.”
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beyond the canal to the north; Lagunilla square is the elongated open space in the

center, signaled by number vii; the monastery of Santo Domingo is the structure on the

right low corner, its main building, the church of Santo Domingo, being marked with

letter g.)

Although the details of Suárez Muñoz’s survey cannot of course be taken as the

rule informing the process of barrio formation in general—if only because the events of

1692 had been unusual by their magnitude and the Spanish reaction had also been par-

ticularly expedient—they do confirm that religious membership was more important for

a community to exist than its geographic location; that is to say, that communities

Map 4.12 — San Martin in
Tlatelolco. Extracted from
García Conde, “Plano
general” (1793). Centro
de Estudios de Historia de
México Carso, Mexico City.
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could move without compromising their existence as long as their patron saints kept

them united. (The document, though, is silent on the fate of the chapel within the

church of Santo Domingo where the extravagant parish was based, but it would not be

surprising if it did not move out of the Dominican building to be relocated in one of

San Martín’s little squares where at least some of its parishioners were about to live.)68

At the same time, the decision to publicly invite anyone with property rights on the

plots to show up—a customary legal practice in New Spain, it is true—suggests that the

barrio of San Martín did not necessarily own the spaces where it was located, actually

implies that the authorities did not take that for granted, and thus invites to think that

presuming a correspondence between corporate ownership and institutional corpora-

tism, a frequent assumption among scholars of Mesoamerican communities, should not

be a premise but a problem to be addressed. (What I am trying to suggest is that the

study of Mesoamerican communities tends to take for granted the link between land

and the republic as the ultimate rationale for the latter—it was because of the possibility

of cultivating the land that most indigenous peoples accepted the republic—when it

might have been other non-agricultural reasons underpinning the legitimacy of the

indigenous municipal order.)69 That public warnings of forthcoming land transactions

were customary procedures only reiterates the point—just as marriage banns presume

the possibility of bigamy in an open, fluid society.

68. In any case, the parish would be eliminated in 1753; see Mathew David O’Hara, “A

Flock Divided: Religion and Community in Mexico City, 1749-1800 (Ph.D. diss., University of

California at San Diego, 2003), 115.

69. Which is precisely the point of Eric Van Young, The Other Rebellion: Popular Vio-

lence, Ideology, and the Mexican Struggle for Independence, 1810-1821 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford

University Press, 2001).
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Finally, it has to be noted that Suárez Muñoz’s use of the word barrio was re-

markably ambiguous, as it referred—in the case of Lagunilla—to a specific geographic

area not known as a barrio, at least in late eighteenth century fiscal records, and—in

the case of San Martín—to an entity which fiscally was undoubtedly a barrio, at least in

1810, but that it was poorly defined in geographic terms. Which is to say that this is a

palpable proof that already in the seventeenth century the term was invested with an

deep ambiguity regarding the spatial and the social that seems to characterize its mod-

ern usage—though, of course, certain elements of this ambiguity may be traced back to

the middle ages and the Arabic notion from which the Spanish noun derived. Such a

vagueness, problematic as it is, should not impede considering barrios seriously, as

established institutions that effectively shaped at least some of the attitudes and prac-

tices—and even perhaps the “identities”—of their members. And although social life is

never wholly contained by institutions, and this is even more evident in an urban con-

text, that does not mean that the impact of the latter on the former could be disre-

garded altogether. On the contrary, it is precisely the inability of institutions to fully

mold their subjects’ behavior what accounts for at least some of the richness of social

life—it is in the gap between institutions’ normative expectations and subjects’ disor-

ganized, seemingly chaotic daily practice where social history is most likely to find the

raw materials for its endeavors.)

At any rate, the move of dozens of tributaries of Oaxacan descent into the terri-

tory of Santiago Tlatelolco, touches upon yet another generalized assumption about

New Spain’s indigenous peoples: the idea that language and “culture” were somehow

unaffected by colonialism and, further, that indigenous communities have been ulti-

mately homogeneous before, during and after the Spanish domination. The history
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behind the barrio of San Martín shows that such cultural stability was not necessarily

the case: whether its people considered themselves tlatelolcas at the beginning of the

nineteenth century, at the time the distinction between the new San Martín and the old

Atzecapan was no longer recognized by the colonial authorities, is something I will not

venture to establish; what is evident is that at least some of them had been regarded as

something else in the aftermath of the great insurrection. In the end, the point is that

ethnic homogeneity was not a given in a place like Mexico City—not even in its barrios.

Based on the case of San Martín, moreover, it is temping to see the indigenous barrios

as truly a cosmopolitan metropolis, home not just of the diverse Hispanic, West African

and Asian peoples the Spanish polity is known to have hosted from the sixteenth cen-

tury onward; but also of peoples from a wide variety of Mesoamerican pays—a varie-

gated, heterogeneous multitude of Mesoamericans the sources obscure under the ge-

neric category of indios who nevertheless (in a paradoxical twist that should not be read

as meaning subjugation because no one actually asked them to do so) were infusing

with real meaning the administrative construct and thus becoming the Indians imagined

by the colonial regime. By the colonial regime but not only. Based on a somewhat inci-

dental allusion in Agustín de Vetancurt’s Crónica de la provincia del Santo Evangelio,

it seems likely that at least two other communities within indigenous Mexico City had

been at one point integrated by people who considered themselves, or were regarded,

from another world: both San Antonio Tezcatzonco and San Juan Chichicmecapan, says

Vetancurt, were barrios integrated by “otomites”—which, based on the second name’s

etymology, is literally to say that they were barbarians’ barrios.70 Hence it is fair to say

70. Agustín de Vetancurt, Crónica de la provincia del Santo Evangelio de México (1697),

fourth part of his Teatro mexicano: Descripción breve de los sucesos ejemplares, históricos, políti-
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that at least from the re-creation of the urban space after the siege of 1521, most likely

since the very construction of the site in the fourteenth century,71 and despite the ob-

vious predominance of Nahuatl-speaking peoples, indigenous Mexico City had been, at

its core, a city of immigrants—immigrants, nevertheless, molded by the alluvial force of

an old institution the Colhua Mexicas knew as calpulli and the Spanish, accepting one

more time the linguistic hegemony of their peninsular foes, decided to name barrio.

Outside Bricks

A word’s etymology, of course, has never been enough to understand its meaning, let

aside its social significance. Take adobe, for example: both in English and Spanish—in

today’s English and Spanish—it refers only to a sun-dried rectangular block of clay and

straw, when its Arabic ancestors (attuúb in Iberian Arabic and tüb in classic Arabic)

used to designate bricks in general, regardless of their manufacturing technique. As it

found its way into Spanish, adobe had to compete with ladrillo, the Latin-based vocable

meant to represent the same object—and with the same ample reach, no doubt because

in antiquity a later could be just plain or a later cocti if baked. It lost the battle—more

soundly than those who used to utter it. By the thirteenth century, the impressive brick

architecture made by Mudejar alarífes and albañiles in Christian Iberia was not said to

                                                                   
cos, militares y religiosos del Nuevo Mundo occidental de las Indias (Mexico: Imprenta de I.

Escalante, 1870=1871), iii: 132.

71. On the multiethnic character of Mexico-Tenochtitlan, see Rudolf van Zantwijk, The

Aztec Arrangement: The Social History of Pre-Spanish Mexico, fwd. Miguel León Portilla (Nor-

man: University of Oklahoma Press, [1977] 1985), 17, 53.
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be made out of adobes but out of ladrillos, even though the former noun—for the sake

of linguistic consistency, to say nothing of euphony—should have been employed. If by

then adobe was already linked exclusively to non-baked bricks is something I cannot

tell. What matters for this story is that soon after its journey across the Atlantic, the

term became unmistakably associated with the sun-dried rectangular blocks made of

clay and straw the indigenous peoples—not their ruler, naturally, since rulers every-

where have a peculiar predilection for stone construction—used to build their dwellings

with; and ever since its “meaning” has been restricted to the indigenous brick. Not

surprisingly, the identification of adobe with Spanish American vernacular architecture

infused the word with a panoply of prejudices about the indigenous peoples, to the

point that it became a shortcut of sorts to proclaim their fundamental backwardness:

que no es sólido, que es primitivo, que es una epxresión más de la pobreza and so on.

Only in the twentieth century it regained some kind of cultural pedigree, and this by

the odd confluence of U.S.-based “gentrification”—a process triggered or reinforced

by the artistic pursuits of Georgia O’Keeffe—and the adoption of concrete-made

“blocks” as the primordial item of plebeian construction in Latin America; and so

nowadays it seems to be considered a “spiritual,” environmental-friendly type of brick.

Yet sometimes—as though preserved by the calligrapher’s strokes, or lately by the

typographer’s bodkin—some words manage to preserve their original meaning, or at

least are able to carry significant amounts of its primeval stuff over the tribulations of

history. Thus in the Arabic spoken in al-Andalus the way to speak of the “exterior” of

something, or to refer to something “outside” was to twist the classic word for “sav-

age”—not at all an unusual operation since savage derives from silvaticus, the Latin

locative word for “of the woods.” From barraa or barrí to bárri, then, the shift in
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meaning was no more than the abstracting of a political consideration, the expression

of a problem of identity and enfranchisement: those of the woods ought to be savages

because they lay outside the community, those beyond the community must be savages

as the belong to the woods. Hence “being” bárri alluded first to an existence beyond a

cultural realm and only derivatively to the geographic event of being placed beyond the

confines of such domain. Those outside, in other words, were outsiders before their

location would be established—and, in a sense, locating them in space was redundant.

What I am trying to say is more easily expressed in Spanish (by me, at least), given its

distinction between ser and estar when it comes “to be”: it was the ontological state of

ser an outsider what determined the event of estar outside and not the other way

around. Though the chain of thought clearly proceeds from identity and belonging to

the spatial, there is enough ambivalence within the concept to see how the “spatial”

effect of the identity cause became reified—that is, how the concatenation of cause and

effect became inverted in a form of temporal metonymy, and “the woods” came to em-

body the “outside.” At any rate, it is obvious that the same tension or dialectic rela-

tionship between the word’s cultural component and its spatial expression was already

present in the Iberia Arabic bárri before it was imported into Spanish—a couple of

centuries before the Aztec triple alliance’s collapse. It is indeed a tribute to the first

Spanish functionaries that their choice of words to translate the Nahuatl calpulli would

match so neatly an institutional reality they were just beginning to grasp.

The history of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan sketched in this chapter seems

to confirm that, in fact, there was not much imposition in the adoption of the Arabic

word to name the territorialized calpultin of the late post-classic period; linguistically

at least, both entities blended without effacing the spatial and the social, the imaginary
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aspects and the concrete components that defined, in large measure, a rather basic in-

stitution in al-Andalus as well as in Mesoamerica. That is not to say, however, that they

had been the same institution. For one thing, the Mesoamerican community had not

been defined from without and had not been predicated in exclusionary terms, whereas

a process of “other-ization” seems pretty clear in the case of bárri. Mesoamerican

communities, in fact, had been conceptualized as the embodiment of social normalcy,

not as the domain for those excluded from the res publica. But it is also clear that after

the sixteenth century Mesoamerican communities could no longer be imagined as cul-

turally central or hegemonic; colonialism have rendered them, in effect, subordinate

entities or the “other republics.” That is probably why in the Mesoamerican country-

side it has never been infrequent to find villages and hamlets dependent on larger bod-

ies being called barrios. And that is probably why the urban communities recreated in

Mexico City after the Spanish conquest seem to have shared some of the features of the

modern nation-state: after all, modern nation-states have also been torn, more often

than not, by the action of defensive impulses, which are essentially exclusionary, and

claims portraying the nation as the realization of some idea, which are necessarily in-

clusive if not universalist. Never mind the imagined community forged in the barrios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan was not a consequence of print capitalism; what matters is that

the resulting image of belonging, the mirage of being a member of this barrio or that

nation, did not actually require a common past to exist. It was, it is, mostly a question

of pretending—of “accepting” a community’s rules and expectations without necessar-

ily internalizing them (often times because it is simply impossible) or erasing all eth-

nic, linguistic, political, culinary evidence of a previous life. e
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cha pter f ive

Reproductive Capacity, Immigrant Footsteps

An Essay on Population Ratios and their Geographic D istribution

rom afar, communities like the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan certainly look

like discrete unites, like unique entities—like the mythical tribes that once day left

Aztlan in impeccable unison. On a closer look, however, whatever illusion of wholeness

produced by distance quickly evaporates: what seemed a coherent group is actually an

uneasy conglomerate of women and their men, of youngsters and their keepers, of

families being assembled and dissolving afterwards, of elders trying to find their place

under the sun. The matter of which a community is composed is so heterogeneous, so

rich in meanings and implications, that much of its constitution may be learned by

looking at its structures of age, gender and civil status. With that in mind, this chapter

will try to answer is whether the proportion of men relative to women and of minors

relative to adults, as well as the geographic distribution of large and small families indi-

cate a degree of social fluidity, perhaps linked to migration, in the republic of San Juan

Tenochtitlan. To a degree, the answer will be affirmative, but not before exploring a

number of demographic features and problems. The main topics it will deal with are:

F
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First, the meaning of certain demographic features found in the barrio volumes: the

number of men vis-à-vis women, the number of minors vis-à-vis adults and the size of

households. Second, the historiographical context to read the data from the tribute roll

of 1800. Third, the ratio of men to women in the New Spain census of 1790, since in

that document the former were also more numerous than the latter. Fourth, the possi-

bility of employing the sex ratio as a proxy to study social structures in the barrios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan. Fifth, the ways in which the barrios’ sex ratio compares to total

population figures, the ratio of minors to adults—termed here minority ratio—and the

sex ratio for minors. Sixth, how does, in particular, a fraction of the minor sex ratios

relate to the overall minority ratio. Seventh, the ways in which the proportion of minors

echo the patterns discerned by considering the sex ratio. Eighth, the types of families,

defined by the number of people they comprised, and the identity of the individuals in

charge of them, defined by gender and civil status. And, lastly, the geographic distri-

bution of the different family types.

More Men than Women, More Adults than Minors

To state that the barrios of Mexico City were above all mobile, unstable communities

may seem a disproportionate claim, as no narrative of each barrio during the nearly

three centuries of Spanish rule is being provided. Such a story—or better still in the

plural, since the internal differences among the barrios are beginning to be appar-

ent—could certainly provide the ultimate “argument” for the historicity of barrios,

dealing as it would with all the details of their constitution and transformations: a bun-
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dle of histories about crooked streets and communities emerging from the ashes of the

pre-Hispanic city, crystallizing as Christian entities under the mendicants’ auspices,

being shattered by the colossal flood that threatened the city’s existence in the first

third of the seventeenth century, somehow reconstituting themselves after the insur-

rection of 1692, surviving the great epidemics of the 1730s and, throughout the eight-

eenth century, learning how to incorporate a rising influx of newcomers, how to em-

brace the colder religious sensibilities of the neoclassic clergy and how to deal with the

expanding role of the viceroy’s office. In this chapter, however, I will only show a late

colonial reflection of that process that nonetheless points to the dynamic nature of

Mexico City’s barrios. This entails unwrapping the demographic figures the previous

chapters have been concerned with, distinguishing the population by gender and, to a

certain extent, by age, and later on focusing on the basics of family structures. In the

following pages, thus, women and men are going to part ways for the first time. Women

who no longer could be taken for men, men resisting being confused by women—their

skirts visible, their trousers in procession, their endlessly combed hair, their meager

moustaches, the callousness of their hands. And soon, almost immediately, children

and adults, wee ones and grown-ups, appearing at last as social groups on their own.

In a nutshell, what disaggregating the population of San Juan Tenochtitlan in

smaller groups allows for is to see that the barrios of Mexico City should not have ex-

isted, or at least that they departed from a common phenomenon that in fact, or so it

seems, guarantees societal survival. For women were not the majority of the popula-

tion—they were merely 4 392 individuals, or 45.93 percent of the population of the bar-

rios. For adults were far more numerous than children—6 311 individuals above the

tributary majority age of eighteen years, which equals to 66 percent of the same total.
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For only 976 out of 3 578 “tributary” households, or 27.28 percent of them, had four or

more members—and, moreover, because 975 of them, or 27.25 percent, were single-

member households.1 Considering the full matrícula in the calculation only sharpens

this image of distress: although in the pueblos volume the number of women is higher,

representing 46.41 percent of the population, and so it is the minors’ relative

weight,41.52 percent, the oficios volumes—with only 37.76 percent of women and a

mere 25.60 percent of minors—skew the overall proportions down to a female popula-

tion that only represents to 41.17 percent of the total and an underage sector amounting

just to 29.11 percent; see Table 5.1.As for the household structure, the subject towns

and villages are considerably more “familial,” with 41.37 of all households being inte-

grated by four or more people, but again the “artisan” volumes—where ¿¿ percent of all

were single households—results in a general ¿¿ percent of households with four or more

1. Regardless of their domestic arrangement, the number of “legally” single individu-

als—widows, widowers and singles proper—is naturally higher: 1 059 men and 570 women or

1 629 people, though that figure represents only 25.81 percent of the adult population.
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members. Ergo: the shortage of women and children, the abundance of households

made up by only one person, childless couples and families with only one child, all this

implies that the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan lacked the human “resources” to sus-

tain themselves. In effect, these figures depict a human group enmeshed in a rather

serious structural crisis, so affected by the impossibility of self-reproduction that it is

easy to imagine its dissolution approaching: unable to replenish its ranks by itself—by

what demographers call natural or endogenous reproduction—a community inevitably

compromises its future in a way only epidemics, modern wars and natural disasters

would.

It goes without saying that underneath this melodramatic image there are a cou-

ple of assumptions about what a “normal” gender and age distribution and family size

should be—assumptions tainted with the normative ethos so central for most social sci-

ences and yet reasonable enough as to deserve serious consideration. Although the

notion of normalcy, when applied to a preindustrial population, presupposes that dis-

ruption and change are somewhat anomalous developments, undesirable happenings

and not pervasive, inevitable features, from an abstract standpoint it makes sense to

think that populations must match certain conditions to thrive and endure. The capac-

ity for self-reproduction, of course, is perhaps the most important of such requisites.

Ideally, self-reproduction is an observable quality that may be established by observing

a population’s “behavior” over time. In the absence of a diachronic perspective or any

other historical context, however, the capacity for self-reproduction could be inferred

through the gender and family structures, treating them as traces—to evoke Carlo Gin-

zburg’s paradigma indiziario—capable to tell something about any given human
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group’s past and future.2 The point of course is that the number of children vis-à-vis

adults, the female-male ratio and the average size of households are just three angles of

the same metonymic operation—of noticing the capacity for self-reproduction in the

projection of those features onto both the past and future. Hence children should at

least equal the number of adults because it is presumed that adults are more likely to

die before youngsters or, as nineteenth-century ideologies would put it, because chil-

dren are the—fatherland’s, nation’s or humankind’s—future. Hence households should

have more than four members because it is presumed that such a number includes two

parents and two children and thus that the process of family self-replication is some-

what assured in this manner. Hence, more contentiously, women should outnumber

men because it is presumed that women’s reproductive capacities are more limited than

men’s—by the length of gestation and nursing above all—and then that the only way of

assuring the reproduction of a human group is by having more individuals with the ca-

pacity of “en-gendering” the next generation.

Assessing the validity of these presumptions about human behavior does obvi-

ously not fall within the scope and the purpose of this work. The analysis of historical

populations is by definition more concerned with the exceptions to the “rules” of self-

reproduction rather than with the norms themselves—the fluctuations and their prob-

able causes, the wars and epidemics, the social disruptions leading to migration and

resettlement being the very object of those endeavors—and then it may be argued that a

deductive approach to demographic analysis, even if valid in the abstract and with pro-

spective aims, is of no use for studying the transformation of social groups over time.

2. See Carlo Ginzburg, Clues, Myths, and the Historical Method, trans. John and Anne C.

Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1989).
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Nevertheless, it is worth noticing that Mexican demographic figures for the twentieth

century broadly conform to this model, particularly when it comes to sex ratios and (for

the second half of the century) adult-children proportions, and this despite the major

shift in the national birth rate that took place at some point after 1970. Thus in 1910

women amount to 50.50 percent of the population; in 1950, well into the “bubble” cre-

ated by the agrarian reform, 50.77 percent of the population were women; and in 2000,

when the effects of the 1970s demographic revolution were already evident, the per-

centage of women was 51.18.3 As for the proportion of children within the general

population, there is certainly a trend that seems to prove Mexico’s demographic “tran-

sition,” though it is important to note that, throughout the second half of twentieth

century, the percentage of the underage population never approached the low figure of

the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan: in effect, people under nineteen years old went

from representing 51.90 percent of the total in 1950 to 43.68 percent in 2000,

when—see above—only a third of Mexico City’s indigenous population in 1800 was un-

derage.4 (And I do not think the difference between defining the majority of age at

eighteen or at nineteen years could explain the gap between the local figures from 1800

and the national numbers from 1950 to 2000.)

Unfortunately, comparing the household structures from the twentieth century

census figures with the data from 1800 is not possible, as the census includes only

3. Estadísticas históricas de México (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadís-

tica, [1985] 1999), 1: 30-31, table 1.6, and Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, Censo

General de Población y Vivienda (Mexico, Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, 2000).

4. Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, Censos de Población y Vivienda (Mexico:

Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, 1950-2000). The figures are summarized in Table

5.2.
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household average numbers, and civil status statistics make no reference to housing

arrangements. (Be aware, at any rate, that the matrícula does not describe households

per se. Although it is possible to infer the basic features of barrio households with the

data at hand, the real objects contained in the matrícula are entries—and, moreover,

they are not self-evident but the result of my reading of the indented paragraphs and

the blank lines between indented paragraphs—which in turn I am assigning them the

status of tributary households.) Nevertheless, it might be significant that, whereas the

average number of people per domestic unit—or vivienda in the census bureau’s termi-

nology—oscillated between 4.4 and 5.8 in the second half of the twentieth century (in

1990 and 1970 respectively), the corresponding figure for the barrios of San Juan

Tenochtitlan is a surprisingly low of 2.67 “individuals” per tributary household.5 Even

in these simple, simplistic terms, the implication is clear enough: the relative smallness

of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s households seems too “modern” to be healthy,

particularly for a preindustrial population. Just to give an idea of what a truly “modern”

demographic situation is, consider that the average household size in the United States

5. Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, Censos de Población y Vivienda, Mexico,

1950-2000.
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in 2000 was 2.59 “people” and the average family size was 3.15 “people.”6 (At the

same time, it is somewhat disturbing that the percentage of unattached people in Mex-

ico rose between 1950 and 2000 from 35.67 to 44.98—disturbing not for what it tells

about modern Mexican “family values” but because it is too high when compared to the

25.81 percent of single adults in 1800’s Mexico City.)

The Sex Ratio i n Context

Anachronistic as they are, or precisely for that very reason, these figures do nonethe-

less show the normative underpinnings for characterizing the barrios of San Juan

Tenochtitlan as a population in structural disarray. But not only that. They also offer a

point of comparison, or rather a departure point, for pondering the demographic char-

acteristics of this portion of the indigenous city vis-à-vis the scholarship on demo-

graphic trends in late colonial Mexico City. In this and the following section, however, I

will be dealing only with the sex ratio and, specifically, with the way this indicator has

been interpreted in recent times—with the data at hand, on the other hand, it is impos-

sible to draw a meaningful comparison between the size of households or between the

percentage of adults. Epitomized by the work of Silvia Arrom for 1811, although the

core of her argument could be traced back to observations made by José Antonio Alzate

and Alexander von Humboldt in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, the

6. United States Census Bureau, Profiles of General Demographic Characteristics: 2000

Census of Population and Housing: United States (Washington, D.C.: United States Census

Bureau, 2001), 1, table dp-1.
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standard interpretation states that the imbalance between men and women in prein-

dustrial times was, first, a generalized urban phenomenon and thus not particularly

troublesome; second, that censuses made with a military or a tax purpose inevitably

result in a male undercount; and, third, that in the case of Mexico City the abundance

of women was ultimately caused by the presence of young women working as domestic

servants for the Spanish elite—or in the Spanish city, at least.7 Like Arrom, first Juan

Javier Pescador and more recently Sonia Pérez Toledo with Herbert Klein have identi-

fied domestic service as the single most important cause for female immigration into

the city—and this despite the fact that their sources are significantly different: the re-

cords of the parish of Santa Catarina in the case of Pescador, a fraction of the recently

discovered census of 1790—the so-called Revillagigedo census—in the case of Pérez

Toledo and Klein.8

In a way, this interpretation is ultimately an attempt to make sense of the contra-

dictory figures in von Humboldt’s authoritative “essay”—figures which, once expressed

in modern demographic terms, depict a viceroyalty at odds with its capital. As read by

Arrom, in effect, Humboldt’s tables show a male-female ratio of 105:100 for New Spain,

7. Silvia M. Arrom, The Women of Mexico City, 1790-1857 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Univer-

sity Press, 1985).

8. Juan Javier Pescador, De bautizados a fieles difuntos: Familia y mentalidades en una

parroquia urbana, Santa Catarina de México, 1568-1820 (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro

de Estudios Demográficos y de Desarrollo Urbano], 1992; Sonia Pérez Toledo with Herbert S.

Klein, Población y estructura social de la ciudad de México, 1790-1842 (Mexico: Universidad

Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa], 2004). See also La población de la ciudad de

México en 1790: Estructura social, alimentación y vivienda, ed. Manuel Miño Grijalva and Sonia

Pérez Toledo with Valeria Sánchez Michel (Mexico: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Uni-

dad Iztapalapa]-El Colegio de México, 2004).
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whereas in Mexico City there was only 79 men for every 100 women.9 In terms of its

own logic, then the argument seems to be resting on the assumption that Mexico City’s

sex ratio in 1790 was an exception and not the rule—and this despite Arrom’s own ob-

servation that female preponderance was a generalized urban event, and a constant in

Mexico City during the first half of the nineteenth century. If there is a problem with

this triple interpretation, in other words, it has nothing to do with the reliability of the

data supporting it but with the fact that its purported objective is to make sense of

something deemed anomalous. Alas, the anomaly was not. On the one hand, because

women outnumbered men not only in a number of New Spain’s cities, from Xalapa to

Puebla to Guadalajara to Veracruz to Zacatecas, but they did so in larger jurisdictions

with a rural majority as well: in 1790, for example, the intendancies of Durango, Gua-

dalajara, Mérida, Oaxaca, Valladolid and Zacatecas had all sex ratios smaller than

one.10 (Because of the size of some barrios, I have decided to express the sex ratio in

its simplest form, as the quotient of 1, rather than using the more conventional quotient

of 100.) It is true, though, that the remaining eleven jurisdictions included in that cen-

sus had more men than women; since one of those was the intendancy of Mexico, I will

return to these figures shortly. On the other hand, because the general summary of the

9. See Arrom, Women, 105-106; Alexander von Humboldt, Political Essay on the Kingdom

of New Spain: With Physical Sections and Maps Founded on Astronomical Observations and

Trigonometrical and Barometrical Measurements, trans. John Black (New York: AMS, [1811]

1970), 1: 250, 253. Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 61-62, n. 82, and 82,

accept both the figures and the interpretation.

10. See Hugo Roberto Castro Aranda, México en 1790: El censo condenado (Mexico: Pri-

vate edition, 1988), 143 and 145, tables 1 and 2. Decades ago, Robert Denhardt, “Mexican De-

mography,” Pacific Historical Review, 7: 2 (1938): 147-159, wrote that Humboldt set the ratio at

0.95.
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1790 census, the work upon which first von Humboldt and later Arrom based their cal-

culations, Mexico City’s sex ratio was essentially in correspondence with that for New

Spain as a whole: expressed in similar terms as the figures above, there were 99 men for

every 100 women in the viceroyalty, while the proportion for the capital, without the

clerical population, was 77 men every 100 women.11 (Yes, there is a contradiction here:

von Humboldt’s source for New Spain states one thing and he reported quite another.)

Working with a fraction of the actual census—with data at once more accurate and more

limited in scope, that is—Pérez Toledo with Klein has reached the same figure than von

Humboldt: 79 men for every 100 women, which could have been as low as 71 men for

every 100 women at the Spanish city’s core.12 Since the known figures from the 1790

census does distinguish by “caste,” an alternative sex ratio, this time restricted to the

25 603 people counted as indios in that document and thus more accurate as far as the

indigenous population is concerned—despite the reservations about the summary ex-

pressed in chapter four—is 78 men every 100 women.13

The idea that “censuses,” especially those undertaken for military or tax pur-

poses, and precisely because of their coercive nature, tend to undercount men is, if

11. Castro Aranda, México en 1790, 143, table 1, where the totals are 2 257 854 men and

2 272 582 women. In the case of Mexico the figures are in ibid., 146, table 3: 45 478 men and

59 282 women. The same figures appear in the “Estado general de la población de México,

capital de Nueva España, dividida en 8 cuarteles mayores, y subdividido [sic] en 32 menores, año

1790,” as rendered in Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 269, appendix 3,

table 4; the original is at the Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter, agn), Bienes Nacionales,

leg. 101, exp. 52 bis, 1a. parte.

12. Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 75, table ii.1.1.

13. “Estado general de la población de México, capital de Nueva España, dividida en ocho

cuarteles mayores y subdividido [sic] en treinta y dos menores, año 179,” as rendered in Pérez

Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 269, appendix 3, table 4.
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possible, even more problematic. It is indeed a strange contention to make but it is not,

by any means, a new one. Already in the eighteenth century, Alzate had portrayed the

very announcement of a population count as a trigger for the “widowing” of women or

simply for the vanishing of men from their homes, thus resulting in skewed, over-femi-

nine results.14 Part of the problem has to do with the presumption—commonsensical as

to result suspicious—that no reasonable person, if given the choice, would like to be

included in a military or fiscal count. But as the experience of free mulattos enlisted in

militia regiments in the last third of the eighteenth century, and that of indigenous vil-

lagers throughout the viceroyalty during most of the colonial period clearly show, the

coercive, selfish hand of the state was often gloved with the recognition or, from the

state’s perspective, the granting of certain social and political rights—a privative sys-

tem of justice, a republican membership which allowed for land allocation and access to

public office and so forth—that transformed its controlling aspiration into something

resembling more of a bargain than a sheer act of power.15 (This, however, is not to deny

the state surveillance’s Orwellian logic, nor to suggest that people are in the end co-

responsible for their own subordination. It only means that understanding the state’s

goals does not imply understanding the thinking of its subjects as they deal with it.) At

the same time, presuming that most inhabitants of New Spain had sound reservations

about their inclusion in one of these counts makes the innumerable cases of actual in-

clusion—the millions listed in the 1790 census, the thousands constituting the ma-

14. See Arrom, Women, 105.

15. On the population of African descent, see Ben Vinson III, Bearing Arms for His Maj-

esty: The Free-Colored Militia in Colonial Mexico (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press,

2001). On the bargain-like nature of the relationship between indigenous peoples and the

Spanish crown, see above, chapter two.
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trícula of San Juan Tenochtitlan—simply inexplicable: unless it is assumed that those

whose name do appear in this kind of documents were fools, unsuccessful runaways or

servile, helpless subjects, in effect, it is hard to imagine why so many people at the very

least acquiesced to be included in any “census.”

Furthermore: presuming a tendency against the occurrence of men in state de-

vices intended to regulate male social performance—and deductively, which is

worse—may distract the observer from another, more important issue: namely, the

status of women in such documents. After all, whether unwillingly, naively or as a result

of a political bargain, the men enlisted, counted or registered in tribute rolls as well as

in censuses of the sort practiced in New Spain were participating of an ostensibly gen-

dered public realm—theirs was the stage, the rationale and, to the extent there was any,

the reward, too. But women? Understanding their presence requires then not only a

reevaluation of the character of governmental artifacts in general—like the contention,

made in chapter two, that heterosexual couples were the very subject of tribute—but

also calls for a more empirical assessment. Indeed, figuring out what to make of the

women featured in documents such as the San Juan Tenochtitlan tribute roll is, some-

how, a pressing issue, if only because the matrícula has a “shortage” of women, not of

men, and that of course requires an explanation. Unfortunately, most of the debate on

the reliability of tribute rolls as demographic and social analysis sources has focused on

the difficulties for calculating real populations based on the number of present tribu-

taries or the amount of tribute paid in specie, or on the pressure put by state adminis-

trators on men of tributary age to show up (hence the incentives to hide, et cetera et

cetera), and almost never on the absence of women—as though unbalanced sex ratios

were significant only when they favored men. Such disregard is all the more discon-
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certing as women’s inclusion in, and concealment from, proto-statistical devices in-

tended primarily to rule men is inexorably connected to the larger problem of gender

relations and public discourse about gender in New Spain—an issue, moreover, until

recently covered by a thick mantle of anachronistic and ethnocentric simplification that

makes everything departing from the experience of upper-middle class, North-

American or Western-European women in the last third of the twentieth century (the

“truly” liberated women, it seems), a matter of simple, raw oppression and submis-

sion.16

As far as this work is concerned, then, the real question is why is the overall sex

ratio in the matrícula so low, compared with the female-male ratio Arrom, Pescador and

Pérez Toledo with Klein have established for the city, if indeed indigenous women

played a defining role in the construction of the tributary self—“defining” in the literal,

as their presence generated the distinction between full and “half” tributaries. One way

to answer it, provided that tribute was a hideous institution most New Spain’s naturals

wanted to avoid, is that the “shortage” of women in the matrícula was the result of a

strategy of resistance, insofar that women were in a better position for redressing the

tributary relationship between the crown and its subjects because they could present

themselves as singles when they actually were married, thus altering the status of their

16. Such condescending view of gender relations in Latin American history is perhaps best

exemplified by Susan Midgen Socolow, The Women of Colonial Latin America (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 2000). Equally problematic, despite all its apparent virtues, is

Steve Stern, The Secret History of Gender: Women, Men and Power in Late Colonial Mexico

(Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1995), in the sense that most of the time his

analysis proceeds from the individual to the communal to the social, presuming in so doing, in a

rather liberal fashion, the fundamental autonomy of the self and thus that society is an aggregate

of individuals.
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men and affecting the empire’s treasury without the confrontation implicit in tout

court male “disappearance.” In other words, because while men’s absence had to be

total to be effective, women could challenge the institution in subtler and more effec-

tive ways by changing their marital status and thus cutting their partners in “halves.”

Even if a woman pursued the riskier business of stepping away from her community at

the time of the count, it is likely that the matrícula maker would have been more inter-

ested in keeping track of “sure” tributaries, no matter how “complete” they were,

rather than in people (the hiding or runaway women) that only in a further instance

could have added some value to the tribute roll—after all, registering a single male,

even as a “half” tributary and even if his status was fictional, guaranteed a minimum

charge that otherwise would have been, albeit higher, less certain to collect. Had that

been the case, the sensitive thing to do would have been to use the sex ratio for 1790 to

calculate the size of such “hidden” female population in 1800. Reversed as to make the

male population the known variable in the equation—a device that may be termed re

versed sex ratio—the resulting ratio would be between 1.28 and 1.30, depending on

whether the figures for Indians or for the whole city are chosen; once applied to the

male population counted in 1800, the resulting numbers—which appear in full in Table

5.3—would imply spectacular population increases, ranging from 18.14 percent (the

general reversed sex ratio applied to the pueblos volume) to 30.25 percent (the Indian-

only reversed sex ratio applied to the oficios volumes), or an overall increase of 24.37 to

25.16 percent.17

17. Because there was a full decade between the Revillagigedo census and the matrícula of

San Juan Tenochtlan, it is obvious that these figures could only be indicative of the minimum

population increase possible.
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The problem with such calculation is that it would set the indigenous population

within the city between 30 675 and 30 999 people, or between 35 845 and 36 223 peo-

ple if the rural subjects of San Juan Tenochtitlan were included—which is to say that

from 1790 to 1800 the indigenous population of Mexico City experienced a spectacular

increase of 16.53 percent at the very least, and this without considering the people of

Santiago Tlatelolco and the parishes of Santa Cruz y Soledad and San Sebastián. In the

absence of proper knowledge about the rate at which the city’s population was growing

in the second half of the eighteenth century, it is hard to grasp the disproportionate

size of that figure; for what it is worth, though, consider that between 1777 and 1790,

Mexico City’s population, excluding the suburban parish of San Antonio de las Huer-
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tas, went up only merely 6.26 percent; that between 1790 and 1811, it grew a tiny 1.86

percent; that between 1811 and 1813 the increase amounted to only 3.26 percent; that

between 1824 and 1842 the size of the built up was only 2.92 percent; and that between

1842 and 1864, when the spatial expansion of the city was already in march, the increase

was merely of 9.69 percent.18 In other words, if never in an eighty-seven years period,

both before and after the date the matrícula was composed, the total population of

Mexico City grew more than percentage ten points, it is highly unlikely that an increase

of 16.53 percent could have taken place among the indigenous peoples of San Juan

Tenochtitlan. What may be asserted, anyhow, is that—to the extent that tribute rolls

tend to undercount women, not men—a large number of women, the equivalent of 16.53

percent of the barrio population, had some kind of relationship with the tributary

population, either as daughters, partners and former partners, without being Indian

themselves.

Another way to estimate the abnormally scarce number of women is to consider-

ing the following: if there was a structural “bias” against women, one then could pre-

sume that at least some of the women counted as single or widows in the matrícula were

in fact married, while some others had managed to avoid being included on it alto-

gether. Needless to say, calculating both quantities is virtually impossible and, thus, it

might look as an entirely idle endeavor. Inasmuch as such an exercise could help de-

lineate a “margin of error” of sorts for the matrícula as a whole, however, sketching

them was worth attempting—even though I could not produce a combined estimate for

18. See Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 64, table i.7, where the last

six figures are given. The first one is reported in Ernest Sánchez Santiró, Padrón del arzobis-

pado de México, 1777 (Mexico: Archivo General de la Nación, 2003), 55, table 11.
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such “missing” women. As for the first possibility, that married women had “passed”

for singles or widows, and leaving aside the population described as minors in the ma-

trícula, the starting figure would be 570 women, which means that the same number, or

53.82 percent of the 1 059 single men and widowers, should have been in fact married.

In turn, that would leave only 489 “true” single men, representing 14.38 percent of an

adult male population of 3 400 individuals, a figure particularly bizarre if compared to

the 55 percent (or 2 601 out of 4 780 men) calculated by Pérez Toledo with Klein for

three cuarteles menores in 1790—though they considered adults all males over fourteen

years old, and despite the fact that one of their units, the cuartel menor number 1, cor-

responds to the very core of the Spanish city.19 Conversely, 1 059 celibate males repre-

sent 31.15 percent of the total adult male population in the barrios, still “low” a figure

if compared to Pérez Toledo with Klein’s, but considerably closer to it. (Note, by the

way, that for the whole of San Juan Tenochtitlan the proportion is further higher: 42.32

percent of male celibates.) As for the second possibility, the result would be even less

instructive, as the excess of adult males will provide only the lowest possible figure of

missing women—489 plus one more in order to obtain a majority of women—which is to

say, at best, that the barrio portion of the matrícula’s minimum “margin of error” could

have been of 5.12 percent. If the calculation is extended for the rest of the matrícula,

such margin of error would be significantly higher, up to 3 674 plus one missing women

or 13.55 percent of the total San Juan Tenochtitlan’s population—yet much of this in-

crease is the result of the peculiar composition of the people counted in “artisan” vol-

umes.) Again, the percentage seems to be too high to be real, considering the relatively

stability of Mexico City’s population in the long run. That might suggest that even if a

19. Pérez Toledo with Klein, Población y estructura social, 84, table ii.1.3.
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tribute roll like the matrícula of San Juan Tenochtitlan had some structural “bias”

against women, and it more or less certain that it had, that did not translate into a sys-

temic skewness—the type of deformity that would make the matrícula entirely useless.

The problem, in fact, is of quite another nature: does the shortage of women in the

matrícula mean that indigenous men were able to forge family relationships beyond

their own “ethnicity” without attracting their partners and offspring into it?

New Spain in 1790: More Men than Women, Too

The possibility that the matrícula had undercounted women, although real and perhaps

worth exploring with more sophisticated analytical tools, should not impede consider-

ing its numbers as a valid indication of the actual gender structure of the barrios of San

Juan Tenochtitlan in the closing year of the eighteenth century. If the figures from the

matrícula are accepted, nevertheless, that would require explaining the abundance of

men on it, without violating the two “rules” observed so far—the historic tendency of

Mexican populations to have female majorities and the fact that men were not the ma-

jority of the population of New Spain in 1790. Of course, I do believe that reconciling

both statements is possible and indeed revealing of the nature of the barrios. In order

to substantiate such a belief, though, a re-iteration of the previous discussion on self-

reproductive rules has to be made, making room for the caveat that when the capacity

for a human group to reproduce itself is considered over time, the static indicators of

such capacity may or may not correspond to the process of change as a whole; that is to

say, that the temporal transformations of sex ratios, adults to minors proportions or
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average size of households are more significant than the intrinsic features of these in-

dicators at any given moment. Thus, when the figures for the Mexican population in the

second half of the twentieth century are analyzed diachronically, the continuation of a

female majority is of less importance than the small yet crucial modifications of such

majority: namely that from 1950 to 1970, when the population was growing vigorously,

Mexico’s sex ratio rose from 0.97 (1950) to 0.99 (1960) to 1.00 (1970), whereas in the

last decades of the century, as social and demographic “modernization” became truly

effective—altering the pattern of urbanization, the average size of families and above all

the national birth rate—the sex ratio came down from 0.96 (1990) to 0.95 (2000).20

As the pattern of change for the twentieth century seems to suggest a correlation

between population growth and the augmentation of men’s share in a human group, it

might be useful to read the regional sex ratios from 1790 as proxies for, on the one

hand, corroborating the well-known fact that New Spain’s population was increasing at

the end of the eighteenth century and for, on the other, understanding certain regional

developments thereof, which have been explained by the economic revolution of the

Bourbon period yet without stressing the wave of internal migration it triggered. My

hypothesis then is that the sex ratios from 1790 do indicate an “expansion trend”

—impossible to perceive otherwise, since the only way to observe a change in popula-

tion requires at least two dates or observation points—and ultimately that any other

series of sex ratios, like the ones from the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan, could be

indicative of a certain demographic reality and even of some of their causes. What I am

trying to do, in other words, is to suggest that a higher sex ratio corresponds to a more

20. Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, Censos de Población y Vivienda (Mex-

ico: Instituto Nacional de Geografía y Estadística, 1950-2000).
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fluid demographic situation in turn related to a booming economy and the attraction

such dynamism has for immigration. The point is that a population in which women

dominate numerically is somewhat more stable than one in which men outnumber

women and therefore that when there is an unbalance it could be presumed that the

population is in a state of flux—due perhaps to immigration. That is not to say, how

-
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ever, that, though an indication of certain demographic dynamic, the sex ratio could be

equated to birth rate, because it only perceives the presence of people within a given

territory without considering their origin, nor the length of time they have been there

or will remain.

Albeit tenuously, Table 5.4, containing the data from the 1790 census for the

twelve intendancies ordered according to their sex ratio, show precisely such a state of

fluidity and change. On the one hand, three out of five intendancies with sex ratios

lower than one—Mérida, Valladolid and Oaxaca—correspond to New Spain’s indigenous

core, a macro-region dominated in every sense of the word by indigenous communities

for which the second half of the eighteenth century, rather than a period of opportuni-

ties and economic growth, was experienced as a disruptive process; in migratory terms,

that meant the expulsion of people, not the attraction of newcomers.21 On the other

hand, three out of five intendancies with marked majorities of men—Arizpe, San Luis

Potosí and Durango—lay on or beyond the Mesoamerican frontier, a territory not only

scarcely inhabited and rapidly being incorporated into the Spanish world-economy

(comprising by the way most of the land that half a century later would be conquered by

the United States); at least in principle, they would have been a natural migratory des-

tination. In this context, it makes sense that Zacatecas, the other intendancy with more

women than men in 1790, is to be found neither among the old Mesoamerican south nor

with the new Arid-American north because in geopolitical terms it was an “old north”;

21. Rodolfo Pastor, Campesinos y reformas: La Mixteca, 1700-1856 (Mexico: El Colegio de

México [Centro de Estudios Históricos], 1987), 262 and ff.; Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, Nueva ley

y nuevo rey: Reformas borbónicas y rebelión popular en Nueva España (Zamora: El Colegio de

Michoacán-Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México [Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas],

1996), chap. 2.
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that is to say, a non-Mesoamerican region incorporated into the imperial orbit in the

early colonial period. Less unequivocal are the data from three central intendancies

(Puebla with Tlaxcala, México and Guanajuato) because, although they correspond to

New Spain’s most dynamic regions, the figures do not express emphatically enough the

demographic demand the mining, agricultural and commercial boom presumably en-

couraged—yet I would argue that the majority of men in all three does reflect those re-

gions’ tendency to attract newcomers (mostly men, but not only). Nevertheless, it is

true that data organized at the intendancy level can hardly offer an accurate picture of a

socioeconomic situation marked by pronounced regional differences, and also that the

same result, abundance of men, could have the product of different, and even contra-

dictory causes—something hinted at if, say, Guanajuato’s partidos are examined.22 In

turn, the extremely high sex ratio of Veracruz may be seen as caused by the role played

by the port of Veracruz as the viceroyalty’s main international thruway, hosting sailors

and recent immigrants alike. Finally, I have spared Guadalajara, the intendancy with the

lowest sex ratio, because the data seems too disparate to accurately reflect the reality of

the region. There is probably a mistake in the way the census reported the total number

of men and women. But if that were not the case, that would confirm that the former

22. After a quick exam of the figures from 1790, John Tutino, personal communication,

found the correlation between demographic “dynamism” and sex ratio at least plausible for the

intendancy of Guanajuato. For some of the jurisdictions with higher number of indigenous

towns such as Pénjamo and Acámbaro has lower sex ratios (0.83 and 0.99) than the district

around the city of Guanajuato, where most of the mines and some of the highly commercial es-

tates were located (1.07) and even lower than the one of San Luis de la Paz, where the

Mesoamerican frontier was expanding northwards (1.11).
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kingdom of New Galicia was indeed suffering a “developing crisis” at the end of the

eighteenth century.23

Sex Ratios Related to  Social  Flui dity

—and Perhaps Mi gration

All this may look like an idle digression, the unwarranted oversimplification of two

rather complex moments of Mexican demographic history—and it certainly is, to the

extent that regarding the numbers from the 1790 census I have been relying on are

contested, problematic statistical data.24 Yet in pursuing such a path, I have been try-

ing to provide a framework to support the twofold contention that has driven the argu-

ment so far: first, that an immigration “situation” cannot be inferred by the presence of

a majority of women within any given population and, second, that in the longue durée

the real demographic “anomaly” is the matrícula of San Juan Tenochtitlan, since in

1777 both the archbishopric of Mexico and Mexico City as a whole had a majority of

women, and again in 1790 the sex ratio for New Spain and Mexico City was lower than

23. Anyhow, see Eric Van Young, Hacienda and Market in Eighteenth-Century Mexico:

The Rural Economy of the Guadalajara Region, 1675-1820 (Berkeley: University of California

Press, 1981), 343-357 esp.

24. See Manuel Miño Grijalva, “La población de la ciudad de México en 1790: Variables

económicas y demográficas de una controversia,” in La población de la ciudad de México en

1790: Estructura social, alimentación y vivienda, ed. Manuel Miño Grijalva and Sonia Pérez

Toledo with Valeria Sánchez Michel (Mexico: Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad

Iztapalapa]-El Colegio de México, 2004), 21-74
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one.25 Which is to say, at the risk of making a circuitous argument, that immigration

may indeed be hinted at as the cause of the abundance of men in the barrios—although

that is not to say that the majority of the population was in fact migrant. With the analy-

sis of the disproportionately low number of infants and the smallish average size of

households—to be analyzed later in this chapter—the resulting hypothesis is that the

demographic profile of the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan was in critical ways the

result of a continuous influx of immigrants and, in a further instance, that the barrios,

being spaces deeply linked to the pre-Hispanic past and the Habsburg period, were

also, at the same time, communities of immigrants with small or no genealogic relation-

ship with the Colhua Mexica commoners who built the city-over-the-lake in the early

fourteenth century. The crux of the matter, the element that allows making the connec-

tion between pointed statistical features and diachronic social processes, is no other

than a geographic analysis of the demographic data, to a certain extent based on the

previous characterization of indigenous Mexico City, for it is in the spatial distribution

of women, men, infants and families—barrio by barrio and parish by parish (as consci-

entious Mexican citizens would have said after the 2006 presidential election)—where

the ultimate significance of those numbers and ratios will be evident.

Table 5.5 offers an overall picture of gender ratios for the barrios of San Juan

25. In 1777, the adult sex ratio for the archbishopric of Mexico was 0.97 and 0.84 for

Mexico City. These numbers, though, are not entirely reliable; they are based on the figures

given as totals at the end of the chart, which are not the numbers one may obtain by adding the

population totals parish by parish—which in turn are not always the arithmetic result of piling up

the numbers reported in the columns; see Sánchez Santiró, Padrón del arzobispado, 151, and the

cd-rom containing the database. In 1790, as shown in Table 5.4, the sex ratio for New Spain was

0.99, while the figure for Mexico City is 0.77, as reported in Castro Aranda, México en 1790,

146, table 3—which does not include the clerical population.
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Tenochtitlan in the same format used in previous chapters, organized by parish. How

ever, it only contains information about the 6 311 “adult” individuals present in the

barrio volumes partially because it is a well-known fact that the proportion of men to

women tends to vary as people age, and because making the distinction is customary in

demographic studies. In any case, figures of the sex ratio for the non-adult members of

the barrios will appear shortly, precisely to offer a counterpoint to the portrait con-

tained in the table. Since the matrícula does not include people’s ages—except for most

children, male teenagers approaching the tributary age and a handful of older males

near or beyond the age when tribute was no longer applicable: 3 277 out of 9 562 or

34.27 percent of all entries—the criterion for setting both categories apart is purely

legal and not biological nor, much less, psychological; the threshold age was then

eighteen years old, as that it was the age after which Indians began to be subject to

tribute. That is to say that those individuals termed singles and widowed by the ma-

trícula, plus all those described as forming a couple, were included under the label

“adults” regardless of their age. In turn, under the label “minors” I have included all

the individuals counted as family offspring proper, regardless of their age, as well as

those few individuals labeled as orphans  and adopted, but only when the entry does not

include the qualifier single—literally “soltero” or “soltera.” (Those termed thus have

been added to the adult count, although their number is minimal: six female and five

male “adopted-single,” and one female and one male “orphan-single.”) The choice of

not using the data on age to further refine the distinction may be annoying, but for the

sake of consistency it was better not to impose upon the entries a twentieth-century

notion of childhood or, worse, of adolescence, that the tribute maker did not have. In

some cases, this resulted in counting as minors individuals seventeen or nineteen years 
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old, who might be considered adolescents or adults, but in exchange that allowed me to

consider adults all the “married” individuals even when they were fifteen, sixteen or

seventeen years old. (As the number of people in both situations is really small—ten

people in the first case and four in the second—I do not think altering their status

would have significantly altered the numbers to follow, but I am certain that “fixing”

them would have caused me a headache.)

The main feature of this broad geographic display is that—albeit with one crucial

exception—the sex ratio seems to conform to the basic distinction between “central”

and “marginal” parishes sketched earlier in chapter four. Thus the four parishes with

the highest ratios were part of the “central” group—San Pablo Teocaltitlan (1.36), Santa

Veracruz (1.19), Concepción Salto del Agua (1.17), and Señor San José (1.16)—whereas

at 1.14 and 1.13 “men” per woman the two “marginal” parishes of Santa María la Re-

donda and Santa Cruz Acatlan clearly fall behind, as though there was a correlation

between total population and men’s abundance. The low, intriguing sex ratio of Santo

Tomás de la Palma (1.03), however, prevents inferring a strong casual connection be-

tween population size and adult sex ratios and, on the contrary, it confirms that the

binary distinction between “center” and “periphery” fails to perceive the peculiarities

of a parish already noted by its idiosyncrasies—such as being the most populous one,

“containing” the second largest number of barrios named with the ideal form, as well as

being located in the southeastern “protuberance” of the city. Conversely, since Santa

Cruz Acatlan—the other parish extending over the area between the convent of San

Antonio Abad and the former islet of Mixuca—had the second-lowest sex ratio, it is

tempting to see Santo Tomás de la Palma’s location as related to its smallish gap be-

tween women and men, even though the exact nature of that link is yet to be estab-
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lished. (Notice finally that the difference between lowest and second=lowest sex ratios

is almost nonexistent.) At least in principle, then, it seems reasonable to say that geo-

graphic marginality—which in this case means a less densely urbanized environ-

ment—appears to be indicated by a lower sex ratio and, presumably, that the higher the

sex ratio, the more urbanized the “territory.”

The likelihood of this proposition may be reinforced by the observation of three

parallel phenomena in three different areas. First, by remembering that part of San

Pablo Teocaltitlan’s territory belonged to the Spanish grid both in the sense of having

being included in the ideal, sixteenth-century plan, and of having actually being built

according to the orthogonal rules of it; that its parish church was among the biggest

and most luxurious of the indigenous city—a remarkable example of the neo-classic

architecture by Antonio González Velázquez—and also that the influx of migrants has

already been noted within its jurisdiction.26 Second, by observing that Concepción

Salto del Agua and Santa Veracruz—two mixed, multi-ethnic parishes, where the pres-

ence of Spanish and caste “settlers” had tightened the urban fabric since at least the

seventeenth century—were among the jurisdictions with higher sex ratios. And third,

and more significantly, by realizing that most barrios with sex ratios lower than

one—barrios, in other words, in line with both the abstract norm and the Mexican pat-

tern—“belonged” to the peripheral parishes: out of a group of eight barrios (those at

the bottom of Table 5.6), five or 62.50 percent of them were within the jurisdiction of

either Santa Cruz Acatlan or Santo Tomás de la Palma, while the remaining three lay

26. Arquitectura religiosa de la ciudad de México, siglos XVI al XX: Una guía, ed. Armando

Ruiz (Mexico: Asociación del Patrimonio Artístico Mexicano-Gobierno del Distrito Federal,

2004), 242.
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within the borders of Señor San José. Among them, it is worth noticing the presence of

Santa María Magdalena Mixica and Romita, because their unmistakable “rural-

ity”—ostensible in the sense that both are indistinctively called barrios  or pueblos in

the documentation, and also since most maps represented them (particularly the latter)

separated from the rest of the urban fabric—seems to replicate in a smaller scale the

same correlation between geographic marginality and “urbanization” than the ranking

of parishes. That might have also being the case of Atlampa, one of the few barrios in

the possession of pasture fields by the end of the eighteenth century, and also of La

Candelaria Macuitlapilco, a southeastern barrio also at the city’s meridian “edge.” Of

course, the fact that only eight barrios had sex ratios lower than one is relevant in and
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of itself—for it means that an overwhelming 80.95 percent of the barrios did not match

the normative expectation about the proportion of men to women in an urban setting.

Since both Santa María Magdalena Mixica and Romita belonged to this group, more

than a paradox this is in fact yet another confirmation that affirming the predominance

of women in preindustrial cities makes no sense whatsoever, at least in this context: not

only because the vast majority of barrios should then be considered “rural,” but also

because it is hard to believe that the most distant barrios from the city’s center, or even

beyond the urban fabric’s limits, were among the most “urban” ones (or, worse, the

truly urban ones), while some of the closest to the Spanish grid were less so—like

Xoloc-Tlaxcoac or San Pablo Teocaltitlan, for instance, of whose (high) degree of “in-

tegration” there is plenty of evidence, despite their fourth and ninth highest sex ratios.

Most barrios had indeed a majority of men, but the—relatively high—variation of

their sex ratios makes any conclusion difficult to draw. With only four barrios at the

point of equilibrium (Tlaxquititlan, Tlatilco, Zacatengo and Huehuecalco) and the

eight already mentioned with sex ratios lower than 1, in effect, the barrios of San Juan

Tenochtitlan appear to have been a rather heterogeneous community. Other than that,

Table 5.6 offers two additional pieces of information: first, that the five barrios with

the highest sex ratios were concentrated in the parishes of Señor San José (Los Reyes

Tequitlatitlan, Amanalco and Tlaxilpa) and San Pablo Teocaltitlan (San Lucas and San

Pablo Teocaltitlan) and, second, that this latter parish’s “components” were among the

seven with the highest disproportion of men to women, since that is the Xoloc-Tlaxcoac

“adscription”. If, however, the sex ratios are displayed to show their variation along an

imaginary line, another noticeable feature of the barrio gender arrangement will be

evident. Based on Graph 5.1, which describes such alignment, and following the model
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already utilized for grouping the total population of barrios in chapter four, I have pre-

pared Table 5.7, whereof group a is formed by the eight barrios with “normal” sex ra-

tios, from San Esteban Hueyotlica to La Candelaria Macuitlapilco; group b, by those

with equal number of men and women, from Tlaxquititlan to Huehuecalco; group c, by

those that appear closer to each other in the graph, from Ixnahuatongo (1.03) to

Amanalco (1.38), and group d, by the most distant San Lucas (1.50) and Los Reyes Te

quitlatitlan (1.75). From the table it is clear that that two thirds of barrios have re-

markably similar sex ratios—divided in the table in groups c-1, c-2 and c-3 to account

for differences bigger than three hundredths—but that the highest concentration occurs

between 1.03 ad 1.25 “men” per woman.

In spatial terms, perhaps the most noticeable features of the table are that all bar-

rios within Santa María la Redonda belong to group c-1, that no barrio from Santo

Tomás de la Palma is above that same group, that fourteen out of fifteen barrios in

Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan belong to the first three groups—thus

reinforcing the perception that the “deep” southeast (that is, minus San Pablo Teocal-

titlan) was far less dynamic, demographically speaking, that the rest of the indigenous

city—and that all barrios in the upper echelons of the table, except for one barrio from

Santa Cruz Acatlan (the eponymous one), “belonged” to the central parishes of Santa
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Veracruz, Señor San José and Concepción Salto del Agua. It is interesting, though,

that these barrios tended to be a small minority with regards to each parish’s composi-

tion, ranging from a quarter in Concepción Salto del Agua to a third in Santa Veracruz

to 37.50 in the case of Señor San José. More interesting, nevertheless, is to observe

that most parishes tend to “contain” barrios with similar sex ratios—all Santa María la

Redonda’s to group c-1, two thirds of Concepción Salto del Agua’s to the same group,

and so on—because that is a further indication of the relative homogeneity of certain

regions or, more exactly, a confirmation that San Juan Tenochtitlan can in fact be

thought to have been composed by (micro)regions in the full sense of term: indeed,

with the exception of Señor San José’s and, to a lesser degree, Santo Tomás de la

Palma’s, most barrios appear clustered together, as though in “conterminous” groups,

reproducing the magnetic affinity observed earlier. Real diversity—in the sense of hav-

ing its barrios scattered along the table—is only present in Señor San José, a fact that
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may be explained by the high number of barrios “contained” within its jurisdiction

(eight), and also by the contrasting landscape of the southwest—the region south of the

Alameda and west of San Juan de Letrán street (where the Spanish grid ended) extend-

ing from the densely populated areas around San Juan Tenochtitlan’s tecpan and the

convent of San Juan de la Penitencia to the “empty” space where the Ciudadela (liter-

ally the “citadel”) would later be erected and the virtually satellite village of Romita.

Since the sex ratio seems to be working at the level of barrios the way it worked at

the parish level, and since there is sufficient evidence to think that the distribution of

gender ratios over the urban space was not random but consistent and meaningful, it

might then be possible to turn it into a tool, and to use it to “predict” the location of

barrios whose physical cores are not established beyond doubt or, at least, to throw a

different light on some of José Antonio Alzate’s spatial attributions. In other words,

the sex ratio could serve to locate, both in physical terms and on the social geography

of the city, places such as Tlacomulco within Señor San José, San Esteban Hueyotlica

within Santa Cruz Acatlan and San Mateo Zacatlan within Santo Tomás de la Palma—to

the effect that, even if their churches and squares happened not to be placed towards

the parish’s edges, the sex ratio would describe the various degrees of “urbanism”

within the urban fabric and therefore the barrios’ ranking within their parishes. Given

its sex ratio, Tlacomulo, for example, must have been located at the social “center” of

Señor San José, and not where Alzate drew the contours of sixteenth-century Tlaco-

comulco: on the marshes behind the college of Belén de las Mochas, virtually in the

vicinity of Romita. So perhaps Tlacomulco’s architectural core was elsewhere. On the

other end of Señor San José’s territory, right off the Alameda, there was—and it sur-

vived well into the nineteenth century—a square and an alley called sometimes Guaxom-
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ulco and occasionally, as in García Conde’s map, Guajomulco—see Map 5.1 (the square

is the one marked with number i in Roman numerals; the alley of the same name is indi-

cated with number 5). Though it fell within the limits of the parish of Santa Veracruz,

the overall configuration of the area was so irregular—Tlaxilpa’s core was right on the

line dividing Santa Veracruz from Señor San José, for example—invites to think that the

spaces in question could have had a relationship with Señor San José. Because of Tla-

comulco’s sex ratio, I would argue that Guaxomulco, Cuajomulco and Tlacomulco were

Map 5.1 — The Square and Alley of Guajomulco. Extracted from García Conde,
“Plano general” (1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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just three different names for the same community. Although understanding the differ-

ences between “urban” and“ rural” barrios—or rather infusing with meaning those la-

bels as to characterize the social geography of the city as a spectrum of urban forma-

tions—is one of the ultimate purposes of this work, trying to define both concepts at

this point would be useless if not counterproductive. (A definition of urbanism valid for

indigenous Mexico City will ideally arise from exploring the various social and geo-

graphic instances participating in its making, and not by imposing prefabricated no-

tions of rural and urban life upon the social spaces occupied by tributaries in New

Spain’s capital.)

Sex Ratio, Population and Minority Rati o

Employing the sex ratio for perceiving the imprint of immigration within a given

population—or more generally, a community’s structural fluidity—is, however, not a

perfect strategy. To begin with, quite obviously, because such a device describes only

an arithmetic relation, or a gender situation at a particular point in time, without of-

fering any clue either of its causes nor of the variations of such relation over time.

Without a series of demographic figures, it is almost impossible to discern any kind of

demographic “behavior” and it is risky, to say the least, to presume that such propor-

tion is directly related to other characteristics such as total population, number of in-

fants or household structure. Strictly speaking, moreover, these elements are not caus-

ally linked at all, for they focus on different aspects and moments of the demographic

process—even though one may presume that a low number of single households implies
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a higher number of adult women (especially if independent women are considered dan-

gerous for the patriarchal order), or that a higher proportion of infants should corre-

spond to a higher overall sex ratio (if indeed males outnumber females at birth and

during infancy, but are less likely to survive).27 If anything, those relationships should

be considered circumstantial and contingently produced—the correlation “size–sex

ratio” in particular, as for example the figures from New Spain’s jurisdictions in the

1790s show that both a poorly populated intendancy (Arizpe) and the most “crowded”

one (Mexico) could both have high gender disproportions favoring men. More impor-

tant, in any case, is that sex ratios cannot replace birth rates—or, well, real immigration

data—as the optimal device for assessing the disruptions in the demographic makeup

provoked by the influx of immigrants, particularly when the newcomers are young, sin-

gle males. At best, then, the sex ratio it is just an indicative measurement and, like all

traces, it requires a context and a plot—or a thread, in another Ginzburg’s telling meta-

phor—to be properly understood.

And yet, when the adult sex ratios for the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan are

paired to a handful of other demographic indicators—namely total population figures,

minority ratios (that is, the proportion of minors vis-à-vis adults) and the contrast be-

tween adult and minor sex ratios—the unexpected seems to occur. Indeed, there is a

pattern linking “size” to lack of infants to higher adult sex ratio, tenuous yet limpid,

27. It is generally accepted that the ratio of men to women at birth is between 104 and 107

boys per 100 girls. Historical estimates, nevertheless, show an upward tendency that may imply

that the situation in New Spain and Mexico City in the eighteenth century was somewhat differ-

ent; see Anouch Chahnazarian, “Historical Trends in the Sex Ratio at Birth,” working paper,

Hopkins Population Center, Johns Hopkins University, 1990-1991, available at http://

jhir.library.jhu.edu/handle/1774.2/934.
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tempting in its subtlety, that broadly matches the conventional image of the modern

migratory experience—an image that may include pseudo-ethnographic snapshot such

as a reeking one-bedroom apartment in Mount Pleasant, Washington, D.C., shared by

seven Salvadoran men; a line of six Chinese men, too old for being in their twenties,

waiting to be hired for the day, one misty morning at the corner of Eldridge and For-

syth streets in New York City; or the black and yellow logogram of a wiring company

right at the emotional (and economic) center of Santa Ana del Valle, a Zapotec village

in central Oaxaca whose men spend half of their time in California—and thus suggests

that the sex ratio is in fact reflecting the presence of new populations on the “corpo-

rate” spaces of San Juan Tenochtitlan. This quadruple correlation is summarized, per-

haps too much, in Table 5.8. The first and main component of this pattern is the pro-

gressive correlation between population and adult sex ratio—progressive in the sense

that the higher the sex ratio, the larger the overall barrio population. With a population

representing 62.57 percent of the total, the barrios with sex ratios above the median

(1.13) average 284.90 “people” per barrio, whereas those below the media average only

210.26 “people” per barrio—all this while the average population per barrio is 227.67

“people.” Such a proclivity may be better illustrated by focusing on both ends of the

list: among the ten barrios with highest sex ratios, four of them (San Pablo Teocaltitlan,

Santa Cruz Acatlan, Necatitlan and Ixtacaleca) were also among the ten largest ones,

while five of the ten smallest barrios (Tlacomulco, Atlampa, San Esteban Hueyotlica,

San Mateo Zacatlan and Zacatengo) were also among those with the smallest sex ratio.

If only the median were to be used as a marker, the result would still be the same, al-

though less pronounced: the majority of the barrios above the median—11 or 52.38 per-
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cent—are also among the 21 largest barrios, while a mirroring majority below the me-

dian—again 11 or 52.38 percent—belonged to the smaller half by population.28

A second aspect of the tendency of barrios with larger disproportion of men to be

bigger in terms of total population is to be found in the correlation between adult sex

ratios and the ratio of “children” per barrio—the measure I have called minority ratio

for lack of a better term. (Minority ratios alone may be looked at in Table 5.9.)29 Al-

though less persuasive in itself, the correlation mirrors—literally, inversed as it is—the

one just described: that is, it appears that the barrios with higher sex ratios were more

likely to have lower minority ratios. Thus, while the general minority ratio for the bar-

rios of San Juan Tenochtitlan is 0.52 (the result of dividing 6 311 adults by 3 251 mi-

nors) and the average barrio ratio is 0.56 (the result of averaging the forty-two individ-

ual ratios), in the barrios with sex ratios above the median the average minority ratio is

0.52, whereas in the barrios whose sex ratios are below the median the minority ratio

raises up to 0.61 “children” per adult. In other words, those barrios with more children

per barrio—or, given the shortage of children and minors and the coefficient employed,

with larger fractions of infants per adult—tended to be those whose disproportion of

men was less pronounced. Barrio per barrio, however, this tendency is truly observable

only among the barrios with “normal” sex ratios (group a in Table 5.7), even though

28. Unsurprisingly, the correspondence between size and sex ratio is far from punctual:

for example, two of the ten highest sex ratios—those of Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan and San Lu-

cas—correspond to barrios situated among the ten smallest, while one of the ten barrios with

lowest sex ratio—La Resurrección Tultengo—is among the ten largest.

29. Despite its weirdness, minority is not an entirely absurd a term for the ratio of minors

to adults. Calling it age ratio would have been somewhat misleading, for the criterion distin-

guishing “minors” from “adults” is essentially legal, not temporal. In Spanish and French, on

the other hand, sex ratios are called índice de masculinidad and indice de masculité respectively.
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the barrio with the highest sex ratio, Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan, is among the ten less

“infantile” ones: in effect, half of the barrios with more women than men (La Cande-

laria Macuitlapilco, San Mateo Zacatlan, Santa María Magdalena Mixuca and San Este-

ban Hueyotlica) were also among the ten with highest minority ratios. (Nevertheless,

and just to refrain one’s enthusiasm, notice that Tlacomulco’s minority ratio is among

the ten lowest.) If, in turn, the minority ratios are compared to total populations fig-

ures per barrio, the result will corroborate the suggestion that the number of women is

directly proportional to the number of minors: that is, while the barrios with minority

ratios above the median (0.50) average 160.86 “people,” those below it average 294.48

“people”—both figures, by the way, being far more polarized that the ones obtained

when the barrios were arranged by adult sex ratio, thus suggesting a form of social co-

hesiveness that is worth exploring.

At any rate, perhaps the best way to observe the articulation of population figures

with sex and minority ratios is to chart them in the manner as they appear in Graph

5.2—“best” in the sense that the image thus created compellingly conveys the signifi-

cance of all previous arithmetic calculations, while offering new insights about them.

(Just for the record: the x axis corresponds to the absolute demographic numbers,

while the y axis follows the ratios’ progression. Obviously, for each figure on x—that is,

for each barrio—there are two points on y, a rhomb for the adult sex ratio and a square

for the minority ratio.) The only regrettable feature of such visual representation, of

course, is that San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s gargantuan size forces the graph to extend too

much on the right side, thus compacting the space allotted to the smaller barrios—that

is, those under 200 people. Since, by the same token, its presence stresses an “elon-

gation” characterizing both sets of dots—the figures behind figures—it is better not to
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complain too much. For in addition to the nearly perfect disjunction of adult sex and

minority ratios—as though the coefficient 0.90 line were actually a mirror’s sur-

face30—one of the most evident elements in the graph is the correlation between barrio

“size” and higher sex ratios on the one hand and lower minority ratios on the other.

Thus, while there is a great deal of dispersion of both ratios in the smaller barrios, after

the 300 people line there is a clear concentration in both ratios, around the coefficient

1.10-1.30 and 0.40-0.60 lines respectively—the ranges where the highest concentration

occur anyway—which is precisely what creates the constellation’s elongated “horns.” In

other words, the graph does hint at the presence of a sizable population of young, un-

attached males disrupting, though not radically, the demographic structures of the bar-

rios—a stream of immigrants which should be held responsible for the “size” of the

bigger barrios. As for the most significant exceptions, the high(est) adult sex ratios of

Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan and San Lucas, I can only explain them by the “vacant” spaces

around the focal points of both barrios, namely the Kings’ chapel and the chapel of St.

Luke, even though the former was located in the vicinity of Atlampa’s core, a barrio

with a rather low adult sex ratio (0.90 as opposed to 1.75); in the case of San Lucas, an

alternative explanation is that its core was in the vicinity of San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s and

thus could have received hosted immigrants “attracted” by the larger barrio.

Other than that, the graph illuminates two other demographic elements that

should be mentioned. First, there is a peculiarly high and, in a sense, inexplicable con-

centration of barrios on the graph’s area around the coefficient 0.50 line and “below”

30. The only exceptions are, on one side, San Esteban Hueyotlica (0.78 “men” per

woman) and Santa María Magdalenta Mixica (0.80 “men” per woman), and, on the other, San

Francisco Tultengo, the barrio with the highest proportion of minors vis-à-vis adults (0.91).
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the 200 people line—thirteen barrios or 30.95 percent of all, from Tlacomulco (88

people) to San Antonio Teocaltitlan (209 people), and from Ocopulco (0.42 “minors”

per adult) to Analpa (0.55 “minors” per adult)—interesting not only as it has no parallel

on the diamond-dotted half of the graph, where dispersion is the more pervasive, but

also because it corresponds to nearly half of Table 4.5’s group a—thirteen out of

twenty-seven or 48.15 percent—and, moreover, because it includes all but five barrios

with eighty-eight “inhabitants” or more within that cluster, the main group of barrios

by total population. That seems to mean that the dominant barrio “size,” that of the

properly populated ones in my earlier characterization, had a dominant minority ratio

as well, which might in turn be termed the proper one although such attribution would

challenge the view that a higher minority ratio is part and parcel of a “healthy,” self-

sustainable community’s profile. (Not knowing how to resolve this contradiction, at

this point I can only insist on the unavoidable discreteness of the cluster in ques-

tion—hoping its mystery will one day be dispelled.) The second aspect worth noticing is

that the adult sex ratio chart appears to be composed by two different archipelagos

“marching” in divergent directions. Beginning around the intersection between coeffi-

cient 1.10 and the one-hundred people line—with a small cluster of six barrios com-

prising from Ocopulco (ninety-four people and 1.06 “men” per woman) to Santa Cruz

Tultengo (117 people) to Tescatongo (1.17 “men” per woman)—an area of higher sex

ratios yet smaller populations may be perceived, extending up to Amanalco (1.39 “men”

per woman) and right to San Nicolás Ozoloacan (197 people). Conversely, another area

of not so high sex ratios yet considerable bigger populations can be discerned beyond

the two-hundred people line, from Ixhuanatongo (1.04 “men” per woman) and San

Antonio Teocaltitlan (209 people) all the way up—and right on the graph—to San Pablo
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Teocaltitlan (1.36 “men” per woman and 1 215 people). That sort of bifurcation makes

the position of the four barrios with sex ratios ranging from 1.20 to 1.30 and popula-

tions between one and two hundred people—Tlaxilpa, Santa Clarita Temascaltitlan,

Amanalco and Xoloc-Tlaxcoac—rather intriguing. Since Xoloc-Tlaxcoac (the third bar-

rio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan, that is) belongs to that group, perhaps their position in

the chart has to do with the “openness” of the built environment around their focal

points and their proximity to a populous barrio—just like in the case of San Lucas.

Sex Ratios among Minors

The final component of the quadruple pattern featured in Table 5.8 derives from com-

paring the adult sex ratios with those for the minor population—or more, exactly, from

contrasting a couple of assumptions about the gender ratio among the younger segment

of a population and the actual portrait of that population provided by the matrícula of

1800. These assumptions are, first, that any minor sex ratio has to be higher than 1, as

men tend to be outnumber women in childhood; second, that a minor sex ratio should

to be higher than the corresponding ratio for adults, since men’s mortality is typically

more pronounced than women’s; and, third, that such a shift should ideally end with a

sex ratio expressing women’s endurance in the long run—that is, smaller than 1. In the

case of San Juan Tenochtitlan, of course, the third assumption is largely unsupported,

as it is clear already that in most barrios men were more numerous than women; and yet

it is worth noticing that half of the barrios with “normal” adult sex ratios do show con-

trasts of that type: La Candelaria Macuitlapilco (1.15 to 0.95), San Mateo Zacatlan (3.33
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to 0.88), Tlacomulco (1.08 to 0.81) and Atlampa (2.25 to 0.90). So at the parochial

level the first contention holds —perhaps unsurprisingly— true and it is almost true at

the barrio level, as only nine barrios or 21.43 percent of them have ratios equal or lower

than one. (If only barrios with more women were counted, they would be eight or 19.05

percent of a total of forty-two.) Be aware, in any case, that the rankings of minor sex

ratio and the figures for total population, are different from that of the adult popula-

tion: whereas the list of adult sex ratios is headed by San Pablo Teocaltitlan and at its

rear appears Santo Tomás de la Palma (see Table 5.5), by their minor sex ratio the

prime of places should correspond to Concepción Salto del Agua, with 1.40 young

“men” per woman, followed by Señor San José (1.27), Santa Veracruz (1.26), Santo

Tomás de la Palma (1.15), Santa María la Redonda (1.14), San Pablo Teocaltitlan (1.13)

and Santa Cruz Acatlan (1.03). And realize also that the nine barrios with minor sex

ratios equal or lower than one—Santa Cruz Acatlan (1.00), Ixtacaleca (0.89), San

Nicolás Ozoloacan (0.88), San Diego Temascaltitlan (0.86), Analpa (0.82), San Este-

ban Hueyotlica (0.75), Santa Cruz Tultengo (0.73), Tlaxquititlan (0.71) and San Lucas

(0.54)—are not only less numerous than those whose adult population have a balanced

or women-dominant ratio but, more significantly, they are not the same, the only ex-

ception being the small barrio of San Esteban Hueyotlica.

As for the second assumption—that men were more numerous among youngsters

than among adults—its validity largely depends on the scale employed to test it. At the

highest level, that of the barrios as a whole, the “normalcy” of this aspect of San Juan

Tenochtitlan’s population is wholly valid, since the overall minor sex ratio is 1.20 and

the adult one is 1.17. Unfortunately, already at the parish level the proposition that the

percentage of women within a population increases as one climbs the age ladder is
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challenged by the presence of one parish, Santa María la Redonda, whose minor and

adult sex ratios is the same and, worse, by another parish, San Pablo Teocaltitlan,

whose adult male ratio is considerably higher than its minor one. Since they do not

constitute a temporal series but are just two contemporary snapshots, it is impossible

to know whether the unusual increase in men’s “abundance” was the result of a par-

ticularly high female mortality or a consequence of the immigration of adult men into

the parish. The point, in any case, is that both parishes’ imaginary “curves” from mi-

nority to adult sex ratios do not follow the remaining five; and since they were antipo-

dal both socially and geographically, finding a common cause of their “deviant” be-

havior is far from obvious—though the large number of artisans not attached to the

barrios found to be living in Santa María la Redonda’s vicinity (remember, 141 men

were linked to the “barrio de Santa María” in Table 4.10), and the very size of the bar-

rio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan might suggest that, in effect, immigration is to “blame”

for the high adult sex ratio in their barrios. Focusing on the exceptional character of

both parishes, nevertheless, should not distract the observer from the fact in the re-

maining five parishes—which is to say: in 71.43 percent of them—the expected “transi-

tion” from a higher sex ratio among youngsters to a lower sex ratio among adults does

occur. At the parish level, then, the contrast between minor and adult sex ratios might

help to identify the regions where immigration was more intense, namely Santa María la

Redonda and San Pablo Teocaltitlan, within a general context of widespread immigra-

tion.

If that is the case, from the parish to the barrio level there must be happening

what happens to some Newtonian physics’ laws at the subatomic level—a partial rever-

sal, that is—for only a small majority of the barrios do possess a minor sex ratio higher
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than their adult sex ratio. That is why, in principle, affirming the validity of the second

assumption regarding the contrast between minor and adult sex ratios at the barrio

level can only be done with a high dose of caution. For although it is true that in most

barrios the minor sex ratio is higher than the adult one, seventeen or 40.48 percent of

the forty-two barrios experience problematic “transitions” of this type. These barrios,

moreover, were among the most populated ones (San Pablo Teocaltitan, Ixtacaleca,

Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, Necatitlan and Santa Cruz Acatlan), and some of them

(San Lucas, Amalanco, Tlaxilpa, San Pablo Teocaltitlan, Santa Cruz Acatlan, Necatitlan

and Ixtacaleca) were also among those with the highest ten adult sex ratios. The prob-
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lem, at any rate, has less to do with the portion of barrios in that situation, or with their

size or adult sex ratios, than with their geographic placement, because the majority of

them—ten out of seventeen or 58.82 percent—were located within the territories of the

southeastern parishes of San Pablo Teocaltitlan (two), Santo Tomás de la Palma (three)

and Santa Cruz Acatlan (five). In other words, if the contrast between minor and adult

sex ratios alone were to explain the regions where immigration was more pronounced,

that would imply—against the general image of the southeast as a less dynamic area

within the urban fabric—that the main destination of immigrants was the “deep” south-

east; that is, the parishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan. And that,
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of course, makes no sense whatsoever. Part of explanation for this anomaly has to do

with the peculiar, odd age structure of the minor population, surely produced by the

fiscal goal of the document: namely, that older male minors (teenagers approaching the

tributary age) tended to be proportionally more numerous than younger male minors

(infants and children). In other words, rather than decreasing from a younger to an

older age—at least in the sinuous ways the available data for 1790 show if composed as it

is in Graph 5.3—the sex ratio was lower for children one year old than for children five

years old, and lower for children seven years old than it was for children twelve years

old, as may be seen in Graph 5.4. (I have only included figures for children under

twelve years old because above that were almost no girls in the barrio volumes—thus

signaling that women were effectively considered “of age” when they were thirteen

years old. The graph includes the figures for the pueblos and the oficios volumes just to

show that the pattern was not limited to the barrio population. Though the data from

1790 and 1800 prevent a real comparison, given the parameters used for Revillagi-

gedo’s census and the limited scope of ages provided by the matrícula, the tendency is

nevertheless pretty clear: toward a more balanced sex ratio, at least until twenty-four

years old, in the first case, and toward a more disproportionate one in the second in-

stance.) Though the goal of the matrícula maker cannot be discounted as the ultimate

cause of minors’ age structure, the prominence of teenagers among the minor popula-

tion seems to confirm barrios’ migrant character, at least because it is likely that young

males were more prone to migrate to the city. Since another part of the explanation is

related to the minority ratios of the southeastern parishes and barrios, which are

higher than those for the rest of the city, it is now time to turn to exploring the minor
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population in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan—as a final step towards the analysis

of their family structures.

The Place of the Youth

The two parishes located in Mexico City’s southeastern “extension,” in effect, distin-

guish themselves from their sisters both by the number of young people they “con-

tained” and also by the minority ratios they, and “their” barrios, had in 1800. Together,

the barrios of Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan are responsible for

1 055 individuals described either as children or youngsters “próximos a tributar,” or

nearly a third (32.45 percent exactly) of all the people under eighteenth years old that

appear in the barrio volumes; Santo Tomás de la Palma alone, actually, was home of 678

youngsters, or 20.86 percent of them. Compared to their share of the total barrio

population—27.55 percent—this is certainly disproportionate. But it is not just that non

adults were abundant in absolute terms; they also stood out in terms of their propor-

tion vis-à-vis the adult population: whereas the overall minority ratio for the barrios of

San Juan Tenochtitlan is 0.52, which is to say that for every hundred adults there were

only fifty-two minors, the ratio for Santo Tomás de la Palma and for Santa Cruz Acatlan

is 0.67, meaning that minors were a bit more than two thirds of the adults “within”

both jurisdictions. As Table 5.9 makes clear, that is almost two decimals above any of

the remaining five parishes, none of which had a minority ratio higher than 0.49. Since

the number of minors and its percentage vis-à-vis the general population must be in-

versely proportional to the number and size of families (if only because families cannot
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have an endless number of children and dependents), this seems to indicate that the

two southeastern parishes were far more “compact” in familial terms and, more gener-

ally, that the minority ratio does help to delineate the human landscape of the barrios,

particularly with regards to the “openness” of their social structures. Their geographic

distribution, moreover, should convey a more precise ratio of the urbanization of San

Juan Tenochtitlan—or rather, to rub off a bit the term’s oxymoronic clumsiness, of the

manner the indigenous city’s social structures relate to arrangements typically found

either in “cities” or in the “countryside.”

Make no mistake, though: employing the minority ratio to map out the social

structures of San Juan Tenochtitlan does more than merely replicate what the sex ratio

has uncovered, or what the measurement of household sizes will shortly reveal, for the

presence of infants, children and teenagers cannot be understood without reference to

time—the time it takes to conceive, gestate and rear a family—and thus because, other

than focusing on them, there is no way to hint at the process of social reproduction’s

pace in a document as still and dull as the matrícula of 1800. More youngsters in Santo

Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan, then, should mean that life cycles’ in the

city’s southeast unfolded slightly more slowly, more calmly, than in other regions—it

should mean that the mating market was a bit less competitive, that living conditions

were somewhat more conducive for children to survive, that some crucial productive

activities in both parishes at once demanded and allowed the growth of larger families,

and even, perhaps, that the hardships imposed by the departure of grown-up adoles-

cents on domestic economies always in need of the incomes brought in by the young

were not as cumbersome as in the rest of the built environment. Of course, that is not

to say that life in the city’s southeast could have been described as lethargic, nor that
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the areas with fewer minors were actually more feverish or dynamic—especially since

both sets of adjectives match a rather ingrained prejudice (ingrained on urbanites’

minds, that is) that opposes urban “vibrancy” to rural “torpidity.” It is just that the

larger number of adults in the parishes of Santa María la Redonda, Santa Veracruz,

Concepción Salto del Agua, San Pablo Teocaltitlan and even Señor San José should

imply an ampler degree of social fluidity in most of the city beyond the south-

east—which in turn, once again, might have been more acute had at least some of those

adults been born elsewhere in the viceroyalty.

Map 5.2 — Sapo and Huacalco Streets in the 1860s. Extracted from “Plano general”
(1861), author unknown. Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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Keeping in mind that minority ratios ought to be interpreted in tandem with their

geographic “meaning” is all the more important as one descends from the parish to the

barrio levels—because, in fact, the relationship between minority and the spaces occu-

pied by the barrios provides a more nuanced account of the indigenous city’s degree of

urbanism. To simplify a bit a reading that otherwise would take several pages to de-

velop, I have decided only to compare the highest and lowest minority ratios within

each parish, hoping nonetheless to show the way in which the barrios “behave” almost

exactly as the parishes: namely, that lower minority ratios tend to correspond to barrios

Map 5.3 — Huehuecalco in the 1740s. Extracted from Alzate, “Plano
de Tenochtitlan” (1789). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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located in areas where social fluidity was almost certainly rampant. In a couple of cases,

though, interpreting the minority ratios geographically suggests that some of the bar-

rio locales need be “relocated.” 1) Thus in Santa María la Redonda the barrio with the

highest minority ratio is Analpa, which might have had its architectural core on the

edge of the northwestern plain (Alzate situated it around the chapel of Espíritu Santo

del Pradito, immediately west of the parish church of Santa María la Redonda), and the

one with the lowest minority ratio is Tescatongo, a barrio whose core was almost cer-

tainly on the other side of a canal separating the Spanish from the indigenous cities

after its first and only colonial extension. 2) Similarly within Santa Veracruz, Huehue-

calco’s lowest minority ratio might have been related to the fact that its core was or had

been located behind the line of religious buildings bordering the Alameda’s southern

side, around a chapel of Santa Verónica according to Alfonso Caso, but most likely

around the plazuela del Sapo, or “Toad’s square,” located next to the parish church of

Señor San José; in the 1860s, as Map 5.2 shows, there was still  a street named Huacalco

one block north of Toad’s street—while the square, which had already been “filled in”

with buildings, survived only in the form of an odd alley right off the street.31 Unfortu-

nately, I have been unable to locate the core of Zacatengo, the barrio with the highest

minority ratio, and so the comparison cannot be completed.

31. Alfonso Caso, Los barrios antiguos de Tenochtitlan y Tlatelolco, offprint of an article

published on Memorias de la Academia Mexicana de la Historia, xv: 1 (Mexico: Academia Mexi-

cana de la Historia, 1956), 11. In the map that would serve Alzate as a template for his “Plano de

Tenochtitlan[,] corte de los emperadores mexicanos,” however, Ildefonso Iniesta Bejarano wrote

down the name “Huehuecalco” alongside a canal on whose course, very roughly, the nineteenth-

century streets of Providencia, Alconedo and Nuevo México were traced, yet named “barrio del

Sapo” a chapel located farther to the west, on the Acordada’s back, somewhere in the area the

1860s map designates as block number 230; to compare both locations, see Map 5.3.
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3) Regarding Señor San José, the counterpoint provided by the minority ratios

only makes sense if the earlier suggestion that Tlacomulco’s core was not in the remote

southwest, south of Atlampa and west of Romita, but on the square of Cuajomulco, next

to Tarasquillo square (see Map 5.1), for Tlacomulco is, in effect, the barrio with pro-

portionally fewer minors within the parish. In any case, the “rurality” of Atlampa, of

which something has already been said in chapter four, seems corroborated by its high

minority ratio—the highest within the parish. 4) In Concepción Salto del Agua, in turn,

the evidence is more ambiguous, because it was “to be expected” that the barrio with

fewest minors would have been Necatitlan, Tequesquipan or even Xihuitongo, and not,

as it is, Atizapan. Still, Atizapan’s core was almost certainly the chapel of Piedad de los

Ciegos—or it had been there, given a toponymic notation to that effect made by Idel-

fonso Iniesta Bejarano circa 1749, as may be seen in Map 5.4’s lower section (the chapel

is marked with number 100).32 The case of Concepción Salto del Agua is also ambigu-

ous because, given its minority ratio, the highest with the parish, Tlatilco must have

been located towards the edge of the built environment, not a couple of blocks south of

the convent of Regina Cœli, where its core probably was. 5) As for San Pablo Teocal-

titlan, given the small territory under the jurisdiction of the parish, it is impossible to

make geographic associations. Nonetheless, note that the eponymous barrio had pre-

dictably the lowest minority ratio within the parish. 6) In Santo Tomás de la Palma,

meanwhile, the barrio with the highest minority ratio is San Mateo Zacatlan, whose

core was probably located in the deep-deep southeast, next to Santa María Magdalena

32. It is not the one marked with number 99, because that is the chapel of San Salvador el

Seco—which was misplaced by Iniesta Bejarano. On the dating of the map, see Caso, Barrios

antiguos, 48, n. 6.
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Mixica, whereas the lowest corresponds to Santo Tomás, on the other end of the par-

ish’s territory, on the northern side of the canal that farther west marked the city’s

edge. Needless to say, Santo Tomás de la Palma pretty much resembles Santa María la

Redonda’s arrangement. 7) Finally, in Santa Cruz Acatlan, it seems logical that the bar-

rio with the highest minority ratio was San Francisco Tultengo, whose church was on

the meridian edge of the city. As for Tlaxquitlatilan, the barrio with the lowest percent-

age of minors within the parish, it is reasonable to expect it to be located closer to the

Map 5.4 —
Atizapan in relation

to the other barrios of
Concepción Salto del Agua.

Extracted from Alzate,
“Plano de Tenochtitlan” (1789). Bib-

liothèque Nationale
de France, Paris.
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Spanish city: indeed, it is probable that its core had been the chapel of Nuestra Señora

de los Dolores—if only because the other religious building within the borders drawn

by Alzate for the sixteenth-century Tlaxquitlatitlan (see Map 5.5) was named after Saint

Nicholas and thus it must have been the core of San Nicolás Ozolocanan, a barrio from

Santo Tomás de la Palma Alzate situated farther east, next to the dam containing the

waters, and later the marshes, of Lake Texcoco.

A final way to observe the relationship between minority and geographic location

Map 5.5 — Tlaxquitlatitlan and Nuestra Señora de los Dolores. Extracted from
Alzate, “Plano de Tenochtitlan” (1789). Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.
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is to consider the barrio minority ratios somewhat in isolation, before placing them

within the parish framework. Thus considered, the ten barrios with the highest minor-

ity are San Francisco Tultengo, San Esteban Hueyotlica, San Mateo Zacatlan, La Can-

delaria Macuitlapilco, San Agustín Zoquiapa, Los Reyes Ateponasco, Zacatenco, Santa

María Magdalena Mixica, San Nicolás Ozoloacan and San Lucas, all of them with ratios

above 0.66, which means that the adult population was less than one third larger than

the minor one. Of them, only two—San Lucas and tiny, elusive Zacatengo—“belonged”

either to Santo Tomás de la Palma or Santa Cruz Acatlan. On the other end of the

spectrum the clustering of barrios is less categorical, but still suggestive of the corre-

lation of “urbanism” and minority—yet with one notable exception. In effect, western

and meridian parishes concentrate all of these barrios: two were “located” within Señor

San José (San Antonio Teocaltitlan and Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan); three in Santa Ve

racruz (Tlacomulco, Ixtacaleca and Huehuecalco) and in Concepción Salto del Agua

(Atizapan, Tepetitlan and Necatitlan), and also three—three!—in Santa María la Re-

donda (Ocopulco, Culhuacatongo and Tescatongo). Of course, the fact that three

quarters of Santa María la Redonda’s barrios do belong to this group makes impossible

to keep thinking of the northwester parish as “marginal”—because it might have been

not so populated, but by the nature of its social structures it was clearly central. The

paradoxical situation of Santa María la Redonda will be revisited in the next chapter,

since also in terms of its workforce the northwestern parish reveals a particular brand

of “social” urbanism.
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Fami ly Heads: Reali ty Echoes Fiction

The proportion of minors in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan may indeed be a

measure of the social stability, or lack thereof, present in the indigenous city, but it is

obviously a rather tangential manner of assessing the patterns of family formation in

the barrios—it does lay out the ground, so to speak, but it is not the crop itself. And

yet, having first considered the significance of the minority ratio could have been the

most convenient way to approach this chapter’s next layer of analysis, for wandering

over the adult population’s civil status (such a layer, precisely) does not seem to reveal,

in principle, much of the structural fluidity of certain regions within the city: as the

first two columns on Table 5.10 show, after all, “married” people were the over-

whelming majority of the adult population in the barrios. (The quotation marks intend

to stress that the matrícula does not refer to people-in-a-relationship as necessarily

married in the legal sense of the word; in most cases, the linguistic clause employed is a

simple “with” in between the first and second names in each entry. Since the rates of

concubinage or common law marriage in the city, and among the indigenous popula-

tion of New Spain generally, tended to be extremely high, it is important not to pre-

sume anything about the legal status of most couples. For fiscal and social purposes,

however, the legal distinction between being married and merely cohabiting was largely

trivial, inasmuch as the quotidian reality of a couple was established by tribute collec-

tors and gossiping neighbors alike.) It is true that the table’s high 74.14 percent could

be lowered if the total population were considered—down to 48.96 percent—but that

does not really alter the fact: indigenous Mexico City was, in a way, a city of couples.

Yet like pretty much in New Spain’s capital, such couple-ness was everything but geo-
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graphically uniform: whereas the three parishes on circling the traza from west to

south—Santa Veracruz, Señor San José and Concepción Salto del Agua—had slightly

smaller majorities of married people (from 70.28 to 71.31 percent), Santo Tomás de la

Palma could have claimed a price for the strength of its family values, having as it had

more than four fifths of its adults settled down in public, and perhaps enduring, part-

nerships. Barrio by barrio, of course, the uneven distribution of couples is even more

so, though it is important to note that only in one case (Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan, in

Señor San José) married people did not represent the majority of the adult population,

and also that only in one barrio (San Mateo Zacatlan, in Santo Tomás de la Palma) the

number of non-attached people amounted to less than one tenths of the total.

Given the geographic distribution of married people throughout the built envi-

ronment, and keeping in mind the quantitative maps produced by both the sex and mi-

nority ratios, it should come at no surprise observing that the percentage of adult sin-

gles was highest in the city’s west and south: compared with the low 15.01 percent of

those living within Santo Tomás de la Palma, indeed, the figures for San Pablo Teocal-

titlan, Santa Veracruz, Señor San José, seem almost monumental, ranging as they are

from 20.10 to 22.38 percent. (That is the case even in absolute terms: only 12.76 per-

cent of the 1 199 singles belonged to barrios within Santo Tomás de la Palma—with the

percentage rising to 21.77 if the other southeastern parish, Santa Cruz Acatlan, were

included—whereas 16.60 of all singles belonged to barrios within Santa Veracruz, 17.34

percent to barrios within Concepción Salto del Agua and 17.43 percent to barrios

within Señor San José.) The only two noticeable features in this context are, on the one

hand, the percentage of singles within Concepción Santo del Agua (19.08), as it is

lower than the percentage of a parish like San Pablo Teocaltitlan (20.48), that has a
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higher percentage of married people—which is to say that the share of singles within

San Pablo Teocaltitlan is, to say the least, disproportionate, and thus that adults with

no familial attachment were particularly numerous in the vicinity of Mexico City’s

slaughterhouse. (Note, by the way, that San Pablo Teocaltitlan is second only to Señor

San José by its percentage of single adults.) The other singular feature in the table is,

of course, the surprising 19.29 percent of singles in Santa Cruz Acatlan—precisely be-

cause it is superior than Concepción Salto del Agua’s and runs against the perception

of that parish as more stable. At any rate, note that the majority of those singles be-

longed to the eponymous barrio, which was not only bigger than any other within the

parish, but also the one most closely related, in spatial terms, to the barrios of San

Pablo Teocaltitlan.

The reason Concepción Salto del Agua did not have a larger percentage of singles

may be found in the percentage of widowed people counted among the peoples of Ati-

zapan, Necatitlan, Tequesquipan, Tlatilco and Xihuitongo. Though their importance is

more easily perceived in absolute terms—they amount to 26.98 percent of the 430 wid-

owed people that appear in the barrio volumes—the percentage they represented “hori-

zontally,” that is with regards to the parish’s adult population, is still considerable, at

least compared with any other ecclesiastic jurisdiction. Likewise, the percentage of

widowed people present in most of these barrios, except Necatitlan and Tequesquipan,

is higher than in most other barrios: Tlatilco (19.23 percent), Xihuitongo (13.96), Te

-

petitlan (12.50 percent) and Atizapan (11.17 percent), in fact, are among a small group

of ten barrios whose widows and widowers amounted to ten percent or more of their

respective adult population—the remaining six being Santa María la Redonda’s

Ocopulco (15.15 percent), Santa Veracruz’s Zacatengo (25 percent) and Huehuecalco
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(15.63 percent), Señor San José’s Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan (18.18 percent) and Tlaxilpa

(12.05), and Santa Cruz Acatlan’s Los Reyes Ateponasco (10.20 percent). This group

of barrios is particularly important insofar as it makes it impossible to presume that the

survival of widows and widowers—provided losing a spouse is something that tends to

happen at an advanced age, as appears to be the case judging by the differential in sex

ratios between singles and the widowed—is somehow the result of more solid social

networks, an anachronistic conclusion one might make based on the landscape of

twentieth-first century Florida or, more generally, by realizing that both Western

European and North American countries do tend to have a bigger percentage of aging

people than, say, African or Latin American nations. On the contrary, because of their

relative concentration on the city’s southwestern quarter—or rather alongside an arch

engulfing the Spanish city from the Alameda almost to the convent of San Antonio

Abad—it makes more sense to attribute their status as widows or widowers to the diffi-

culties a more fluid social environment placed on people to re-marry and forcing them,

precisely, to live as such. It is thus probable that widows and widowers were more nu-

merous in the southwest, both relatively and in absolute terms, because they had been

unable to reconstruct their families, either there or elsewhere in the city—a possibility

that seems to be confirmed by the large number of widowed people “living” by them-

selves (twenty-five widows and 154 widowers, or 41.63 all 430 individuals who had been

married).

Despite its obvious significance as a descriptor of social reality, however, civil

status is a defective instrument to assess the nature of the domestic units making up the

barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan. For one thing, it only reflects the legal dimension of

family life—and only vaguely, as the case of married people suggests—but has almost
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nothing to say about the physical aspects of it, nor about the composition of families.

Needless to say, the barrio volumes are equally unable to offer any insight on the living

arrangements of Mexico City’s tributaries, for not even in the “artisan” volumes is

there information on rooms, patios, accesorias and so on, of the type the census of 1790

have rewarded researches with in recent years.33 And yet, because the matrícula maker

did list family groups as individual entries, the tribute roll of 1800 is able to offer some

clues on the ways the civil status was expressed on the ground—as it makes possible to

distinguish legal status from domestic status—and also about the size of the domestic

units. Doing that, however, is only possible by imputing a meaning to the order in

which the adults were listed at the beginning of each entry; that is, by considering that

the first person listed was the “head” of the family, regardless of gender and civil

status, and the second, plus any minor present and the occasional third adult, were all

33. Recent and not-so-recent scholarship on colonial Mexico City has repeatedly shown

that domestic spaces tended to be collective and were defined in contextual ways, literally to

make room for different uses and family groups; in fact, it is almost a truism that the prototypical

housing facility for non-elite Mexico City dwellers was the collective casa de vecindad, the one-

or two-story facility built around a central patio—entrance, washing court, playground and even,

sometimes, kitchen, all at once—whose “apartments” were actually bedrooms in the way the

rooms of pre-Hispanic caltin or “houses” and, eerily enough, Muslim Spanish compounds, had

been. See for example Enrique Ayala Alonso, La casa de la ciudad de México: Evolución y trans-

formaciones (Mexico: Consejo Nacional para la Cultura y las Artes, 1996); and Pilar Gonzalbo

Aizpuru, “Familias y vivienda en la capital del virreinato,” and Guadalupe de la Torre V., Sonia

Lombardo de Ruiz and Jorge González Angulo A., “La vivienda en una zona al suroeste de la

plaza mayor de la ciudad de México (1753-1811),” both in Casas, viviendas y hogares en la histo

-

ria de México, ed. Rosalba Loreto López (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios

Históricos], 2001), 75-107 and 109-146 respectively. See also Michael C. Scardeville, “Traba-

jadores, grupo doméstico y supervivencia durante el periodo colonial tardío en la ciudad de

México, o ‘la familia pequeña no vive mejor’,” in Población, ed. Miño and Pérez Toledo, 227-

2779.
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his, or her, “dependents.” Understanding the entries’ structure this way is certainly

arbitrary, and could be seen as an formalistic excess. But since the matrícula is re-

markably consistent in the ordering of names, I am confident that the category “head of

tributary household” does reflect the ways in which families related to the outside

world—at least the tributary world. In particular, it makes possible to observe a small

yet significant group of women “in charge” of their families, whose presence in the

matrícula, a document supposedly designed to rule over men only, might be considered

anomalous—had tribute been a male head tax; but as tried to argue in chapter two, it

was not.

The barrio volumes contain 3 578 entries—hence the number of families upon

which the remaining of this chapter will be concerned with. Of course, nearly all of

them were headed by men; 94.19 percent, actually. Split by civil status, and including

the remaining 208 women, however, the suffocating aspect of such large percentage of

men (it looks like a Mexican electoral result from the 1960s) may be dispelled a little
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bit, and that is why I have prepared Table 5.11. Thus it becomes apparent that the per-

centage of adult men regarded as family heads is basically unrelated to their civil status

but also, conversely, that the civil status of women does affect, and rather significantly,

their condition as heads of household. The contrast between the percentage of widows

listed at the beginning of “their” entries and the tiny one of single and married women

who appear heading their households could be thought to be either a mistake or an ex-

ception too banal as to be considered seriously—but, then again, the matrícula maker

was rather consistent in organizing the names: six out of the seven single women who

appear at the opening of their entries were single mothers: María del Carmen with six-

years-old José Valentín, from Tequesquipan; María Gertrudis Ortiz with one-year-old

María Candelaria, from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito; María Gertrudis Castro with

infant María de la Candelaria, also from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito; Alvina Gálvez

with infant José María, from Culhuacatongo; Mariana Barrios, with one-year old José

Luis, also from Culhuacatongo; and María Manuela with both three-years-old María de

los Reyes and two-years old José Úrsulo.34 And the remaining one, María Tiburcia

Montes de Oca, from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, was probably an orphan in charge

of her family, as a note makes clear that the other two people in her household, single

woman María Pascuala Montes de Oca and seven-years-old José Simeón Montes de Oca,

were her siblings.35 (At any rate, it is noticeable that most of these women belonged to

only two barrios; but since these were not even grouped within the same parish, there

34. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 48-48v, and 96; and agn, Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 77, 100v, and

102v-103.

35. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 97.
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is no way to presume an idiosyncratic ordering of names in Santa María la Redonda or

Señor San José.)

Looking in turn at the small group of married women listed as heading their

households is far more rewarding because it not only confirms the usefulness of read-

ing the order within the entries as a way to discern the domestic units’ structure; it is

so, more important, because it constitutes a small window to observe a couple of phe-

nomena taking place in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan: namely, the relationship

between indigenous women and pardos or people of African descent, the other tribu-

tary group within colonial society, and—once again—the nature of barrios as communi-

ties rather than simply as spaces. With the exception of María Nicolasa Covarrubias,

from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, listed as a head of family because her partner,

Francisco Rosario Valenzuela, was “preso en la cárcel de abajo,”36 the remaining

twenty-seven women were in that situation either because they were in a relationship

with a black or a pardo man (one and fourteen, respectively), or because their partners

did not show up for the count—though in all cases the runaway’s name was dutifully

inscribed, and in a couple of instances even his occupation was. Those fifteen men of

African descent, by the way, are the only non-indigenous tributaries counted in the

matrícula, while the twelve absent men represent 85.71 percent of all absentees men-

tioned in the document (the other two being José Joaquín, a single man from Atizapan,

and Ramón Ignacio, a single shoemaker from San Nicolás Ozoloacan). In various ways,

the ghostly “presence” of both sets of men seems to confirm the view that barrios were

contingently spatial but fundamentally social entities: one the one hand, because oth-

36. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 97v. In English it would read as: “imprisoned in the jail un-

derneath [the viceregal offices in the viceregal palace].”
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erwise it would be hard to explain why it was necessary for the matrícula maker to

count indigenous women who did not affect in any way the tributary amount, especially

since he did add that all fourteen pardos and the black were already or would be in-

cluded in the pardo tribute roll; and, on the other, because not being physically present

at the time tribute was assessed, as the twelve absent tributaries were, had clearly not

constituted an impediment for them to be identified both by their families and the ma-
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trícula maker. Although the possibility of holding a “floating” membership to the bar-

rios was, as I have argued throughout these pages, intrinsic to the institution and

therefore likely to happen to any “inhabitant” of any barrio, it is hard to ignore that,

geographically, the twenty-eight women figuring as heads of their households belonged

to a limited number of barrios. The majority of these fifteen communities, moreover,

were located on the city’s south or west, with the parish of Concepción Salto del Agua

dominating the picture in every way, as it is the only one with all “its” barrios having

women as family heads and in the sense that 35.71 percent of these women belonged to

the meridian barrios. Only Santa María la Redonda, with three barrios “represented” in

the count and 21.43 percent of such women, comes close to Concepción Salto del

Agua’s figures. As for the rest, their quantities are so meager that tabulating them is

not even worth the effort—yet all the relevant data appears in Table 5.12.

Fami lies of  Three, Fami lies of Ten

Knowing the civil status of the family heads certainly tells a good deal about the fami-

lies they supposedly ruled upon: from a purely quantitative point of view, it sets the

contours of normalcy without relying on the ideological desiderata often times used to

establish what “normal” is (for example: whether it was fair or not, it was indeed ab-

normal that married women headed their households); qualitatively, in turn, it helps to

imagine the different challenges and opportunities people of different social categories

could encounter while managing a household—like the exposure, usually ominous, of

single mothers who were not only morally suspicious but also quantitatively rare, or
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like the confidence most married men were likely to have as a result of seeing male

domination of women as nearly a universal practice. But that is only half of the picture.

Just by their numbers, but also by their gender, the individuals constituting each fam-

ily—the limbs and organs dependent on such heads, so to speak—shaped in numerous,

crucial ways, the structure and workings of the domestic units: to state the obvious,

managing a household of two could not have been the same as trying to impose one’s

will on five children and a partner, particularly since authority rested largely on the

ability to “sustain” them, just as parenting boys could not have been quite the same

thing as educating girls, given the different expectations, needs and benefits related to

each process. At the same time, it could be argued that family sizes were linked to spe-

cific economic circumstances—in the sense that productive activities both promoted

and imposed certain caps on family size, though usually in paradoxical ways—and also

that families’ gender composition had an effect on their overall economic performance.

That is why the figure given at the beginning of this chapter—2.67 “persons” per fam-

ily—has to be considered only for what it is: an arithmetical construct, the result of di-

viding the number of people by the number of families present in the barrios of San

Juan Tenochtitlan, and not the real thing—and that is why it makes more sense to ob-

serve their actual dimensions, as they appear in Table 5.13.

Arranged as they are by civil status, the figures for family size reveal a number of

things. First, that one-member households integrated by single men (the proverbial

immigrant, in a sense) were in absolute terms the most numerous in the barrios: in fact,

22.25 percent of all households were of this type. Second, that one-member households

was the only category not dominated by families headed by married men, and that they

were overwhelmingly so: the share of families with two members headed by them equals
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22.02 percent of all households, that of families of three people is 16.91 percent, while

13.39 percent is the figure for the number of families made out of four people. Third, if

the numbers are read horizontally, that all single women headed families with more

than one member—in other words, that no single woman lived by herself—whereas sin-

gle men were rarely in charge of other people, as only 0.22 percent of families were

headed by single men. Fourth, that married women tended to be in childless partner-

ships (amounting to 67.86 percent of the families headed by married women) and never

headed families with more than four members. Fifth, that nearly half of the widows were

in charge of one more person (47.98 percent of them), with significant minorities tak-

ing care of two (18.50 percent) and three (10.98 percent). Sixth, that female widow

-

hood, contrary to celibacy, did allow for autonomous living, as the twenty-five widows
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in that situation amount to 14.45 percent of all widows heads of household. Seventh,

that widowers, as opposed to single men, tended to have families, although in the end

the majority of them (or 60.87 percent) took care of themselves only. Eighth, that wid-

ows were markedly more “caring” than widowers, since more widowed women headed

larger households than widowed men; hence in charge of more people. And ninth, and

more crucially, that the vast majority of families (2 602, actually) were composed by

three or lees people—which is to say that 72.74 percent of families should be considered

below the “floating” reproductive line and thus hampering the likelihood of self-

sustainability for the whole of the barrios.

Of course, number of families is not the same thing as number of people. Since

this latter figure is central to estimate the effect of small-size family predominance on

the demographic profile of the indigenous city, it is then necessary to consider its im-

pact on the table’s figures. If the actual population alluded in the table were to be visi-

ble again—something that may be done simply by multiplying the number of families

times the family size headings in the table—a different portrait of family “densities”

would arise, deviating from the other one particularly as far as the dominant family

types is concerned. With the exception of households of one, which obviously were to

remain unaffected, the table’s highest figures would tilt toward the larger families, yet

not as much a one might have expected: thus, for example, where the table reads 788

(the number of households of two headed by married men) it should read 1 576, for that

is the actual number of people related to that category; where, two rows below, it reads

eighty-three (the number of widows heading households of two), it should read 166, or

the real share of that type of households; and where it reads, pretty much at the table’s

center, 479 (the number of families of four headed by a married man) it should read
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1 916. This large number is worth noticing because it is the largest one would be able to

obtain by multiplying these two variables, and that means that a fifth of the barrio

population (the exact figure is 20.04 percent) lived in family units of four members

wherein the head was a married man: a couple with two dependents, indeed, pretty

much like the modern patriarchal ideal type. (To get a sense of the contrast between the

percentage of family types—albeit with no gender distinction, given the enormous dis-

proportion of men vis-à-vis women—and the percentage of the total population grouped

by family size, see Graph 5.5.) An easy-to-understand paradox, but paradox neverthe-

less, is thus evident: there were more “families” of one yet the most abundant family

was the family of four. And yet, despite the fact that one in every five barrio members

belonged to a domestic unit that seems to embody the principle of social reproduction,
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the majority of the barrio population did not experience its pleasures and nightmares:

on the contrary, 4 906 people or 51.31 percent of all barrio members were clustered in

families of three or less members.

Either measured by the number of families or by the people belonging to those

families, then, the resulting image of the barrio domestic units is more or less the

same: their population encountered life framed by family “structures” that do not re-

semble structures at all. Rather, their existential circumstances seem very much like

the living conditions of millions of urban dwellers, in Mesoamerica and elsewhere, in

colonial and more recent times, deprived by the urban environment of the security

large households, extended families and “closed corporate communities” have tradi-

tionally offered to peasants and generally to the rural folk. It is true, however, that the

matrícula does not contain information on extended families, with the exception of a

handful of vague annotations to that effect, and it might well be the case that at least

some of the local safety nets were woven by nodes of that sort. But it seems more rea-

sonable to imagine that it was the barrio membership itself, the virtual “vicinity” cre-

ated by the barrios—the bonds established during and after mass at the parish chapel,

crafted by sodalities more or less on the margins of the law, oiled by widows and newly-

weds cooking together on a tenement’s court, forged during logy sessions at the public

baths, distilled in numbing afternoons of pulque drinking—the main responsible for the

shaky yet effective web that made life possible during times of increasing social polari-

zation and competition exacerbated by rural migration. Unstable yet efficacious, in-

deed: not as sound as the suffocating institutions of towns such as Cuernavaca or Pátz-

cuaro, complete with their literate elites and all kind of ambitions, but not as anomic as
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Emile Durkheim imagined the post-traditional world.37 Fragile as the lives of the Pari-

sian poor from the middle decades of the eighteenth century, the anchors preventing

barrio members getting loose and, conversely, granting them a modicum of familiarity

within the city were probably as subtle as the vertical neighborhoods and strolling pat-

terns of socialization David Garrioch uncovered a few years ago—an endless, always

uncertain attempt to balance the opportunities with the hazards the city was famous

for.38

Nevertheless, by now it should be clear that the city’s social geography makes

overarching conclusions nearly impossible an endeavor. The indigenous city, like the

Spanish metropolis at its center, like every city worth of that name, was in reality nu-

merous cities, a conglomerate of regions and micro-regions where the structures, in-

stitutions and more volatile processes upon which the city existed became articulated

in different forms. Pervasive throughout the city as it was, the fragility of family units

could not escape this rule; in a sense, of course, it was both cause and effect of Mexico

City’s disparate social geography—and so it should replicate the unevenness perceived

in most of the quantitative maps displayed so far, particularly in this chapter. Thus Ta

ble 5.14 should help to establish a couple of things about the distinction between the

southeast and the rest of the city: between the relative compactness of the parishes of

37. Robert Haskett, Indigenous Rulers: An Ethnohistory of Town Government in Colonial

Cuernavaca (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1991); Felipe Castro Gutiérrez, Los

tarascos y el imperio español, 1600-1740 (Mexico: Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México

[Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas]-Universidad Michoacana de San Nicolás de Hidalgo,

2004); Emile Durkheim, The Division of Labor in Society, trans. George Simpson (New York:

Macmillan, [1893] 1933), 364, 368.

38. David Garrioch, Neighbourhood and Community in Paris, 1740-1790 (Cambridge:

Cambridge University Press, 1986).
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Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan and the openness or fluidity of the

parishes of Santa Veracruz, Concepción Salto del Agua and, to a lesser degree, Señor

San José. (The table does not include civil status data because doing so would have

made it virtually illegible. But since most men in the households of one were single

men, and married men led most families bigger than one, I do not think such absence is

terribly significant.)

— On the one hand, the table shows that most women heads of household, in fact

the overwhelming majority of them, belonged to barrios west and northwest of San

Pablo Teocaltitlan or “above,” as only nineteen families, or 9.18 percent of all 207 units

headed by women belonged to barrios within the parishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma

and Santa Cruz Acatlan. It is as though the more densely populated spaces around the

Alameda or on the strip between the monastery of San Pablo and the college of Viz-

caínas were nonetheless socially more permissive than the wider squares, the plains

approaching a rural face of the southeast. Another way to look at this is by realizing

that eight out of eleven barrios without women heading families “belonged” to the

southeastern parishes—and doing that has the advantage of allowing one to note that

two of the remaining ones were San Lucas and Xoloc-Tlaxcoac, and that means that, at

least in gender terms, the parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan was more parochial than

cosmopolitan. Conversely, if the proportion of women heads of household—a sex ratio

of sorts—is measured geographically, the parish of Concepción Salto del Agua turns

out to be the one with the lowest ratio of men per women (8.76), whereas the one with

the highest is Santo Tomás de la Palma (43.08).

— On the other hand, the fact that the largest families belonged, almost invaria-

bly, to southeastern barrios (together both Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz
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Acatlan had 35.71 percent of all families of five, 39.23 percent of all families of six,

54.76 percent of all families of seven, 58.82 percent of all families of eight and 75 per-

cent of all families of nine), indicate that their peoples lived more stable lives than their

brethren; more stable lives yet most likely poorer lives as well, for it is obvious that

“sustaining” a small crowd of dependents is more difficult, in absolute terms, than

taking care of oneself only—even if, as it was the case, children and unmarried adults

contributed to domestic economies more than the patriarchal ideology was willing to

acknowledge. Meanwhile, smaller families headed by men were more abundant on the

west and south: given a total of 2 432 families of three or less people, Concepción Salto

del Agua had 18.26 percent of them, Santa Veracruz had 16.78 percent and Señor San

José 14.56 percent, which means that three parishes on the city’s southwestern quarter

or roughly the “territory” of pre-Hispanic Moyotlan concentrated almost half of that

type of families.

The Elephant’s Ears

From beginning to end, an elephant has been standing at the center of this chap-

ter—huge and oblivious to my attempts to delineate its ears. With the tools at hand, it is

true, such an pursuit was destined to fail, for drawing an elephant requires brushes of a

different sort than the ones I have employed in these pages—to say nothing of skills I do

not have. Brushes of sharp precision, indeed:

Dionicio Romero, indio de México[,] albañil, de veinte y tres años. Casado con

María Antonia Carmen[,] de diez y siete años: sin hijos.
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María Dolores[,] india de Tlanepantla[,] viuda de cincuenta y seis años[,] con

una hija viuda de veinte y dos años, con un hijo párvulo y una huérfana, Margarita[,]

de México[,] de doce años. Española y doncella.39

For entries like these I would have killed—yet I found them when it was too late to

work with them (and, besides, the document is too incomplete to be used the way I in-

tended to). Contrary to the Mexico City census of 1790, however, the matrícula of San

Juan Tenochtitlan has nothing to say about the origin of the indigenous population it

contains—most likely because it had to assume that everyone within the roll was a native

of Mexico City in order to make their enrolment legitimate and legal. So I have been

unable to address the problem this chapter has tried to explore face to face, and also to

test without proxies its underlying hypothesis. At best, the exploration of gender ra-

tios, age proportions and family structures could be thought to be my clumsy way of

capturing the shadows produced by the elephant’s movements, a complicated device

whose only aim was rather a pretty simple one—to capture the full roughness of a

pachyderm. Which is just another way to say: since the majority of the barrio popula-

tion was male, adult and clustered in families that did not allow for social replication,

and since, because of that, it is hard to imagine that the indigenous city’s demographic

profile in 1800 was the result of endogenous growth only, the type of alluvial expansion

Mesoamerica as a whole experienced began to experience in the middle decades of the

seventeenth century, it then follows that at least some of the tributaries of San Juan

Tenochtitlan had been born elsewhere in the viceroyalty.

Granted, the evidence presented in this chapter does not prove that the barrios

39. “Padrón del cuartel menor número 32,” Archivo Histórco del Estado de México,

Padrones, vol. 5, exp. 3, f. 30v (62).
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were made up partially by immigrants—from other Mesoamerican regions or generally

from New Spain. It only shows that, from a demographic point of view, it is unlikely

that the barrios could have been self-sustainable communities in the latter years of the

eighteenth century. If nonetheless the immigrant population had been able to settle in

the barrios and achieve a small but crucial degree of collective viability—if the barrios,

in other words, were the salvation board of uprooted peasants, unemployed artisans and

women of all sort of economic persuasions—that does not take away the fact that,

structurally, which is to say in the long run, the survival of the barrios was compro-

mised as it depended on the continuous influx of non-natives to Mexico City. The rela-

tionship between immigrants and barrios should then be understood as fundamentally

paradoxical: though it was vital for the survival of both, the presence of immigrants

weakened the structural capabilities of the barrios to thrive and endure, thus making

them more dependent on the disruptive presence of newcomers, which in turn… And

yet, probably because this addictive cycle had begun only in the eighteenth century, as

population growth gained momentum (and anyway had been slowed down at least twice

during the century, first by the epidemic of 1739 and by later the agrarian crisis of

1785-1786), the complex of architectural cores and social networks anchored by them

was still pretty much alive and were unmistakably linked to the corporate past—both the

baroque order and the pre-Hispanic world—and thus were able to mold the immigrants

into true heirs of the elders who had built a city over the lake in the early fifteenth

century. Never mind their relationship was not supported by straightforward geneal-

ogy: by the time Plutarch remembered the story, after all, the planks of Theseus’ ship

had also been genetically unrelated to the timber with which the vessel had been as-

sembled back in the days of the Minotaur, and that had not prevented them, precisely by
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virtue of their piecemeal incorporation into the ship, from becoming the ship itself, the

very artifact the hero had navigated on.40

As in most migratory processes, explaining the movement of people from the

Mesoamerican countryside to Mexico City in the eighteenth century could only be

done if equal attention is paid to both ends of it—the forces pushing people out of the

countryside and those attracting people in to the city—as well as to the very articulation

of “supply” and “demand” elements encouraging or limiting the flow of people from

this or that region, from this or that group age or gender, and with this or that degree

of permanency. Understanding the reasons behind the decision of thousands of indi-

viduals to become Mexico City dwellers, in other words, requires, would require, a

double exploration, in the city and in the countryside, able moreover to reconstruct the

dialectic between place of origin and destination point as it was experienced by the

migrants themselves: as an endless interplay of needs and opportunities, as a set of

contingencies for which no answer was ever to be round and definitive, indeed as open-

ended journey (and excuse me for the trite image) and this despite the role ideologies

play in the fixation of meaning. Alas, that analysis will not be found in the pages to fol-

low; this dissertation is simply too small a work for such a complex endeavor. Rather,

40. Plutarch, “The Life of Theseus,” as it appears in Plutarch’s Lives in Eight Volumes,

trans. and intro. Mr. Dryden [sic] (London: J. and R. Tonson and S. Draper, 1749), 1: 73. The full

passage reads as follows: “The ship wherein Theseus and the youth of Athens set out and re-

turned safe, had thirty oars, and was preserved by the Athenians, down even to the time of De-

metrius Phalereus, for they took away the old planks as they decayed, putting in new and

stronger timber in their place, insomuch that this ship became a standing example among the

philosophers, whenever they disputed about things that increase, one side holding, that the ship

remained the same, and the other as fiercely contending, that it was not the same.” I owe the tale

to Renata Schneider Glantz.
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what I will do in the following chapter is to focus on the economic activities of the bar-

rio population, aiming to show at least one side of the equation: namely, the reasons

migrant might have had to come to New Spain’s capital or, to put it differently, the na-

ture of the magnet that pulled them out from a distressed countryside to the city—which

is to say, the urban labor market—and also on the implications of such attraction for the

city’s social landscape. e
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cha pter s ix

A Proletariat in the Making

The Labor  Market i n the Barrios of San Juan Tenochti tlan

ork, of course, is what brought rural folks into the city—not the palaces of the

wealthy, not the spectacle of bullfighting. Work allowed them to endure, to

feed their families, to pay for masses and baptisms. Work even gave them, perhaps, a

sense of purpose. In this final chapter, at last, the working situation in the barrios will

be addressed. The main question it aims to answer is whether the workers belonging to

the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan were a proletariat in the making, part and parcel of

a larger transformation of productive forces experienced by Mexico City at the end of

the colonial period. The answer is largely affirmative, though keeping in mind that the

level of integration was regionally differentiated. To that end, the chapter will explore

the following issues. First, the number of people considered “workers” by the docu-

ment and the possibility that occupational descriptors, what I call labor tags, could be

used to estimate the number of peasants among the tributary population. Second, the

nomenclature of labor in the indigenous city, with the idea of perceiving processes of

proletarianization underneath the nominative practices; in that context, special atten-

W
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tion will be given to turners (most likely lathe operators) and painters. Third, the na-

ture of weaving in the indigenous city, aiming to look in detail at such proletarianiza-

tion in one of the most “developed” urban industries. Fourth, the relationship between

weavers and spinners, to produce a more nuanced and comprehensive notion of the

process, since the latter were in general closer to the artisan past than the former.

Fifth, two additional venues from which to observe the rise of a new working class: on

the one hand, workers specializing on the production of painted cottons and, on the

other, the proportion of married to unattached men, what I call celibacy ratio—which in

turn is measured and charted for all barrios. Sixth, the geographic distribution of the

ten most numerous types of workers: masons, shoemakers, porters, carpenters, tan-

ners, hay gatherers (zacateros), button makers, candle makers, butchers and potters.

Seventh, the landscape of labor organized by economic sector, which portrays a city

largely engaged in transformative activities and with very few “agriculturalists.” And

finally, what does the geographic pattern of tertiary sector workers tell us about the

limits of the indigenous city’s economic integration.

Does the Lack of a Tag Unmask a Peasant?

The matrícula’s first three volumes, where the barrio population was counted, contain

information about the economic activity of 3 251 individuals. Only one of them was a

woman: María Casimira Sacristán, a flower vendor from San Antonio Teocaltitlan.1 Of

course, such masculine “bias” is hardly surprising, since most female labor went pub-

1. Archivo General de la Nación (hereafter agn), Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 106v-107.
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licly unrecognized during the colonial period—that is, during the colonial period as

well. The presence of a woman in the list has to be seen as a cultural typo, the slip of a

functionary forgetting for a couple of seconds that, as the ideology of the land had it,

working women did not exist. It is interesting to note, nevertheless, that María

Casimira Sacristán was not single nor a widow but a married woman and mother of

two—her husband, the semillero or seed seller José Tenorio; her children, José Floren-

cio and Ana Cleta—for the conventional understanding of women engaged in public

affairs in New Spain has long presumed that the absence of a male partner was the criti-

cal factor determining women’s departure from the “domestic” realm to which they

supposedly belonged. In other words: unlikely as it is, and obviously trivial from a

quantitative point of view, the typo is truly significant for it does not fit the cliché

about gender inequality in preindustrial societies—as a historical formation wherein

women stayed “at home.” And that in turn could give some credit, I hope, to the

speculative proposition that most “economically inactive” women in the barrios had in

fact occupations as public as those of their partners and would-be partners—and by

public I mean work regulated by some form of abstract device such as money, credit or

payment in specie, the use of which would imply a depersonalized, non familial econ-

omy. But, as I said, in this regard the matrícula allows only for speculation.2

2. The oficios volumes are not that different in their sexism: out of 6 584 people with a

known occupation, only eight were women—and even this it not entirely clear, since, contrary to

the barrio volumes, occupation has to be inferred from the headings organizing the document:

thus Juana Crisóstoma Ávila was not necessarily a mason; María Rita López, was likely not a

coach maker, Petrona Blancarte, was probably not a candy maker; and María Manuela Juárez, was

probably not a baker—because they were all married to mulattoes. More ambiguous are the cases

of María Feliciana Cuevas, who was listed with the bacon makers, and Josefa Ordóñez, listed

under the heading “Padrón de indios zurradores, badaneros y guanteros,” as their partners were
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The men whose trade is known represent 95.50 percent of all adult males and

90.86 percent of all heads of household—while, understandably, they amount only to

62.86 percent of all males, minors included. That is to say that almost all workingmen

had their occupation registered in the barrio volumes, and thus the means of survival

for most households are at least partially explained this way. This is a first noticeable

feature of the occupational data, because the matrícula’s structure—specifically the fact

that the last volumes deal explicitly with artisans—could lead one to think that barrio

tributaries did not have an oficio or, following an old prejudice, that they were peas-

ants. But that is ostensibly not the case; thus, even at this early point, the differences

between barrio and artisan volumes have turned out to be misleading—and will be more

so as the specific nature of the trades becomes clearer. It must be presumed, then, that

the reason for establishing two groups of tributaries within the built environment, or

three, if those of the fábricas reales volume are considered apart, had nothing to do

with their economic activity but rather with their membership in the barrios; on the

contrary, the logic underpinning the tributary count as a whole was spatial in principle

but ultimately corporative—the borders of the Spanish grid being the gutter between

the two public realms. Time will come to corroborate this from the other end of the

problem—namely that a sizable proportion of tributaries from the oficios volumes hap-

pened to be registered as living in the barrios while not belonging to them (expanding

the analysis of addresses in chapter four). By now, suffice to say that the proletarian

character of indigenous Mexico City is beyond doubt (proletarian in the broadest

sense, as synonym of working class), even if that tarnishes the bucolic image of the city

                                                                   
absent. But it is somewhat likely that Juana Gertrudis Escobar had indeed been a mason, since

she was a widow; see agn, Padrones, vol. 103, ff. 4v, 26, 163v, 204; Padrones, vol. 104, f. 165; and

Padrones, vol. 105, ff. 71. 130 and 132
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the networks of canals and the indisputable importance of agricultural orchards—from

La Viga’s paseo to the domain of Enrique Florescano’s pejulagueros—has long encour-

aged scholars to draw.3

If split by civil status, those percentages are slightly different: whereas the occu-

pation of 96.16 percent of all married men is known and the percentage for single men

is 96.00 (or 96.03 if the six adopted or orphaned men described as singles are in-

cluded), information on the economic activity of widowers is significantly lower—only

87.75 percent of them were still working in the matrícula maker’s perspective

—probably because, contrary to their female counterparts, widowers in late Bourbon

Mexico City were less prone to continue working after a certain age. Married and sin-

gle men plus widowers amount to 3 247 individuals—short of the grand total of males

with known occupation (3 250)—because three minors with a trade were included as

well: José Anacleto, a fourteen-year-old tocinero or bacon and pork dealer from Xihui-

tongo; José Calixto Aguilar, a sixteen-year-old water carrier also from Xihuitongo, and

José Manuel Hernández, a fifteen-year-old water carrier from San Pablo Teocaltitlan.4

Awareness of their activity was most likely due to their age, as they were approaching

tributary “manhood,” but also to the fact that their familial situation was somewhat

unusual (albeit not unique to them): the latter two were orphans, while the former was

the adopted son of Rosa María and José Valentín de la Cruz, a mason not engaged in the

pork industry as far as one can tell, with whom he was still living. José Calixto Aguilar’s

case, in turn, is also worth noticing because he was the sole orphan heading a house-

3. Enrique Florescano, Precios del maíz y crisis agrícolas en México, 1709-1810: Ensayo so-

bre el movimiento de los precios y sus consecuencias económicas y sociales (Mexico: El Colegio

de México[Centro de Estudios Históricos], 1969).

4. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 24v and 27, and vol. 99, f. 108.
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hold—a household of one, which is more—and because in the document there is no in-

scription besides his name indicating that he would be “of age” by the time of the fol-

lowing matrícula. (In a sense, he should have been counted as “adopted single” but I

think he was still considered a minor—which obviously means I am assuming bachelor-

hood was understood in the matrícula as the crucible of age and civil status—and thus

treating him differently does make sense.) Unfortunately, it is impossible to say why

only two orphans out of nineteen and one adopted son out of fifteen were registered

with their occupations.

More puzzling, on the other hand, is the image resulting from laying out these,

the bulkiest labor figures onto a map. In fact, the way numbers relate to each other in

this regard is paradoxical, to say the least, given what other spatially oriented calcula-

tions have produced so far and, more important, what a more nuanced, qualitative

analysis of labor figures will show shortly. The relevant figures have been compiled in

Table 6.1. I am concerned here with the rate of trade occurrences per parish and bar-

rio, first to add yet another layer to the city’s social cartography, and second as a tool

for thinking about the economic activity of the five percent or so of workers whose

trade was not given in the matrícula—the hypothesis to test being that lack of informa-

tion implies agricultural activity, for that has been the primordial occupation of

Mesoamerican indigenous peoples since time immemorial. Most of New Spain’s tribu-

taries were indeed peasants, but that is not really surprising in a country, and in an

epoch, largely dominated by food production; more telling of the likelihood of linking

absence of explicit labor adscription to agriculture is that the percentage of adult males

with a trade description in the pueblos volume is considerably lower than in the barrios

volumes: 82.73 versus 95.50 percent. So it seems reasonable to think that describing a

tributary as a peasant was, to some degree, redundant. Already at the parish level, how-
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ever, there is no way to sustain such claim: as though to deride peasantism, percent-

ages of labor identification are an obvious challenge to such expectations, with Santa

Veracruz and Concepción Salto del Agua having the lowest rates of registered

trades—94 and 94.39 percent, respectively—while Santa María la Redonda and Santo

Tomás de la Palma are on the opposite end—96.60 and 97.10 percent respectively. To

make everything more bizarre, Santa Cruz Acatlan, with 95.50 percent of adult males

identified by trade, stands out as the average parish—against a pattern of being more of

an exception rather than the norm within the republic.

In order to understand why the parishes seem to “behave” so abnormally it is first

necessary to take a small detour to the pueblos volume, for there is something worth

noticing there. As I said, only 82.73 percent of adult males were registered as having an

economic activity, but that included four jurisdictions segregated from Tacuba as late

as 1792 and put under the authority of San Juan Tenochtitlan: the northwestern villages

of San Lucas Tepetlacalco, San Miguel Chalmita and San Pedro y San Pablo Xalpa (to-

day within the municipality of Tlanepantla de Báez in Mexico state), as well as the haci-

enda of San Antonio, otherwise known as Aragón—not to be confused with Santiago

Tlatelolco’s Santa Ana Aragón.5 Because Tacuba had been the main Tepanec altepetl in

the century before the European conquest (after the demise of Atzcapotzalco) and be-

cause Tacuba was one of the most important jurisdictions in the valley throughout the

colonial period—that is, by virtue of their origin and their later inclusion as subjects of

San Juan Tenochtitlan—the tributary history of these four entities could not be pre-

sumed in any way equal to the Mexica polity.6 Listed together at the volume’s end—a

5. agn, Padrones, vol. 100, ff. 141-159.

6. Charles Gibson, The Aztecs under the Spanish Rule, 1519-1810 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford

University Press, 1964), 373, on the contrary, read the story the other way around: for him, the
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likely reflection of their recent incorporation into San Juan Tenochtitlan—they distin-

guished themselves for that absolutely none of their members had their occupations

described, as though the local custom in Tacuba, or at least in these four jurisdictions,

had been to omit the tributaries’ economic activities in tribute rolls. These are, moreo-

ver, the only units within the entire matrícula, either barrios or villages, in which not a

single worker’s occupation was given. That is why I decided to subtract their members

from the count of adult males in the outlying pueblos—and then breathe out, partially

relieved at the sight of the new figure, a prettier 96.42 percent of adult men with a

known economic activity. (If it is not more satisfactory, it is basically because in San

Esteban Popotla only 89.62 percent of adult males were identified as having an occu-

pation.)

Although that figure is still below the identification percentages for Santo Tomás

de la Palma and Santa María la Redonda, and therefore it does not solve the whole

problem, at least it shows that there is no reason for presuming a direct relationship

between degree of urbanism and occurrence of labor tags in the barrios of San Juan

Tenochtitlan. The point to be made, in fact, is that absence of activity descriptions can-

not mean to indicate the “hiding” of peasants in the document—and, stretching the ar-

                                                                   
three towns (plus San Esteban Popotla) were ancestral dependencies of San Juan Tenochtitlan

which fell under the political authority of Tacuba’s subdelegado in the early nineteenth century.

Besides agn, Archivo Histórico de Hacienda, vol. 224, exp. 8, ff. 1-7, which is the summary of the

1807 matrícula, a document that has no annotations on the matter, Gibson refered to agn, Civil,

vol. 169, exp. 3, item 9 (it seems), a document I have not worked with. But he does not cite the

summary of the 1800 matrícula, where the direction of the transfer is explicitly affirmed:

“Pueblos de la jurisdicción de Tacuba mandados agregar al gobierno de la parcialidad de San

Juan, de esta capital, para el pago de tributos, en virtud de orden del excelentísimo señor vir-

rey[,] de 19 de mayo del presente año de 1800 conforme a lo acordado en junta superior de Real

Hacienda de30 de Junio de 1792”; see agn, Padrones, vol. 100, f. 141.
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gument a bit farther, that indio and campesino (peasant) were not sociological syno-

nyms in eighteenth-century New Spain, at least to extent they became intertwined in

the centuries thereafter. Such percentage must refer to something else. (That is not to

say, however, that the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan could not have practiced any

form of agriculture—there is enough evidence on the contrary, What “else” it was,

however, can be only hinted at this point. One way to explain it is to presume that dif-

ferences in identifying trades were the result of varying degrees of social control, and

thus that barrios with higher percentages of trade identification were better organized

than those with lower percentages. Unfortunately, the matrícula is a tool ostensibly

defective for perceiving the vibrancy of political institutions at the barrio level—as only

ten alcaldes and one cacique were thus considered, and not a single lesser official, like

the merinos who gathered was mentioned—and, therefore, there is no way to know

whether the barrios of Santa María la Redonda and Santo Tomás la Palma had more dili-

gent authorities or more solid institutions than those of Concepción Salto del Agua or

Santa Veracruz. Anyhow, as will be evident within a second, it might be not entirely idle

to consider the ability or willingness to describe the work of adult tributaries as having

something to do with the resulting percentages of trade registration in the barrios: for

Concepción Salto del Agua and Santa Veracruz, the two parishes with the lowest per-

centage of labor tags, were socially and architecturally mixed ones, secular from the

very beginning and not former mendicant doctrinas like Santa María la Redonda—and

the fact that the parish in between them, Señor San José, was the third worst ranked in

terms of labeling efficacy with 95.42 percent of named occupations, and this regardless

of its indigenous origin, seems to be anything but mere coincidence. (Only one alcalde,

by the way, was counted in those parishes’ twelve barrios: José Luis Santillán from

Chichicmecapan. Tellingly, though, the note made in his entry reads “alcalde actual de
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la parcialidad”—not simply “alcalde actual” or “alcalde,” as the rest—as though indi-

cating that he was a parcialidad-wise authority, not just a barrio-level one.)7

Put differently, the “southwestern” concentration of lower parish percentages of

labor identification—or, more exactly, a small crescent surrounding the Spanish grid

from west to south—as well as the mixed nature of both parishes with most occupations

not being described, invites one to imagine that the ultimate cause for it was the exis-

tence of a more fluid and, in a way, more cosmopolitan environment in that part of the

city. Soon the extent to which this region, Santa Veracruz and Concepción Salto del

Agua in particular, tended to concentrate occupations technologically more complex

and with a higher degree of specialization, and better situated on the ladder of social

appreciation, will be evident. Suffice is to say by now that the big “southwest” was also

where most indianilla or painted-cotton cloth factories—nearly capitalist enterprises,

as Manuel Miño’s work suggests—were being established, and also that south of the

Alameda, a territory under the authority of the parishes of Santa Veracruz and Señor

San José, the “colonization” campaign orchestrated by Ignacio Castera in the last dec-

ade of the eighteenth century was most successful.8 That is not to say, however, that

individual barrios conformed point by point to this tendency: Tlapancaltitlan-

Tarasquillo, a Santa Veracruz barrio whose architectural core was located south of the

Alameda, for instance, had a fair 95.90 percent of workers “with” a trade, though such

7. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, f. 57v.

8. See Manuel Miño Grijalva, Obrajes y tejedores de Nueva España, 1700-1810: La industria

urbana y rural en una economía colonial (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios

Históricos], [1990] 1998), 106 and 185-193; and María Dolores Morales, “Cambios en la estruc-

tura de la traza vial de la ciudad de México, 1770-1855”, in La ciudad de México en la primera

mitad del siglo XIX, ed. Regina Hernández Franyuti (Mexico: Instituto Mora, 1994), i: 161-224.
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figure was merely the twentieth-fourth highest considering all forty-two barrios,

meaning that it belonged to the lowest half of them. (And yet, see the discussion of in-

dianilla painters below.) The point is that, at the regional level, it is likely that two con-

verging processes were taking place in the three parishes with the lowest percentage of

trade identification: on the one hand, a transformation of labor forces similar in char-

acter if not in the details to the old story of the rise of capitalism—“liberation” of labor

and collapse of artisan cultures, spatial dislocation between home and working place,

and so on—and, on the other hand, the consolidation of a pattern of spatial and cultural

mingling of Spanish and Indian dwellers that inevitably compromised, though never

superseded, the neatness of the original divide in two republics.

In that sense, one may attribute the lack of labor tags to a different phenome-

non—namely, the nearly capitalist modernization of the urban space during the eight-

eenth century. It is then possible to imagine that the workforce to which no labor de-

scriptions were attached had become flexible enough as to be unable to fit the ancien

régime’s labor categories (a proletariat of sorts, in other words), or indeed that those

workers were unemployed and thus already members of the proverbial labor’s reserve

army. Either way—and there is no reason to think of both possibilities as mutually ex-

clusive—the implication is clear: rather than just housing districts, fossils of an agri-

cultural age or transitional zones for the “acculturation” of peasants, Mexico City’s

outskirts were at the center of the vast, complex and still poorly understood process of

social and economic change that redefined the character of the city during the second

half of the century. By that I mean the process that made possible the development of

Miño’s protocapitalist textile factories, as well as the establishment of the Royal To

-

bacco Factory studied by Susan Deans-Smith, with its almost nine thousand workers in

1797—so profound a transformation, indeed, that it is tempting to see it as placing the
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city on the verge of the same qualitative transformation of productive forces known in

the western world as the “industrial revolution.”9 Under such light, furthermore, the

high percentages of labor identification in Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa María la

Redonda, and even that of Santa Cruz Acatlan, could be understood as yet another in-

dication of the spatial divide affecting the indigenous city—two layers of which, as al-

ready noted, were the distinctions between central and marginal parishes on the one

hand, and between the more cohesive southeast and a more plural west and south on the

other. Needless to say, a more precise image of these differences will emerge only as

the peculiarities of the labor market in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan become

tangible—in particular the interplay of agricultural activity, unskilled proletarian work

and both semiskilled and skilled “artisan” labor.

The only thing this new framework appears not to explain is the high percentage

of the parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan—third in the parish ranking with a 95.96 percent

of workers identified by occupation. This is specially annoying—to me at least—as the

9. The figures are indeed impressive, especially for a city which total population was just

above one hundred thousand inhabitants: as reported by Susan Deans-Smith, Bureacrats, Plant-

ers, and Workers: The Making of the Tobacco Monopoly in Bourbon Mexico (Austin: University

of Texas Press, 1992), 176, table 20, there were 8 976 people were employed by Mexico City’s

factory in 1797. And even if in 1809 the figure was dramatically smaller—as a result of the gen-

dered anti labor policies of the crown—it was nonetheless indicative of the degree of complexity

of Mexico City’s labor force: 5 437 people. In the matrícula of 1800, 867 tributaries were con-

sidered tobacco workers; 501 of them worked at Mexico City’s Royal Factory and 337 at Guadal-

upe’s. No data is available for the remaining twenty-nine, but twenty did belong to barrios (eight

within Santa María la Redonda, one within Santa Veracruz, three within Señor San José, five

within Concepción Salto del Agua, two within San Pablo Teocaltitlan, none within Santo Tomás

de la Palma and just one within Santa Cruz Acatlan). See agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 5v, 8, 37v,

46, 55v, 74v, 83 and 91v; vol. 97, ff. 21v, 54v-65, 71v, 75, 77v, 83, 91v and 101v; vol. 99, ff. 77v, 99v

and 134v; vol. 101, passim (it is the fábricas reales volume); and vol. 104, ff. 139v-140.
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parish and its main barrio in particular (the eponymous one) have been characterized in

these pages as a prime immigration’s destination and therefore as a likely home of un-

employed workers; San Pablo Teocaltitlan, in a way, should have had a lower percentage

of identified occupations. But if, for once, proportional calculations are replaced by

absolute figures, it is evident that the three barrios on the “straight” south were closer

to their peers on the west rather than to their southeastern cousins: with as many work-

ers with no labor description attached as Señor San José (twenty-three), San Pablo Teo-

caltitlan is clearly in the same group than the central, pluralistic parishes of Santa Ve

racruz (twenty-nine) and Concepción Salto del Agua (thirty-three), while Santo Tomás

de la Palma (fifteen) indisputably partakes with the marginal ones in demographic

terms, Santa Cruz Acatlan (fourteen) and Santa María la Redonda (fifteen). Notice, by

the way, that the barrio of San Pablo Teocaltitlan alone has more “unemployed” adult

males (fifteen) than the five barrios of Santa María la Redonda together, or for that

matter the seven of Santa Cruz Acatlan as well. And notice too, as it is even more tell-

ing of the structure of labor in the indigenous city, that Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, a

rather conspicuous barrio from Señor San José, is the second largest one by the num-

ber of workers with no description (thirteen), and also the barrio to which most in-

dianilla workers belonged. Admittedly a risky shift in point of view, and not only as it

show how subtle, abstruse or perhaps just meaningless the previous calculations’

arithmetic base is, the move is on the other hand an emphatic reminder of how meticu-

lous the matrícula maker was—for only the occupation of 153 adult males managed to

escape his attention.
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Labor Nomenclature, Hi nts of  Proletar ianization

The barrio volumes list 247 different occupations or, more precisely, 247 different ways

in which occupations were described—more than the disciplines taught today at any

North American university. Compared to the rest of the matrícula the figure is still im-

pressive: the pueblo volume includes only thirty-eight different occupations, while the

oficios volumes, where most artisans should have been placed in the first place, contain

just 206 labor tags. Of course, this is not trivial. To begin with, it shows how fluid

definitions of labor were before the industrial revolution and the twentieth-century’s

tendency to create an absolute identity—historian, investment banker, teamster—out of

every activity; how diverse the labor market in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan was

and thus, lastly, how removed the tributaries of New Spain’s capital were from the agri-

cultural Arcadia of certain anthropologists and myth makers. Sheer numbers like this

one, by the way, just make evident that pairing indigenous life and simplicity of social

structures—the argument that has made of complexity the crux of most scientific

thought—is wholly absurd if not just a twisted form of racism. That is not to say, how

ever, that such an immense pool of activities were in fact open to all barrio tributaries.

Dozens of labor descriptions were applied to single, seemingly isolated individuals

(106 tags, in fact) whereas, on the other end of the gamut, just one label—albañil, or

mason—was the one placed upon 577 people. In between, as it is summarized in Table

6.2, labor tags tended to be attached to smallish groups of people rather than to mul-

titudes, decreasing in number, moreover, as group size increased, with the sole excep-

tion of eight tags or 3.24 percent of them shared by nine people—when the previous

group, that of tags attached to eight people has only four labels or 1.62 percent of
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them. Overall, the overwhelming majority of barrio workers or 82.62 percent of them

were linked to the forty-four tags with twelve or more “members.”

Most of the mystery surrounding this highly polarized structure could be dis-

pelled by looking at Table 6.3, which details all labor labels found in the barrio vol-

umes. The list contains every single naming clause present in this portion of the ma-

trícula—the only exception being spelling variations or “mistakes”—regardless of their

value as reality proxies; that is, despite the impact juxtapositions, homonymies and

adjectival phrases could have on the project of reconstructing the landscape of labor in

the indigenous city. This will be attempted in the following pages. Yet, dismissing such

a rich maze of textual clauses under the illusion that nominative practices are merely

idiosyncratic masks covering “real” activities—neat, standardized, as though arising
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from a textbook; in this case a neoclassic economics textbook, which is worse—would

have been an unfortunate, positivist mistake to make. For the diversity of labor tags

does convey something of the richness, fluidity and complexity of social and spatial

structures present in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan. To begin with, it makes

clear that labor identity is as slippery a notion as any of its more famous cous-

ins—cousin gender, cousin ethnicity and cousin national, that is.10 Thus José Ibarra

Zavaleta from Tepetitlan was said to be both a mason and a wool spinner; Tomás José

Muñoz from Tequesquipan, a mason and a rower; Juan José de la Cruz Rojas from Cul-

huacatongo, a mason and a porter; Alejo Martín from San Nicolás Ozoloacan, a shoe-

maker and a tanner; José Lázaro from Santa María Magdalena Mixica, a hay gatherer or

vendor (zacatero) and a turner (tornero), and José Leonardo Castro from Atizapan, a

candle maker and a water carrier.11 Better still: they all were professionals of both

trades at the same time. Incidentally, the first three cases confirm the “seasonal” na-

ture of masonry, which is to say the instability of an activity for which large numbers of

unskilled workers were needed—yet it is worth noticing that the matrícula does distin-

guish between albañil  or mason and peón de albañil or masonry “official.” One may

imagine José Ibarra Zavaleta, Tomás José Muñoz and José de la Cruz Rojas shifting

between masonry and other occupations according to the demands of construction and

in that sense, perhaps a bit better off than those tributaries identified only as masons.

The trade combinations present among barrio tributaries also reveal that hierar-

10. For a different perspective on the interchangeability of labor “identities” in colonial

Latin America, see Jane E. Mangan, Trading Roles: Gender, Ethnicity, and the Urban Economy

in Colonial Potosí (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 2005), chap. 5.

11. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 3v; 13 and 52v; Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 89v-90; and Padrones,

vol. 99, ff. 38v and 51v.
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chies of labor in late colonial Mexico City were far from written in stone, as people

could have occupations a modern-day observer might find disparate, contradictory and

even nonsensical. Combining two unskilled occupations, as in the cases of Tomás José

Muñoz and José de la Cruz Rojas, is obviously not a problem, as masonry, rowing and

carrying seem to rely mainly on physical force with almost no technical skill at-

tached—or very a minimal one. Combining an unskilled occupation with one more

complex, as in the cases of José Ibarra Zavaleta, José Lázaro and José Leonardo Castro,

seems reasonable enough, too, for it could be presumed that the technically demanding

occupation—spinning, operating a lathe and making candles—were truly trades, or even

vocations, while carrying adobes, gathering hay or transporting water were activities

these artisans pursued as an additional or alternative source of income. Equally unsur-

prising should be the case of Alejo Martín, for it is easy to see a continuity—material,

technological—between the shoemaker’s skills and the tanner’s secrets, thus revealing a

working “identity” centered on the manipulation of leather merely expressed as two

different trades. But, as the following cases show, sometimes it is difficult to under-

stand the pairing of certain occupations in some people’s descriptions. Thus Mariano

Antonio Arellano, from Atizapan, was both a spinner and a cigarette maker (cigarrero);

Laureano Trinidad from Ixnahuatongo, a shoemaker and a button maker; Eleuterio

Ceferino from La Resurreción Tultengo, a silk twister (torcedor de seda) and a republi-

can scribe or notary (escribano de república), and Alejandro Torres from Xoloc-

Tlaxcoac, both a butcher and a rosariero—most likely a rosary maker, since elsewhere in

the document “rosarieros” are equated to experts in stringing beads.12 The two latter,

of course, are reminders that the public, the sacred and the mundane were combined

12. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 14; and Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 25-25v, 62-62v and 117.
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under the ancien régime in ways that defy most evolutionist accounts of secularization

and the rise of the modern public sphere—even though, in the case of Eleuterio Ce-

ferino, the fact that a crucial public office was linked to work on one of the most elitist

trades could not have been entirely random.13

Another reason for the multiplicity of trade denominations is the occurrence of

technical or professional qualifiers—presumably to better characterize each worker,

though in practice, sometimes, the net effect is to raise questions about the reliability,

or rationality, of the nomenclature as a whole. José Liberato Ramírez from San Pablo

Teocaltitlan, for instance, was not described as a porter but a cargador de la Aduana or

Custom House’s porter, as though his relationship with the Custom House was deeper

or more serious than that of all other porters working in the large building on Santo

Domingo square—hinting perhaps to the fact that he was a permanent worker, paid by

the Custom House, and not one those “free” porters hired by the day by independent

merchants and teamsters responsible for much of the vibrant atmosphere surrounding

the Dominican monastery’s church.14 But since the Custom House was far away from

San Pablo Teocaltitlan, perhaps the matrícula maker felt the need to write down José

Liberato Ramírez’ precise occupation in order to make sense of the anomaly of a

worker whose place of residence was not close to his working location. (In support of

that type of geographic underpinnings one may cite the case of Juan Santos Vello, an

13. On the “elitism” of silk production, I would simply point out to the stories—most likely

apocryphal yet significant because of that—of Miguel Hidalgo planting mulberry trees and culti-

vating silkworms in Dolores only to assert his independence from the Spanish crown; see Hugh

M. Hamill, The Hidalgo Revolt: Prelude to Mexican Independence (Gainesville: University of

Florida Press, 1966), 84-85.

14. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 84v.
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operario de la Casa de Moneda or mechanic at the Royal Mint from Santa Cruz Acatlan

and the only barrio tributary registered as such, and absent from the volume compris-

ing workers from the “royal factories,” as his eccentric place of residence—the Mint

was part of the viceregal palace compound—was probably worth noticing by the ma-

trícula maker.)15 Or maybe it is just that the Custom House’s prestige made its mention

somewhat appealing (for whom, however, is not possible to tell), as suggested by the

case of Tomás Antonio Tovar, an enfardador or bundle maker from Culhuacatongo, for

indeed he was the only packer registered in the barrio volumes and yet the qualifier “de

la Aduana” was unnecessarily inscribed after his generic description.16

In some cases, of course, professional and technical distinctions are indispensa-

ble to distinguish between substantially different trades sharing the same name. Thus

Juan Antonio Camargo from San Antonio Teocaltitlan, the sole miller in the whole ma-

trícula (that is, including both the pueblos and artisan volumes), was most likely a col-

league of Domenico Scandella a.k.a. Menocchio, but that was obviously not the case of

José Ignacio Soria from Santa Clarita Temascaltitlan and José Rodríguez González from

Chichicmecapan, even though each one of them was characterized as molinero, if only

because grinding carbon, sulfur and saltpeter—and at the Royal Gunpowder Factory, no

less—tend to produce flours of quite different nature than the powder that prompted

the theological inclinations of Carlo Ginzburg’s most famous “character.”17 (Juan An-

tonio Camargo’s condition, by the way, is not without its problems, for the millers of

15. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 134.

16. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, f. 107v.

17. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 107v; and Padrones, vol. 97, f. 48v and 57. See Carlo Gin-

zburg, The Cheese and the Worms: The Cosmos of a Sixteenth-Century Miller, trans. John and

Anne Tedeschi (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, [1976] 1980).
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Mexico City were a rather restrictive group that virtually monopolized the supply of

wheat to the city’s market; that is, they were part of the very core of the viceregal elite.

If molinero in his case is what most literature understands by miller is something I can-

not say, but my own prejudices—the tendency to identify the elite with certain degree of

Spanishness—suggests that he was a worker at a mill and not a mill owner.)18 The same

was probably true regarding Lorenzo Piña from Necatitlan, the only person described

as pescadero in the document. He was likely a fish vendor or even a fish merchant

rather than a fisherman, as the twenty people termed pescador most certainly were.19

Other distinctions may be more easily grasped, despite the obscurity of the terms

employed, as in the cases of Marcelino Antonio Velazco from Tepetitlan, Matías de los

Ángeles Chispas from San Francisco Tultengo, and José Mariano Pérez from San Pablo

Teocaltitlan, all three described as oven operators—yet with telling mannerisms. On the

one hand, the term used for Marcelino Antonio Velazco and Matías de los Ángeles

Chispas was hornillero, derived from a diminutive form for oven (“hornillo”) thus sug-

gesting that the kiln in question was small or rustic.20 On the other, José Mariano

Pérez’ tag was hornero de panadería (bakery’s baker, if one accepts the redundancy

offered by the dictionary), which means that he was one those rare workers engaged in

bread production who had attained certain degree of specialization.21 Following Vir-

ginia García Acosta’s understanding of bread production in eighteenth-century Mexico

City, one has then to conclude that José Mariano Pérez’ status within the bakers’ trade

18. See Virginia García Acosta, Las panaderías, sus dueños y trabajadores: Ciudad de

México, siglo XVIII (Mexico: Ediciones de la Casa Chata, 1989), chap. 4, esp.

19. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 67v.

20. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 4v; Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 152v-153

21. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, f. 82-82v.
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was superior to the fourteen people described as panadero or baker in the barrio vol-

umes, which must have been multi-task, virtually unskilled workers, and way higher to

the ten ones labeled pambacero—for, to the extent that the prohibition to only bake that

type of third-class bread was enforced, rather than pambazo  makers they should have

been pambazo  vendors.22 As for the seven called repartidor de pan, or bread “dis-

tributors,” they were probably just porters carrying loafs from bakeries to the shops

authorized to sell other people’s bread. In any event, it is no clear whether the two arti-

sans described as “hornilleros” were in fact engaged in bread production, for the word

could also refer to a furnace and hence to a whole different, Hephaestian world. Yet it

might also be the case that certain nominative differences were just instances of mis-

spelling or homonymy, as in the case of Sabino Martínez from Sihuateocaltitlan-San

Pedrito and José Feliciano Dávila from San Pablo Teocaltitlan, both described as jacon-

ero but probably engaged in heel making like the eight workers whose occupation was

written down as taconero.23

Just as tools were, well, instrumental in the definition of some labor categories,

raw materials were in fact ingredients sine qua non the construction of others would

not have been possible—or meaningful. Indeed, Eleuterio Ceferino and Bartolo José

from La Resurrección Tultengo, Pedro Francisco Jiménez from Culhuacatongo, Juan

Santos from Ocopulco and Mateo Lorenzo from San Pablo Teocaltitlan might have been

all twisters, but the fact the first two worked with silk put them on a whole different

category than the remaining three, as their skill was applied to twisting not silk but

22. García Acosta, Panaderías, 69-70 and 76-78.

23. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 99 and Padrones,vol. 99, f. 78.
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sisal—pita in the document.24 Likewise, spinning wool, cotton, silk and gold did not

make the thirty-seven spinners whose main raw material was specified members of the

same community but quite the opposite, and the same holds true for the twenty-four

weavers said to work in wool, cotton, ribbon and flannel (paño), plus the sole weaver’s

official. In both cases, however, the situation is further complicated by the presence of

a number of colleagues with no specialization, or at least with no reference to the raw

material they based their trade on: while fourteen artisans including the tobacco

worker with double “major” were identified simply as spinners—their labels being hila-

dor (four) or hilandero (twelve)—those described as weavers without any descriptive

“surname,” material or otherwise, amounted to forty-four. Needless to say, the real

problem in both cases lies less on the nominative diversity per se than in the quantita-

tive balance between the absence or presence of qualifications—actually that nearly a

third of all spinners (in fact 26.92 percent of them) appeared to have no raw material

specialization while weavers in the same situation were almost twice as numerous as

those with qualifiers (64.71 percent against 35.29 percent of them). And so, there is no

way to know in principle how different “generic” spinners and weavers were vis-à-vis

the “specialized” ones—which is to imply that underneath raw material descriptions

there must have been some other criterion at work.

Had all spinners and weavers been characterized by the raw materials they em-

ployed, in fact, I would have insisted on considering qualifiers as merely descriptive

clauses—neutral references to the preindustrial age’s ostensible heterogeneity. But the

presence of two systems of classification—namely the seemingly innocent description of

24. The silk twisters are in agn, Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 24v and 25-25v; the sisal twisters in

agn,Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 74 and104; and Padrones, vol. 99, f. 105v.
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trades through reference to the raw materials employed, and the duller, more generic

adscription of people to certain activities—makes such an attempt utterly naive. I

should have known better, of course, for taxonomy is by definition an axiological en-

deavor. That is to say that qualifiers functioned also as to iterate labor hierarchies

within trades. Even if the actual structure of such hierarchies could not always be evi-

dent from comparing generic descriptions to adjectives and adjectival clauses, it is

clear that their use was informed by the internal organization of trades—regardless of

their degree of formalization in corporate bodies. Thus, it does not really matter

whether José Nicolás de Olvera from Ocopulco, the sole barrios’ cobrero or copper-

smith, was hierarchically inferior to Matías Corona from Culhuacatongo, the only

worker in the barrio volumes described as a fundidor de cobre or copper founder—what

matters is that equals they were not, their common activity notwithstanding.25 The

same seems to be valid for Pedro Salgado, a cochero alquilón or cab coachman from

Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo vis-à-vis José Basilio Morales from Culhuacatongo and José

Miguel Velázquez from Ixtacaleca, both described just as coachmen—perhaps because

they were not “public” drivers or perhaps the former was the only one holding an offi-

cial permit.26 A bit more surprising is the case of José Gregorio Cárdenas from Te

quesquipan, rather mysteriously labeled galopín since all three other kitchen boys

listed in the barrio volumes, José Mariano Romero from Xihuitongo, Felipe Quintero

from San Pablo Teocaltitlan and Cipriano Antonio Cortés from Tlapancaltitlan-

Tarasquillo, were called galopín de cocina—and rightly so, since without the adjectival

25. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 74v and100.

26. agn, Padrones, vol. 97. ff. 12v, 44v and 92v.
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clause the noun translates as “ragamuffin” or “scoundrel.”27 In these cases too, quali-

fiers seem to raise the social standing of artisans and workers, more or less in the same

way the convoluted patronymics of the nobility, with its obsession with prepositions

and conjunctions, assumed that rank was the result of heaping up identity clause after

identity clause.

Obviously, this is not to say that “professional” qualifiers functioned all the time

axiologically. There are some instances wherein disproportion in numbers of people

under different labor categories makes evident that distinctions in nomenclature were

most likely the result not of epistemic operations but of idiosyncratic ways for de-

scribing occupations—regionally determined perhaps but not always. It is then more

than probable that José Mauricio Hernández from Culhuacatongo, the sole armazonero

de cohetero thus registered in the matrícula, had essentially the same occupation than

the twenty-six pyrotechnists after whose name the label cohetero was inscribed, for

manufacturing fireworks was as much a matter of gunpowder packing as it was of as-

sembling the cane frameworks o “armazones” that ultimately allowed the colorful and

noisy sparks to rise and flourish—even though one of them, Cristóbal Araujo, was from

the same barrio and was married as well.28 In the case of Santiago Antonio Mendoza

and José Marcos Mendoza, both from Tlaxquititlan and probably related to each other,

the assumption that different terms referred to the same activity is even clearer, for

they were the only two people inscribed under the category carpintero de Ribera or

“Ribera carpenter”—a term I do not understand—while the carpenter community in the

27. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 30v and 44v; Padrones, vol. 97. f. 25v; and Padrones, vol. 99,

f. 73.

28. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 79 and 90v.
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barrios was made of 130 people.29 And so it happens regarding the trade of shoemak-

ing: for 385 people the word used was zapatero, whereas remendón  or cobbler was the

term for Domingo Antonio Castañeda from Necatitlan and Justo Antonio Ramírez from

Tequesquipan, and remendador de zapatos (“shoe mender” if the redundant “shoe

cobbler” is not preferred) for José Antonio from San Francisco Tultengo.30 In turn, as

pointed out above, Laureano Trinidad from Ixhuanatongo was described as zapatero y

botonero and Alexo Martín from San Nicolás Ozoloacan as zapatero y curtidor.

Perhaps the clearest example of the tendency to assert labor hierarchies through

adjectival clauses is provided by torno workers, a small group of people most likely en-

gaged in lathe operation, although the term is so generic—derived as it is from the verb

“to turn” and therefore applicable to everything that circles around its own axis—that it

is hard to know whether the machines in question were all lathes or rather potter’s

wheels, winches or even “drums” as well. As shown in Table 6.4, nearly half of them

were described generically as turners, as if specialization were not their forte, while the

rest hold qualifiers of which precise meaning the only certainty I have is that they range

from the tautological to the neurotic—for, in a sense, every turner has to be a volteador

de tornos, while hitting the lathe, if that is indeed the meaning of bateador de tornos, is

like shooting one’s feet. (I have included the only two barrio users of the label voltea-

dor in the table because flipping is obviously the same thing as turning, and also be-

cause it seems unlikely that Manuel Trinidad and José Enrique were ultra-specialized

tortilla makers.) Two elements in the table most clearly reflect the social hierarchy em-

bedded in adding qualifiers to trade descriptions. First, the concentration of turners-

29. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 149 and 150.

30. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 44 and 55; and Padrones, vol. 99, f. 151v.
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with-qualifiers within the parish of Concepción Salto del Agua, notably in Atizapan,

and the parallel prominence of the parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma for “generic”

turners, which is to say that there was a slight tendency for un-qualified turners to be-

long to a distant barrio like San Agustin Zoquiapa—and if the turner belonging to An-

alpa were to be added, that would mean that three quarters of “generic” turners were

either part of demographically marginal or geographically distant parishes. Second,

and most compelling, the almost neat divide between turners with labor and civil last

names, on the one hand, and the corresponding absence of “patronymics” among the
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turners living on the margins of the city—even if Alcántara turns to be not a surname

proper but a first name derived from the Spanish town. Moreover, among the “generic”

turners he was the only person in the barrio volumes whose nickname was regis-

tered—and, of course, it is well known that one of the oldest “proofs” of marginality is

the prevalence of “folk” names among the poor.

An analogous distinction between generic and specific labor denominations

could be observed to better understand other taxonomical variations—some of which,

however, seem to point out to a curious notion of labor hierarchies. If, as it happens,

sixteen people were termed “painters,” one may like to picture them not as colleagues

of Rafael Ximeno y Planes, director of painting at the Academy of San Carlos, but

rather as humbler artisans dedicated to plaster walls—“pintores de brocha gorda,” in

modern Spanish, or rough brush painters.31 And yet, the presence of six individuals

labeled as pintor de pared—literally “wall painters”—impedes making such a claim, for it

seems obvious that a pintor was more versatile, if not a real painter indeed, than some-

one whose trade was restricted to the decoration of walls—and whose brushes, of

course, should have been less delicate. In this case, then, the adjectival form seems to

be working not to elevate an artisan’s social status by restricting the descriptor’s se-

mantic field as in the case of José Mariano Pérez, the hornero de panadería, but rather

to indicate a lower position within the trade’s hierarchy. (It is almost certain, by the

way, that the distinction was not entirely accidental, since both tags do occur within a

single parish—though not within the same barrio.) Moreover, my impression is that the

qualifier “de pared” is a reflection, marginal and perhaps merely incidental, of both a

31. On Ximeno y Planes, see Thomas A. Brown, La Academia de San Carlos de la Nueva

España: La Academia de 1792 a 1810, trans. María Emilia Martínez Negrete (Mexico: Secretaría

de Educación Pública, 1976), 2 vols.
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process of proletarianization of certain communities of labor in certain quarters of the

city and, concomitantly, a reaction of other artisan cultures against such loss of social

status. As shown in Table 6.5, all “de pared” painters were from three barrios within
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the parish of Santa María la Redonda, most notably from Culhuacatongo. The parish, in

turn, was home of only one “generic” painter, the rest being distributed fairly evenly

among the rest—though nearly half of them belonged to San Pablo Teocaltitlan and

Santo Tomás de la Palma. The point is that pintor de pared was a term of limited use,

restricted to three barrios located on the city’s northwest, whereas pintor was em-

ployed throughout the city, though somewhat concentrated on the southeast. It could

therefore be the case that pintor de pared was a fairly recent addition to Mexico City’s

labor nomenclature, the result of Spanish efforts at the Academy and elsewhere to reas-

sert the dominion of Spanish culture, yet to be imposed onto the whole artisan commu-

nity—and the fact that four painters belonged to La Resurrección Tultengo, hardly the

barrio most exposed to Spanish influence and certainly much less integrated into the

Spanish city than Culhuacatongo, may be read as a diffusionist corollary of this.

Whether a sign of proletarianization or of specialization, turners and painters

seem to reveal a pattern of geographic differentiation in the use of labor categories.

Put simply, it appears that generic terms belonged to the “more” indigenous barrios,

while terms with adjectives were more prevalent in the better integrated ones—I mean

integrated into the Spanish city. To the extent that nominal practices do reflect social

realities, it is therefore possible to infer the existence of a spatial arrangement accord-

ing to which labor was more “modern” depending on the proximity to the city’s eco-

nomic center—that is, the area the Spanish settlement covered in the sixteenth century.

The point will come across more clearly when the prominence of skilled workers in the

parishes of Santa Veracruz and Concepcion Salto del Agua becomes evident. But at

least for now, and on this microscopic level, there are some elements to presume that

the contrast between the number of different occupations in the pueblos vis-à-vis the

barrios—remember: thirty-eight versus 247 trade labels—was not randomly produced
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but reflective of the heterogeneity that characterizes modern urban life. Needless to

say, such geography of labor seems to follow the structure of the so-called Von

Thünen’s rings—the idea, derived from the work of Johann Heinrich von Thünen, that

rural production is organized by an urban “magnet” that generates concentric circles

of decreasing urban value around it—and, correspondingly, could be criticized as a

coarse simplification that fails to perceive the dialectic relationship between center and

periphery, in particular the systematic occurrence of “enclaves” from the periphery at

the center’s core, of which the indigenous city around New Spain’s capital is of course

a prime example.32 In the context of the historiography on the city, however, affirming

a pattern of spatial segregation in the domain of labor—probably alongside concentric

lines, and in any case certainly informed by the early Spanish-Indian divide—may still

have some relevance, as it is somehow at odds with a body of literature associated with

the work of Gideon Sjoberg, which sees the preindustrial city as lacking land use spe-

cialization per se, or arising from economic factors, and rather tends to see whatever

elements of economic differentiation present in the preindustrial city as a reflection of

social and political modes of segregation; a point of view according to which artisan

“quarters” are essentially byproducts of non-economic factors and thus somehow idio-

syncratic.33

32. See Johann Heinrich von Thünen, Isolated State, ed. Peter Hall (Oxford: Pergamon

Press [1826] 1966). In using the rings metaphorically, of course, I am just following Eric Van

Young, The Other Rebellion: Popular Violence, Ideology and the Mexican Struggle for Independ-

ence, 1810-1821 (Stanford, Cal.: Stanford University Press, 2001), 554-555, n. 50

33. See Gideon Sjoberg, “The Preindustrial City,” American Journal of Sociology 60: 5

(1955): 438-445, and Gideon Sjoberg, The Preindustrial City, Past and Present (Glencoe, Ill.:

Free Press, 1960). For an early critique of Sjoberg’s position—though mostly focused on the

“industrial” part of it, not on the “city” aspect—see Oliver C. Cox, “The Preindustrial City Re-
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Weavers  at the Vanguard of the Proletar iat…

The caveat to keep in mind is that use of adjectival clauses in occupation labels does

not, should not, mean that all labor tags functioned all the time as indications of the

city’s spatial structure—and much less straightforwardly. Though indicative of a geo-

graphic arrangement that not always has been perceived by ancient and contemporary

observers, labor tags cannot predict in all cases (that is to say, systematically) the way

the urban space reflected and shaped the nearly obsessive drive for compartmentaliza-

tion characteristic of the colonial mindset. Realizing this is all the more important for

exploring what the labor tags used for weavers and spinners reveal about the structure

of both trades, since the neatness of turners’ and painters’ nomenclatures is simply not

there—due perhaps to the mere size of the sample, to the complexity of an industry

(textiles) experiencing significant changes at the time, and also to the fact that differ-

ent occupations, with diverging degrees of technological development and links to the

market, should have naturally experienced different “modernizing” trends. Indeed, for

better and for worse, weavers’ and spinners’ reality was more complex than any display

of geometric forms, possessing as it has a pattern of spatial distribution that only

minimally resembles the divide sketched above. And yet, observing the structure of

both textile trades through the same lenses helps to make sense not only of their spatial

and civil status features but, more significantly, invites one to envisage the wider proc-

ess of class formation in the indigenous city.34 The main point of the following discus-

                                                                   
considered,” The Sociological Quarterly 5: 2 (1964): 133-144. A more recent revision of the

problem is David Nicholas, Urban Europe, 1100-1700 (Houndmills: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003),

76-79.

34. On the textile industry in general, see Miño, Obrajes y tejedores, passim, and Richard
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sion, then, is that differences in the way different occupations were named in the ma-

trícula do reflect a (capitalist) transformation in the workforce structure: the erosion of

artisan cultures within which attachment to specific raw materials was fundamental for

the definition of a trade, and the concomitant rise of forms of proletarian labor—that is,

more insecure, flexible and also younger, and hence, maybe, of immigrant origin as

well. On the surface, of course, this seems to contradict the correlation between speci-

ficity and hierarchy observed for turners, most notably regarding the tendency of “ge-

neric” artisans to belong to the barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua. Ultimately, how

ever, such divergence in naming practices does point to the same process, and thus, I

think, the contradiction is an apparent but not a substantial one.

Three variables have been considered here. First is the place weaving and spin-

ning had within the textile industry—the premise being that weaving was experiencing

proto-industrialization first and more deeply than spinning because it was (obviously)

more crucial for cloth production, because it was more demanding technologically and,

in a way, because it was more elitist as well. (“Elitist,” indeed, but merely in the sense

that a ratio of five or six spinners per weaver was perhaps the rule in New Spain.)35 It is

crucial to bear in mind, on the other hand, that spinning was a typical female trade and,

thus, that the male spinners counted in the matrícula should have been a minority of

                                                                   
J. Salvucci, Textiles and Capitalism in Mexico: An Economic History of the Obrajes, 1539-1840

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987). See also Manuel Miño Grijalva, La protoindustria

colonial latinoamericana (Mexico: El Colegio de México-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1993).

35. See José Ignacio Urquiola Permisán, “Textiles bajo el mestizaje tecnológico,” in Mes-

tizajes tecnológicos y cambios culturales en México, ed. Enrique Florescano and Virginia García

Acosta (Mexico: Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social-

Miguel Ángel Porrúa, 2004), 242, although he is talking about obrajes in Tlaxcala in the fourth

decade of the seventeenth century.
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the spinning population. Second is the civil status of both groups of workers, as civil

categories broadly correspond to life cycle’s main stages—with single men being gener-

ally younger and on the verge of establishing themselves, and married men of middle

age and in the process of establishing families, while widowers, usually older and again

more or less independent (or abandoned)—and could serve to perceive immigration

flows as well. As for the third variable, there is no need to add much, for most of these

pages have been just trying to argue—at the risk of reifying it, I know—that space is to

social life what infancy is to destiny in the Spanish saying. The expectation therefore is

that changes in productive forces have to be noticed first among weavers and then

among spinners; the main indicators of such changes being, on the one hand, the high

number of younger, less stable men chez the weavers and a slightly more mature and

family-oriented one chez the spinners (for that would indicate an erosion of artisan

communities by the irruption of an immigrant, unattached contingent of workers) and,

on the other, the tendency of “new” labor to occupy the indigenous city’s core (the

southern and western barrios and parishes) while the more “traditional” occupations

would tend to fill up the northwestern and southeastern peripheries.

Weavers were referred to with six different tags: tejedor (forty-four people), teje-

dor de algodón (fifteen people), tejedor de paños (five people), tejedor de lana (three

people), aprendiz de tejedor (one person) and tejedor de listón o algodón (one individ-

ual). Since two of the most conspicuously products coming out from textile workshops

throughout New Spain were, one, a coarse woolen fabric called jerga and, two, a coarse

woolen fabric called sayal, I think it is fair to include the three workers sharing the

label jerguetillero as well as the ten for whom the tag sayalero was used in the group.

That makes a community of eighty-two people—the majority of whom (53.66 percent)

had no reference to any raw material or type of cloth produced—distributed in nineteen
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barrios within the seven parishes of San Juan Tenochtitlan. The information about their

barrio of membership and civil status is summarized in Table 6.6. All were heads of

their households and all but Antonio Rafael from Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, Roque

Jacinto, Luciano Guillermo and Urbano Felipe, all three from Santo Tomás; Andrés

Elías from San Pablo Teocaltitlan, Mariano Justo also from San Pablo Teocaltitlan, and

Juan Dionicio from Atizapan—“generic” weavers the first three, cotton weaver the

fourth, wool weaver the fifth, paño weaver the sixth, and sayalero the seventh—did have
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surnames, and this places the weaving trade far above the average of adult men in the

barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan (for the ratio of last names to adult men is 0.81 and

among weavers it is 0.94).36

Among those whose labor was described using adjectival phrases or particular

nouns, sixteen dealt in cotton (“algodón” in Spanish) while twenty-one (paño, lana,

jerga and sayal weavers) worked mainly with wool—perhaps a reflection of the fact that

cotton cloth was the main, more profitable variety of textile production during most of

the eighteenth century, though an indication that barrio tributaries were still engaged

in the more “traditional” trade of weaving wool as well. (Notice, by the way, the irony of

having a fiber native of the New World been transformed into the main agent of proto-

capitalist modernization in the eighteenth century—epitomized as it is by the Great

Britain-India cotton economy—whereas wool, an Old World staple imported in the six-

teenth century, had become unmistakably a native Mesoamerican activity.)37 A plurality

of them, a handsome 50 percent in fact, belonged to San Pablo Teocaltitlan, but that is

probably just a consequence of the gigantic size of the barrio; more interesting, be-

cause it is paradoxical, is that the barrio with the second highest percentage is Santa

Cruz Acatlan with 7.89, as its eponymous parish is consistently the one with the lowest

number of people in the table. It is worth noticing, on the other hand, that only 5.26

percent of weavers of this type belonged to barrios within Santa Veracruz; that nearly

two thirds of all sayal weavers (60 percent) belonged to the northwestern barrios of

36. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 10v, 80 bis; vol. 99, ff. 2v, 8v,11v and 104v.

37. Though the literature on cottons in the British industrial revolution is huge, its rele-

vance is already apparent in Eric R. Wolf, Europe and the People Without History, with a new

preface, cartographic illustrations by Noël L. Diaz (Berkeley: University of California Press,

[1982] 1997), 260 and 270-271.
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Santa Veracruz and Santa María la Redonda; and that the southeastern barrios of Santo

Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan concentrated as many weavers with labor

“surname” as the barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua (13.16 percent in each case). In

sum, there is a pattern of geographic distribution of weavers with adjectival qualifica-

tion and weavers holding specific trade descriptions: whereas twenty-three out of

twenty-five or 92 percent of the former belonged to barrios within the southeastern

parishes of San Pablo Teocaltitlan, Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan,

twelve out of thirteen or 92.31 percent of the latter were members of barrios within the

parishes of Santa María la Redonda, Santa Veracruz, Señor San José and Concepción

Salto del Agua. That is to say that most weavers holding specific names or qualifying

adjectives (twenty-four out of thirty-eight or 63.16 percent) were members of three

southeastern barrios—barrios, though, “located” near to the Spanish grid’s

edge—while the rest belonged to seven western barrios within four parishes.

Those workers described with just the generic label of tejedor, in contrast, exhib-

ited a nearly opposite pattern of spatial distribution. To begin with, San Pablo Teocal-

titlan had almost no “generic” weavers, its five members amounting to only 11.36 per-

cent of them—exactly as many as the smaller barrios of Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito

and Atizapan. All “generic” weavers in the parishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma and

Santa Cruz Acatlan, moreover, represented the same 11.36 percent. That means that the

entire southeast was home of only 22.73 percent of weavers described in generic terms.

Of course, this is partially due to the fact that “generic” weavers belonged to sixteen

barrios while weavers with adjectives or nouns could be found only in ten barrios—yet

notice that there were four barrios with “generic” weavers in the southeast (as opposed

to three for the other type) and that the increase in barrios with “generic” weavers oc-

curs mostly with the barrios of Señor San José and Concepción Salto del Agua (which
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went from having weavers in one barrio to have them in three and four barrios respec-

tively). In fact, the largest concentration of “generic” weavers is to be found not in the

parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan but in the one of Concepción Salto del Agua (fourteen

out of forty-four people, or 31.82 percent of them), followed by the barrios within

Señor San José and Santa María la Redonda, with seven people or 15.91 percent of

them. That is to say that almost half of “generic” weavers, 47.73 percent in fact, be-

longed to barrios “located” in the same region most obrajes and painted cotton cloth

workshops were to be found; in other words, in the geographic core of Mexico City’s

textile industry. Not to exaggerate the “coincidence,” it should be noted that most tex-

tile workshops were probably located alongside the Piedad and south of the Chapulte-

pec causeways (that is, southwest from the parish church of Concepción Salto del

Agua),38 whereas the barrios with the highest number of “generic” weav-

ers—Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito in Señor San José and Atizapan in Concepción Salto

del Agua—were most likely anchored by buildings located north and east of such axis.

And notice too that the neighborhood known in the nineteenth century as Indianilla

was still further west, where José Antonio Alzate drew the contours of Tlacomulco (see

chapter five). Finally, I must say I am still somewhat puzzled by the presence of so many

weavers in a rather marginal parish such as Santa María la Redonda, for I would have

expected it to “behave” like Santa Cruz Acatlan or Santo Tomás de la Palma. I suspect

38. See Salvucci, Textiles and Capitalism, 105 and 138. See also, for example, a petition by

one Bartolomé Guardamino, owner of a “casa obraje” on the Piedad causeway, received by the

Mexico City’s Junta de Policía on 26 June 1801, in Archivo Histórico del Distrito Federal (here-

after, ahdf), Fincas, vol. 1093, exp. 139, ff. 1-2; and a report by Manuel Nava, alcalde of the

cuartel menor 30, regarding an obraje known as “de Otero” near the Piedad gate, Mexico City,

19 August 1822, in ahdf, Fincas, vol. 1094, exp. 201, ff. (14-15). This latter obraje was far from

negligible: the oficio volumes counts as many as 144 textile workers employed by that obraje.
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this is not the case because Culhuacatongo was an enormous barrio (remember: 773

people in total), but, more importantly, because the parish was also home of a signifi-

cant number of textile workers of lower status (29.79 percent of carders, 38.46 percent

of wool spinners and 44.44 percent of sayal weavers, which, by the way, is the only

category within weavers with specific noun describing their trade in the parish) making

it a region with a peculiar textile flavor.

In any event, it is regarding their civil status where “generic” weavers depart

most clearly from their peers with adjectival phrases or specific nouns—that is, civil

status functions as the tool to invest with social meaning the differences in naming

patterns. To begin with, because all widowers whose occupation was to weave were de-

scribed as “generic” weavers. It would be handy to infer from that that “generic” weav-

ers were older than weavers whose trade was referred to with an adjectival clause or a

proper noun. Based on the disproportion of single men among the generic weavers,

however, it could have been the case that weaving was not the original occupation of

these widowers but a “second” job perhaps related to their status as widowers—in other

words, that being tejedor could have been a terminal denomination for people with a

past as wool or cotton weaver if not altogether a new occupation for people no longer

capable of practicing more physically demanding trades. In fact, half of them lived

alone: José Anastasio Morales from Necatitlan, Manuel Rueda from Tepetitlan and José

Mariano Bobadilla and José Manuel Barrera, both from Ocopulco.39 Anyhow, the point

is that among “generic” weavers married men were in the minority—there were more

singles and widowers than men in couples, though more married men than singles

proper—whereas chez the weavers for whom nouns or adjectival phrases were used

39. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, 5v, 57 and 70-74v.
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there were more married than singles (and there were no widowers): that is, married

men amounted to merely 40.91 percent of all in the first case, and a more “normal”

71.05 percent in the second one.

Barrio per barrio the contrast is even more telling, for among weavers with either

adjectives and nouns only in Santo Tomás de la Palma there were more singles than

married men (as opposed to all other parishes, where those weavers were married men

only or married men were more numerous than singles), whereas non married men

were more numerous in Culhuacatongo, Ixtacaleca, Atizapan, Tepetitlan, San Pablo

Teocaltitlan and Santo Tomás—as well as in Ocopulco, Sihuateocaltitlan-Tarasquillo,

Ixnahuatongo and Tlaxquititlan, where no married men were to be found. More telling,

indeed, for that means that only in the parishes of Señor San José and Concepción

Salto del Agua the barrios with “generic” weavers replicate the pattern observed for

barrios with weavers with adjectival clauses or specific names—married men dominat-

ing. That is why I think it is fair to assume that generic “weaverness” refer to a working

class in the making and, conversely, that “specialized” weavers were an older and a bit

more stable workforce. In other words, the latter would have been witnesses to an an-

cient tradition of identifying workers by raw material, a community with considerably

more stable familial structures. The former, on the other hands, would have been the

product of certain modernization, not yet a proletariat but already a class more “flexi-

ble” and less attached to the older artisan communities. Its liminal condition is best

revealed by the fact that the parish of Concepción Salto del Agua had the largest por-

tion of “generic” weavers—fourteen, or 31.82 percent of forty-four. In that regard, Ati-

zapan stands out as the prototype of such transition, with its share of weavers equally

split between “generic” and “specialized” ones, and also with its high number of wid-

owers with dependents: in effect, the three widowers in the barrio—Juan Francisco
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González de la Gonzalera (sic), Nicolás Mendoza and José Mariano Suárez—headed

households with more than one member.40

… Followed by Spi nners

This portrait of weaving in the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan may seem pointillis-

tic—it has been certainly tedious—but is not as obtuse as one might think. At the very

least, it provides a standpoint from which to observe the second largest group of textile

workers—that of spinners—and hopefully it will offer more elements to support the

claim that the naming practices of the matrícula maker are worth pursuing as well.

Taken together, both exercises constitute an attempt to perceive a process of social

change through differences in labeling the occupation of workers in Mexico City’s me-

ridian republic, the tip of an iceberg that otherwise—as nearly a third of barrio tribu-

taries were masons, porters or water carriers, a reflection of the prominence of un-

skilled, non-artisan and “tertiary” labor in the indigenous city—could very easily be

neglected. Such a comparison, at any rate, should start by pointing out an inexplicable

paradox, namely that the community of spinners in the barrio volumes is almost a third

smaller than the weaving community when the normal ratio of weavers to spinners

could have been 1 : 6. A possible explanation for this is that spinning was essentially a

“feminine” occupation and, given the absence of data on female labor in the matrícula,

40. agn, vol. 96, ff. 10, 11 and 16. Juan Francisco González de la Gonzalera’s family con-

sisted of his daughter, María Eleuteria, already a single; José Mariano Suárez’ of his daughters

Anastasia Josefa and Hilaria, both singles; and Nicolás Mendoza’s of his daughter Mariana Efi-

genia, a single, and his son José María, seven years old.
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that such explicit ratio is not representative of the whole of the textile industry. It is

true that spinning was primordially a women’s activity—there are numerous cases of

that throughout the viceroyalty—and also that female spinning, because of the putting-

out system, could very easily have left the city for rural or suburban contexts. But that

does not mean that was an exclusively female trade. For example, a 1788 list of Mexico

City’s “gremios, artes y oficios” [guilds, arts and trades] does include “hiladores de

seda” or silk spinners among those occupations with unmistakably corporate struc-

tures—that is, with masters, journeymen, apprentices, and even “veedores” or guild

officials—features that almost certainly denote a masculine composition.41 That is why I

am more inclined to think that the small number of spinners is an indication of the

same trend towards proletarianization taking place among weaver rather than an in-

stance of gender bias in the source. (At best, such a bias might be assumed for ex-

plaining the low number of “generic” spinners, but not of spinners with raw material

identification—either silk, wool, or cotton. Anyhow, see below.)

The spinners registered as such in the barrio volumes appear in Table 6.7. As in

41. See “Relación de los gremios, artes y oficios que hay en la nobilísima ciudad de

México,” in Biblioteca Nacional de México, ms. 1388, as rendered in Sonia Pérez Toledo, Los

hijos del trabajo: Los artesanos de la ciudad de México, 1780-1853 (Mexico: El Colegio de México

[Centro de Estudios Históricos]-Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana [Unidad Iztapalapa],

1996), 75, table 5. See also Jorge González Angulo Aguirre, Artesanado y ciudad a finales del

siglo XVIII (Mexico: Secretaría de Educación Pública-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 1983), 30,

table 4, for he counted “hilador de seda” as a trade with a guild. Additionally, he described as

discrete activities cotton spinning, wool spinning and spinning of gold and silver, though he

noticed that there were not organized guilds for them.
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the case of the weavers, all spinners headed their households. They belonged to twenty-

one barrios from all seven parishes. The labels used were less than in the case of weav-

ers—hilador  (four people), hilador de algodón (seven people), hilador de lana (thir-

teen people), hilador de oro (nine people), hilador de seda (eight people), hilandero
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(nine people)—and two workers with more than one occupation are included in the

group—Mariano Antonio Arellano, an hilandero y cigarrero from Atizapan and José

Ibarra Zavaleta, an albañil e hilandero de lana from Tepetitlan. The two main indica-

tions that Table 6.7 could be read together with Table 6.6—or, more exactly, the two

pieces of information that made me think that patterns of labor tags are reflective of an

expansive transformation of work forces in the urban space; “expansive” in the sense of

proceeding from core to periphery—are, first, the contrasting percentages of “generic”

workers among each trade and, second, the equally contrasting proportions of married

and non married workers. Indeed, only 26.92 percent of spinners were described as

hilador  or hilandero while tejedor was the label employed for the trade of 53.66 percent

of weavers. This makes sense under the assumption that spinning was behind weaving

in becoming a proto-capitalist activity as a result of its overall feminine character and

also because, it seems, spinning was less prone to be organized in larger workshops. In

any case, most generic spinners belonged to Concepción Salto del Agua, while the spe-

cialized ones where distributed almost evenly, although with a plurality of them being

part of San Pablo Teocaltitlan. In the case of the former parish, the really significant

fact is that it not only leads in “generic” spinners but also that, by contrast, it has only

one cotton or wool spinner—being the rest members of barrios within the limits of

Santa María la Redonda, Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan. As for the

latter, its small number of “generic” spinners and its higher of spinners with adjectives

should mean that it was less “developed” than other parishes. Equally noticeable is the

fact that the parishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan did not have

“generic” spinners whatsoever—not a single one. Which is to say that, from a geo-

graphic perspective, spinners do follow the same pattern already observed for weavers.

Before turning to the civil status characteristics of spinners, it is worth noticing a
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couple of phenomena regarding those spinners whose raw material was used to qualify

their occupation. Assuming that the ladder of preindustrial labor went up from wool

spinning to cotton spinning to either gold or silk spinning before reaching the top with

the most modern form of “generic” spinning—that is, presuming that spinning was ex-
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periencing the same process than weaving—it would be expected to find a larger con-

centration of spinners engaged in less prestigious versions of their trade belonging to

barrios on the city’s periphery and, conversely, a higher propensity of gold and silk

spinners to be found in barrios within the territories of the socially “central” parishes.

As Table 6.8 shows, that is precisely the case for the “lesser” forms of spinning, and

somewhat for the “higher,” more delicate varieties of thread making. The key element

concerning the first two columns of the table is that no wool spinner belonged to any of

the barrios from Santa Veracruz and Señor San José, while no cotton spinner was a

member of barrios either within Señor San José or Concepción Salto del Agua. Though

the reasons for the high concentration of wool spinners in the barrios of Santa María la

Redonda and the parallel one of cotton spinners in the southeastern barrios of Santo

Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan remain to be established, a pattern of spatial

specialization is clear enough. (As for cotton spinners, this might indicate that the

putting-out system, did in fact worked by engaging with “rural” workers above all, as it

was the case elsewhere in the viceroyalty. But since at least in the barrios of Santo

Tomás de la Palma all spinners with adjectives were unattached, such reading of the

evidence could not be taken much farther.)42 With the inclusion of gold and silk spin-

ners this becomes even more evident: the barrios of Señor San José concentrate the

majority of gold spinners pretty much in the same manner those of Santa Veracruz

contain half of silk spinners. Notice in this regard that only three barrios—Necatitlan,

San Pablo Teocaltitlan and, surprisingly, Santa Cruz Acatlan—include workers of more

than one spinning variety, thus confirming the presumption that labor networks before

the industrial revolution reproduced themselves along family and vicinity lines and, in

42. Miño, Obrajes, passim.
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this sense, adding yet another indication that barrios were clusters of social relations

more than merely residential occurrences.

As for the contrast between married spinners and married weavers, suffice is to

say that, overall—that is, including both “generic” spinners and spinners whose activity

was made more specific by the inclusion of a raw material—the former were proportion-

ally more numerous than the latter (63.46 percent versus 54.88 percent), which is to

say, in the negative, that the unattached population was more numerous among weavers

than among spinners. If split along “generic” and “adjective” lines, however, the argu-

ment seems to lose track, for the expected ratio of married to unattached men should

have been higher among the latter than among the former—and each of one higher to its

weaving equivalent—and that is not the case. In effect, while 71.43 percent of “generic”

spinners were married, only 60.53 of spinners with an adjective were in a similar situa-

tion. Worse yet, the only instances of non-married men outnumbering married ones at

the parish level are to be found in the most unlikely of places: Santo Tomás de la Palma

for spinners with adjectives and Santa María la Redonda for both spinners with adjec-

tives and generic spinners. Nevertheless, that does not take away the fact that in gen-

eral spinners do have a social profile that matches the expectations developed after

pondering the one of weavers. And since there are one complementary and one alter-

native ways to line up the civil status data, I think the point that the labor force of

Mexico City was experimenting a typically capitalist process—de-specialization of arti-

san labor thus rendered a proletariat—still holds true or, at least, that the ratio of unat-

tached to married workers does tell something of the city’s labor hierarchy.
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Mor e and Beyond : Indianilla  Painters, the Celibacy Ratio

1. The complementary analysis involves indianilla painters, a relatively small group of

workers engaged in what was the most recent and presumably most “modern” of all

textile occupations—at least to the extent that, as Manuel Miño has demonstrated, pro-

duction of painted cottons combined wage labor, large workshops, a somewhat complex

technology (imported from Asia, moreover) and, perhaps most crucially, it was destined

to a macro regional market.43 They have been grouped in Table 6.9. In this case too, all

indianilla painters headed their households and only one of them, José Dionicio from

Amanalco, did not have a surname.44 (In the case of Manuel Iturbe Gómez from Si-

huateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, I have decided to consider him with a patronymic because

there are elements in his entry to be sure about his ancestry, even though the surname

itself was not placed after his first name.)45 As the percentages of married and unat-

tached men clearly shows—52.94 to 47.06, respectively—indianilla painters were above

both weavers and spinners, in this manner “extending” the observed pattern. In other

words, the ratio of married to unattached men alone do follow the qualitative estima-

tion about their social standing, with spinners in the bottom, weavers in the middle and

indianilla painters on the top—yet with “generic” weavers above everybody else, as it

will be clear shortly.

Compared to weavers and spinners, another salient feature of the indianilla

painters as a group is its heavy geographical concentration within the parish of Señor

San José and, specifically, in Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito alone, the barrio to which

43. Miño, Obrajes, passim.

44. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 131v.

45. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 96v.
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more than a third belonged (twelve out of thirty-five or 35.29 percent). That helps to

explain why, though less numerous and less evenly distributed over the city—they be-

longed to merely twelve barrios from five parishes—indianilla painters were nonethe-

less a substantial minority of textile workers. In their “propensity” to belonging to a

barrio whose core was not adjacent to the location of most indianilla workshops—the

neighborhood across the Chapultepec causeway, later to be known as Indianilla—one is

also able to perceive echoes of the well-known process of geographic dislocation be-
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tween workplace and home characteristic of industrialization.46 Nevertheless, such a

substantial concentration, and the fact that almost all indianilla painters from Si-

huateocaltitlan-San Pedrito were married, forces one to acknowledge an important nu-

ance regarding the value of civil status ratios as markers of “proletarianization”:

namely, that even if the percentage of non-married workers do indicate a certain

transformation in either status or development in production forces, that does not

mean the result of a modernizing process was the absolute “liberation” of labor, as sta-

bilizing factors securing social reproduction—and family is of course the most signifi-

cant of them—were also at play at all times. That is to say that the percentage of unmar-

ried workers within any given occupation should only be understood as indicating the

presence of certain transformative forces, but not as causing  the changes. Moreover, it

could be said that, in order to survive as a viable workforce, any trade had to reach a

balance point between the input of unattached workers and the number of married men,

presumably with children who one day would take over their position.

Anyhow, “presumably” is the key word in the last sentence. For the assumption

that preindustrial occupations were endogamous, or reproduced themselves by trans-

mitting the trade from father to son, is not supported by the evidence coming out from

the matrícula. To limit the discussion to textile workers, among the few whose ancestry

is known, the father of José Antonio Carnero, a generic weaver from San Pablo Teocal-

46. For eighteenth-century Mexico City, the best analysis of such process has been done

by María Amparo Ros, focusing on the case of the tobacco workers; two of her most recent in-

stallments are “El monopolio del tabaco y sus expresiones urbanas,” in Casa, vecindario y cul-

tura en el siglo XVIII (Mexico: Instituto Nacional de Antropología e Historia, 1998), 55-63; and

“Los cigarreros y sus espacios,” in Los espacios públicos de la ciudad, siglos XVIII y XIX, ed.

Carlos Aguirre Anaya, Marcela Dávalos and María Amparo Ros (Mexico: Casa Juan Pablos-

Instituto de Cultura de la Ciudad de México, 2002), 98-109.
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titlan, was Juan Antonio Carnero, a peón de albañil from the same barrio; the father of

José Vicente Mendoza, another generic weaver from Tlaxquititlan, was Eusebio Leon-

ardo Mendoza, a shoemaker from the same barrio and father of four other people pre-

sent in the document (three minors and, tellingly, the porter José María Mendoza); the

father of Mariano Guzmán, a hilador de oro from Los Reyes Ateponasco, was Dionicio

José Guzmán, a calzonero or trouser maker from the same barrio.47 Conversely, the son

of José Antonio Ramírez, an hilador from Atizapan, was a married porter with the same

name.48 It is impossible to tell, on the other hand, whether Francisco Iturbe, the absent

father of Manuel Iturbe Gómez, was also an indianilla painter, because the matrícula

maker only registered his absence, not his trade. These are nearly all the cases wherein

the clerk making the matrícula specified familial links among textile workers—the few

other were to indicate adoption or a mother-son relationship and therefore do not serve

my purpose here—and, thus, it could be argued that kin information was added to the-

ses entries precisely because they departed from the propensity to endogamous repro-

duction. But clearly the matrícula does not allow for any further speculation in this

regard. The only case where endogamy may be observed—and not even with absolute

clarity, given the variations in surnames—concerns the case of José Anastasio Morales,

a generic weaver from Necatitlan, and his son José Rafael Ponce, a single carder from

the same barrio.49

2. The alternative mode of “reading” the evidence on married and non-married

workers, in turn, consists of considering all other textile and non textile trades within

the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan, and then “ranking” them all according to their

47. agn, Padrones, vol. 99, ff. 87v-88, 143,146v-147, 148

48. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 9v.

49. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 57.
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unattachedness or celibacy ratio, which is to say the proportion of singles and widowers

to married men. Proceeding this way has the obvious advantage of expanding the analy-

sis to other professional categories, though I am not entirely sure of the full implica-

tions of such ranking, particularly regarding the pace of the modernizing process—and

this, obviously, is because the data comes from a single moment in time. Anyhow, I have

grouped together all trade labels employed to name ten or more workers. This exercise

is displayed in Table 6.10, with the textile labels being marked with an asterisk. Since

the table is built with labor tags only (that is why it includes tejedor, hilador de lana

and so forth), I have added the data relative to spinners and weavers—that is, the mate-

rial summarized in Tables 6.6 and Table 6.7—in a different font and with a different

indentation. The very first thing to notice here, of course, is that all textile trades but

tejedor de algodón and sayalero belong to the table’s top tier, something that does not

happen to any other branch of industry. (And tejedor de algodón is almost part of the

group of highest celibacy ratios, anyway.) Inasmuch as the contention about the “mod-

ern” condition of the textile industry in eighteenth-century New Spain is valid, it is

unsurprising that for most textile occupations the number of unattached men was con-

siderable to disproportionate. By extension, this should imply that the higher the ratio

of unmarried to men in a couple, the more “modern”—or technologically complex, or

better linked to the market, or more proletarianized, or closer to Spanish cultural

practices—the occupations would be. And this is precisely the case: with the exception

of taburetero (stool maker), jicarero (gourd maker) and cargador (porter), all seventeen

occupation tags in this group seem obviously prestigious, complex or “Spanish”

ones—and it might perfectly be the case that, say, rather than coarse stools, those la-

beled taburetero specialized in ottoman making and therefore that they catered the

city’s elites and not their fellow artisans. Particularly suggestive in this regard is the
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presence of hat makers, especially if they were engaged in manufacturing felt hats and

hence in a type of distinctively Spanish headgear (as opposed to palm hats, perhaps the

most popular among indigenous peoples); tobacco workers, as the boom of tobacco

production in New Spain was a fairly recent phenomenon; tailors, since only very few

people could afford having their garments customized; bakers, both “regular” ones and
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pastry makers like those described as bizcochero and soletero, inasmuch as the whole

colonial experience could be summarized as the dialectical relationship between maize

and wheat; and even tanners, to the extent that most products and practices imported

from the Old World in the sixteenth century (not wool, though) remained within the

European orbit and thus better positioned in the cultural ladder—yet, quite obviously,

assuming that tanning in this case was practiced upon bovine rather than deer skin.

At any rate, all seventeen trade labels first listed in the table do contrast to those

making the last third. In effect, prominent among this second group are “down to

earth” activities such as orchard agriculture (hortelano), hay gathering (zacatero), fruit

selling (frutero), coal extraction (carbonero), and rowing (remero)—the latter most

likely for transportation throughout the canal network linking the city to the southeast-

ern ports and, by extension, to Chalco and Xochimilco. Though most of these activities

were market oriented and a good number of them involved transformation of raw mate-

rials of European origin through complex technical operations, I cannot resist the

temptation of describing them as coarser, more physical, less prestigious, and, ulti-

mately, smellier than those from the upper third of the table: thus those engaged in

dye-, candle-, and starch-making (under labels tintorero, velero and almidonero) lived

amidst boiling cauldrons filled with vegetable substances or animal fat; the lives of

those into slaughtering were surrounded by blood and entrails on a daily basis (for

whom the tags carnicero, tripero and perhaps pelador  as well were applied, unless the

term referred to hairdressers); and the slippery nature of oil must have produced a

rather fluid experience among oil vendors (aceitero). It is not surprising then that this

was the company of sayal makers, since, as I have suggested earlier, sayal was the most

plebeian of clothes in New Spain. In fact, the only true exceptions to this pattern are

the trades related to the production or marketing of dolls or puppets and buttons. As
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for potters (under label locero), suffice is to say that, though pottery was an obviously

earthy activity, the urban context and the noun used by the matrícula maker refer to

loza—a more elegant term for pottery—and the fact that the label used for three other

potters was alfarero, make me think of them as engaged in the production of crockery

rather than of clay containers. Yet it is true that thirty-three potters under the label

locero happened to belong to Romita.

If labor tags are charted according to their number of practitioners, as it is done

in Graph 6.1, it is evident that there is no clear correlation between both variables, as

the occupations with most practitioners (masonry, shoemaking and carrying) were part

of the largest cluster of celibacy ratios (the seventeen ranging from 0.40 to 0.57, or

from gamucero or suede maker to cantero or stonecutter), while those occupations with
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the highest ratios of unattached men (cigarrero, cohetero, tejedor and taburetero) had

under fifty “members” each and, thus, were similar to the vast majority of trades listed

in the table (for only eleven of them are above the fifty people range). Nevertheless,

something of the general structure of the barrio trades can be grasped by taking a

closer look at this relationship. To that purpose I have split the graph in two—otherwise

it would have been impossible to look at the clusters in detail—thus making Graph 6.2,

corresponding to all occupations with ten to forty-eight people registered, and Graph

6.3 for those trades with fifty or more practitioners. First of all, Graph 6.2 reveals that

there was indeed a degree of normalcy among trades—statistical normalcy, that is—as

twenty-two out of fifty-three or 41.50 percent of them had less than twenty-four work-
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ers and a celibacy ratio between 0.09 and 0.75; and very easily one might consider

tripero’s index—with a total absence of unmarried men—as part of that group as well.

Conversely, only four occupations have a ratio equal or superior to 1.00, in itself a

telling reminder that celibacy as an indicator does not imply a labor system dominated

by unviable domestic units. Within the “main” quarter of the graph, perhaps the most

significant element to note is the clustering of aquatic activities on the top—rowers

grouped under the remero tag (twenty-four people and 0.26 “unattached men” per

married men, and fishermen for whom the label pescador was used (twenty people with

a ratio of 0.43)—and, on the other end, that of higher celibacy, that three of the four

baking occupations were located there—soleta bakers under the tag soletero (ten peo-

ple, with an index of 0.67), pastry bakers under bizcochero (thirteen people and 0.63 of

celibacy), and bakers whose activity was described as that of a panadero (fourteen peo-

ple, 0.75 unattached per married men). And note that pambazo  bakers-sellers are no

far away, with ten of them, and celibacy ratio of 0.43. To a certain extent, I am pointing

out to the contrasting “location” of aquatic workers vis-à-vis bakers because their di-

verging celibacy ratios confirms the claim that measuring the number of unattached

men may provide a measure of labor primordiality—somehow related to the city’s past,

not for nothing once known as “the Venice of the New World”—and also for the pro-

portion of people and celibacy in this case, pointing towards the bigger the trade, the

smaller the celibacy ratio, will be reversed in Graph 6.3, thus indicating a qualitative

difference between smaller and bigger occupations.50

50 Comparing Mexico City to Venice is certainly a commonplace, but it is not a new one

See for example Agustín de Vetancourt, “Tratado de la ciudad de México, y las grandezas que la

ilustran después [de] que la fundaron los espaloles,” in his Teatro mexicano: Descripción breve
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In effect, the trades displayed in Graph 6.3 form two discrete groups: one of

smaller trades and somewhat lower ratios of unattached men—hay-gatherers with crock

ery-, button-, candle- and suede- makers—and a second, more loosely integrated, con-

sisting of activities mostly linked to the urban experience as such—masons (both “mas-

ters” and “officials”), porters, water-carriers and carpenters (at least those engaged in

construction and not in furniture making)—all of which have higher celibacy ratios and

far bigger populations. Although such geometric disposition is too neat as to be ran-

domly produced, it is not entirely clear why trades somewhat complex in technological

                                                                   
de los sucesos ejemplares, históricos, políticos, militares y religiosos del nuevo mundo occidental

de las indias (Mexico: María de Benavidez, viuda de Juan de Ribera, 1698), 2.
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terms like crockery-, button- and suede-making share the same statistical space that

the candle makers grouped under the tag velero and, particularly, the hay gatherers to

whom the label zacatero was applied. The point, at any rate, is that the latter was un-

mistakably a rural trade, linked to the valley’s ancient ecosystem both linguistically

(the Spanish word is merely an adaptation of the Nahuatl term zacatl) and physically

(hay gathering naturally presupposes grass fields and animals or kitchens for the fod-

der to be produced and employed), and hence to a greener and less human-crowded

landscape. Regarding the other group of trades, it could be said that even if shoemak-

ing (and “domestic” carpentry) is the only occupation that could be considered not

directly linked to the urban environment, its statistic profile made it categorically ur-

ban—something, on the other hand, that is pretty obvious once it is remembered that

footwear was far less common in New Spain than in the Old World and, moreover, that

the indigenous sandals, the item closest to truly popular footwear, were called

huaraches in Spanish, while zapato was invariably reserved to the European fully

closed feet wrapping known in English as “shoe.” But that is most likely wishful think-

ing: as Table 6.13 will show, nearly a third of shoemakers belonged to five barrios

within the parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma, most notably in Ixnahuatongo. Is it pos-

sible to say that the southeastern concentration of shoemakers actually indicates that,

contrary to the experience of most indigenous peoples, the footwear of choice among

Mexico City’s tributaries was the shoe rather than the huarache?

In what may be seen as an obsessive excess, I decided to compare the fifty-three

“major” trades with all thirty-two labor labels that were applied to groups of five or

more people, just to see whether the series of associations made so far can be actually

characterized as “general” or not. (Further calculation beyond that point would of

course become banal, as any ratio produced for groups of four or less people will nec-
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essarily be enormous and hardly indicative of the nature of the barrios’ workforce.) The

resulting summary, Table 6.11, makes clear that there is a strong correlation between

the ratio of unmarried men and the type of trade. On the one hand, two out of four tex-

tile occupations present here, tejedor de paños and hilador de algodón, belong to the

table top tier (while hilador de seda is nearly within that group). On the other, there is
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a significant contrast between the trades on the table’s upper end—specially calderetero

or cauldron maker, fresadero or the one engaged in metal milling, pasamenero or pas-

sementerie maker, and carrocero or coach maker, all of them technologically sophisti-

cated and somewhat “Spanish” in origin—and those with few if any unattached men

among their ranks: zanjero or ditch maker, basurero or garbage collector, leñero or

wood seller, cuerero or leather seller, and above all chiquihuitero or osier basket maker

and petatero or straw mat maker, which were occupations more physically demanding,

less technologically developed and with an obvious rural flavor. In the last two in-

stances, of course, the incorporation of Nahuatl nouns into Spanish—chiquihuitl  and

petatl—confirms the down-to-earth quality of both trades. Needless to say, the very size

of the population forming this second group of occupations explains the existence of

very high ratios of celibacy, but it is nonetheless noticeable that, overall, most of them

follow a pattern similar to the observed for those “major” trades with thirty people or

less. If both Table 6.10 and Table 6.11 are read together, in other words, it becomes

apparent that the vast majority of occupations within the barrios of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan do fit the pattern observed for weavers and spinners and thus, that a general

process of proletarianization has to be presumed for the indigenous city as a

whole—regardless of the strong geographic variations the next section will deal with.

The Workers  of San Juan Tenochti tlan—The Top Ten

The strong correlation between the number of unattached men and the nature of cer-

tain occupations, precisely the type of link previously observed for weavers and spin-

ners, may be in effect an indication that Mexico City, or at least the indigenous portion
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of it, was experiencing a deep, structural transformation in the last years of the eight-

eenth century, but it is no more than a partial argument, a somewhat fractured hint that

fails to describe the process of proletarianization in all its complexity: both as a trans-

formation of families and individuals and a change in the technological infrastructure

shaping class relations, and also as a restructuring mechanism of spatial relations—a

mechanism, moreover, with wide and crucial implications for the entire process.51 In

the absence of a diachronic tapestry of that story—something this work is simply unable

to provide, not having the serial data to trace proletarianization over time—focusing on

the spatial aspect of the process is, moreover, one of the few ways the variables and

interpretation considered so far could be both nuanced and reinforced. In this section,

then, I will consider the barrio workers of San Juan Tenochtitltan in space—also be-

cause one of the major points I am trying to make is that the built environment of in-

digenous Mexico City was anything but an undifferentiated social space. Through the

combined observation of civil status and geographic distribution, moreover, something

else of the complexity of the labor landscape in Mexico City’s barrios may be hinted at:

namely, the ways in which different trades and occupations were not only technologi-

cally diverse and unevenly distributed in space but, more significantly, that most trades

were hierarchically structured along social, technological and geographical lines.

To that end, I have put together a series of tables locating in space the ten trades

with most practitioners (with the exception of weavers), or all groups of workers larger

51. The little I know of the centrality of space as a structuring component in capitalism is

due to a rather superficial reading of a superb book: David Harvey, Limits to Capital (Chicago:

University of Chicago Press, 1982). Yet my reading was luckily supplemented by—or grounded

on, actually, as I only read Harvey afterwards—Ira Katznelson, Marxism and the City (Oxford:

Clarendon Press, 1992).
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than seventy people. Together (this time weavers included), they amount to more than

two thirds of all males with a known occupation; actually 68.41 percent of barrio work-

ers. Instead of following the nomenclature given by the matrícula, however, I have

grouped all the labels I was able to fully link to one another, by “genre” so to speak,

into a new and hopefully more meaningful set of labor descriptors, partially derived

from what is known about the artisan world in preindustrial Mexico City.52 Because the

descriptors are my own invention, it is crucial to remember that “mason” in this con-

text is not the literal translation of albañil  but a statement of sorts regarding the pro-

fessional affinity between those named thus, those described as peón de albañil and

those described as “albañil” and something else, just as the term “shoemaker” blends

in a single category what the matrícula maker and presumably the people of Mexico

City saw as different working personas: chapinero, jaconero, taconero, remendador de

zapatos, remendón, taconero, zapatero, zapatero y botonero and zapatero y curtidor.

And so on and so forth. In most cases, the consolidation of labor tags into labor de-

scriptors was the result of straightforward, easy to understand decisions, or at least as

straightforward and easy to understand as the rest of the criteria employed so

far—though I am well aware that some of the groupings may be abusive or arbitrary.

Anyhow, something about those decisions will be explained in the following pages.

Before turning to a brief exam of each one of the tables, it is pertinent to point

out what are perhaps the only two features they all share and, hence, the first two things

52. I have profited from the artisan taxonomies, though only artisan, made in González

Angulo Aguirre, Artesanado y ciudad, 30-35, and—with data from 1788 and 1842—in Pérez

Toledo, Hijos del trabajo, 55 and 75, tables 3 and 5 respectively.
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they reveal about the barrios as a whole.53 First, that all occupations were unevenly

distributed within the indigenous city; in other words, all trades tended to form clus-

ters within the built environment. And, second, that no occupation was “represented”

in all forty-two components of San Juan Tenochtitlan—not even masons, the largest la-

bor category within the barrios, nor those trades whose “size” or nature might lead to

term popular  or indispensable. The implication of this is both obvious and, it seems to

me, extremely important: for if no single trade had workers “placed” in all barrios, it

follows that certain basic goods and services—like bread and candles, like pots and ro-

saries, and even, most likely, like potable water—were provided to barrio members by

people living in the barrios yet not belonging to them, or else that barrio members and

barrio workers moved throughout the city to get or to deliver products or to perform

services with an ease that no observer of any urban workforce will find surprising but

perhaps one or two students of colonial indigenous peoples would. In other words, it is

clear from the bulk of the tables that self-sufficiency was by no means a distinctive

characteristic of the barrios. And not just in the sense that barrio families were unable

to feed themselves (a given for any human group not primarily engaged in food pro-

duction, after all), but also in the sense that fulfillment of barrio social needs was car-

ried out through a network of mutually dependent, interlocked actors spread out on a

discrete space—a social marketplace which, given the scale and magnitude of its ex-

changes, and the fact that agricultural producers were but a tiny minority of the work-

ers (merely forty-seven farmers, four cattlemen, and two shepherds, or 1.63 percent of

them) was clearly, ostensibly, distinctively urban.

53. This and the following paragraphs are valid also for every trade with more than ten

practitioners, representing 93.17 percent of all males with a labor tag.
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Knowing that non-market-oriented production of cloth and some other basic

items such as maize masa was common in a number of New Spain’s rural domestic

units, one may object that reading the tables in this manner is naive, to say the least, for

outside the matrícula there must have been a whole world of food and garment produc-

tion so intimate and “natural”—dominated by women, moreover—that no one took pains

to describe for the document, and therefore that at least some barrios could have been

close enough to self-sufficiency as to consider them somewhat “rural.” Of course, a

good deal of the actual economic life of the barrios must have taken place beyond the

matrícula’s reach—or any other document’s, for that matter. Yet the fact that labor tags

were used to identify individual workers, and the fact that a handful of them were com-

posite ones (like “remero y albañil” or “zapatero y curtidor”), do indicate that some

economic activities were understood—by the matrícula maker at least, if not by the

workers themselves, in case the labels had been spelled out by them—as more promi-

nent than others, and, furthermore, that some activities did in fact, to a degree, char-

acterize the self of the worker (even if, as I have pointed out earlier, such characteriza-

tions pales before the boldness of modern identity metonymies). On the other hand,

questioning the interdependence of barrio communities by presuming that their self-

sufficiency could have been obscured by the nature of the matrícula is in turn to exag-

gerate the degree of economic autonomy New Spain’s peasant communities enjoyed in

the eighteenth century. The reality, however, was quite different: as the work of John

Tutino and others has amply demonstrated, nowhere as in the core of Mesoamerica the

fates of indigenous workers, commercial estates and mercantile networks were more

entangled and symbiotic—and that without eroding the markers of anybody’s “identity.”

Table 6.12. The largest group of workers, masons were to be found in thirty-three

barrios from all seven parishes. That made them the most widespread activity within the
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barrios of San Juan Tenochitltan. As for the exceptions, it is noticeable that besides

tiny Zacatenco within Santa Veracruz, all barrios with no masons are within the par-

ishes of Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan. If the figures of these two

parishes are combined, moreover, it results that masons belonging to the seven barrios

of these parishes amount to 5.03 percent of all—and notice that not a single peón de

albañil  was counted there. Conversely, since there was a strong tendency of masons to

belong to western barrios—Culhuacatongo, Tlapancaltlan-Tarasquillo, and Ixtacaleca in

particular—it is fair to say that construction, or the type of construction that required

masonry, was not a universal activity in the indigenous city but that it was somewhat

limited to the western end of the built environment. (Or else that masons, although

working everywhere in the city, tended to live in western barrios for whatever reason.)

Particularly interesting, on the other hand, are both the absolute figures and geo-

graphic distribution of those masons to whom the label peón de albañil was attached. It

is so because it suggests that peón was not necessarily a synonym of “apprentice” and

concomitantly that albañil  should not be taken per force as indicating a superior hier-

archical stand within the trade—for masters and officials must be less numerous than

apprentices for the hierarchical principle to subsist. Or rather, as in the case of paint-

ers, that the distinction between “peones” and masons proper is reflective of a process

of proletarianization. If that were the case, those identified as peón de albañil were

perhaps masons in the process of losing their independence. Such process may be

hinted at by considering the ratio of “peones” vis-à-vis masters or officials: while the

ratio for all masons is 0.17, it is 1.00 in only four barrios, all western ones—Ocupulco,

Atlampa, Los Reyes Tequitlatitlan, and Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito. Moreover, the

largest concentration of “peones” occurs in Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo and its ratio is

0.42 or more than twice the overall proportion. It goes without saying that having so
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many masons in a city as large as Mexico City is hardly surprising, though one should

remember that, regardless of the term’s origins, masonry is not always about stones; it

could also be about adobes.

Table 6.13. Shoemakers’ pattern of geographic distribution seems to reverse that

that of masons—to a degree. In effect, most colleagues of Dr. Manette—that famous

shoemaker “recalled to life” in the 1750s—were to be located in the southeastern bar-

rios (33.67 percent of them, actually), and most notably in five barrios within the parish

of Santo Tomás de la Palma (alone responsible for 27.13 percent of them). This is par-

ticularly interesting since shoemakers were to be found in thirty-seven barrios; that is,

in as many barrios as masons and yet they appeared far more concentrated in one re-

gion. The barrios with no shoemakers are in turn more evenly distributed—or, actually,

less unevenly so—with three within the parishes of Santa Veracruz and Señor San José,

one within San Pablo Teocaltitlan and the rest in the southeast. On the other hand, note

that labels other than zapatero—although rather numerous—were applied to only six-

teen workers (or fourteen, if those with combined tags are considered as minor varia-

tions of zapatero). As I suggested earlier, the tendency of shoemakers to belong to

southeastern barrios seems a bit odd given the demographic profile of Santo Tomás de

la Palma’s components, as well as, to a lesser extent, Santa Cruz Acatlan’s. There are

two possible explanations for this. Either shoemaking as an industry had reached a sin-

gular degree of proto-industrialization and instead of relying on the smallish artisan

shop production was dominated by large workshops or by mercantile putting-out net

-

works of a remarkable geographic consistency—the effect of both processes being the

concentration on shoemakers on the southeast around Ixhuacatongo—or shoemaking

was actually on the antipodes of capitalist development and production was carried out

by traditional means for rather “traditional” markets. In one case it is still possible to
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think that shoes were not worn by Mexico City’s tributaries—and, furthermore, to pic-

ture them shoed with sandals, literally à la indienne—whereas presuming that shoes

were produced for local markets would imply that at least a good number of barrio

members had already adopted the European shoe. (In support of this latter alternative

one could point to the high number of shoemakers generally and their relative concen-

tration in barrios such as Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito or Necatitlan.)

Table 6.14. There is nothing really surprising in the fact that the third most

popular activity in the barrios, both by number of people and number of barrios repre-

sented (thirty-one), was to carry out stuff: this is the eighteenth century, after all. It is

even less so because cities have been traditionally unfriendly to beasts of burden—or

rather unfriendly to their owners, given the higher costs, spatial and otherwise, of

keeping animals in densely populated environments—and it is impossible not to re-

member that the relationship between wheels and mules, oxen and horses, and the val-

ley of Mexico’s human ecology was less than three centuries old by the time the ma-

trícula was prepared; in other words, that transportation of goods had been until the

sixteenth century a matter of human backs and foreheads. As Claudio Linati’s litho-

graphs show, that was still the case by the end of the colonial period.54 Carrying water

may nevertheless seems a bit paradoxical for a city that used to be amphibious, but such

an impression could be quickly dispelled by looking at the table: if the third barrio with

the most water carriers was Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, and if the parish of Concep-

ción Salto del Agua was the one with most water carriers, it was simply because one of

54. See Claudio Linati, Trajes civiles, religiosos y militares de México, ed. César Macazaga

Ordoño, trans. Normand Messier y Messier and César Macazaga Ordoño, with a biography of

Linati by Ceferino Palencia (Mexico: Innovación [1828] 1978), plate 7, “Aguador - Porteur

d’eau.”
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the two aqueducts serving the city well into the nineteenth century, the aqueduct of

Chapultepec, ended right in front of the parish church of the Water Jump—and a few

meters southeast from the chapel of San Pedrito. (The location of the other aqueduct,

however, does not serve to explain the concentration of water carriers in San Pablo

Teocaltitlan or Culhuacatongo, since it entered the city neither by the south nor by the

north but ran parallel to the northern edge of the Alameda and the barrios within Santa

Veracruz or the eastern barrios of Santa María la Redonda, Analpa and Ocopulco.) As

for the porters proper, their concentration on the city’s southern edge may appear

somehow surprising, for most barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua—as it will be clear

with the final set of tables in this chapter—were among those better “industrialized”

within the city… unless it is acknowledge that carrying, unskilled an activity as it was,

is an activity that presupposes a vibrant, fluid economic environment, and thus that

only regions with a strong productive and commercial activity would need that type of

labor: precisely the south and the region ecclesiastically ruled from the church of Santa

Veracruz.

Table 6.15. The main question regarding the population of carpenters is whether

their trade was “public” and hence closely related to the construction industry or it was

“private” and thus concerned with the production of furniture and domestic tools. If

carpentry in the indigenous city had been more about manufacturing and assembling

beams and scaffoldings, the geographic pattern of its practitioners would have echoed

that of masons and other constructing artisans, whereas had it been a matter of provid-

ing households with tables, chairs, beds, chests, shelves and so on, it would have been

spatially organized according to its own rules. A comparison between Table 6.12 and

Table 6.15 yields ambiguous results, for although the parishes with most masons and

carpenters were the same, their ranking was significantly different: for masons it was
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Santa Veracruz (28.55 percent), Concepción Salto del Agua (18.05 percent), Señor San

José (17.16 percent), Santa María la Redonda (16.86 percent), San Pablo Teocaltitlan

(14.35 percent), Santo Tomás de la Palma (2.96 percent) and Santa Cruz Acatlan (2.07),

whereas for carpenters was Concepción Salto del Agua (22.30 percent), Santa Veracrz

(20.14 percent), Señor San José (18.71 percent) and then San Pablo Teocaltitlan with

Santa Cruz Acatlan (each one with 12.95 percent), Santa María la Redonda (8.63 per-

cent) and Santo Tomás de la Palma (4.32). The most intriguing figures, no doubt, are

those for the barrio of Santa Cruz Acatlan, as its share of carpenters is higher than, say,

Necatitlan, Xihuitongo or Tecpancaltitla-Tarasquillo—that is, higher than barrios of

solid manufactory credentials. Its physical proximity to San Pablo Teocaltitlan may ex-

plain why so many carpenters were members of that barrios, but that in turn would re-

quire explaining why in other many regards vicinity seemed not to have affected the

demographic and social profile of the “head” barrio of Santa Cruz Acatlan. In sum, it

seems probable that two different types of carpentry work appear reunited under a sin-

gle descriptor—perhaps because carpenters were able to perform both, though I sus-

pect it is simply because of a shortcoming in the nomenclature.

Table 6.16. Mexico City might lacked a Seine—but at least it did have a Bièvre.

From a technical point of view it is more or less obvious that tanners would have been

concentrated around a course of water, for transforming animal skin into leather was

usually achieved by washing the dead epidermis with a mix of tannin and water—and, as

exemplified by the tributary of the great river within the faubourg Saint-Marcel, river

banks have been historically the prime home of tanners (and dyers). Equally obvious,

since this is same the period studied by Alain Corbin, is that “pestilent” activities

tended to be removed from urban centers, and so that the tanning district would be

located beyond the Spanish city. But it is not obvious at all, as it happens, that most
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tanners proper—those for whom the label curtidor was used—belonged to the barrios of

San Pablo Teocaltitlan and San Nicolás Ozoloacan, with the third largest group be-

longing to Santo Tomás. The reason for such concentration of tanners in the city’s

southeast must have been that, contrary to the rest of the aquatic network still in op-

eration, water was plentiful at the intersection of the acequia real or royal canal—a

wide, vibrant waterway linking the markets on the central squares to the valley’s south-

ern cities—and the two eastern canals converting at the “compuerta nueva de la acequia

real” or the royal canal’s new gate. (In Map 6.1, however, the architectural core of San

Map 6.1 — The Tanners’ “District.” Extracted from García Conde, “Plano general”
(1793). Mapoteca Manuel Orozco y Berra, Mexico City.
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Nicolás Ozoloacan is not depicted, though other sources suggest it must have been

located east of the chapel of San Diego. San Pablo Teocaltitlan’s core, in turn lay to-

ward the west, outside of the image’s reach. The parish church of Santo Tomás is the

blackened building marked with a d. By the way, notice that the bridge on the upper left

corner is called “de Curtidores”—Tanners’ bridge, indeed.) Regarding major group of

people within the table, it has already been noted that Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito

was “located” next to the aqueduct of Chapultepec’s end and that may help to explain

why so many tributaries were suede-makers . Besides, it could have been the case that

suede was somehow a more prestigious version of tanning, and therefore seen not so

much as an transformative activity but as belonging already to the garment industry.

Table 6.17. Perhaps the clearest indication that labor in Mexico City was indeed

organized regionally, the spatial pattern of those who made their living gathering hay is

also one of the clearest markers of the type of “rural” activities available to the urban

dwellers. To begin with, hay gatherers were counted in only nine barrios and, more

significantly, most of them (or 77.78 percent) were located within the limits of the par-

ish of Santo Tomás de la Palma; in fact, only one barrio “belonging” to that jurisdic-

tion, San Diego Temascaltitlan, did not have any hay gatherers. That seems to indicate

that, no matter how empty the outskirts of the city might have been (something one may

conclude by looking at Diego García Conde’s map, for example), retreating back to a

rural lifestyle was not that popular an option after all. And there is also the question of

why hay gathering rather than, say, real agriculture, was the largest “rural” activity

among the barrio population. On the other hand, the fact Santa María Magdalena

Mixica and La Resurrección Tultengo had the largest groups of hay gatherers seems a

reliable indication that rural activities were for the most part restricted to the most re-

mote areas within the city—or, in fact, that both barrios were not actually urban compo-
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nents of San Juan Tenochtitlan but villages closer in structure to the settlements in-

cluded in the pueblos volume. But even such an eventuality should indicate, conversely,

that most other barrios with rural characteristics described so far, such as Romita or

Atlampa within Señor San José, or Analpa within Santa María la Redonda, were more

urban than they appeared to be.

Table 6.18. Distinguishing between “rural” and “urban” activities is a good

starting point, but it is certainly insufficient to do justice to the indigenous city’s com-

plex productive landscape. Within the urban realm, differences in technology, linkages
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to the market economy and, above all, labor organization did produce different types of

occupations hierarchically organized and in turn distinguishable in space. Even within

a single branch of industry, as the differences among indianilla painters, weavers,

spinners and carders suggest, adoption of capitalist practices did not take place at the

same time nor everywhere, and affected the old artisan communities in different and

sometimes contradictory ways. Judging by the spatial distribution of its practitioners,
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it seems that button making, though part and parcel of an industry clearly distin-

guished by its “modern” features, the garment industry, was closer to the base of the

ladder rather than in the company of more prestigious, modern “moments” of cloth

production such as painting cottons or tailoring. The concentration of button makers

in the barrios of Santa Cruz Acatlan, nevertheless, seem to indicate that a corner

within Mexico City’s meridian extension was better integrated into the regional econ-

omy—just as the presence of a large number of carpenters did—despite its demographic

marginality and geographic externality. Such concentration was actually the result of

two major groupings, one in San Francisco Tultengo and the other one in Santa Cruz

Tultengo, as they congregate 38.04 percent of all barrio button makers. With the addi-

tion of San Agustín Zoquiapa’s share (13.38 percent), and keeping in mind that these

three barrios were pretty close to each other, it becomes clear that there was indeed a

button district of sorts towards the city’s southeastern. And because, quite obviously,

buttons are worthless in themselves, that indicates the existence of a commercial net

work linking the city’s deep southeast to the cloth production centers within the parish

of Concepción Salto del Agua and Señor San José, perhaps in the form of a putting-out

mechanism—it implies a system of articulation holding the city together.

Table 6.19. Secundino Antonio, a single arenero or sand dealer listed in the ofi-

cios volumes was said to live in a place called Candelaria de los Veleros.55 Such a name

may strike some observers as yet another instance of the irrational, random or merely

idiosyncratic way in which toponyms are constructed—as a linguistic mannerism

worthless of attention. As this quantitative map clearly shows, however, there were

sound reasons for the use of such adjectival form in the oficios volumes, for over a fifth

55. agn, Padrones, vol. 101, f. 96v.
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of all wax workers or 23.86 percent of them belonged to a barrio that shared half of the

name of Secundino Antonio’s address and was probably the same place: La Candelaria

Macuitlapilco. Already at the time of exploring the geography of tanning there was a

hint of the intimate relationship between urban nomenclature and social realities; in

this case, however, it is even clearer to what naming usually is—the result of elevating to

the symbolic level practices or features present on the ground. To an extent, of course,
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this just a truism. Yet often-times the impact of the social on the nominative realm is

thought to indicate ancient, long vanished realities—of which toponyms are mere rem-

nants. (In chapter four, regarding the barrio of Tzapotlan, I myself did that: trying to

locate it on a late eighteenth century map, I took an alley with a similar name for a trace

of its existance.) What is important to bear in mind is that in eighteenth-century Mex-

ico City such temporal gap did not exist; overall, naming practices did follow social life.

And not only regarding La Candelaria Macuitlapilco: within San Juan Tenochtitlan,

perhaps the most outstanding example is provided by Santa María Magdalena Quat-

layac, one of the rural subjects of San Juan Tenochtitlan located on the dry plain

northwest of Santiago Tlatelolco, which was frequently referred to as Magdalena de las

Salinas—and where 77.01 percent of its 261 workers named by trade were salt makers.

(These 201 people, on the other hand, amounted to 43.34 percent of all to whom the

label salinero was applied in the pueblos volume.)56

Table 6.20. Old habits, no doubt, die slowly. But that does not mean that new

customs could not be embraced rather quickly—with gusto, even. Though colonial

Mesoamericans continued to eat maize, tomatoes and insects long after the European

irruption, and all attempts to “civilize” their palates notwithstanding, that did not pre-

vent them from enlarging their culinary repertoire with an ease a generation or two ago

would have been interpreted as reflective of their cultural “weakness.” Along with the

adoption of bread, the incorporation of bovine, ovine and caprine meat as a central

element of the Mesoamerican diet is one of the most remarkable examples of the sup-

pleness with which the indigenous peoples of New Spain dealt with the colonial condi-

56. agn, Padrones, vol. 100, passim.
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tion.57 It is fair to say, nevertheless, that in the countryside consumption of big mam-

mals was largely limited by their cost, and thus that meat was typically eaten in special

occasions such as religious festivals. In urban contexts, on the contrary, meat con-

sumption much more common; to such an extent, actually, that it is likely that the peo-

ple of San Juan Tenochtitlan ate meat like no other indigenous community. Of course,

that is not to say that the population of butchers listed in the matrícula catered to in-

digenous peoples only; it is only that the geographic dispersion of butchers (both

porkmen and butchers proper) throughout the built environment—they were present in

nineteen barrios within the seven parishes for which information is available—should be

read as a reflection of the familiarity of Mexico City’s tributaries with meat. And to the

extent that meat consumption requires the labor of a specialist in slaughtering, the near

absence of butchers in the barrios of Santo Tomás de la Palma could be interpreted an

indication that urbanism was indeed a matter of liking the taste of animal corpses. That

said, it is evident that geography per se played an important role in the trade’s spatial

organization: if San Pablo Teocaltitlan, Santa Cruz Acatlan and Xoloc-Tlaxcoac had

more butchers than any other barrio, in other words, it was also because the city’s

slaughterhouse was located right in the middle of a triangle one may draw linking to-

gether the churches of San Pablo, Tlaxcoaque and Santa Cruz Acatlan.58

57. Nevertheless, the introduction of European mammals to Mesoamerica, was anything

but a peaceful, seamless process; see for example Elinor G. K. Melville, A Plague of Sheep: Envi-

ronmental Consequences of the conquest of Mexico (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,

1994). See also Andrew Sluyter, “The Ecological Origins and Consequences of Cattle Ranching

in Sixteenth-Century New Spain,” Geographical Review, 86 : 2 (1996): 161-177.

58. On the marketing and consumption of meat in late eighteenth century Mexico City, see

Enriqueta Muñoz, Entre el lujo y la subsistencia: Mercado, abastecimiento y precios de la carne
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Table 6.21. No archaeologist will be surprised at the number of potters present in

the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan; archaeologists, after all, know full well the extent

to which civilization has been related to baking soil. In a sense, finding a large popula-

tion of potters was to be expected, as the city was the largest settlement in the New

                                                                   
en la ciudad de México, 1750-1812 (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de Estudios Históri-

cos]-Instituto Mora, 2005).
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World—though that obviously does not mean that the seventy-four potters counted by

the matrícula were the only pottery makers in Mexico City. Nevertheless, the barrio

potters must have represented a significant part of the overall potter population, at

least because the ecological and technological conditions required for pottery mak-

ing—soil, water, ovens—tend to determine the location of pottery facilities pretty much

in the same way courses of water tend to shape the placement of tannery workshops.

Pottery making, on the other hand, is frequently considered a prime indication of sed-

entary and later of urban life, for it presupposes the development of an specialized

working force—finally liberated, more or less permanently, from the agricultural

“yoke.” The irony in the case of San Juan Tenochtitlan is that such cornerstone of ur-

ban life was to be found not at the center of the indigenous city—though it is true that

most potters were belonged to barrios within the “central” parishes of Santa Veracruz

(20.27 percent of them) and Señor San José (a rotund 56.76 percent)—but primordially

in a barrio virtually segregated from the built environment. Because of its place as the

center of pottery production in the barrios, then, Romita could not be seen as a subur-

ban extension of the city—no matter what impression most maps give—but as a central

component of it, fully integrated into the larger urban community despite the archi-

tectural voids on the sides of the Chapultepec causeway. As in the case of San Nicolás

Ozoloacan, La Candelaria Macuitlapilco, Santa Cruz Tultengo and even Santa María

Magdalena Mixica, the threads linking Romita to the rest of the city may have been hard

to decipher from the abstract heights most cartographers stood—yet it was difficult not

to sense their grip.
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Sectoral  Landscape: Transformation,  Servi ces, Extraction

All in all, there is something frustratingly paradoxical in these series of tables, and in

the stories, structural and otherwise, insinuated by them. Empirical knowledge, of

course, is inevitably fragmentary and distorted, and there is no way to properly infer

from it a larger and more complex understanding—in these case of trades whose nature

has not been established in advance or, worse, whose character does not arise, neat and

distinct, from this rosary of quantitative maps, odd names and bizarre associations. It is

true that locating in space the labor descriptors makes it easier to grasp some of their

character, as in the case of Romita’s potters, Ixnahuatongo’s shoemakers or Santa

María Magdalena Mixica’s hay gatherers—occupations that now could be understood

rightfully, not metaphorically, linked to these barrios. But that is not enough: for one

thing, the tables above could not tell how this welter of labor activities were “ranked,”

or how they related to each other and to the larger economic structure of New Spain’s

capital—and that is perhaps the most critical aspect of San Juan Tenochtitlan’s indige-

nous working class. It is then necessary to create an artifice to invest with some deeper

meaning the geographic patterning of each one of the occupations described so far,

also capable of encompassing the third of the population the previous tables do not

include, and thus to draw a full economic portrait of indigenous Mexico City. Such ar-

tifice is no other than organizing the trades in economic sectors and in industries

within these sectors.

Admittedly, applying a “sectoral” understanding of things economic to the labor

taxonomy of San Juan Tenochtitlan is to a certain extent abusive—and not only because

it was unknown to the people of Bourbon Mexico City. Since the historical circum-

stance the notion of economic sectors arises from was coming of age only in the eight-
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eenth century, it could be said that “sectoralizing” the economy of the indigenous city

burdens it with an unhealthy dose of modernity—even more so because the prime dif-

ference between the preindustrial order and that derived from the industrial revolution

is precisely that in the old economic regime the blending of extraction, transformation

and circulation activities was pervasive, while capitalism prides itself for the independ-

ence of the moments within the economic cycle (only at the social level, though, since

from a purely economic standpoint integration is actually the name of the game). More

than once in the previous pages, in fact, it has been difficult to establish the true na-

ture of certain trades, as the linguistic proxies employed by the matrícula maker slide

very easily from “production” to “commerce,” as in aceitero or zacatero or carbonero

or pescadero, in ways alien to and disruptive of the modern, capitalist lexicon, wherein

most activities are categorically defined by their position within the economic process

(as in car dealer, automobile mechanic and motor engineer). For similar reasons, it is

common among thinkers and historians to stress the epistemic and economic cleavage

separating both moments of world history, particularly when dealing with the middle

ground of transformative practices—those one would like to call “manufacture” had the

literal, etymological meaning of the term not been twisted in the seventeenth century

to designate exactly the opposite of manual labor. Preindustrial lack of linguistic and

economic rigor and rationality—so the argument seems to imply—should prevent any-

one from comparing both systems of labor organization, and much less to read one of

them through the grammar proper of each other. Only if the gaze posits itself from a

rather distant point—from the clouds where world systems are perceived, the invisibility

of the market’s hand becomes tangible or the history of capital-with-a-capital-c was

once dissected—it would be possible to construct broader economic categories as to

compare agricultural systems, labor regimes and banking practices among other
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things. And even in those instances comparisons are made with caution and stressing

the cultural or political “pollution” of pre-capitalist economic formations.59

Yet precisely because the indigenous city was a middle ground of sorts—because

of the epoch, because of its liminal status between the Spanish settlement and the in-

digenous universe around it—distinguishing the activities of its workers along sectoral

lines could help to specify the ways in which “extractive,” “transformative” and “serv-

ice” activities articulated themselves, thus making the city uniquely urban and rural,

modern and ancient, European and Mesoamerican all at the same time. (That is not to

say, of course, that such economic cosmopolitanism was exclusive to the barrios of San

Juan Tenochtitlan: Triana across the Guadalquivir from Seville in the sixteenth century

and the eastern left bank in eighteenth-century Paris, to say nothing of Querétaro and

its two Otomi parishes, San Sebastián and La Cañada, from the sixteenth century to

Mexican independence, seem to bear structural similarities with Mexico City’s merid-

ian republic.)60 Needless to say, the very definition of what an “extractive,” “transfor-

mative” or “service” activity is hardly obvious, as the social and technical complexity of

59. It goes without saying I am thinking of Karl Marx, Capital: A Critical Analysis of

Capitalist Production, trans. Samuel Moore and Edward Aveling, ed. Friedrich Engels (Moscow:

Progress Publishers, [1867, 1885, 1894] 1957-59), 3 vols.; and Immanuel Wallerstein, The Mod-

ern World-System (New York: Academic Press, 1974). See also Georg Lukács, “Reification and

the Consciousness of the Proletariat” (1923), in Georg Lukács, History and Class Conscious-

ness: Studies in Marxist Dialectics, trans. Rodney Livingstone (Cambridge, Mass.: Massachusetts

Institute of Technology Press, [1968] 1971), 83-22, esp. part 1, “The Phenomenon of Reifica-

tion,” 83-110.

60. Ruth Pike, Aristocrats and Traders: Sevillian Society in the Sixteenth Century (Ithaca,

N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1972); Eric Hazan, L’invention de Paris: Il n’y a pas de pas per-

dus (Paris: Seuil, 2002), 193-205; and John Tutino, Making a New World: Forging Atlantic

Capitalism in the Bajío and Spanish North America (Durham, N. C.: Duke University Press,

forthcoming), chap. 6 esp.
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Mesoamerican agriculture emphatically shows—for maize is an invention, for tri-culture

has more in common with weaving or cooking than with shepherding or hunting, for a

milpa without a tianguis is like a sentence with no verb. But it is also evident that not

all the activities referred to in the matrícula were equally ambiguous from an economic

point of view. Most of the exercises on labor classification I have attempted so far are

indeed based on the assumption that the gamut of economic labels and descriptors does

reflect a fundamental separation between primary, secondary and tertiary activities

within the indigenous city.

To make such an assumption explicit I have grouped by economic sector all the

labor tags present in the matrícula. Furthermore, both to facilitate the reading and to

make the classification more precise, I have added an intermediate layer named indus-

try that ideally holds together activities related to each other, either by the purpose or

final destination of such actions. Both terms, I know, are somewhat clumsy, for no

economist would dare to call agriculture an “industry,” and I am certainly aware that

some of the industries’ character I have identified may be, to say the least, vague—such

as furnishing, the frame that in my view encompasses all activities destined to sustain

life beyond food and clothing, or machinery, where I have included labor labels related

to the production of mechanical artifacts or involved the use of mechanical artifacts,

almost always made out of metal. The result of those decisions constitutes Table

6.22—split in three portions for the sake of clarity. As the last third of the table shows,

in a handful of cases I was unable to produce a significant link between some tags and

any of the industries, and in one case, the label galopín, I could not identify an industry

for it even though I am pretty sure it referred to a tertiary activity. By now—after all the

tables and explanations from the previous pages—it should not be surprising that most

labor tags, 163 out of 247 or 65.99 percent, correspond to activities I consider belong 
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to the secondary or transformative sector. Perhaps more interesting is to note that

merely eighteen or 7.29 percent fall under the label of primary sector activities, while

forty-four or 17.81 percent of them were considered belonging to the tertiary or service

sector. (The remaining twenty-two labor tags, amounting to 8.91 percent, are the five

combined ones and the seventeen I could not understand or place within any sector.) At

least at the level of discourse, then, it is clear that the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan
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were essentially spaces dominated by the transformation of “raw” materials—yet only

insofar as maize or any other agricultural product could be really termed raw—into

elaborated or manufactured goods.

Based on this taxonomy—but not just to rejoice myself with the contrasting weight

of words and numbers—I have prepared a new set of tables describing the human distri-

bution of economic sectors in space. The tables, however, do not merely replicate Table

6.22, or summarize the information contained in the labor descriptors’ tables, for in

this case they included all workers to whom a labor tag was attached—which means that,

for the first time in this chapter, all 247 labor tags and all 3 251 workers, including

María Casimira Sacristán, are considered in the charts to follow. Since, on the other

hand, the basis for the consolidation of economic activities were the labor tags pro-

vided by the matrícula and not my own labor descriptors, I decided not to press the
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split (labor) personality of the five workers identified with a dual label into a fictional

oneness, and left their (economic) schizophrenia intact. That is why, besides the basic

triad of primary, secondary, and tertiary sector activities, Table 6.23 contains addi-

tional columns for “primary-secondary” and “secondary-tertiary” activities, plus one

more for those whose nature remains mysterious. As expected, the table confirms the

linguistic distribution by sectors—a vast majority of workers engaged in secondary ac-

tivities, followed by tertiary sector activities and lastly a smallish number of people de-

voted to “basic” economic practices—although it is worth noticing that the relative im-

portance of each sector measured by number of labor tags and people involved varies

rather significantly: indeed, the percentage of tags corresponding to primary and terti-

ary sectors is lower than the percentage of people actually engaged in such activities

(6.89 down from 7.29 percent in the first case and, more significantly, 14.18 from 17.81

percent in the latter one), while the percentage of people practicing activities within

the secondary sector is higher than the percentage of utterances employed to describe

their work (78.16 and 65.99 percent respectively). The social significance of this is,

nevertheless, a bit hard to assess: the average number of people labeled with a primary

sector label amounts to 12.44, whereas the corresponding figure is 10.48 “people” for

tertiary sector label and 15.59 “people” for the secondary sector tags, when either the

technical complexity of the latter—under the assumption that the more complex the

activity the more precise and then variegated the terminology—should have produced a

lower average, or else, in the case all three figures were yet another window to the

process of proletarianization, the highest average must have corresponded to the terti-

ary sector occupations. But neither possibility occurs.

In any case, the table does prove the laboring nature of the barrios of San Juan

Tenochtitlan with a precision Table 6.1 could not offer: this was indeed a city of arti-
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sans and proto-industrial workers and not just a proletarian city. What is more, in all

but two barrios—La Resurrección Tultengo and Santa María Magdalena Mixica

—secondary sector workers outnumbered those producing “raw” materials or providing

“services”; and that is the case even in the barrios within the territories of Santa Cruz

Acatlan and Santa María la Redonda, parishes whose marginality, if not their rurality,

has been suggested more than once in the preceding pages. At the same time, the geo-

graphic distribution of secondary sector workers makes more evident than ever that the

“modern” core of indigenous Mexico City was integrated by the barrios situated on the

western, southwestern, and southern quarters of the built environment; that is, within

the parishes of Santa Veracruz, Señor San José and Concepción Salto del Agua—and

with the three barrios of San Pablo Teocaltitlan falling a little bit behind. Considered

by the relative weight of secondary sector activities per parish, the point is essentially

the same—the barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua and Santa Veracruz overwhelm-

ingly engaged in “transformative” labor and Señor San José’s a bit less promi-

nently—yet with the addition of the barrios within Santa Cruz Acatlan; a deviance pro-

duced by the smaller pool of workers in that parish, and also by the high concentration

of candle makers in La Candelaria Macuitlapilco (see Table 6.19). It is noticeable, nev-

ertheless, that if tertiary sector workers are considered, San Pablo Teocaltitlan seems

far more “central” than not, while the barrios within Señor San José are far “weaker”

and, moreover, surprisingly below the barrios within Santa María la Redonda—or actu-

ally below Culhuacatongo, to whom 83.82 percent of all tertiary workers within that

parish belonged to. To the extent that tertiary sector activities reflect the degree of an

economy’s integration into a larger system—integration, of course, that more often

than not is exploitative, not the mirage advocated by neoclassic economic thinkers—it

could be argued that the two southeastern parishes were far more parochial (in the
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metaphorical sense of the word) than the other five, and in turn that the best integrated

parishes were San Pablo Teocaltitlan and Concepción Salto del Agua. At the barrio

level, though, the picture is a bit more blurred, with San Pablo Teocaltitlan (22.13 per-

cent of 461 tertiary sector workers), Culhuacatongo (12.36 percent) and Tlapancaltit-

lan-Tarasquillo (8.46 percent) leading the way—something that is not at all surprising,

given their overall dimension—followed by Ixtacaleca, Xihuitongo and, oddly, Santo

Tomás (each one with a share of 5.21 percent). “Oddly,” unless the composite nature of

the parish of Santo Tomás de la Palma is re-signified as to mean not only diversity of

origins but diversity of economic realities as well: for half of the eight barrios without

tertiary sector workers—San Agustín Zoquiapa, San Mateo Zacatlan, San Nicolás

Ozolacan, Santa María Magdalena Mixica—were located precisely in the “deep” south-

east. (And one may even want to include San Francisco Tultengo, the sole barrio of

Santa Cruz Acatlan with no “service” workers, in the same group.

On the other hand, the table allows for a better—that is: more nu-

anced—characterization of the “rural” sectors of the city: better yet than the agricul-

tural “shadow” sensed already by the different ratios of labor registration, or by the

number of hay gatherers in Santa María Magdalena Mixica (see Table 6.17), it makes a

positive statement about the agricultural and extractive activities “still” alive in San

Juan Tenochtitlan, although restricting such concentration to the southeastern barrios

within the limits of Santo Tomás de la Palma—and actually to only three or four of them.

In relative terms this point even clearer, for more than two thirds of primary sector

workers (72.77 percent, actually) belonged to the barrios of Santo Tomás de la Palma.

As for the rest of barrios, only Culhuacatongo’s share equals one of the highest from

the southeastern parish, San Nicolás Ozoloacan, which, with its 4.46 percent, is the

third within the southeastern parish. For the rest of the barrios, the primary sector was 
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rather tenuous and in nearly a third of them (30.95 percent) was entirely absent—that is

to say, thirteen barrios out of forty-two had no such workers among their members.

Without considering those of Santo Tomás de la Palma, primary sector workers were to

be found only in twenty barrios, and the average number of them is acutely low, merely

3.05 “people” per barrio—and this includes four barrios within Santa Cruz Acatlan. In

fact, perhaps the table’s most salient feature is that it allows to perceive the absence of

primary sector workers in the remaining three barrios of that parish (Los Reyes Atepo-

nasco, San Francisco Tultenco and Taxiquititlan) as well as in Amanalco, Atlampa and

Romita, barrios of Señor San José I have been insisting in characterize as the least “ur-

ban” in the southwest (though less so in the case of Amalanco), for it shows that

equating rurality with agricultural or mineral activities in the barrios of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan is ultimately misleading.

In other words: as the absence of farmers, gatherers and miners in those seven

barrios reveals, rurality as a notion does not necessarily imply food production or dig-

ging for minerals, and certainly cannot be limited to those activities. To a certain ex-

tent because of the character of the settlement per se, rurality in indigenous Mexico

City mainly referred to a couple of other earthy endeavors—only one of which can be

properly thought to be part of the economy’s primary sector. (The other will be appar-

ent shortly.) More than to actual agricultural work, that is, the primary sector in the

barrios was related to vegetable and animal husbandry—by which I mean activities de-

fined not by creative, diligent production as in agriculture, but by profiting from

somewhat self-produced goods such as grasses and animals. In my mind, the key differ-

ence between both types of activities is the amount and quality of human labor involved:

whereas agricultural goods are, so to speak, made from scratch—specially Mesoameri-

can foodstuffs—animals and grasses are essentially the result of “natural” processes
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merely overseen by the worker, thus demanding less and more or less passive effort.

The dominance of the husbandry “industry” may be perceived in Table 6.24. All this

conveys a subtle irony regarding the city’s prehistory: for the prominence of hunting

and gathering in Mexico City’s rural activities certainly contradicts the image of Mex-

ico-Tenochtitlan as the very embodiment of post-Classic Mesoamerican “civiliza-

tion”—something the Colhua Mexica leadership insisted on stressing, and later most

commentators have accepted, as though to obscure the fact that, at the beginning of

their journey, the people from Azatlan had been no more than a tribe of nomadic bar-

barians, indeed engaged in pastoral and proto-agricultural endeavors.

If organizing the primary sector activities in such a way helps to clarify the nature

of the dominance by the barrios from Santo Tomás de la Palma, a similar exercise con-

cerning the transformative “industries” is of course all the more necessary—or other-

wise the heterogeneity of the trades making the secondary sector could be a bit hard to

asses. That is precisely the purpose of Table 6.25, a radiograph of sorts that allows me

to characterize the barrios not only as industrious but remarkably “modern” or “devel-

oped” in their pursuits. Indeed, the dominance of the garment industry, both numeri-

cally and geographically—it is the only type of secondary sector activity present in all

barrios—emphatically affirms the proto-industrial character of indigenous Mexico

City.61 This is more apparent when the fact that not even the construction industry

61. On New Spain’s proto-industrialization in general, see the works by Manuel Miño al-

ready cited, and also his El mundo novohispano: Población, ciudades y economía, siglos XVII y

XVIII (Mexico: El Colegio de México-Fondo de Cultura Económica, 2001), 90-91 and 359-360

esp. For a revisionist account focused on western France, see Tessie P. Liu, The Weaver’s Knot:

The Contradiction of Class Struggle and Family Solidarity in Western France, 1750-1914 (Ithaca,

N.Y.: Cornell University Press, 1994).
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comes close to garment’s high numbers and geographic dispersion is taken into ac-

count: although masonry is by far the most numerous trade within the barrios, their

practitioners were outnumbered by the multitude of workers dealing with “fashion” in

one way or another. (That, however, does not mean that I am assuming construction was

unmistakably an unskilled occupation; what does mean is merely that I do consider it

less so when compared to the garment industry.) And yet, there is something unex-

pected in the garment industry’s distribution by parish: for the barrios within Santo

Tomás de la Palma should not have such a high percentage of secondary sector work-

ers—with 8.98 percent of 2 561 people, indeed the highest concentration of any indus-

try in any parish—if the notion that textile activities were on the verge of a qualitative

transformation of productive forces and hence at the vanguard of capitalist develop-

ment in Mexico City. To dispel the oddity of a parish I have characterized as somewhat

“rural” having, at the same time, the highest concentration of garment industry work-

ers within its ranks, Table 6.26 disaggregates the garment industry by “branch,” or the

type of material primordially employed by each trade, to distinguish between textile

workers and non-textile ones and thus to show that the abundance of garment workers

in the southeast, particularly in Santo Tomás de la Palma but in San Pablo Teocaltitlan

as well, is due to the number of non-textile workers—mostly shoemakers (see Table

6.13) and not to weavers, spinners and the like.62 In this way, one may actually con-

62. The “textile” branch is composed by the following thirty-two tags: almidonero,

aprendiz de tejedor, aprensador, badanero, blanqueador, bordador, calzonero, cardador,

cardero, cintero, hilador, hilador de algodón, hilador de lana, hilador de oro, hilador de seda,

hilandero, indianillero, jerguetillero, listonero, mediero, mercillero, obrajero, pasamanero,

sastre, sayalero, sombrerero, tejedor, tejedor de algodón, tejedor de lana, tejedor de listón o de

algodón, tejedor de paños and tintorero. The “leather, wood et allis” branch comprises the fol-

lowing nineteen tags: botonero, chapinero, cuerero, curtidor, gamucero, guantero, jaconero,
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clude that working with leather, wood and everything else but animal and vegetable

fibers was less “developed” a craft in Bourbon Mexico City than textile labor—precisely

because of its tendency to “inhabit” the barrios from the southeast.

A similar exercise—that is, disaggregating the occupations by branch—helps to

obtain a more nuanced view of the second largest industry, the one I have called the

“furnishing” industry. This is particularly important given that most technologically

complex trades are somehow overshadowed, in numerical terms, by trades like pottery

or candle production, whose relationship with the raw materials they employ was a bit,

just a bit more straightforward. The double assumption informing such distinction in-

volves, on the one hand, the belief that some occupations transform the raw materials

more than others do and, on the other, that those activities simpler to perform tend to

correspond to earlier stages of economic development: thus, candle making affects its

input of wax or fat in minimal ways—it certainly reshapes the raw materials by boiling

and modeling them, but hardly anything else—whereas a petatero or palm mat maker,

though certainly reshapes the vegetable raw material, does it so in such a way that the

resulting product, the petate, bears almost no resemblance with the original stuff. Put

differently, the required knowledge for making soap or cooking pottery seems to be a

bit less arcane—and thus somewhat easier to acquire—than the expertise that it is neces-

sary to produce wire or to cast a cauldron. As it happens, the geographic disposition of

“furnishing” artisans in Table 6.27 appears to corroborate both presumptions.63 On

                                                                   
jatero, peinero, pelador, pelador de cueros, remendador de zapatos, remendón, taconero,

tafilatero, zapatero, zapatero y botonero, zapatero y curtidor and zurrador.

63. The branches are composed as follows: “earthenware, wax at cetera,” eleven tags (al-

farero, botero, candilero, cerero, colero, cortador de jabón, jicarero, locero, lucero, talabartero

and velero); “fiber,” eight tags (chiquihuitero, cordonero, cuerdero, escobillero, petatero, pincel-
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the one hand, because workers whose trades were somehow “closer” to the land and

where common in rural communities—candle makers, potters and petateros, among

others—were more numerous than workers whose activity involved more or more com-

plex machinery or more dexterity and were not common in the countryside, like car-

penters, cauldron makers or cord makers; also because the share of down-to-earth fur-

nishing artisans in the barrios of Santa Cruz Acaltan is considerable higher (19.43

percent of workers dealing with wax, clay or any other earthy raw material and 24.14

percent of artisans working with vegetable fibers) than the percentage they represent

of other type of activity (13.33 percent of “metal” workers and 12.28 percent of “wood”

workers); and because nearly a third of workers whose raw material was fiber belonged

to Romita (27.49 percent). On the other hand, because most workers whose main raw

material was metal and wood belonged to barrios either within Señor San José (a fifth

of the former and 22.22 percent of the latter) or Concepción Salto del Agua (26.67

percent of “metal” workers and 25.73 percent of “wood” workers); and because, con-

versely, the barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua had few workers dealing with dirt,

wax and other earthy raw materials (only 10.90 percent of them). It is worth noting,

nevertheless, that the share of “metal” workers from the barrios of Santa María la Re-

donda is more than considerable, as it reaches more than a quarter of the total: exactly

26.67 percent and thus above the barrios of Señor San José (and notice too that it is not

                                                                   
ero, pitero and torcedor de pita); “metal,” seven tags (alambrero, aretero, bracerero, calderetero,

dorador, engarzador and platero); “textile,” six tags (colchonero, entapizador, flequero, forra

-

dor de baúles, penachero and torcedor de seda); and “wood,” eleven tags (banquero, bordador

de sillería, cabecero, cajillero, carpintero, carpintero de Ribera, palillero, repicero, santero,

sillero and taburetero).
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just the work of Culhuacatongo, since both Ocopulco and Tescatongo had as many

workers of this sort as Sihuateocaltitlan-San Pedrito, Necatitlan and Xihuitongo).

Labor Ari stocracy and the Limits of Cosmopoli tanism

Emphasizing the “industrial” features of the indigenous city has been done with a clear

purpose in mind: to show the extent to which the tributaries of Mexico City, and those

belonging to the barrios in particular, were central components of the “modernizing”

process the capital of New Spain was experiencing at the end of the colonial pe-

riod—which is to say, that its economic life does not fit the stereotype of the

Mesoamerican indigenous population under Spanish rule, and after independence as

well, as a backward, introverted economic actor. Whether the transformation of pro-

ductive forces implied by proletarianization in the barrios brought “progress” to the

tributaries of San Juan Tenochtitlan, as both liberal and Marxist observers would char-

acterize the unfettering of labor in the long nineteenth century, is of course quite a

different matter. What is more or less beyond doubt—or so this chapter has tried to ar-

gue—is that at least in 1800 the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan were deeply involved

in such a move. (It actually seems that some sectors—the garment industry in particu-

lar—had reached a point of no return by the time the matrícula was composed, and thus

that the reasons for central Mexico’s belated industrialization in the nineteenth century

need to be found not on the Bourbon incapacity to “modernize” the economy of New

Spain but on the generalized retreat from the capitalist sphere unleashed by what John
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Tutino, in a felicitous phrase, has termed the guerra de independencias.)64 Such a line

of reasoning, however, carries the risk of exaggerating the centrality of the barrios

within the city’s social and economic arenas and thus of downplaying their, and their

members’, structural subordination—another crucial feature of both the barrio and

tributary conditions and certainly the most evident from the imperial point of view.

Their economic role notwithstanding, in other words, the people of San Juan Teno-

chtitlan continued to be seen and treated, for better and for worse, as Indians—and that

had obvious implications for their status within Mexico City’s proto-industrial revolu-

tion.

It is crucial, then, as a way to conclude this chapter, to calibrate the barrios’ eco-

nomic modernity by highlighting the elements that reflected the subordinate position

of Mexico City’s tributaries in the larger scheme of things—namely, what reveals them

as constituting the base of New Spain’s social pyramid. Fortunately, that can be done

without recurring to non-economic factors—fortunately because otherwise it would be

harder to harmonize the compared instances. One way to do it is to notice the small,

very small indeed number of barrio members engaged in occupations considered to be

at the tip of the social ladder or that implied knowledge or expertise closely linked to

64. Not the war for independence, not the wars for independence, but precisely the war for

“independences”; see John Tutino, “Broken Sovereignty, Popular Insurgencies, and Mexican

Independence: The Guerra de Independencias, 1808-1821,” paper presented at the conference

México, 1808-1821, El Colegio de Mexico, Mexico City, 8-10November 2007. In fact, Mexico

City’s future as an industrial center had to wait for the fall of Porfirio Díaz. Tellingly, during the

second half of the nineteenth century the industrializing drive would be more intense elsewhere

in the valley of Mexico; see Mario Trujillo Bolio, Operarios fabriles en el valle de México (1864-

1884): Espacio, trabajo, protesta y cultura obrera (Mexico: El Colegio de México [Centro de

Estudios Históricos]-Centro de Investigaciones y Estudios Superiores en Antropología Social,

1997).
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the Spanish realm. In a city whose main, most aristocratic street was named “of the Sil-

versmiths,” and in a city, moreover, whose silversmith guild was one of the most promi-

nent and wealthy, it is certainly worth noticing that only one barrio artisan out of 3 251

was thought to be a platero or silversmith: Lorenzo Santos Regil from Sihuateocaltit-

lan-San Pedrito.65 Likewise, given the role of the Merchants’ Guild as the supreme ar-

biter of things commercial in the city and, for most of the colonial period, the whole

viceroyalty as well, it is indeed significant—though not at all surprising, of course—that

only one barrio artisan was called comerciante by the matrícula maker: Acacio Suárez

from Tlapancaltitlan-Tarasquillo..66 And given the relevance of weaponry for signaling

social status, the fact that only two barrio members were engaged in weapon mak-

ing—José Anacleto Joniano from Tepetitlan and José Cayetano Lorenzana from Atiza-

pan—serves also as a measure of the tributaries’ marginality within colonial society.67 A

bit different, yet equally revealing of the relationship of Mexico City’s indigenous

population and the European hegemonic culture, is the fact that only two workers, José

Ignacio Pastrana from Ixtacaleca and José Antonio Flores from Tescacongo, were con-

sidered to be printers;68 that Mariano Cristóbal Villegas from Santa Cruz Acatlan was

the only one deemed to be maestro de doctrina or religion teacher;69 and most signifi-

cantly—because it either shows how deeply the secularization of parishes had trans-

formed city’s spiritual landscape, or else it questions the idea that chapels and

churches had been administered by the local population both before and after seculari-

65. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 94-94v.

66. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, f. 23v.

67. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, ff. 5 and 13.

68. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 13 and 65v.

69. agn, Padrones, vol. 97, f. 135v.
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zation—that José Joaquín Castillo from San Antonio Teocaltitlan, José Miguel Castelán

from Ixtacaleca and Pablo Aguilar González from the same barrio were the only sacris-

tans to be found in the matrícula.70

From a quantitative perspective, the marginal position of barrio workers may be

gauged by looking at the tertiary sector workers as they appear in Table 6.28. The ta-

ble, in effect, depicts a paradox that only makes sense if the limits to barrios’ economic

cosmopolitanism are presumed. Since services are in principle the most urban and the

most “advanced” form of labor—insofar as they presuppose a market economy to sus-

tain people who do not produce anything and a collective need for intermediation

arising from the compartmentalization of the economy—it should follow that tertiary

sector workers were the best integrated into the economy and, in a way, the most

“modern” of all barrio tributaries. At first glance, the fact that tertiary sector workers

were counted in thirty-two barrios—while the corresponding figure for primary sector

workers is only twenty-eight—seems to support the claim that, in effect, the indigenous

city was more “modern” than “traditional.” But the type of occupations these workers

actually had is enough to perceive to what extent the mediating labor performed by bar-

rio members was hardly prestigious or reflective of a solid position within the city: car-

rying stuff or maintaining the urban infrastructure was certainly vital for the city to

exist, but it could not be said that occupied the same echelon as, for example, com-

70. agn, Padrones, vol. 96, f. 105; and Padrones, vol. 97, ff. 16v and 21v. On religious

buildings experienced as collective property in eighteenth-century Mexico City, see Mathew D.

O’Hara, “Stone, Mortar, and Memory: Church Construction and Communities in Late Colonial

Mexico City,” Hispanic American Historical Review 86 : 4 (2006): 647-680. And for a plastic

recreation of the role of sacristans—and musicians—as the facto rulers of Mesoamerican

churches, see Inga Clendinnen, Ambivalent Conquests: Maya and Spaniard in Yucatan, 1517-1570

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987).
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merce or the liberal professions. That is probably why most tertiary sector workers,

rather than belonging to barrios situated within the territories of Santa Veracruz, Con-

cepción Salto del Agua or Señor San José—in fact over a quarter of them or 26.30 per-

cent—were to be found in the parish of San Pablo Teocaltitlan. At the same time, it is

noticeable that very few of them were part of barrios within the two southeastern par-

ishes—together, Santo Tomás de la Palma and Santa Cruz Acatlan concentrated only

14.74 percent of them—because that confirms that the spatial disposition of tertiary

sector workers, especially tertiary sector workers, is not in contradiction with the rest

of the quantitative maps. Finally, the fact that San Pablo Teocaltitlan was the parish of a

plurality of porters and water carriers—the two dominant categories within the tertiary

sector—is also in line with earlier characterizations of its three barrios as, essentially, a

“plebeian” group as opposed to the more “proletarian” clusters of barrios on the city’s

southwestern quarter. By plebeian I mean a region of unskilled and semiskilled labor

linked to, or dependent on, the market, fully urban demographically and perhaps cul-

turally yet not distinguished as a manufacture region—or not as some neighboring bar-

rios to its west, like Xihuitongo or Tequesquipan, or like Ixtacaleca or Tlapancaltitlan-

Tarasquillo further away around the Alameda. In this manner, perhaps the dispropor-

tionate size of its eponymous barrio could take another dimension: it could have been

so not only as a result of barrios that were no longer functional communities (as I won-

dered in chapter four) but ultimately as a consequence of being a repository of poorer,

less skilled workers loosely integrated in community networks. And so a third sub-

region with in the indigenous city may arise: a south more urbanized than the southeast

but less than the “southwest”—where the vibrant barrios of Concepción Salto del Agua

should be placed, if only for the sake of linguistic simplicity.

In a way, the liminal status of San Pablo Teocaltitlan—though more the barrio than
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the parish—epitomized the condition of the indigenous city in general: both were in

between the extremes of prosperity and dispossession that characterized New Spain’s

society. In the context of San Juan Tenochtitlan, that meant a small “in between” the

nearly rural barrios of the deep southeast and the virtually proto-industrial communi-

ties clustered around the churches of Salto del Agua, the new San José de los Naturales

and Santa Veracruz. In the larger context of the viceroyalty, that meant a huge “in be-

tween” the small clique of nobles-merchants-estate owners, main beneficiaries of the

mining and agricultural booms in the greater Bajío and the basin of Mexico, and the

masses of peasants clustered in indigenous republics throughout the countryside, who

by the end of the eighteenth century were struggling, every year with less success, to

keep alive the big settlement upon which the realm had was been established in the

late-sixteenth and early-seventeenth centuries. At any rate, that is not to say that San

Pablo Teocaltitlan was the barrio that best represents the demographic and economic

features of the indigenous city; in fact, barrios like Tescatongo, Sihuateocaltitlan-San

Pedrito or Necatitlan were far more representative of a “city” with a considerable num-

ber of artisans engaged in textile or furnishing labor, linked to the Spanish market and

culture in crucial ways and yet not blended into an anonymous urban collective. The

point is that San Pablo Teocaltitlan stands as a micro, intra-urban reflection of the po-

sition the barrios of San Juan Tenochtitlan hold within the larger indigenous realm in

New Spain. Indeed nepantla:71 half way between most rural communities and the

71. Alonso de Molina, Vocabulario en lengua castellana y mexicana y mexicana y castel-

lana, facsimile ed., introduction by Miguel León Portilla (Mexico: Porrúa, [1571] 1970), 2: 69,

translates it as “en el medio, o en medio, o por el medio,” which Frances Karttunen, An Analyti-

cal Dictionary of Nahuatl (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press [1983] 1992), 169, renders as
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Spanish metropolis. That is why an observer approaching the city from the

“south”—which is to say: from the Mesoamerican indigenous core—might have gotten

the impression that its inhabitants were not quite Indian, even though from the cathe-

dral’s belfry, or from a desk at the Ministry of the Indies in Madrid, the same observer

might have pictured them as still, annoyingly, too Indian. Anyhow, in the “in-between-

ness” of these indios que no parecen indios it may be possible to sense the same ineffa-

bility that characterized the Spanish empire in the New World—so unmistakably colo-

nial and yet so distant from the modern image of colonialism—and also, perhaps,

something of the character of a city, the noblest and most polarized on the western

hemisphere, as it experienced the urban revolution concomitant to the rise of capital-

ism. e

                                                                   
“in the middle of something.” In ibid., she explains that the voice “Nepan-” is an element that

“appears only” in “compounds and derivations and conveys a sense of mutuality or reciprocity.”
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con cludin g rema rks

Landless and Cosmopolitan

A Neoclassic  City and the “Indigenous Question”

 research project begins more or less as a love affair does: for the initial amaze-

ment, ignorance is not an obstacle but its very engine, the blindness that feeds

the epiphanic mood. To a large degree, a captivating first impression is so due to the

lack of knowledge of the other, to the expectations one is willing to cultivate on the

mirage’s surface. No wonder disillusion replaces fascination soon afterwards, crushing

false hopes and irresponsible fabrications. It is true that sometimes, disappointment

manages to mutate into real knowledge, at once more precise and less affected by one’s

ghosts; but it happens so rarely… A decade ago, when I first considered studying the

barrios of Mexico City and the indigenous peoples who animated them well into the

nineteenth century, such an objective seemed to be both reachable and attractive. En-

couraged by Charles Gibson’s magnum opus on the colonial period, inspired by Andrés

Lira’s superb study on the nineteenth century, the work ahead of me looked indeed as a

classic exercise of filling in the blanks of a well established historiographical domain—a

challenge, yes, but mainly an opportunity to link myself to a tradition prestigious for its

A
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historians but mostly for its subjects: the heirs of Mexico-Tenochtitlan’s builders, the

offspring of Moctezuma, the owners of a pulque tavern of unforgettable name (Tumba-

burros) and two rural estates famous throughout the valley (Santa Ana Aragón and San

Antonio Aragón). These Indians, it appeared, had been fully integrated into the monar-

chy’s symbolic apparatus: on the festival of Corpus Christi and even on San

Hipólito’s—when the city celebrated Hernán Cortés’s victory in 1521—their “ethnic”

authorities had walked alongside judges, monks, the most important guilds and func-

tionaries in major processions and parades with which the fabric of the ancien régime

had been cemented. They had been privileged users of the main Hospital and the In-

dian Court, and the college of San Gregorio, designed to prepare better cohorts of in-

digenous leaders, had been dominated by them. In their polities’ names it was still pos-

sible to sense the grandeur of the pre-Hispanic metropolis and a little bit more: they

had been indeed the largest indigenous republics of the land—the largest and richest of

New Spain. Studying this indigenous community seemed to imply doing something that

not even Robert Haskett had been able to do: if any Mesoamerican group deserved the

title of “Indigenous Rulers,” I thought, that must have been the indigenous community

of Mexico City. Now, of course, my view has changed substantially. Here is a brief list

of the things I have learned in the process.

1. This work has shown that the barrios were (still) meaningful institutions within

Mexico City by the end of the colonial period. No one has ever doubted, of course, that

the indigenous republics were central actors on the city’s institutional and political

scene. Nor that the indigenous parishes played an important role for two thirds of the

colonial age. Nor that the indigenous population was a relevant factor, both socially
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and culturally, within the city’s fabric. In general, most historiography on the city, in-

cluding the neoclassic city, has recognized the presence of an indigenous element

within it. Few scholars, however, have noticed the presence of the barrios within the

urban fabric, particularly in the last century of Spanish rule. (Marcela Dávalos is per-

haps the major exception to this rule—and I wish I had acknowledged her important

contributions to the indigenous city’s past more clearly.) To begin with, because most

people have not considered the barrios as institutions but simply as places, as neigh-

borhoods. The presumption that the primordial division of the city into two public

spheres was no longer effective two centuries after the foundation of the city has in

turn led to the belief that mestizaje was the dominant feature of colonial Mexico City.

By considering the barrios as corporate bodies rather than as quarters or neighbor-

hoods, on the contrary, it has been possible to notice their inner consistency as com-

munities, constituting an intermediate layer that effectively shaped urban indigenous

life even at the beginning of the nineteenth century: seen from a demographic point of

view, or from a “gender” standpoint, or through the lenses of the labor market, in ef-

fect, barrios appear as discrete units because the patterns tend to replicate themselves

regardless of the criteria employed to map them out. Tedious to read as they might be,

the tables do show such repetition and, it seems to me, do prove that barrios were not

empty vessels but active ingredients of the indigenous experience of the city.

2. Focusing on the barrios helps also to understand the overall stability—demographic,

spatial—of the city during the colonial period. Because of their scale, barrios must have

been the “civil,” urban equivalent of other corporate bodies the literature on the an-

cien régime has long recognized as instrumental for the colonial regime’s remarkable
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endurance. To simplify it a bit, the argument on the monarchy’s capacity to rule over its

vast domains is that intermediate bodies such as confraternities, guilds, municipal

councils and, of course, indigenous republics were the main arena of sociability in New

Spain and the spaces where the crown acquired its legitimacy, since each body, at least

in theory, had a special relationship with the king—hence the language of “privilege” so

common in the viceroyalty. In Mexico City the role of the municipal council or the mer-

chants guilds or, again, the indigenous republics, have always been recognized. At a

more local level, however, there is little evidence of the presence of institutional

frameworks that helped to organize social life and legitimized the regime. The indige-

nous parishes, a major element of this system, had ceased to exist by the last third of

the century. The new police wards created in the 1789s were still too recent as to forge

the necessary links between subjects and authorities. It seems to me, then, that the

barrios played that role, certainly before the eighteenth century, but still very actively

during the last decades of Spanish rule. Because they were relatively small and because

they endured throughout the colonial period, they must have been the prime space of

indigenous sociability ever since the foundation of the city. That is not to say, of

course, that barrios had been stable institutions. They were not. They were adobeized

communities. Yet understanding that they were subject to change over time, their sta-

bility becomes all the more significant. They could have vanished, in other words—but

they did not.

3. I wish to say that the this notion of the barrios as adobeized communities is this dis-

sertation’s central point—at least regarding Mexico City’s history. It seems to me that

displacing the definitional traits of barrios from the spatial to the social and institu-
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tional (yet only in order to perceive their spatiality under a new light), helps to better

understand, on the one hand, the transition from the pre-Hispanic period to the colo-

nial era and, on the other, to conceptualize urban space in the preindustrial era in more

meaningful way. If the barrios were in effect colonial mutations of a pre-Hispanic in-

stitution—an institution where the spatial and the social coexisted in tension, particu-

larly since the late fifteenth century—then the new city of Mexico could not be thought

of as an entirely European foundation on the ruins of Mexico-Tenochtitlan. Although

that is not to say, as Mexican nationalists insisted on depicting for decades, that the

continuity from Aztec to colonial to independent times could be fully accepted, it does

imply that the Spanish settlement had to deal from the very beginning with powerful

forces, at once spatial and institutional, belonging to a different political culture. In

turn, the survival of barrios well into the colonial period—until its very end, actu-

ally—refers to a situation that is somehow difficult to understand: namely, the existence

of spatial hierarchies in a eighteenth-century city. More generally, the problem is that

preindustrial forms of urban segregation have been difficult to conceptualize, for the

economic, structural reasons that normally explain the organization of space within a

city, are simply not there. (Or were beginning to be there, as the textile “neighbor-

hood” in the city’s southwest seems to indicate.) The myth that cities were spaces of

freedom, of unfettered sociabilities somehow prefiguring capitalist individuation is so

entrenched in the historiography of cities that everything suggesting that spatial hier-

archies before the industrial revolution were real ones tends to be seen as “soft,” cul-

tural mechanisms, not as structural determinants in their own right. The barrios of

Mexico City, I believe, show that such lack of differentiation did not exist in the eight-
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eenth century—and I hope it could contribute to rethinking the relationship between

urban space and social life in other preindustrial cities.

4. Needless to say, the distinction between the traza and the indigenous city is the most

telling example of preindustrial segregation in Mexico City. In my view, the city was

still divided in two large realms, at once architectural and social—which is to say that I

do not believe the divide became ineffective toward the end of the seventeenth century.

This point is perhaps less evident in the bulk of the dissertation, since the space within

the imaginary “wall” has been largely ignored. Nevertheless, if the barrios were still

there, it follows that the Spanish city was too—always changing, of course. That is not

to say that physically the borders set in the sixteenth century remained fixed for three

centuries—if only because the traza was also a historical construct that had problems

“filling” its spatial share, particularly in the city’s south. But it does mean that some

kind of legal, cultural, architectural border continued to separate the indigenous realm

from the Spanish world well into the nineteenth century. The result of that is the we

need to acknowledge more fully the fact that Mexico City was a fractured urban envi-

ronment: as Rebeca López Mora has recently put it, Mexico City was a metropolis with

three local governments. And also because the two major jurisdictional reforms of the

late eighteenth century (the parishes and the police wards), which presumably abol-

ished the distinction, tended to follow the old division lines.1

1. Rebeca López Mora, “Entre dos mundos: Los indios de los barrios de la ciudad de

México, 1550-1600,” paper presented at the seminar Los indios y las ciudades de la Nueva

España, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (Instituto de Investigaciones Históricas),

Mexico City, 26 October 2007.
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5. As in most imagined spaces, there is always a tension between unity and diversity

that needs to be acknowledged for what it is—a tension—without trying to overlook it or

to suppress its contradictions. The city was one and multiple, in other words. It was a

unity in the sense that, compared to the rest of the villages and towns within the valley,

it had distinctive characteristics, features that made it unique. But at the same time it

was an internally differentiated space; for the indigenous city, the dissertation has set

at least three regions: to the southeast, a zone of incipient economic integration, larger

families and less immigration, structurally closer to the proverbial indigenous village;

to the “southwest” (though mostly toward the straight west and south), the core of the

cosmopolitan, immigrant, proletarian indigenous city, home of the indianilla painters

that Manuel Miño has characterized as the most deeply engaged in New Spain’s neo-

classic industrialization; and both to the northwest and in the hinterland of San Pablo

Teocaltitlan, an area of unskilled labor yet already dominated by the new economy, and

families and communities in transition, which somehow functioned as the hinge ar-

ticulating the “rural” southeast and the “proletarian” southwest. Beyond the Spanish

city, in other words, the dissertation has insisted once and again on the structural dif-

ferences between a more “cosmopolitan” west and a more “peasant” southeast, with

the straight south balancing the territorial crescent under the jurisdiction of San Juan

Tenochtitlan.

6. A cosmopolite, explains the dictionary, is someone familiar with many different cul-

tures or countries; not for nothing, the word means literally “citizen of the world.” The

definition contains, more or less in an implicit form, a consideration about the condi-

tions of displacement—about the mechanics of the encounter—that has tended to limit
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the word’s use: in effect, it is presumed that the cultures the cosmopolite encounters

are out there, fixed in space, and therefore that the action of being familiar with them

rests on the traveler, on the one who gets the knowledge and grows a familiarity. In this

work, of course, I have taken a different approach: while retaining the idea of familiar-

ity, I have not presumed that culture could be as mobile as any traveler and then that,

sometimes, that familiarity could grow out of a culture presenting itself to an observer.

By calling the barrios and indigenous dwellers of Mexico City “cosmopolitan,” I have

tried to emphasize their familiarity with two political and institutional cultures, one

indigenous, the other Spanish, without pretending that the interaction should have

resulted in any kind of synthesis. Because they lived in the largest European settlement

in the New World, in other words, Mexico City’s Indians had learned or adopted, a

number of “European” habits and practices while retaining something that was not

European—pretty much like Mexican migrants in the United States learn English, eat

U.S. food, cover their bodies with U.S. garments and, more important, earn U.S. dol-

lars without losing their Mexicanness even if, over time, they became more Hispanics

than anything else. (Yet notice that the implication of this is that there is nothing es-

sential about being Mexican either.) Since, on the other hand, I think that concepts

such as acculturation and hybridization tend to overstate outcomes rather than proc-

esses, tend to phrase the mix as the “losing” of identities and tend to be a bit simplistic

(because culture is not like cooking, and thus it is not possible to combine or mix cul-

tural elements as one is able to mix tomatoes with cucumbers), I think that most no-

tions commonly employed to explain cultural coexistence fail to convey the lack of de-

termination and the fluidity that characterize encounters like the one experienced by
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the barrios and the indigenous inhabitants of Mexico City. In sum, by “cosmopolitan” I

mean being able to navigate foreign cultural territories without losing one’s “identity.”

7. Thinking of the Indians of Mexico City as cosmopolitan subjects of the king of Spain

is more or less the only way to make sense of their peculiar situation within the indige-

nous population of New Spain. In effect, the people of San Juan Tenochtitlan were very

odd Indians. First, because they did not speak Nahuatl or any other indigenous lan-

guage anymore, whereas elsewhere in New Spain—and in regions as close to Mexico

City as Otumba and Teotihuacan, for example—most indigenous peoples barely knew

Spanish. Second, because they were not peasants but artisans, skilled protoindustrial

workers and unskilled laborers. In the whole matrícula—adding the pueblos and oficios

volumes’ totals to the people described in chapter six—there are only twenty fishermen,

forty-five “farmers,” fifty-five muleteers, and 112 hay-gatherers, whereas there are

1 1619 masons, 876 shoemakers, 838 tobacco workers, 645 textile workers, 530 porters,

474 “bakers,” 381 carpenters, 373 water carriers, 280 tailors, and so on and so forth.

Third, because the vast majority of them did have a last name, whereas most rural Indi-

ans did not. Fourth, because their “ethnic” authorities were apparently more dis-

tant—institutionally at least—than in other indigenous republics. Fifth, because they ate

bread and meat, whereas most rural Indians did not. Sixth, because their “city” does

not resemble, physically, the villages and towns reorganized by the Spanish in the late

sixteenth century. And seventh, because, contrary to what most recent accounts of in-

digeneity proclaim, they did not have any telluric attachment to the land; not only they

were not peasants: a good number of them were immigrants (or that is what chapter five

tried to prove). Basically they were Indians because they paid tribute—and also, at least
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those who were integrated  in barrios, because their communities were arguably

Mesoamerican in roots and character. That was their fundamental link to New Spain’s

indigenous community.

8. They were so different that one has either to conclude that they were not Indians but

mestizos in the making, or redefine what we mean by an Indian in colonial times.

Clearly, I have prefered the second option. Indeed, the problem is the conventional

understanding of colonial Indians. The Indians of Mexico City show that almost none of

the definition’s clauses—language, land, republic, “customs”—could be taken as essen-

tial components of it; they are rather taxonomical accidents or, in Aristotelian vein,

accidents that do not say anything about its essence. If this seems utterly nonsensical,

let me just say that, in the last half a century or so, both ethnohistory and anthropology

have been moving in the same epistemological direction. For example: we now know

that wearing polyester fabrics instead of manta trousers and skirts or a baseball cap

instead of a palm hat, does not affect anybody’s indigenous identity, just as eating pork,

lamb or wheat bread is irrelevant as a marker of cultural authenticity. Oaxacan handi-

crafts, we know now, could be expressions of ancient artistic wisdom, but also recent

products invented for tourist consumption as recently as in the 1970s. We know now

that the famous “cargo system,” once seen as a survival of pre-Hispanic political orga-

nization, was actually created in the nineteenth century. And the history of Mexican

migration, in colonial times, then to urban centers in the twentieth century and more

recently to the United States, shows rather compellingly that no Indian needs to be

permanently attached to the land in order to preserve her “identity”: thus Mixtecs have

become bilingual in English and their own language, thus Nahuatl speakers travel be-
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tween Puebla and New York, thus my Salvadoran neighbors continue to eat pupusas

and send money to El Salvador even if they are unable to go back home for New Year’s

eve.

9. For those reasons, I think—following Rogers Brubacker and Frederick Cooper—that

it makes more sense to use “identification” instead of “identity” as the prime mode of

thinking about the self, both individually and collectively, both in the past and in the

present. It was the action of identifying some people as Indians in Bourbon Mexico

City that made those people Indian. The payment of tribute was thus more than a mere

bureaucratic accident. It was an epistemic process that resulted in an unavoidable so-

cial event. It was the creative action itself. The power of the powerful had made them.

And they had to deal with that identification whether they liked or not—and always in

creative, constitutive ways.  e
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